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Dissertation Abstract

This dissertation motivates, defines, and applies a simple but general theory of nominal modification for

natural languages. Chapter 2 presents two sub-theories that jointly constitute the bulk of the proposal: the

first specifies a morpho-semantics for nouns and inflectional features. In a sentence, it says that lexical count

nouns denote predicates of kinds, and that the composition of inflectional features with a noun converts the

noun’s kind-based meaning into a predicate of individuals, the extension of which reflects whether that noun

is singular or plural, masculine or feminine, etc. The second sub-theory specifies the syntactic structure

of nominal modification. Non-appositive modifiers are integrated into nominals either via adjunction to

the nominal head prior to the introduction of inflectional features (head-adjunction); or via adjunction to

the inflected noun, whose denotation has already been converted into a predicate of individuals (phrasal

adjunction). Directionality parameters are proposed for each kind of adjunction: in English, head-adjunction

is to the left only, while phrasal adjunction is bi-directional; in Italian head-adjunction is bi-directional

while phrasal adjunction is to the right only. As with all parametric theories, typological predictions can be

extracted from the analysis.

The theory of Chapter 2 is applied to a selection of modification-related phenomena in the remainder

of the dissertation, focusing on “Bolinger contrasts” and the approach to modification in DP that they have

inspired. This approach, “the two-domains theory,” provides indispensable basic insights, but I argue is

in need of more concrete and well-motivated semantic foundations. Through detailed investigation of the

restrictive/non-restrictive opposition in nominal modifiers (Chapter 3), the direct/implicit relative opposition

in certain modal attributive adjectives (Chapter 4), and a selection of additional modification-related puzzles

(Chapter 5), I aim to establish the theory in Chapter 2 as a concrete, principled, and cross-linguistically

adaptable framework for analysis of the lexical- and morpho-semantics of nouns, and of noun phrase-internal

composition. By accounting for the distribution of (some) Bolinger contrasts with a more conservative set

of assumptions, specific grammatical enrichments and silent elements postulated by two-domains theories

are rendered largely unnecessary. While data from English are examined most thoroughly throughout, the

general architecture of the theory I propose can be instantiated to yield a theory of modification for any

language. In Chapters 3 and 5, discourse coherence relations are argued to play an essential role in certain

quasi-grammatical phenomena related to modification, suggesting that the study of modification requires

attention to discourse-level pragmatic processes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.0 What this dissertation is about

Since the early work of Dwight Bolinger and Zeno Vendler, linguists have recognized the existence of elusive

but undeniable connections between the relative order of words in a modified noun phrase and the range of

interpretations such a phrase can have.1 Moreover, some manifestation of this kind of connection exists

in a wide range of the world’s languages, suggesting that beneath such patterns lie deep and fairly general

facts about language. The goal of this dissertation is to use order-sensitive ambiguities in modification

structures—“Bolinger contrasts”—to inform the theory of modification in natural language, as well as the

theory of nominal structure and interpretation more generally.

A particularly clear example of a Bolinger contrast, due to Larson (2000a), goes like this: the sentence

Mary interviewed every possible candidate can mean one of two things, (i) that Mary interviewed everyone

who was possibly a candidate; or (ii) that Mary interviewed every actual candidate that it was possible

to interview. The effect of word-order on interpretation reveals itself when the linear order of candidate

and possible is reversed: Mary interviewed every candidate possible naturally means something like (ii),

but is incompatible with interpretation (i). This example is not an isolated case; English displays a range

of modification ambiguities with distributional profiles very similar to this one’s. And English is by no

means unique in this respect. Most if not all Romance languages disallow certain interpretations of certain

prenominal attributive adjectives that are readily available in postnominal position (and frequently vice

versa). Korean relative clauses are interpreted intersectively when appearing between a determiner and a

noun, but appositively when appearing noun phrase-initially (Kim 1997). The list goes on. I would go as far

1 By “modified noun phrase” will be meant any noun phrase containing one or more attributive adjectives (the big dog), relative
clauses (the dog that I petted), locative PPs (the dog in the yard), etc.
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as to conjecture that no language permitting both pre- and postnominal modification is such that the relative

order of a noun and its modifiers can be freely permuted without ever causing any interpretive consequences.

To the extent that the proposals of this dissertation can be summarized in a single sentence, the central

thesis I will advance is that the defining properties of Bolinger contrasts—both distributional and semantic—

follow from a small set of independently motivated assumptions about the lexical semantics and morpho-

semantics of nouns, along with the distinction between phrasal- and head-adjunction as articulated by Sadler

& Arnold (1994). This idea stands in contrast to influential “two-domains” theories of Bolinger contrasts,

according to which certain regions of the noun phrase automatically associate specific interpretive properties

with modifiers occupying those regions (how this association is achieved differs from theory to theory; see

especially Larson 1998,1999; Larson & Marušič 2004; Cinque 2010,2014). I argue that the results of these

theories for English can be largely replicated—and in some cases extended—with a more conservative set

of principles that govern the interpretation of nouns instead of modifiers themselves. Some cross-linguistic

differences in Bolinger contrasts are also captured with these assumptions, supplemented by a small set of

syntactic parameter settings.

1.1 Bolinger contrasts and “two-domains” theories

Analyses of individual Bolinger contrasts have been advanced by semanticists, while a number of more

general theories of Bolinger contrasts have been advanced by syntacticians. I will argue throughout this

dissertation that both approaches are in fact necessary (and complementary), but also that there are critical

bodies of data that no existing theory can fully capture. Semantically-oriented analyses are typically de-

signed for a specific delimited dataset, while syntactically-oriented theories tend to be more general but lack

concrete, testable hypotheses about meaning. This section will survey the landscape of theories and results

about Bolinger contrasts and the syntax-semantics mapping in nominal modification more generally. By

identifying gaps in current theoretical understanding, we simultaneously establish motivation for a theory of

the kind I will develop in subsequent chapters.

1.1.1 The core data patterns

The most comprehensive study of Bolinger contrasts to date is the recent monograph of Cinque (2010). In

that study, Cinque describes nine contrasts which are argued to form a syntactic natural class in English and

in Italian. Each contrast can be described in terms of three general characteristics: (i) a semantic dimension

along which two truth-conditionally distinct interpretations exist; (ii) a set of syntactic configurations; and

2



(iii) possible values of (i) for each specification of (ii). Take the example from §1.0, for instance, reproduced

in (1.1) with labels for the opposing readings.

(1.1) a. Mary interviewed every possible candidate. (Larson 2000a:1)

3Direct: “Mary interviewed everyone who was possibly a candidate.”

3Indirect: ‘Mary interviewed every candidate it was possible to interview.’

b. Mary interviewed every candidate possible.

7Direct, 3Indirect

For this contrast, the parameter would be “direct versus indirect reading of possible;” and the configuration-

value pairings would be Adj-Noun→ {direct, indirect}; and Noun-Adj→ {direct}. This strategy has been

shown to reveal some interesting cross-linguistic generalizations. For example, the contrast in (1.1) can be

replicated in Spanish and Italian along the same semantic dimension, but with different configuration-value

pairings. The following minimal pair, due to Demonte (2008), suggests that in Spanish the Adj-Noun order

has only the direct interpretation while the Noun-Adj order has only the indirect interpretation.

(1.2) a. Atendió
attended.3sg

a
to

todos
all

los
the

visitantes
visitors

posibles.
possible

‘He received all the visitors it was possible for him to receive.’

b. Atendió
attended.3sg

a
to

todos
all

los
the

posibles
possible

visitantes.
visitors

‘He attended to all the people that were possible visitors.’ (Spanish)

Even apart from cross-linguistic considerations, though, there are a number of reasons why Bolinger

contrasts are interesting empirically and theoretically. Empirically, this topic is of interest because a wide

range of logically independent interpretive properties of modifiers appear to pattern alike, as a function of

structural position in the noun phrase. Theoretically, these contrasts raise questions like the following: are

adjectives lexically ambiguous or are the phrases they appear in syntactically ambiguous? If the latter, then

precisely what piece of the structure is responsible for endowing adjectives with the semantic properties

they have in a particular configuration?

Another example, which along with the direct/indirect opposition in (1.1) constitutes the primary empir-

ical target of this dissertation, is the opposition between so-called “restrictive” and “non-restrictive” inter-

pretations of attributive adjectives. As can be seen from the oft-cited minimal pair in (1.3), the distribution

of the non-restrictive reading coincides with the distribution of the direct reading of possible in example

3



(1.1): only the order in (1.3a) is compatible with a situation in which all of the relevant words are taken to

be unsuitable.

(1.3) a. Every unsuitable word was deleted. (Larson & Marušič 2004:275)

3Restrictive: “Every word that was unsuitable was deleted.”

3Nonrestrictive: “Every word was deleted; they were unsuitable.”

b. Every word unsuitable was deleted.

3Restrictive, 7Nonrestrictive

The full range of Bolinger contrasts observed in the literature is vast, and by no means limited to these two

particular phenomena. The pairs in (1.4), for example, have slightly different possible meanings, which

many researchers have related to the i(ndividual)-level/s(tage)-level distinction.

(1.4) a. the visible stars, the stars visible (Bolinger 1967:3-4)

b. the guilty people, the people guilty

c. the stolen jewels, the jewels stolen

d. the responsible individuals, the individuals responsible

A similar and perhaps clearer contrast exists for temporal modifiers: the alternation in (1.5) reflects the fact

that Thursday meeting can refer to a regular meeting whose default day is Thursday as well as to a specific

meeting on a specific Thursday, whereas meeting Thursday can only refer to a single Thursday’s meeting.

(1.5) a. Our Thursday meeting will take place on Wednesday (this week).

b. #Our meeting Thursday will take place on Wednesday (this week).

(Non-)restrictiveness, direct/indirect modal modification, and stage-/individual-level are logically indepen-

dent parameters of meaning, but the alternations appear to pattern syntactically in a parallel fashion: given an

appropriate set of lexical items, in English both readings are (usually) available when the adjective appears

prenominally, but only one reading is available postnominally.

Another striking property of Bolinger contrasts is that their syntactic manifestation varies across lan-

guages, but does so systematically. Some descriptions of Spanish and Italian report a “mirror-image” dis-

tribution, in which it is the postnominal modifier position that is ambiguous, and the readings that are only

available prenominally in English (non-restrictive, i-level, etc.) are the only readings prenominally. From
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Cinque 2010:Ch2:

(1.6) a. le
the

stelle
stars

invisibili
invisible

di
of

Andromeda
A.

3Individual-level, 3Stage-level

b. le invisibili stelle di Andromeda

3Individual-level, 7Stage-level

(1.7) a. le
the

lezioni
classes

noiose
boring

di
of

Ferri
F.

3Restrictive, 3Nonrestrictive

b. Le noiose lezioni di Ferri

7Restrictive, 3Nonrestrictive

(Italian, Cinque 2010:7-8)

Bolinger effects are also observed with multiple modifiers. For example, (1.8b) is odd because it implies

that generally non-visible stars could be temporarily visible. That (1.8b) does not have a reading equivalent

to (1.8a) shows that in certain cases, s-level readings must precede i-level readings.

(1.8) a. The invisible visible stars include Capella. (Larson 1998, attributed to B. Citko)

b. #The visible invisible stars include Capella.

Perhaps more clearly, the same point can be made using the “intersective/adverbial” alternation, which exists

for certain manner adjectives (Larson 1998). The basic ambiguity is illustrated in (1.9). The pair in (1.10)

shows that the adverbial reading of beautiful (“dances beautifully”) is blocked if a non-adverbial adjective

intervenes between beautiful and the noun. This is precisely the distribution of i-level versus s-level readings

of visible suggested by example (1.8).

(1.9) Olga is a beautiful dancer.

Adverbial: “Olga dances beautifully.” Intersective: “Olga is beautiful and a dancer.”

(1.10) a. Olga is a blond beautiful dancer. (both readings of beautiful are available)

b. Olga is a beautiful blond dancer. (only intersective reading of beautiful available)

Theoretically, observations like the ones surveyed here have been taken to constitute powerful evidence for

the “two-domains” model of nominal modification, which holds that regions of DP grammatically associate

specific interpretive properties with modifiers occupying those regions (Larson (1998,1999); Cinque (2010);

a.o.). Implementations of the two-domains model posit a range of grammatical enrichments that are meant to

explain why, for instance, prenominal modifiers in English tend to be ambiguous between the two readings

but prenominal modifiers in (some) Romance languages do not. Bolinger effects pattern non-uniformly
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across languages, so these conclusions have significant implications for nominal syntax and semantics cross-

linguistically. The next subsection summarizes in some detail the respective theories of Larson and Cinque.

1.1.2 Existing approaches: the dual source model and the notion of “two domains”

In a series of papers and lectures (Larson 1998; Larson 1999; Larson 2000a; Larson 2000b; Larson & Cho

2003; Larson & Marušič 2004; Larson & Takahashi 2007; a.o.), Richard Larson developed an important

version of the two-domains theory of nominal modification. Larson’s central proposal is that there are two

distinct regions inside the DP in which attributive adjectives may be syntactically positioned, and that the

semantics of an attributive adjective is (partially) determined by which region of the DP it occupies. Cinque

(2010) advanced a syntactically-oriented alternative formulation of the two-domains theory, drawing heavily

on English data discussed by Larson and supplemented with corresponding examples from Italian.

Both Larson and Cinque distinguish “direct” from “indirect” modification, a distinction initially intro-

duced by Sproat & Shih (1988) with a similar meaning. On Larson’s and Cinque’s conception, direct mod-

ifiers are structurally close to the noun and are associated with non-restrictive/i-level/etc. readings. Indirect

modifiers are more distant from the noun and are associated with the opposing set of readings. While the

formalisms employed to achieve this result are different, Larson and Cinque’s theories both guarantee that

the syntactic position of a modifier—and its structural relationship to the noun—constrains its semantics.

On Cinque’s (2010,2014) “dual-source hypothesis,” indirect modifiers are always adjoined reduced rel-

ative clauses (with presumably intersective semantics). Direct modifiers are analyzed as specifiers of func-

tional heads which endow adjectives with interpretive properties such as non-restrictive/i-level/etc., parallel

to the theory of adverbs advanced in Cinque 1999. This means that the direct readings are derived by silent

functional items, while the indirect readings are equivalent to predicative uses (since indirect adjectives are

predicates of covert relatives).

On Larson’s (1998,1999) theory, direct modifiers are inside NP while indirect modifiers are external

to NP. DP contains two silent event quantifiers with different quantificational forces and fixed structural

positions. The interpretation of an adjective, on this theory, depends on which quantifier it is in the scope

of: the generic quantifier can affect inner adjectives only, and the existential quantifier, outer adjectives.

(1.11) Two theories of nominal modification based on the two-domains model

a. [DP D [ APindirect [ [XP APdirect [X′ X NP ] ] APindirect ] ] ] (Cinque 2010)

(functional head X imposes semantics on APdirect)
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b. [DP ∃e [ APindirect [ Γe [NP APdirect N ] ] APindirect ] ] (Larson & Marušič 2004)

(Only APdirect is in the scope of generic event quantifier Γe)

There is only one postnominal position in (1.11a)/(1.11b), which on both theories is meant to explain why

English Noun-Adj sequences do not display the same kind of ambiguities as do Adj-Noun sequences. The

existence of two prenominal domains is meant to explain ordering constraints like those in (1.8) and (1.10).

Cinque (2010) extends the two-domains analysis to Italian, which he argues displays the “mirror-

image” distribution of English (see above): the (default) postnominal position hosts both readings, while

the prenominal position hosts only the direct readings (diagrams simplified here).

(1.12) Mirror-image distribution of attributive adjective interpretations (Cinque 2010)

a. English: [DP APindirect APdirect NP APindirect ]

b. Italian: [DP APdirect NP APdirect APindirect ]

In sum, then, a two-domains theory of modification holds that attributive adjectives can occupy two kinds

of structural positions: the first kind of position (for “direct modifiers”) is close to the noun and prenom-

inal (in English); the second (for “indirect modifiers”) can be much higher than the noun and prenominal

or postnominal (in English). These two hypothesized structural tiers will be referred to as “domains of

modification” throughout. Importantly, on both Larson’s and Cinque’s versions of the theory, the direct and

indirect prenominal domains are rigidly ordered with respect to one another, so that a sequence of the form

(1.13) *[Adjdirect [Adjindirect [Adjdirect...N...]]]

is predicted to be impossible in all languages. On the other hand, a sequence of two modifiers in the same

domain followed by a modifier from a different domain is a possible configuration:

(1.14) [Adjindirect [Adjdirect [Adjdirect...N...]]]

One way to think about the two-domains theory is by analogy to how the structure of clauses is broken up in

syntactic theory: in the C-domain are elements semantically associated with clause-typing and information

structure; in the I/T-domain are inflectional elements associated with tense and agreement; and in the V-

domain are elements semantically associated with argument structure and thematic roles. In the present case,

domains of modification are distinguished from one another by the semantic properties associated with them:

indirect modifiers tend to have intersective interpretations, whereas the interpretation of a direct modifier can
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be more idiosyncratic and does not always fall out in an obvious way from ordinary composition.

1.1.3 Preview: simulating two domains without dual sources

The main proposal of this dissertation is the following: regardless of whether or not there are two distinct

domains of modification in the noun phrase, the distribution of Bolinger contrasts follows (for the most part)

from the lexical semantics and morpho-semantics of nouns. Put another way, we do not need to introduce

silent structure or covert operators into the noun phrase to understand how or why (English) prenominal

modification structures are ambiguous in ways that corresponding postnominal structures are not. Instead,

I argue that our understanding of structure-sensitive ambiguities in modification will automatically progress

as we gain deeper understanding of composition in noun phrases that do not contain modifiers.

Two-domains theories postulate silent structures or operators that affect the interpretation of modifiers

only. For example on Cinque’s theory, direct modification heads introduce direct modifiers and endow

them with certain properties. But a direct modification head never affects the interpretation of a noun, and

is not even present in the nominal structure unless a direct modification adjective is. Similarly, Larson’s

event quantifiers bind variables in the representations of adjectives but only sometimes do these operators

simultaneously bind corresponding variables in the noun. On the theory that I develop here, however, there

is a single set of processes that interpret nouns and noun phrases, and these processes apply uniformly

regardless of whether a modifier is present or not. This approach is more theoretically conservative, but still

captures the core generalizations about Bolinger contrasts. Just like in two-domains theories, the position in

which a modifier is introduced into the structure does affect how that structure is interpreted; however, on the

theory I advance here, this interaction is a side-effect of how nouns and noun phrases are interpreted—there

are no specific principles governing what kind of reading a given modifier in a given structure should have.

It is in this sense that the proposals of this dissertation “simulate” the results of the two-domains model of

modification without the introduction of mechanisms solely governing the interpretation of modifiers.

The existence of “reduced relative clause” structure for attributive adjectives is a contested issue among

syntactically-inclined semanticists, and a popular position within syntactic theory (Kayne 1994; Leu 2008;

Cinque 2010). Throughout the dissertation, we encounter situations in which researchers have posited re-

duced relative structure to solve various puzzles. In some cases, I suggest that such puzzles can be solved

without appeal to this kind of covert syntax. But in others, the existence of covert relative structure appears

to have both empirical motivation and a crucial role to play in the derivation of generalizations. The results
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of this dissertation are therefore partially but not entirely independent from the issue of whether adjectival

modifiers contain relative clause structure.

1.2 Theoretical assumptions and formal preliminaries

A natural language like English can be viewed as an abstract combinatorial system analogous to formal

languages of logic and mathematics. This is the intuition upon which the foundations of generative syntax

and formal semantics for natural language were built, as reflected in the early work of Chomsky (1955)

and Montague (1974), respectively. Three important similarities between natural and formal languages are

noted here. First, both kinds of systems have a determinate syntax; i.e. a set of primitive symbols which can

be recursively combined with one another according to some set of rules or constraints. Second, primitive

symbols (e.g. morphemes or logical constants) are conventionally associated with non-linguistic objects or

concepts in the world (or in imagination). Third and finally, both natural and formal languages are compo-

sitional in the sense that the meaning of any syntactically well-formed expression is uniquely determined

by the meanings of its constituent units, the syntactic structure of the expression, and the operations used to

combine the constituent units’ meanings. These similarities make it possible to construct models of natural

language syntax and semantics with precise and well-understood tools from formal language theory and

mathematical logic. Furthermore, the syntactic and semantic components can be designed to interface with

one another, resulting (ideally) in a precise and predictive theory of a language’s syntax-semantics interface.

A concrete example illustrating the “intersective” analysis of adjectival modification: suppose a new

expression of category N (“an N”) can be formed by concatenating an A with an N. To compute the meaning

of a complex N [N [A a][N n]] constructed by this rule, we need to specify the lexical meanings of a

and n as well as a composition principle that can be used to combine their meanings—roughly, a way

of interpreting concatenation. To this end, suppose lexical A’s and N’s are required to have sets as their

meanings, and suppose there is a composition principle of intersection (int) which says that the meaning of

the concatenation α_β of two set-denoting expressions α and β is equal to the intersection of α’s denotation

and β ’s denotation. Then we can compute a complex N’s meaning as follows:

J[N [A a][N n]]K (JxK = the meaning of ‘x’)

= Ja_nK (a and n are sisters)

= int(JaK)(JnK) (a and n denote sets)

= JaK∩ JnK (by definition of int)
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According to this toy example, adjective and noun meanings are things that are true or false of objects,

and thus int predicts that [N [A a][N n]] is true of an object if and only if both [A a] and [N n] are true of

that object. Such a prediction is then tested by checking commonsense intuitions about entailment: does

something count as a [N [A yellow] [N duckling]] if and only if it counts as a duckling and is yellow?

Plausibly. But this simplistic model makes incorrect predictions for cases like rubber duckling or fake

duckling, which intuitively aren’t kinds of ducklings at all. The theory must therefore be revised to reflect

these intuitions.

Analyses in contemporary formal semantics have the methodological shape of this example: define a set

of primitive category-word pairs (build a lexicon); assign meanings to those words (give lexical semantics);

adopt a set of syntactic principles that generate complex hierarchical expressions from the words and their

categories (write a grammar); and specify how to compute the meaning of an expression containing sub-

expressions whose meanings are known (define the composition principles). The remainder of this section

defines the formalisms that I will be using in this dissertation as models of the lexicon, lexical semantics,

grammar, and composition principles.

1.2.1 Syntactic assumptions

This dissertation is not a work in theoretical syntax, but issues relating to phrase structure, constituency,

morphology, and agreement are important in many of the analytical issues to be encountered. Therefore,

I will uniformly use the terminology and notation of X-bar theory, a constrained format for representing

syntactic structure that has been the dominant theoretical paradigm in generative linguistics for several

decades now. For concreteness, the allowable forms for phrase- and bar-level projections are specified in

(1.15) and (1.16), respectively.

(1.15) Phrasal projections:
a. XP

YP
(specifier)

X′

b. XP

YP
(adjunct)

XP

c. XP

XP YP
(adjunct)

d. XP

X′

(1.16) Bar-level projections:
a. X′

X
(head)

YP
(complement)

b. X′

X
(head)
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The constraints imposed by (1.15) and (1.16) are complemented by selectional properties of lexical items.

For example the transitive verb talk selects for PP, and not DP/NP, complements. This is why the sentence

*John [VP talked [NP Mary]] is ungrammatical while John [VP talked [PP to Mary]] is not, even though both

conform to (1.15)-(1.16). Selectional information can be about syntactic category, thematic role, inflectional

morphology, etc. Thus the selectional properties of the D these explains why these dogs is well-formed but

*these dog is not.

Cross-linguistic variation is captured in X-bar theory by so-called parameter settings. As indicated by

rule (1.16), English tends to be a head-initial language in the sense that heads tend to linearly precede

their complements. Other languages have head-final tendencies, resulting in e.g. postpositions instead of

prepositions, OV instead of VO word-order, postnominal instead of prenominal articles, etc. There is a

vast literature on cross-linguistic syntax in the framework of X-bar theory, spanning decades, investigating

dozens of languages, and proposing countless reformulations of the basic schemata in (1.15)-(1.16). Given

the impossibility of taking into account the results of all research in this tradition, here I will simply stick

to the above rules, revising and/or expanding the list whenever motivation to do so is encountered. This

includes discussions of cross-linguistic variation; in Chapter 2, for example, I propose that the operation of

head-adjunction is more constrained in some languages than it is in others.

To see how the concepts introduced above work in action, we close this discussion by providing a

syntactic derivation of an English sentence of moderate complexity. The sentence is (1.17).

(1.17) I believe that the cop poked John with a stick.

Clauses are projections of the functional category T(ense), subjects occupy the specifier of T, and T selects

for a VP complement. T is an abstract, phonetically empty functional item (although it is morphologically

realized on inflected verbs). Thus the matrix clause has the shape

(1.18) [TP [NP I ] [T′ [T PRS ] [VP [V believe ] [ ... ] ]]]

Finite embedded clauses such as the complement of believe in (1.17) are analyzed as projections of C(omplementizer),

which takes TP as its complement. The PP with his stick is adjoined to the embedded VP. Furthermore, I

adopt the currently popular assumption that noun phrases containing determiners like the or every are pro-

jections of D instead of N (see Szabolcsi 1987; Abney 1987). According to this assumption, the dog has the

structure [DP [D the] [NP [N′ [N dog]]]] instead of [NP [D the] [N dog]]. Irrelevant bar-level projections will
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often be omitted, e.g. the structure of the dog can be abbreviated as [DP [D the] [N dog]]. Thus the structure

of the constituent abbreviated ‘[ ... ]’ in (1.18) is

(1.19) [CP [C that ] [TP [DP [D the ] [NP cop ]] [T′ [T PAST ]

[VP [VP [V poked ] [NP John ] ] [PP [P with ] [DP [D a ] [NP stick ] ]]]]]]]]

And this concludes the background on theoretical syntax. Additional constraints, principles, assumptions,

etc., will be motivated and introduced as needed throughout subsequent chapters.

1.2.2 Semantic assumptions

In the syntax-semantics interface I will assume here, we superimpose semantic derivations on top of syntac-

tic derivations by labeling each terminal node in a tree with a logical term that models the lexical semantics

of the item occupying that terminal node. A simplified toy example to clarify the strategy: John has as

its lexical semantics the non-logical constant john, and the VP left denotes a one-place predicate that is

true of an individual if and only if there is a past time during which that individual left—in the semantic

language defined below this is expressed by the term λx[PAST[left(x)]]. Because the argument type for the

VP-meaning matches the type of the subject-meaning, the two terms can compose via function-argument

application, yielding the boolean formula shown below as the meaning of full sentence John left.

(1.20) S

NP
John

john : e

VP
left

λx[PAST[left(x)]] : 〈e, t〉

=⇒F-A application PAST[left(john)] : t

The resulting term is then interpreted relative to a particular context of use, and receives a value of true or

false depending on the properties of the model against which it is interpreted.

Throughout the dissertation I formulate semantic analyses in a slightly modified version of the higher-

order language Ty2, defined by Gallin (1975). Ty2 was introduced as a reformulation of Montague’s (1974)

intensional logic, the primary difference being that Ty2 has three distinct basic types instead of only two.

The basic types of Ty2 are e (for individuals), s (for states or worlds), and t (truth-values). Terms are used to

model natural language meanings and types constrain the possible denotations of terms. The set type of Ty2

types is the closure of the set of basic types {e,s, t} under the binary type-constructor 〈·, ·〉. For example e;

〈s,〈e, t〉〉; 〈t,s〉; and 〈e,〈e,〈〈〈s,e〉, t〉,e〉,s〉, t〉 are all types.
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Terms consist of variables, constants, and whatever can be constructed from them via the term-formation

rules specified in (1.21). Beginning with the simplest terms, for each type α , we assume a denumerable

stock of variables x1, . . . ,xn, . . . and non-logical constants c1, . . . ,cn, . . . of type α . The full set of terms

is built recursively from variables, constants, and syncategorematic expressions such as brackets and λ .2

Where α,β are any types and A : α is read “A is a term of type α ,”

(1.21) Definition. The terms of Ty2 are:

a. every variable xn : α and constant cn : α is a term of type α; variables/constants

b. if B : 〈α,β 〉 and A : α , then B(A) : β ; applications

c. if A : α and x : β is a variable, then λx[A] : 〈β ,α〉; abstractions

d. if A : t and B : t, then ¬A, [A→ B], [A∧B], [A∨B] are of type t; connectives

e. if ϕ : t and x : α a variable, then ∀x[ϕ] : t and ∃x[ϕ] : t; and quantifiers

f. nothing else is a term. closure clause

And this is the syntax of Ty2. We can now build any formula of first-order logic, as well as lambda-abstracts

of any type. In the class of interpretations we now specify for this language, first-order formulas will have

the same meanings they have in classical model theory,3 and a lambda abstract of the form λxe[P〈e,t〉(x)] will

denote the function from things of type e (individuals) to things of type t (truth-values) that returns true for

an argument a iff a has the property denoted by P.

First, fix a non-empty set D, thought of as the “domain of discourse” or the set of entities. In a given

interpretation, all terms of type e will have as values elements of D. A second non-empty set W is thought

of as the set of “possible worlds” or “situations,” and it supplies values for terms of type s. Terms of type

t—aka formulas—take as values elements of a third set, Bool = {true, false}. This reflects the Fregean in-

tuition that declarative sentences refer to truth-values. Terms of type 〈s, t〉 are propositions, expressions that

become formulas when fed a world-argument. As usual, the proposition expressed by p : 〈s, t〉 is therefore

conceptualized as the set of worlds w in which p(w) = true (see Pollard 2008 for a modern alternative).

To specify denotation-types for expressions with non-basic types, we define the class of model-theoretic

frame structures specified by Gallin (1975) for Ty2. A frame specifies for any type α the set of objects that

2 The logical constants ∧, ¬, ∀, etc. can actually be defined within this system via only variables, λ , and> or⊥ (see Henkin 1963;
Pollard 2008), but they are introduced syncategorematically here for simplicity’s sake. The fact that they can be defined in this
way allows us to skip meta-theoretical definitions of ¬, ∧, etc. whenever convenient.

3 Many of the details that guarantee this are omitted here for reasons of space, including the Ty2 axioms imposing classical
interpretations on the connectives and quantifiers.
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are possible denotations of α-type terms. The frames used here are those satisfying the following definition:

(1.22) Definition. A family of sets (Mα)α∈type is a Ty2 frame iff

a. Me = D; (e-terms denote individuals)

b. Ms =W ; (s-terms denote worlds/situations)

c. Mt = Bool; and (t-terms denote truth-values)

d. M〈α,β 〉 = (Mβ )
Mα (〈α,β 〉-terms denote functions from Mα to Mβ )

A model is a frame along with a function that assigns to each non-logical constant an element in its appro-

priate denotational domain. Officially:

(1.23) Definition. A Ty2 model is a pair M = 〈(Mα)α∈type,val〉 whose first component is a Ty2 frame

and whose second component is a function val that assigns to each constant c : α an element of

Mα for all α ∈ type.

Also important is the notion of a variable assignment: a variable assignment on a frame is a function that

maps each variable of Ty2 to an object in its type’s domain. For example if g is an assignment and x : α ,

then g(x) ∈Mα .

To specify the value of a term relative to modelM and assignment g, we define a conservative extension

of val∪g called “the meaning function,” denoted by ‘J·KM,g’. Since every Ty2 term is a constant, a variable,

an application, or an abstraction, the following clauses specify the interpretation of any term not containing

the logical connectives (but see fn.3).

(1.24) Definition. The value of a Ty2 term relative toM and g

a. Jx : αKM,g = g(x)

b. Jc : αKM,g = val(c)

c. Jλxα [Aβ ]KM,g = the function f : Mα →Mβ s.t. for any o ∈Mα , f (o) = JAKM,g[x/o]

d. JA〈α,β 〉(Bα)KM,g = JAKM,g(JBKM,g)

Since truth-values are literally part of the model theory (being elements of Mt), the definition of truth is

simple: a closed formula ϕ : t is true relative toM iff JϕKM,g = true for all g. The usual logical constants

are understood classically, so that ¬ϕ is true iff ϕ is false; [ϕ ∧ψ] is true iff both ϕ and ψ are; ∀xα [ϕ] is

true iff for every o ∈Mα and every assignment g, ϕ[g(x)/o] is true; and so on.
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To make formulas more readable, we frequently and implicitly use the conversion rule β -reduction.

Conversion rules play an important role in allowing formulas to be parsable by the human eye/mind. β -

reduction reflects the fact that in the lambda-calculus, applications are interpreted as function-argument

applications. Roughly, β -reduction can apply only when A contains no free occurrences of y.

(β ) λxα [A](yα) is equivalent to A[x/y].

To analyze a fragment of a natural language like English, we can introduce lexical entries using the

notation JwordK= [Ty2 term], where J·K with no superscripts is metalanguage notation for “the Ty2 term that

represents the meaning of natural language expression ·.” The terms used to state hypotheses about word

meanings will often involve novel constants like left : 〈e, t〉 or john : e. Since these constants are not part

of the language defined above, we must specify exactly how their interpretations should be constrained. For

example, if we want to talk about height formally, we could introduce a constant tall : 〈e, t〉, and henceforth

restrict attention to only those models M in which tall denotes the function f : D→ Bool that maps all

and only the tall elements of D to true. Using the aforementioned notation, we can then write a lexical

entry associating the English adjective tall with this new constant: JtallK = λx[tall(x)]. These conventions

will frequently be made use of. In most cases novel constants’ intended meanings will be perfectly clear;

e.g. dog should be true of dogs, λx[λy[loves(x)(y)]] holds of (a,b) when b loves a, etc. When a constant’s

meaning is not clear, I will specify what its intended meaning is, usually informally.

1.3 Dissertation overview and main chapter summaries

1.3.1 Overview of the dissertation in 289 words

This dissertation motivates, defines, and applies a simple but general theory of nominal modification for nat-

ural languages. Chapter 2 presents two sub-theories that jointly constitute the bulk of the proposal: the first

specifies a morpho-semantics for nouns and inflectional features, according to which lexical count nouns

denote predicates of kinds, and the composition of inflectional features with a noun converts the noun’s

kind-based meaning into a predicate of individuals. The second sub-theory specifies the syntax of nominal

modification, which can have one of two forms: modifiers are adjoined to uninflected kind-denoting nom-

inal heads (head-adjunction); or they are adjoined to inflected, individual-denoting noun phrases (phrasal

adjunction). Directionality parameters are proposed for each kind of adjunction; e.g. in English, head-

adjunction is to the left only while phrasal adjunction is bi-directional.
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The theory of Chapter 2 is applied to a selection of modification-related phenomena in the remainder of

the dissertation, focusing on Bolinger contrasts and comparing results to those of two-domains based theo-

ries of modification. Through detailed investigation of the restrictive/non-restrictive opposition in nominal

modifiers (Chapter 3), the direct/implicit relative opposition in certain modal attributive adjectives (Chapter

4), and a selection of additional modification-related puzzles (Chapter 5), I aim to establish the theory in

Chapter 2 as a concrete, principled, and cross-linguistically adaptable framework for analysis of the lexical-

and morpho-semantics of nouns, and of noun phrase-internal composition. By accounting for the distribution

of (some) Bolinger contrasts with a more conservative set of assumptions, specific grammatical enrichments

and silent elements postulated by two-domains theories are rendered largely unnecessary. Parts of Chapters

3 and 5 argue that discourse coherence relations play an essential role in certain quasi-grammatical phe-

nomena related to modification, suggesting that modification cannot be fully understood independently of

discourse-level pragmatic processes.

1.3.2 Chapter 2: Motivating and building a theory of nominal modification

Chapter 2 sets the stage for the remainder of the dissertation by motivating and defining a new theory of the

syntax-semantics mapping in simple noun phrases. §2.1 and §2.2 argue that the traditional analysis of noun

meanings as predicates of individuals cannot be maintained in full generality. The motivation for seeking an

alternative comes from a variety of sources: I argue in §2.1 that the inflectional properties of nouns, widely

considered to be “uninterpretable” features, should be reflected in the denotations of nouns. It follows from

this that the introduction of inflectional morphology on a noun has a non-trivial effect on semantics.

§2.2 summarizes a body of previous research on the semantics of nouns across languages, and on the

relationship between kind- versus individual-reference on the one hand and the syntactic projections of N

versus D on the other. The most important idea emerging from this discussion is that reference to kinds or

types is encoded within the lower NP region of the nominal, while reference to individuals or tokens is a

function of the higher DP region of the nominal. This correlation is shown in §2.3 to correspond exactly to

an asymmetry in the interpretation of nominal modifiers, which has been informally described by linguists

since at least Bolinger (1967) in the following terms: generic, characterizing, or permanent properties tend

to be expressed by modifiers that are structurally close to head nouns, while more distant modifiers tend to

express accidental, non-essential, or temporary properties. This parallel motivates the following analysis,

which constitutes the foundation for the analyses throughout the dissertation: inner modifiers compose with
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nouns within the kind-denoting structural level and as a result have the first set of interpretive properties

(generic, characterizing); and outer modifiers compose with nouns in the higher, token-denoting level and

as a result have the second set of interpretive properties (accidental, temporary). §2.4-2.5 formalize this

parallel by encoding the type-to-token conversion in the semantics of inflectional morphology, and defining

a syntax that allows (some) modifiers to compose with both inflected and uninflected nouns.

§2.4 introduces a theory of noun phrase structure and meaning. In a sentence, it says that lexical count

nouns denote predicates of kinds, and that (for languages that have it) the composition of inflectional fea-

tures with a noun converts the noun’s kind-based meaning into a predicate of individuals, the extension of

which reflects whether that noun is singular or plural, masculine or feminine, etc. I show that this anal-

ysis accounts for a range of generalizations reported in the literature about cross-linguistic differences in

kind- and individual-reference. The generalizations concern the grammaticality and interpretation of bare

nominals and simple definite descriptions in English, German, Italian, Spanish, and French.

§2.5 extends the theory of §2.4 to NPs and DPs containing modifiers. Non-appositive modifiers are

integrated into nominals in one of two ways, a dichotomy partially inspired by Sadler & Arnold (1994):

via adjunction to the nominal head prior to the introduction of inflectional features (head-adjunction); or via

adjunction to the inflected noun, whose denotation has already been converted into a predicate of individuals

(phrasal adjunction). The modification sub-theory also contains directionality parameters for each kind of

adjunction: in English, head-adjunction is to the left only, while phrasal adjunction is bi-directional. But

in Italian, I argue that it is head-adjunction that is bi-directional, while phrasal adjunction is to the right

only. This approach yields a constrained typology of languages according to how nominal modification is

syntactically encoded, similar to but more general than Cinque’s (2010) dual-source hypothesis.

Finally, in the remainder of the chapter, I show how the mirror-image distribution of modifier inter-

pretation in English versus Italian is treated within this framework. Using the stage-level/individual-level

Bolinger contrast as a testing ground, I show that the proposals of §2.4-2.5 jointly derive the observed distri-

bution of readings in English, as well as ordering restrictions between prenominal stage- and individual-level

adjectives.

1.3.3 Chapter 3: Restrictive versus non-restrictive modification

Chapter 3 investigates the phenomenon of non-restrictive adjectival modification, focusing on connections

to the two-domains theory of modification and to the field of discourse semantics/pragmatics. In the first
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part of the chapter, §3.1, I present and assess five existing conceptions within linguistic theory of what

“non-restrictive modification” is, arguing that all fail to match intuitions for at least some body of critical

examples. Syntactic characterizations apply only to relative clauses, and hence are ill-suited to categorize

attributive adjectives. Furthermore, the semantic property of failing to restrict a noun denotation is not a

sufficient condition for a nominal modifier to be considered non-restrictive in the intuitive sense. These

observations demonstrate that non-restrictiveness is neither an exclusively syntactic nor an exclusively se-

mantic property. §3.1 concludes with a collection of examples strongly suggesting that non-restrictive mod-

ifiers are required to provide “relevant” information in a way that restrictives need not; this generalization

supports the hypothesis that a modifier in a felicitous utterance is non-restrictive only if the modifier stands

in a certain kind of pragmatic relationship to some other proposition in the same utterance or conversation.

In other words, the correct characterization of non-restrictiveness must relate to discourse-level factors in

addition to properly semantic factors.

§3.2 proposes new formal definitions for restrictive and non-restrictive which have both semantic and

pragmatic components. The pragmatic component makes reference to discourse coherence relations (Hobbs

1985; Kehler 2002; Asher & Lascarides 2003) as well as to the distinction between active and passive

conversational contexts (Kripke 2009). In particular, I introduce the central hypothesis that a modifier is

non-restrictive (and felicitous) if and only if two conditions hold: (i) that the speaker believes the modified

noun phrase to have the same denotation as the unmodified noun; and (ii) that the modifier can be used to

deduce an implication and rhetorically relate it to some salient proposition in the active discourse context.

This proposal explains the observation from §3.1.6 that in contrast to restrictive modifiers, non-restrictives

often feel deviant if their content is not in some sense “relevant.” Restrictive modification is defined as the

denial of property (i), and thus may or may not contribute to coherence. These definitions are meant to

characterize in a precise but general way the intuitions behind working linguists’ usage of the terms.

Throughout §3.2, I use terminology and tools from a framework for discourse semantics—specifically

a hybrid extension of Asher & Lascarides’ and Kehler’s. Formal theories of discourse relations are still rel-

atively obscure within model-theoretic semantics, and therefore I devote §3.2.1-3.2.2 to general discussion

of how discourse-level phenomena can and should be analyzed within the parameters of modern semantic

theory. In §3.2.3 I introduce a simple, stripped-down framework for discourse semantics inspired by Asher

& Lascarides’s (2003) architecture. The formalism is designed to interface in a straightforward way with

standard truth-conditional semantics, but is flexible enough to be adapted to mostly any static or dynamic
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semantic framework (though the system itself contains a context-update procedure).

§3.3 returns to the topic of DP structure, and asks whether the restrictive/non-restrictive Bolinger con-

trast (R/NR) should indeed be viewed as such in light of the considerations of §3.2. In §3.3.1 I show with

empirical and conceptual arguments that R/NR differs fundamentally from other Bolinger contrasts, despite

its superficially similar appearance. In §3.3.2 I scrutinize and demonstrate some difficulties for Larson’s

(1998) and Cinque’s (2010) two-domains based theories of R/NR, irrespective of how (non-)restrictive is

understood. §3.4 then proceeds to apply the theory of NP/DP from Chapter 2 and the characterizations

from §3.2 to the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of R/NR. The main conclusion of the new analysis is

that R/NR only superficially has the distribution of Bolinger contrasts as described by Cinque (2010), and

that restrictive/non-restrictive does not track the inner/outer distinction as related contrasts do. The analysis

as implemented here depends upon two additional assumptions, though in principle alternatives could be

sought: (i) the projection of DP shells in the syntax of modified nominals, following Larson (1991); and

(ii) a novel type adjustment principle, which encodes side-issue entailments—including the contribution of

non-restrictive adjectives and appositives—as definedness conditions (like the partial-function analysis of

presupposition). The mechanism in (ii) composes a noun (phrase) and a modifier to result in an expression

that functions syntactically like a noun (phrase) but is defined only if the modifier property holds of the

referent of the noun (phrase). As in Chapter 2, variation across binary syntactic parameters is argued to

underly different empirical patterns across languages (here, for example, the availability of non-restrictive

readings of adjectives in English versus Italian). §5 considers some connections of the theory developed here

to related issues, including psycholinguistic studies of modification. In particular, eye-tracking researchers

working in the visual world paradigm study a notion of “contrast” in the interpretation of attributive ad-

jectives that closely corresponds to the theoretical linguist’s notion of “restriction” as conceived of here. I

discuss some possible ways that the proposals of this chapter could be evaluated using experimental and

behavioral methodologies, as well as a couple of theoretical loose ends.

1.3.4 Chapter 4: Direct versus implicit relative modal adjectives

Chapter 4 is a second case study in adjective ambiguity, which targets the “direct/implicit relative” alterna-

tion in modal adjectives illustrated in (1.1) above. This contrast is of particular interest because the availabil-

ity of the implicit relative reading of e.g. possible depends not only upon syntactic position, but also upon

the lexical semantics of the DP’s determiner: for example every licenses implicit relative readings while
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some does not. §4.1 provides an overview of existing research on this contrast, emphasizing arguments to

the effect that the distribution of possible’s readings provides strong evidence in favor of the two-domains

model.

§4.2 argues in direct opposition to two-domains theories of this contrast: whether possible occupies

an inner or an outer modifier position cannot be predicted on the basis of whether it has a direct or indi-

rect/implicit relative reading. Therefore, the postulation of two modification domains is mostly orthogonal

to the question of how possible receives its interpretation. Following Larson’s (2000a) analysis of the im-

plicit relative reading, though, I do assume a silent clausal complement of possible on its indirect reading,

and hence that possible can be a covert/reduced relative clause under certain conditions. Despite this syntac-

tic variability, though, it remains possible and viable to analyze possible and related adjectives as lexically

unambiguous but semantically polymorphic: they have schematic types and can compose with propositional

or nominal arguments.

With this analysis in hand, §4.3 investigates the puzzling determiner restriction on implicit relative

adjectives. While it remains somewhat mysterious, I point out that the very same restriction is active in

amount/degree relative clauses, as has been known since Carlson (1977a). Key to establishing this point is

the observation that the adjective necessary can also admit of implicit relative readings. The parallel with

amount relatives is then used as motivation for a degree-based analysis of all implicit relative adjectives,

a generalization of Romero’s (2013) proposal for modal superlatives. While I implement the syntax and

semantics of the silent degree relative in a slightly different way, this analysis complements Romero’s. §4.4

presents derivations of the direct and indirect readings in superlatives, universals, and plain definites—a kind

of DP that had not been recognized to admit of implicit relative adjectives until the present work. The section

and chapter close by revisiting Larson’s (2000a) and Cinque’s (2010) generalizations about the distribution

of direct and implicit relative readings. Point-by-point, I show how the analysis of modal adjectives in this

chapter, combined with the theory of DP from Chapter 2, accounts directly for the basic pattern in English.

Related issues and observations are identified intermittently throughout the chapter.

1.3.5 Chapter 5: Modified names, subtrigging, and manner implicatures

Chapter 5 applies the theory of DP structure advanced in preceding chapters to three additional issues in

the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of modification: the composition of modified proper names and

related constructions (§5.1); the licensing of any in positive contexts by modification (subtrigging, §5.2);
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and an asymmetry in the implicatures of restrictive versus non-restrictive modifiers in downward entailing

environments (§5.3).

§5.1 revisits the type mismatch repair mechanism utilized in Chapter 3’s analysis of non-restrictive

modification (TMAP). While the principle has somewhat of an ad hoc nature, it affords natural analyses

of article-less modified names (poor John), and potentially also polydefinite nominals in Greek, expressive

adjectives, and attributive quantity modifiers. Any compositional theory of side-issue meaning necessarily

invokes a mechanism whose function is equivalent to the one proposed here (e.g. Potts 2005; Morzycki

2008). Thus, as the applications of TMAP extend beyond those of competing mechanisms, I conclude that

TMAP is a reasonable operation to assume in a formal theory of compositional interpretation. Following

the general discussion of composition, I present a theory of modified and unmodified names accompanied

by articles (an/the exhausted John Smith; der Hans), proposing an analysis according to which names (can)

denote predicates of spatio-temporal individual stages. This analysis treats articles and modifiers in complex

names as no different than their occurrences in ordinary DPs, an improvement over competing theories that

maintain referential analyses of names and complicate the treatment of all other elements in a modified

name. The names-as-stage-predicates analysis fits nicely with the theory of noun meaning from Chapter 2

in that names can denote individuals like nouns can denote kinds, but names can also denote predicates over

stages of an individual like nouns can denote predicates over subkinds of a kind. In other words, individuals

are to kinds what stage-predicates are to subkinds; the difference between names and common nouns is thus

simply that names denote in the individual domain while nouns denote in the kind domain.

§5.2 summarizes some interesting generalizations about the occurrence of any in non-negative, non-

modal contexts—also known as subtrigging. Interestingly, any can be licensed in positive contexts only by

a proper subset of nominal modifiers, characterized by Dayal (1998) as relative clauses with essential but

not accidental readings. The points I make about subtrigging are relatively minor: first, a counterexample

with implicit relative possible shows that it is not only postnominal modifiers that can subtrig any, contrary

to Carlson’s (1981) decades-old generalization. Second, Dayal’s (1998) essential-accidental analysis can

be reinterpreted in terms of rhetorical connections: a relative clause subtrigs any only if it establishes a

discourse coherence relation with the content of the sentence in which any occurs. If correct, this idea

provides further evidence that coherence relations can interact with the grammar of a language, as suggested

for non-restrictive modification in Chapter 3.

Finally, §5.3 reflects upon an asymmetry in the implicatures of restrictive versus non-restrictive mod-
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ifiers: as noted by Katzir (2007) and others, relative clauses and other restrictive modifiers trigger man-

ner/quantity implicatures in downward-entailing contexts. Building on discussion in Leffel 2011, I discuss

the fact that no such implicatures are observed for non-restrictive adjectives and argue that this fact motivates

a form of Magri’s (2011) blindness hypothesis for manner implicatures. Without reaching firm conclusions,

I entertain various explanations for the facts described in this section. Potentially the most interesting hy-

pothesis also explains why postnominal modifiers in English do not admit of non-restrictive readings as

easily as do prenominal modifiers: if postnominal modifiers are reduced relative clauses, and if clauses

are prosodic domains, then default prominence is assigned to postnominal modifiers via a nuclear stress

principle; as a result the modifier is focus-marked and thus evokes a set of alternatives whose existence is

incompatible with a non-restrictive construal. In contrast, there is in most cases little or no motivation for a

reduced relative analysis of prenominal attributive adjectives, and as a result they need not be focus-marked,

need not evoke alternatives, and need not be interpreted restrictively.

In sum, I hope to establish in this dissertation that intricate distributional generalizations and structure-

sensitive ambiguities in modified nouns do not necessarily imply a highly articulated nominal structure,

nor do they imply a general but idiosyncratic ambiguity in adjectives. Instead, by limiting the kinds of

grammatical enrichments we allow into our theoretical toolbox, such patterns can be used to inform our

understanding of lexical noun meaning, nominal morphosyntax and morpho-semantics, the mechanics of

composition, and even natural language ontology.
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Chapter 2

The internal syntax and semantics of noun phrases

2.0 Introduction

The investigation of Bolinger contrasts requires a theoretically informed and cross-linguistically applicable

theory of nouns and of DP-internal composition. After motivating the need for such a theory, I establish

a syntactic parallel between kind- or type-denoting nominals on the one hand, and generically interpreted

nominal modifiers on the other. By unifying the observations of Larson (1998,1999) and Vergnaud & Zu-

bizarreta (1992), it becomes evident that certain aspects of a modifier’s interpretation depend critically upon

semantic properties of the noun it modifies, as well as the structural level at which the modifier is introduced.

The overall goal of the chapter is to develop a concrete set of principles governing the structure and

interpretation of noun phrases that is both informed by recent advances in the study of DP, and which

provides a principled explanation for the aforementioned parallel between generic meaning in nouns and in

modifiers. Capturing this parallel within a formal theory of English grammar, I will argue, affords a natural

analysis of the stage-level versus individual-level contrast discussed in Chapter 1. Specifically, I propose

in §5 that the i-level/s-level Bolinger contrast can be explained as an interaction between attachment height

and the conversion of a noun’s type-based denotation into a token-based denotation.

The specific set of principles and assumptions about DP that I develop integrates observations and ideas

from a range of recent theories about nouns and modifiers. The resulting theory covers a variety of related

issues including the semantics of number- and gender-marking, the cross-linguistic inventory of (hypothe-

sized) expletive and null determiners, and how parametric variation in NP and DP morphosyntax influences

the nature of modification structures. The point of building such a theory is to have a precise, concrete,

and internally consistent framework in which to formulate analyses of other Bolinger contrasts—the main
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objective of the remainder of this dissertation.

Chapter outline: §1 presents some arguments for why studying modification (especially Bolinger con-

trasts) requires a well-motivated and cross-linguistically applicable theory of nouns and noun phrases. §2

summarizes a range of recent observations/theories/proposals about nouns, determiners, NPs, and DPs. §2

establishes a heretofore unobserved parallel between Vergnaud & Zubizarreta’s (1992) NP/DP-type/token

correspondence and Larson’s two-domains theory of nominal modification; sketches the kind of DP archi-

tecture required by these converging observations. §4 stitches together a theory of syntactic and semantic

composition of nouns, determiners, inflectional morphology, NPs, and DPs; draws together insights from

each of the proposals introduced in §2. §4 also applies the theory to a contrastive paradigm between En-

glish/German and French/Italian/Spanish simple noun phrases. Finally, §5 applies the newly developed

theory to the individual-level versus stage-level contrast in modifier interpretation, and compares the analy-

sis to alternatives. Positive results and shortcomings are discussed throughout.

2.1 Motivation for a fine-grained theory of nominal reference

The interpretation of a modified noun is a function not only of the modifier’s semantics, but also of the

noun’s semantics, including whatever might be contributed by inflectional or derivational morphology. Per-

haps because modifiers are (quasi-definitionally) non-obligatory elements, research on DP often assumes a

relatively simplistic syntax and semantics for modifiers. At the same time, research focused on modification

often makes simplifying assumptions about the semantics of nouns, e.g. that they uniformly have type 〈e, t〉.

The latter kind of simplifying assumption, though, is not as innocuous as the former: every noun modifier is

contained in a noun phrase, whereas not every noun phrase contains a modifier. Thus, while many aspects

of DP syntax and semantics can be examined independently of adjectives or relative clauses, the theory of

nouns adopted will necessarily affect the predictions of a theory of modification. It is therefore crucial for

the present study that we be equipped with a well-motivated perspective on the semantics and syntax of

simple, unmodified noun phrases (like the dog or dogs).

To see why it is important to have a well-grounded theory of nouns when studying modification, con-

sider the following particularly well-known example: Romance common nouns are inflected for gender and

number, while English common nouns, only for number. This difference raises the question whether gender

marking has any semantic effect. In other words, does an inflected singular count noun in, say, French have a

different semantics than an inflected singular count noun in English? There is reason to believe so. Consider
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the French noun chien ‘dog’. The lexical gender of chien—masculine—is morphologically visible on the

definite article when chien heads an argument nominal. Ungrammaticality results if the determiner does not

match the noun in gender.

(2.1) a. le
the.MASC

chien
dog

b. *la
the.FEM

chien
dog

However, in reference to a female dog, chien can also appear in the feminine form chienne (as in (2.2)b). In

this case, the feminine article la is used.

(2.2) a. *le
the.MASC

chienne
dog.FEM

b. la
the.FEM

chienne
dog.FEM

Such contrasts do not occur with nouns that denote inanimate objects; e.g. there is no la maison/*le mai-

son(ne) ‘the house’ alternation comparable to le chien/la chienne.

Put another way, if gender marking has a non-vacuous effect on semantics, then we might expect the

lexical semantics of a noun in French to look different than the lexical semantics of its English translation.

Which is just to say that language-specific considerations necessarily come into play in even the most simple

of semantic domains: should the extension of chien be the same as that of dog, or that of male dog? What

about chienne? The answers are not self-evident.

The idea that common nouns uniformly denote sets of individuals (and that that’s the end of the story),

while elegant in its simplicity, encounters a wide variety of empirical problems, some more obvious than oth-

ers. One obvious example is the singular/plural distinction. If number is purely morphosyntactic, then what

accounts for the clear difference in meaning between the dog and the dogs? A wide range of well-motivated

theoretical proposals have been advanced about the semantics of number, in particular the interpretation of

plural versus singular nouns (e.g. Link 1983; Schwarzschild 1996; Krifka 2003; Dayal 2004; Zweig 2008).

There are many other problems with the simple view, such as the count/mass distinction, for instance.

What kind of entity should count as satisfying the predicate water? Is it individual molecules, or large

seas? Both? This kind of consideration has led some to posit distinct ontological domains for count- versus

mass-noun reference (Link (1983); Chierchia (1998); a.o.).

A further problem has to do with subcategorization. Certain nouns appear to have a semantic argument

position for complements, while other nouns do not. Compare: picture of John/*pencil of John, decision
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to leave/*conclusion to leave. Interestingly, such alternations in deverbal nouns sometimes appear to be

determined by the selectional restrictions of the verbal root—as in decided to leave/*concluded to leave. A

natural conclusion to draw is thus that the semantics of the verbal root from which a noun is derived can

affect a noun’s semantic argument structure (and hence its semantic type).

And what about proper names? It is common to assume that proper names have a semantic type distinct

from that of common nouns (since at least Montague 1974). If true, then a strict montogovian category-type

mapping cannot be maintained.

The few issues just mentioned, along with many others, suggest that nouns are semantically a heteroge-

neous category. Furthermore, the semantic type and denotation of a noun can apparently depend upon its

inflectional or derivational morphology, the kind of entity it refers to, the semantics of its root, historical

accidents, and many other factors.

Syntactic and semantic heterogeneity are also observed in the domain of noun phrases. A common

assumption in contemporary semantics is that names and definite descriptions have semantic type e, while

quantified noun phrases have type 〈〈e, t〉, t〉 (see Heim & Kratzer 1998, a departure from the classical type-

category correspondence). The semantic type of a DP can also vary depending upon its grammatical func-

tion, e.g. predicate versus argument indefinites (Partee 1987; Partee & Rooth 1983; Chierchia 1998). Some

have even argued that definite descriptions in argument positions are type-ambiguous between e and 〈e, t〉

(Mikkelsen (2002)). In the following section, I will discuss in detail a few analyses of noun and DP syn-

tax/semantics that will be of particular importance in stating my own assumptions about nouns in §5, which

will form the starting point for subsequent analyses in this dissertation.

2.2 Some recent advances in DP syntax and semantics

A variety of alternatives to the nouns-as-sets theory have been advanced in recent decades. What many

of these theories have in common is that they all relate—or are shown to relate—to Bolinger contrasts,

whether the relations are immediately obvious on the surface or not. In the following expositions, I survey

some theoretical proposals parts of which are adopted in §3-4’s analysis.

2.2.1 Kind- and individual-reference in common noun denotations

In many languages, a singular count noun can have a so-called kind-reading (the dog descends from the wolf)

in addition to its ordinary predicate reading (see Carlson 1977b for foundational discussion). On the kind

interpretation, a noun such as dog refers to the species Canus Lupus, or to the reified concept of ‘dogness’.
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For example both dog and wolf have a kind reading in the sentence The dog descends from the wolf. Krifka

et al. (1995) identify a third interpretation, the “taxonomic” or “subkind” (or “taxonomic subkind”) reading.

On this reading, whale, for example, acts “as a predicate applying to the subkind[s] of the kind Cetacea

[Latin for whale], that is, the blue whale, the sperm whale, the dolphin [sic], etc.” (Krifka et al. 1995:74)

As illustrated in (2.3), this reading is available for nominals of various sorts, indicative of genuine—and

general—polysemy in the lexical meaning of nouns.

(2.3) a. The terrier is a dog.

b. This dog—the terrier—makes a great pet.

c. Every dog—even the terrier—descended from wolves.

To talk about natural language reference to kinds and sub-kinds in a formal language, Krifka et al. (1995)

introduce a binary “taxonomic sub-kind” relation T, which holds between kinds k and m iff m is a more

specific kind than k (e.g. k is “dog” and m is “terrier”). Summarizing, a common noun in a DP can be

interpreted in one of three ways (we put off until §5 the issue of how these three readings arise): as a

predicate of individuals, as a kind, and as a predicate of subkinds.

As evidence that the sub-kind and predicate readings are truly distinct, Krifka et al. (1995) present the

following minimal pair from Chinese, which uses classifiers to categorize nouns. The form of the classifier

determines whether the noun xı́ong ‘bear’ is interpreted as an individual- or a sub-kind-predicate.

(2.4) yi
one

zhı̂
CL

xı́ong
bear

‘an individual bear’

(2.5) yi
one

zhong
CL

xı́ong
bear

‘a kind of bear/a bear species’

Dayal (2004) notes that Chinese nouns can have a kind-referring reading as well:

(2.6) Gou
dog

juezhong
extinct

le
ASP

‘Dogs are extinct.’

The conclusion of this brief discussion is that there is a systematic polysemy (not ambiguity) in noun deno-

tations, where the three possible interpretations are as indicated above.
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2.2.2 Event- and kind-relativity in adjectives and nouns

Larson (1998) argued that nouns have a hidden eventuality variable in their semantic argument struc-

ture. This conclusion is motivated by his analysis of ambiguities such as the ones below, primarily (2.7).

These ambiguities—paradigm cases of Bolinger contrasts—have remained largely unexplained since at least

Vendler (1968).

(2.7) Olga is a beautiful dancer.

Intersective: “beautiful and a dancer”

Manner: “dances beautifully”

(2.8) a. a quick cup of coffee

(the cup or the drinking can be quick)

b. my old friend

(my friend or our friendship can be old)

Larson argued that the source of these ambiguities is nominal in nature. Specifically, he argued that the

semantic representation of certain common nouns contains a Davidsonian event argument in addition to its

individual argument, and that adjectives like beautiful are lexically polymorphic, denoting either properties

of individuals or of events. This allows an adjective to be semantically linked with a noun via identification

of two different variables, and for Larson this explains the ambiguity in (2.7) (Q is Larson’s notation for a

quantifier of unspecified force).

(2.9) a. Intersective: Qe[dancing(olga)(e) . . .beautifulC(olga)] (Olga is beautiful)

b. Manner: Qe[dancing(olga)(e) . . .beautifulC(e)] (Olga’s dancing is beautiful)

An advantage of such an approach is that it allows one to maintain a uniform, intersective analysis of

adjectival modification even in cases that appear to involve non-intersective interpretations: both readings

are intersective, the only distinction being in whether the denotation of the noun is intersected with the

denotation of (the individual-predicate version of) the adjective, or whether the event-predicate hidden inside

the noun is intersected with (the event-predicate version of) the adjective.

This kind of reasoning—that is, analyzing apparently non-intersective adjectives as intersective along

an abstract dimension—has been extended by McNally & Boleda (2004) to the interpretation of “relational”

or “classificatory” adjectives in constructions such as the following:

(2.10) a. John is a technical architect.

b. El
the

Martı́
M.

és
is

arquitecte
architect

tècnic.
technical

(Catalan)
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c. C’est
it’is

chaleur
heat

solaire.
solar

(French)

Relational modifiers have certain distributional properties of intersective adjectives, the most crucial of

which is that they appear only postnominally in Romance languages (McNally & Boleda 2004). But re-

lational adjectives are not intersective in the traditional sense: from (2.10a) it does not follow that John is

technical (in fact John is technical even feels mildly ungrammatical). To reconcile these observations, Mc-

Nally & Boleda (2004) propose that relational adjectives are intersective in an abstract sense: they denote

properties of “kinds” (parallel to widespread or extinct), and semantically combine with nouns via a compo-

sition mode that identifies the kind variable in the representation of the adjective with that of the noun. To

ensure that the combinatorics of the analysis work properly, McNally & Boleda propose that all nouns come

equipped with an extra, kind argument, and have the following general meaning (which is based upon the

idea of the taxonomic sub-kind reading of nouns discussed in §3.2 above, identified by Krifka et al. 1995):

(2.11) For all nouns N, JNK = λxk[λyo[R(y)(x)∧N(x)]]

And parallel to Larson’s event analysis of adverbial adjectives like beautiful in (2.7), they claim that rela-

tional adjectives are kind predicates that combine with nouns via the composition rule specified in (2.12)—

similar to standard approaches to intersective semantics for modification.

(2.12) Let N be a noun and AP a relational adjective phrase. Then

a. JNK = λxk[λyo[R(y)(x)∧N(x)]]

b. JAPK = λxk[AP(xk)]

c. JN[AP]K = λxk[λyo[R(yo)(xk)∧N(xk)∧AP(xk)]]

Notice that this composition does not saturate the noun’s kind argument, so that arciteqtue tècnic ‘technical

architect’ is still of type 〈k,〈e, t〉〉. McNally & Boleda remedy this situation by proposing that “the kind

argument gets saturated by a contextually-determined kind” (189). It follows that a simple sentence with a

relational adjective modifying a noun works out to the following formula:

(2.13) a. El Martı́ és arquitecte tècnic.

b. [R(marti)(k)∧architect(k)∧ technical(k)]]

The analysis guarantees that technical is not the kind of property that, say, you or I could have: it is a
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property that holds of kinds. Furthermore, it predicts that relational adjectives should pattern syntactically

like intersective adjectives and unlike “operator adjectives” such as former or alleged. The prediction is

partially confirmed by the fact that like intersectives, relational adjectives appear obligatorily in postnominal

position in French and Catalan (Catalan, McNally & Boleda 2004:181):

(2.14) a. un
a

presumpte
presumed

assassi
assassin

/
(operator

*un
adjective

assassi
)

presumpte

b. una
a

malaltia
disease

pulmunar
pulmonary (relational adjective)

c. un
a

escriptor
writer

jove
young (intersective adjective)

The underlying idea in Larson’s (1998) and McNally & Boleda’s (2004) analyses is that the lexical

semantics of the noun can just as easily affect the interpretation of a modified noun as can the lexical

semantics of the adjective. This recognition has potentially widespread consequences. For instance, if

noun semantics is a parameter of cross-linguistic variation (as argued by Chierchia (1998), Vergnaud &

Zubizarreta (1992)), then cross-linguistic differences in the semantics of modified nouns should be expected.

2.2.3 The semantics of number and the unmarked status of PL

Assume that language makes reference to both atomic and plural individuals, also called atoms and (mere-

ological) sums, respectively (see Link 1983; Schwarzschild 1996; Barker 1992 for discussion). As noted

by Link (1983), some predicates appear to be capable of applying only to atomic individuals, others only to

plural individuals, and still others to either; thus the entailment in (2.15c) goes through on one interpretation.

(2.15) a. John and Mary died. ⇒ John died and Mary died.

b. John and Mary are a good team. 6⇒ John is a good team and Mary is a good team.

c. John and Mary lifted a piano. ⇒? John lifted a piano and Mary lifted a piano.

Considerations like this led Link to introduce a semantic pluralization operator ∗, which takes a set and

returns the set of all sums created from the atoms of that set. ⊕ is mereological sum formation.

(2.16) a. JPK = {a,b,c, ...}

b. J∗PK = {a,b,c,a⊕b,b⊕ c,a⊕ c,a⊕b⊕ c, ...}
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Application of ∗ to a verb phrase, for instance, can convert the VP’s extension from a set of individuals to

the closure of that set under sum formation. And since VPs and Ns often have a common semantic type,

the operators in (2.16) could just as well be applied to noun denotations. In fact, traditional accounts of

the semantics of plurality (e.g. Link (1983); Schwarzschild (1996)) hold that (setting aside intensionality)

singular nouns denote sets of atomic individuals, while plural nouns denote sets of sum-individuals (in some

accounts, in addition to atoms).

(2.17) a. JdogK = {sparky, f ido,rags, ...}

b. JdogsK = {sparky, f ido,rags,sparky⊕ f ido,sparky⊕ f ido⊕ rags, ...}

This perspective allows one to factor out the semantic contribution of plural morphology: the meaning of

-s is just ∗. Many slight variants of this analysis have been proposed. For example, Tonhauser & Kiparsky

(2011) argue for an “exclusive” semantics for PL. On this view, the contribution of PL is ~ instead of ∗,

where ~ is the same as ∗ except that J~PK contains no atoms.

An important feature of any plural-as-sum-formation analysis is that the singular is taken to be the

primitive or unmarked form of a noun, and the plural is compositionally constructed from the singular. A

recent alternative to the PL = ∗ analysis, which I will call the “number as agreement” approach (Sauerland

2003; Sauerland et al. 2005), holds that it is the plural that is semantically basic/unmarked, and that singular

morphology actually imposes selectional restrictions on the noun. More specifically, Sauerland (2003) and

Sauerland et al. (2005) argue that number morphology indicates agreement with a higher head hosting

the semantically contentful agreement features sg or pl. This is conceptually motivated by languages like

German, French, and many others, where both nouns and articles (and even adjectives) are inflected for

number (e.g. dassg Haus/diepl Häuser ‘the house/s’). On this theory, the semantics of the features SG and PL

are encoded presuppositionally, i.e. number features denote partial identity functions that are defined only

when their argument’s denotation has an appropriate mereological structure.1

(2.18) a. JSGK = id{x∈D|atom(x)} b. JPLK = idD

Notice that on this approach, since sums still belong to De, it is the plural that is semantically unmarked

and the singular that introduces a non-trivial condition, namely the presupposition that the DP refers to

an atomic individual. While not essential to the agreement approach, Sauerland et al. (2005) argue that

1 Since only the singular imposes a non-trivial presupposition on this view, Sauerland (2003) elaborates this analysis in terms of
Heim’s (1992) pragmatic constraint Maximize Presupposition!.
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the number presupposition is introduced above DP, by a functional layer φP hosting “phi-features” such as

person, number, and gender.

(2.19) φP

φ

sg
DP

D
the

NP

dog

JφPK = the unique dog (defined iff DP denotes an atom)

Because of this syntactic assumption, number morphology applies semantically to expressions of type e,

meaning that it is DPs that are singular or plural, not Ns or NPs. In §5 below, I will develop a modified

version of this analysis that introduces the semantics of number DP-internally.

2.2.4 DP layers and the type/token distinction in nominal reference

It has been proposed that the syntactic N and D layers of the nominal correspond to qualitatively different

kinds of semantic reference. In particular, Vergnaud & Zubizarreta (1992) and others have argued that nouns

denote types (kinds in contemporary terms) and that quantification over tokens (individuals) in nominals is

contributed by D (or by some silent element within the projection of D, depending on the theory). Vergnaud

& Zubizarreta (1992) (henceforth VZ) propose the following principle.

(2.20) Correspondence Law

a. When a DP denotes, it denotes a token.

(e.g. the water refers to a specific, spatio-temporally located quantity of water)

b. When an NP denotes, it denotes a type.

(e.g. water refers to a kind of liquid [or solid or gas] substance)

Intuitive motivation for this kind of position can be obtained by examining anaphoric relations licensed

by different kinds of DPs. Recall that English bare plural subjects can be interpreted generically, as in

(2.21a); quantified subjects, by contrast, generally cannot (cf. (2.21b)). However, (2.22) shows that the

plural pronoun they can refer back either to the plurality of individual bears from (2.21b) (tokens) or to the

kind denoted by the noun within the quantified DP (the type).

(2.21) a. Bears are dangerous.

b. Several bears were seen at the campground.
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(2.22) a. They looked right at us!

b. They are common around here. (#‘several bears are common’)

In fact, the situation is even more complex than has been noted in the literature. Particularly, one-anaphora in

subject and object position is licensed by generic bare plurals, and the former is unambiguously individual-

denoting. In other words, one refers to an individual bear token, but its antecedent refers to a type/kind.

(2.23) Bears are common around here...

a. In fact I just saw one.

b. One just walked up to me and gave me a scare.

More direct evidence for the N/D-type/token correspondence can be found be examining cross-linguistic

variation in type- and token-reference. VZ’s original arguments for the correspondence law (2.20) have to

do with so-called inalienable possession constructions in French (exemplified in (2.24)), which are absent

in English. (2.24) is ambiguous between A(lienable) and I(nalienable) readings, whereas the corresponding

English sentence—identical to the gloss—has only the A interpretation.

(2.24) Les
the

enfants
children

ont
have

levé
raised

la
the

main.
hand

Alienable: ‘The children raised the unique hand.’

Inalienable: ‘Each of the children raised his/her hand.’

VZ propose that this difference between English and French is due to syntactico-semantic differences in

NP and DP. On their analysis, the reason that French has inalienable possession constructions and English

doesn’t is that French has an expletive (pronounced but semantically vacuous) definite article that in certain

constructions allows a full DP to refer to a single type but to have a bound interpretation. While they do

not offer an explicit semantic formalization, I believe the idea is that in (2.24), the object DP la main ‘hand’

simply inherits the property-type semantics of the NP main, so that the compositional meaning of (2.24) ends

up something like “Each child participated in a hand-raising event.” Because, on their analysis, English lacks

a semantically empty definite article, the inalienable reading is absent. This parametric difference will form

an important part of the theory developed in Section 5.

Regarding the licensing of expletive articles in French, VZ state that “the complementation relation

between D and NP is morphologically licensed, by the overt person, number, and gender agreement relation
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that holds between the determiner and its complement NP (as in the case of Agr and VP).” (VZ, 615) This

explanation implies that English, whose definite determiner is morphologically invariant, should not have

expletive articles.2 And this is exactly what VZ propose: “The definite determiner may function as an

expletive from the point of view of denotation in French but not in English. In other words, in English

the definite determiner must be absent in a type-denoting expression (635-6).” This parametric difference,

in turn, is then used to explain a number of further contrasts between French and English. Two are: that

French has but English lacks inalienable possession constructions such as (2.24); that in examples like

(2.25), French definite plurals are ambiguous in a way that their English counterparts are not: according to

VZ, les baleines ‘the whales’ in (2.25a) can denote the kind “whales” but also the set of whale-subkinds,

whereas English the whales has only the latter interpretation.

(2.25) a. Les
the.PL

baleines
whales

sont
are

en
in

train
process

de
of

disparaı̂tre.
disappear

b. The whales are becoming extinct.

Zooming out a bit, how are these interpretive asymmetries represented in the grammar? The answer

to this question depends in part upon what the primitive elements are in our semantic ontology. Carlson

(1977b) proposed that language makes reference to individuals—concrete or abstract objects in the world—

but also to kinds (which he views roughly as indivisible platonic reifications of properties). In a survey

article, Carlson (2003) has characterized the NP/DP situation as follows:

(2.26) a. Reference to individuals is a function of D.

b. Reference to kinds is a function of N.

The principle in (2.26) is closely related to VZ’s correspondence law (2.20), but is more general since it

applies to non-referential nominals as well.

An intuitive application of VZ’s/Carlson’s idea is Longobardi’s (1994) analysis of proper names (and

by extension, Postal’s (1969) analysis of pronouns as determiners). Since Jackendoff (1977) it has been

observed that in contrast to many other languages, English does not allow proper names to be accompanied

by a definite article, e.g.

(2.27) a. *the John

2 This implication exists, of course, only if it is assumed that morphological agreement on an article is both necessary and sufficient
for expletive interpretation.
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b. der
the.MASC.sg

Hans
H.

c. il
the.MASC.sg

mio
my

Gianni
G.

d. (a)
the

Mari- /0
M.-NOM

vendég-e- /0
guest-poss-3sg

“Mary’s guest” (Hungarian, Szabolcsi 1983:89)

with one systematic exception: modified proper names can appear with definite and indefinite articles.

(2.28) a. the Paris that I love b. an exhausted John

Longobardi argues that bare proper names in English are base-generated in N, but (in the absence of a

suitable modifier) raise to the higher D position:

(2.29) [DP D [NP [N John ]]] =⇒ [DP [D Johni ] [NP [N ti ]]]

Longobardi’s (1994) study was mostly syntactic in nature, but we can reconstruct what the semantics of

this raising operation would have to be: a name in the N position is interpreted generically, e.g. [N Paris]

would mean “the kind consisting of every instantiation of Paris throughout time,” while [D Paris] would

simply refer to Paris (an individual). Since Paris has had many instantiations in history, the uniqueness

presupposition of the fails to be satisfied in *the Paris. This analysis explains the contrastive nature of

phrases like the Paris that I know, since the intersection of things I know with Paris-instantiations could

plausibly be a singleton. See Chapter 5:§2 for further development of this idea.

Returning to the N/D-type/token correspondence, a straightforward hypothesis about the lexical seman-

tics of common nouns and determiners might be

(2.30) a. Nouns lexically denote kinds.

b. Determiners quantify instantiations of kinds.

The correlation suggested by (2.30) has been argued to be even more fine-grained than just N versus D.

Zamparelli (2000) developed a so-called “DP-layers Hypothesis,” which says that even argumental noun

phrases come in different sizes (i.e. with different numbers of functional projections), and that the size of

a noun phrase determines what kind of semantics it has. The idea of DP-layers is analogous to Rizzi’s

(1997) split-C hypothesis for the left periphery, which holds that the clause-type and information structural
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properties of clauses are encoded at various structural heights above TP/IP.

Zamparelli’s (2000) specific proposal about the interpretation of DP layers is consonant with the above

theories of type- versus token-reference in DP: the smallest variety of DP are called KIP (kind phrases) and

refer to kinds (a sort of individuals); next largest are PDP (predicative DPs), which denote 〈e, t〉 properties;

and biggest are SDP (strong DPs), which denote either generalized quantifiers (〈〈e, t〉, t〉) like every dog or

individuals (e) like John. Cross-linguistic variation in nominal syntax and semantics is then analyzed in

terms of which layers are available in what syntactic environments.

In this subsection, I have introduced a number of related proposals correlating the syntactic size of a

nominal expression with the ontological category/type of object it denotes. The moral of the story is roughly

that the smaller the nominal gets, the more “basic,” “general,” or “context-independent” its interpretation

becomes (possibly excluding pronouns). Importantly, the same general trend was observed in the domain

of nominal modifiers in Chapter 2—inner modifiers often have “generic” interpretations (or in Bolinger’s

(1967) terms are “reference-modifying”), while outer modifiers tend to be “episodic” (Bolinger’s “referent-

modifying”). This parallel constitutes the key conceptual motivation for the theory of DP I present in §5.

We return to the issue of genericity in modification extensively in §4.

2.2.5 Kind reference and cross-linguistic considerations

Chierchia (1998) built a cross-linguistically oriented theory of kind-reference upon the NP/DP-type/token

correspondence introduced in the previous subsection. The empirical point of departure is the observation

that bare plural NPs in English can be interpreted generically while bare plural NP arguments in Romance

languages are in most cases simply ungrammatical. The overall semantic theory differs from the proposals

of Vergnaud & Zubizarreta (1992), Zamparelli (2000), etc. in various respects, but the relation between the

two lines of research should become evident.

An important innovation of Chierchia (1998) is the idea that the denotation of common nouns is subject

to cross-linguistic variation. In discussing cross-linguistic differences between the grammatical status of

bare nouns in argumental and predicate positions, he states “The denotation of nouns might vary across

languages, and this variation might be responsible for the different distributions of bare nominal arguments”

(344). The kind of alternations he has in mind are exemplified in (2.31)-(2.32) for English versus French:

(2.31) a. Doctors are nice.

b. *Médecins
doctors

sont
are

gentils.
nice (French)

(2.32) a. *John is doctor.

b. Jean
J.

est
is

médecin.
doctor (French)36



Chierchia’s theory holds that whether a noun refers to a set of individuals or to a kind can be a matter of

cross- and intra-linguistic variation. Crucial to the proposal is a set of universally available type-shifters that

convert a noun’s denotation from one type of object to another and back. Cross-linguistic variation in noun

reference, then, is derived via a small set of parameter settings, namely [+/-pred] (whether an N(P) can be a

predicate) and [+/-arg] (whether an N(P) can be an argument).

Within this parametric approach, Chierchia proposes that English is an NP[+arg,+pred] language. Thus,

English nouns can be predicates (and hence refer to sets of individuals) or arguments (and hence have an

argumental semantic type, either type e or 〈〈e, t〉, t〉). When bare NPs are argumental, they have type e and

refer to kinds. By contrast, Italian, French, and other Romance languages are NP[-arg,+pred]. In these

languages, “an NP cannot be made into an argument without projecting D” (355). In other words, Romance

nouns unambiguously refer to sets of individuals, unlike their English counterparts. Within Romance, Chier-

chia suggests the further distinction that Italian and Spanish (which can have bare NPs in object positions)

have null Ds, while French (which always rejects bare arguments) lacks a null D.

Ontologically, for Chierchia kinds are functions from worlds to maximal ⊕-sum individuals, and prop-

erties are intensionalized sets (functions from worlds to sets of individuals).3

(2.33) Let P be a property (subset of D〈e,t〉), s a situation/world, and d a kind.

a. Ps := {x ∈ De|P(s)(x)} “The extension of P in s”

b. ds := ∑Rs(d)(x) Atom(x) “The mereological sum of all atomic elements of d in s”

Type-shifting operations play an indispensable role in Chierchia’s framework. The shifters that convert

a property into a kind and vice versa, nominalization (∩) and predicativization (∪), are defined as follows:

(2.34) Chierchia (1998) type-shifters. Let d be a kind, P be a property, and s be a situation/world

a. Nominalization: ∩P := λ s[ιPs] if λ s[ιPs] ∈ K; undefined otherwise.

b. Predicativization: ∪d := λx[x≤ ds] (if ds is defined; false otherwise)

The theory additionally postulates a definite type-shifter ι and an existential type-shifter ∃. The semantics

3 Dayal (1992) and Chierchia (1998) distinguish between semantic objects they call “singular” versus “plural” kinds. Ontologi-
cally, Chierchia implements this distinction as one between atomic, non-decomposable “groups”—which model the notion of a
singular kind—and functions from worlds to maximal sums—the basic notion of kind introduced in this section. While there
are good reasons to introduce this distinction, e.g. the contrast between bare plurals and singular definite kind terms in compati-
bility with numerous, most such reasons are not directly relevant for the semantics of modification. To enhance readability and
simplicity, I will therefore ignore this distinction throughout.
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of ι is similar to run-of-the-mill lexical entries for the definite article the, and is defined as in (2.35).4 ∃ has

a meaning comparable to an indefinite article, defined in (2.36).

(2.35) ιX = the largest member of X if there is one (else, undefined)

a. the dogs = ιDOGS = the largest plurality of dogs

b. the dog = ιDOG = the only dog (if there is one)

(2.36) ∃X = λP[∃y[X(y)∧P(y)]] (∃ : 〈e, t〉 ⇒ 〈〈e, t〉, t〉)

Also crucial to Chierchia’s analysis are a competition principle and an economy constraint against superflu-

ous structure. Both are used to capture cross-linguistic differences in the interpretation of bare plurals and

of kind reference in general.

(2.37) Blocking Principle (‘Type shifting as last resort’): For any type shifting operation τ and any X :

*τ(X) if there is a determiner D s.t. for any set X in its domain, JDK(X) = τ(X).

(2.38) Avoid Structure: Apply SHIFT at the earliest possible level. (And ranking: ∩ > {ι ,∃}.)

Here is an example of these principles in action: Chierchia posits a null determiner ∂ for Italian and

Spanish bare plural arguments (when grammatical). ∂ has an underspecified semantics represented as a

variable SHIFT over type-shifting operations (387). According to the Blocking Principle, ∂ cannot have ι as

its value because the existence of definite articles in Italian/Spanish blocks it. Instead, the default value for

SHIFT is ∩, and when unavailable (e.g. when NP has no kind correlate), ∃ can also be used. In English, SHIFT

is available at the NP level—since NPs can be arguments—whereas it is not in Spanish or Italian—since

those languages are hypothesized to have only DP arguments. Chierchia argues that the choice of SHIFT

over projecting D accounts for why English bare plurals but not definite plurals can refer to kinds.5

Cross-linguistic variation in noun semantics suggests cross-linguistic variation in determiner semantics:

“[In] argumental languages, determiners will have to apply to kinds; but this can be obtained in a straightfor-

4 Unfortunately, he fails to specify whether ι is meant to apply to expressions of type 〈e, t〉 or of type 〈s,〈e, t〉〉. In §5 it will be
crucial to make a choice on this issue, and I will adopt the latter, intensional type. This means that (2.35) should strictly speaking
be read ιX〈s,〈e,t〉〉 = . . . or more perspicuously as ι(λw[λx[Xw(x)]]) = . . ..

5 Chierchia makes an important but understated point about the analysis of English kind-reference and bare arguments: the analysis
involving Avoid Structure “does not extend to singular definite generic the, [which] involves singular kinds—whereas plural the
and ∩ involve plural kinds. These two sorts of entities (pluralities and collective singularities) are distinct in our ontology—a
distinction we had to countenance on independent grounds. Hence the condition that the meanings be identical is not met when
singular generic the is involved and Avoid Structure becomes irrelevant. The presence of bare arguments in the language won’t,
therefore, bleed uses of singular the; but it will bleed generic uses of the plural the” (393).
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ward way by assuming that determiner meanings have predictable kind-taking variants [and] that languages

are free to pick and choose the variant fitting their NP type” (353). The basic idea here is that, where k is

the type of a kind, determiners in languages like Italian will take k-type expressions as their first arguments,

while determiners in English will take the more traditional 〈e, t〉- or 〈s,〈e, t〉〉-type expressions. Specifically,

Chierchia proposes the general template in (2.39a) for determiners in Italian-type languages:

(2.39) Alternative determiner denotations, (Chierchia 1998:353)

a. DET′(xk)(P) =DET(∪xk)(P)

b. EVERY′(dogk)(barks) =EVERY(∪dog)(barks)

So in addition to variation in the grammaticality of bare arguments and predicates, variation in kind reference

can be derived as a function of parameter settings including not only [+/-arg] and [+/-pred], but also whether

languages have DETs or DET′s.

Turning now to some concrete examples, Chierchia analyzes bare plural arguments in English as kind-

referring. This yields a straightforward semantics for generic sentences with kind-oriented predicates:

(2.40) a. Dinosaurs are extinct. b. extinct(∩d)

However, for those instances in which a bare plural is interpreted existentially, as in Dinosaurs ate my

grandma, an operation called Derived Kind Predication (DKP) is required. Chierchia considers DKP to be a

last-resort mechanism which resolves the type/sort mismatch between an individual-oriented predicate and

a kind argument. The principle is:

(2.41) Derived Kind Predication (Chierchia 1998:364, ex. 34c)

If P applies to objects and k denotes a kind, then P(k) = ∃x[∪k(x)∧P(x)]

This principle is essentially an adapted form of the DET′ strategy adopted for determiners in (2.39a). DKP

provides a straightforward semantics for existential bare plurals:

(2.42) JDinosaurs ate my grandmaK = DKP(λx[ate(grandma)(x)])(d) = ∃x[∪d(x)∧ate(grandma)(x)]

‘Some plurality of dinosaur-instantiations ate my grandmother.’

In Romance languages, which are [-arg], analogues of (2.40) simply cannot be derived because regard-

less of grammatical number, Romance nouns cannot have type e or 〈〈e, t〉, t〉. This restriction on Romance
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noun denotations has in fact been argued for on independent grounds by McNally (2004), who provides

convincing reasons to believe that Spanish bare plural arguments denote 〈e, t〉-type properties.

Finally, the prohibition against bare singular arguments in English (and Romance) can be captured as

follows: by (2.33), the kind corresponding to dogs in @ is the mereological sum of atomic dog instantiations

in @, and is of type e. Therefore (2.43a) is a presupposition failure as there is no unique maximal element

in the extension of dog, which consists of three atoms. In (2.43b), on the other hand, dogs refers to the set

of non-atomic dogs, and assuming a lattice-like structure of individuals ordered by ⊕ (e.g. Link 1983), the

denotation of dogs will have a maximal element in @, namely the plural individual sparky⊕fido⊕ rags.

(2.43) Suppose in @ the set of dogs is {sparky,fido,rags}. Then

a. JdogK@ = (∩dog)(@) = ιdog@ =???

b. JdogsK@ = (∩(PL(dog))(@) = ιdogs@ = sparky⊕fido⊕ rags

2.2.6 Summary of proposals to enrich NP/DP syntax and semantics

Here is a summary of the ideas presented in this section:

Polysemy in noun semantics: Count nouns are three-ways polysemous, potentially hav-
ing as denotation: an intensional property of individuals (type 〈s,〈e, t〉〉); a kind (the-
ories diverge as to what type kind terms should have); or a taxonomic/property of
sub-kinds reading (type 〈k, t〉 where k is whatever type kinds end up having).

Hidden parameters in nouns and adjectives: The denotation of a noun can depend upon
abstract parameters such as events; similarly for adjectives and kinds.

The semantics of number: The number feature [PL] is semantically basic, and [SG] im-
poses more stringent semantic requirements.

Category-type correspondence: The syntactic NP/DP distinction is mirrored by the se-
mantic type/token distinction (or kind/individual); this correspondence is manifest
differently across languages.

The semantics of nouns: The denotation of a common noun is subject to cross-linguistic
variation, as is the ability of determinerless NPs to act as arguments or as predicates.

2.3 The parallel between type-reference in N and generic readings of inner modifiers

We have seen that the structural NP layer is arguably where reference to kinds or types takes place in the

semantics of noun phrases, and that conversion to token reference is encoded somewhere above NP within

the nominal. The situation was framed by Carlson (2003) as (2.26), repeated here.
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(2.26) a. Reference to individuals is a function of D.

b. Reference to kinds is a function of N.

I suggest that the existence of this two-tiered system of reference can explain some previously mysterious

observations about interpretations of inner modifiers. In particular, I propose the following correspondence,

which is more fully spelled-out in the discussion that follows.

(2.44) Generic properties of inner modifiers are the result of composition with a kind-denoting noun.

The following discussion summarizes what is meant by “generic properties,” and spells out more explicitly

why (2.44) is a plausible generalization.

Larson (2000b), Larson & Marušič (2004), Umbach (2006), and others have observed that inner modi-

fiers, intuitively speaking, often have something semantically to do with genericity. This can be seen in the

following data, mostly repeated from Chapter 1:

(2.45) a. Olga is a beautiful dancer. (Though she was clumsy tonight)

“Generally, when Olga dances, it is beautiful.” Manner/Adverbial

b. Our Thursday meeting (has been moved to Tuesday this week)

“Our meeting, which generally takes place on Thursday” Temporal

c. Sirius is a visible star. (But it currently can’t be seen)

“Sirius is a star which is generally visible.” Individual-level

In broad strokes, Larson’s theory states that inner readings result from a variable in the adjective being bound

by an NP-internal generic operator/event quantifier Gen/Γ, while outer readings involve an existential event

quantifier ∃. This proposal bears a striking resemblance to NP/DP-type/token correspondences discussed

in §3—in fact, if our starting point were this correspondence, then it is not at all unexpected that the at-

tachment point of a modifier should be correlated with its semantics in exactly this kind of way. However,

Larson’s only theoretical motivation for introducing a generic operator inside NP is Chierchia’s (1995) idea

that individual-level predication is generic quantification, combined with the observation that only inner

adjectives can have i-level readings.

The variables present in adjectives’ semantic representations are either ordinary individual variables, or

else hidden parameters such as event variables (described in §3.2 above). And the structural positions of the

operators Γ and ∃ are fixed by the syntax of English (hence may be different in other languages). In other
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words, this analysis reduces the inner-outer distinction to a matter of quantificational force (and scope).

(2.46) Larson’s DP-internal operators

[DP ∃e [ APouter [ Γe [NP APinner N ] ] APouter ] ] (Larson & Marusic 2004)

(Only APinner is in the scope of generic event quantifier Γe)

Bolinger contrasts are semantically non-uniform, with each contrast encoding a truth-conditionally inde-

pendent meaning distinction. Furthermore, aside from vague intuition that inner readings are somehow

“generic,” there is little independent motivation for the postulation of Γ in NP (or ∃ in DP, for that mat-

ter). And not all inner readings of modifiers are generic; consider the direct reading of possible in Mary

interviewed every possible candidate—here, possible candidate just means ‘someone who is possibly a

candidate’. It is difficult to find a sense in which this interpretation is “generic.”

I alternatively propose that it is the interpretation of nouns, and not of adjectives or of silent operators,

that is responsible for the generic component in inner readings. More concretely, as stated above in (2.44),

I propose that inner readings arise when a modifier composes with a type-denoting noun, and that outer

readings arise when a modifier composes with a token-denoting noun. This means that inner modifiers

must attach at a low enough point in DP that N has not yet been converted to a token-predicate. And

outer modifiers must correspondingly attach above the structural site of this conversion. Hence the core

component of Larson’s two-domains theory is preserved, namely that inner adjectives bear a tighter syntactic

relationship to nouns than do outer adjectives. But the specific analytical means to achieve this generalization

are very different than Larson’s: on Larson’s approach the generic component comes from a silent operator

whereas on mine the generic component simply comes from the ordinary processes that compositionally

interpret noun phrases.

In the remainder of this Chapter, I will use the insights detailed in §1-3 to build a concrete and internally

consistent theory of how noun phrase meanings are built. We proceed in two steps: first, I develop a set

of principles governing the interpretation of simple noun phrases consisting of determiners and nouns, and

show that the theory can derive the basic distribution of interpretations for a small range of noun phrase types

in English, German, French, Italian, and Spanish (though most attention is given to English). In the second

part, I formalize the intuition expressed in (2.44) above, namely that generic properties of inner modifiers

come from composition with type-denoting nouns. Once the principles governing modification are in place,

I apply the system to the individual-level/stage-level Bolinger contrast in English. This is the contrast that
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perhaps most clearly illustrates the relevance of genericity in modification, and the basic distribution of

readings pre- and postnominally in English is derived.

2.4 Building a theory of composition in DP, Part 1: Nouns and determiners

With so many different theories about the syntax and semantics of DP—most of which do not take into

consideration the assumptions or results of related theories—it is difficult to identify just what the right

set of assumptions is. In §3, for example, I introduced several proposals correlating the syntactic size of

a nominal with the semantic domain of its referent. But if any two of these particular proposals were

formalized in the same logical language, they would often constitute an inconsistent theory (“theory” qua set

of sentences closed under logical consequence, relative to some class of frames/model-theoretic structures).

Just one example is the clash between McNally & Boleda’s claim that nouns have lexical type 〈ek,〈eo, t〉〉

and Chierchia’s claim that nouns have lexical type 〈s,〈e, t〉〉 and some can be shifted to kind-denoting types

(none of which is 〈ek,〈eo, t〉〉 on his analysis). Because of this lack of consistency, I will be careful to see

that the specific set of assumptions I adopt is concrete and internally consistent.

As a minimal empirical requirement, a theory of nouns should predict the (un)grammaticality and range

of interpretations that argument bare nouns and simple definite descriptions can have in a handful of lan-

guages. For example, the theory should guarantee that bare plural subjects in English are ambiguous between

a kind and an existential reading, while they are typically ungrammatical in Romance languages.

As a minimal theoretical requirement, the theory must be internally consistent, be informed by recent

research on NP/DP, and be explicit enough to be formalized as a theory of Ty2 (see Chapter 1). Most of the

assumptions I adopt come from the proposals explicated in §3, but some are new as well, as is the specific

collection of example sentences I will be applying them to. The flow of the section is: first some basic

assumptions about the lexical semantics of nouns and number morphology (just enough to compute the

meaning of a simple definite description); then I present a contrastive cross-linguistic paradigm describing

the available readings for several noun phrase-types. Then, simultaneously with the analysis of the paradigm,

I motivate and state further assumptions and principles that are necessary (given the basic assumptions) to

account for the paradigm.

2.4.1 Basic assumptions about noun meanings and plural/singular

While the technical choices made in this discussion do have theoretical motivation, their status in the theory

is that of basic principles/axioms/premises or “assumptions.”
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Prior to any type-shifting or syntactic composition, I assume that uninflected nominal roots denote sub-

kind predicates; i.e. the polysemy discussed in §2.1 will be explained by means other than multiple lexical

entries. For example, the root dog will have type 〈〈s,e〉, t〉 and will be true of those kinds k which are

subkinds of the kind “dog.”

(2.47) JdogK = λk〈s,e〉 : kind(k).[k ≤ (λw[ιx[∗dogw(x)]])] : 〈〈s,e〉, t〉

(where ≤ is the taxonomic subkind relation)

For example, the kinds “terrier” and “dalmation” will belong to the extension of dog (in models compatible

with the actual world), as will the kind “dog” itself. To save space, kind-denoting terms are sometimes

abbreviated as follows.

(2.48) Notational convention: The term ‘NOUN : 〈s,e〉’ is shorthand for ‘λw[ιx[∗nounw(x)]] : 〈s,e〉’.

For example the dog-kind expression ‘λw[ιx[∗dogw(x)]]’ is abbreviated ‘DOG.’

Next, following Sauerland (2003); Zweig (2009); and others, I assume that the plural is semantically

unmarked compared to the singular in the sense that singular morphology on a noun requires that the noun

apply only to atomic individuals while plural nouns have no mereological restrictions and apply to atoms and

⊕-sums alike. However, departing from the aforementioned proposals and appealing to an insight of Déprez

(2005), I propose that grammatical number additionally is what converts a noun’s type- or kind-denotation

into a predicate of individuals. Déprez achieves precisely this ontological conversion via grammatical num-

ber by postulating a projection NumP between NP and DP. So for her, NPs denote kinds, and a phonetically

empty Num head hosting number features then converts an NP to a predicate of individuals, which can

then be fed to a determiner. I assume this analytical strategy, but will introduce number features internal

to NP instead. Specifically, I assume that all agreement features in the nominal, e.g. person, number, gen-

der, are introduced in the specifier of N. For example, English agreement will have the structure indicated

below. But since German nouns inflect additionally for gender, the agreement node—which I call φ (for

“phi-features”)—will host both a number and a gender specification in German, as indicated below as well.
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(2.49) English agreement DP

D
the

NP

φ

[PL]
N

dog-s

German agreement DP

D
die

NP

φ

[PL],[MASC]
N

Hund-e

Given the assumption that nominal roots denote subkind predicates, the semantics of φ will take a subkind

predicate as its first argument. And since it is φ that converts kind-reference to individual-reference, an NP

consisting of a number specification and a noun will have the type of an individual-predicate. Integrating

the unmarked-plural assumption noted above, the lexical entries for [SG] and [PL] that I posit are given in

(2.50). On these meanings, a number-marked noun will denote an intensional property (a term with type

〈s,〈e, t〉〉)—the kind of meaning that standard theories assume NPs to have. More specifically, plural -s sim-

ply indicates morphological agreement with the higher [PL] morpheme, which is semantically vacuous (as

in Sauerland 2003). The corresponding abstract [SG] morpheme “atomizes” noun denotations; i.e. singular

number marking filters out all non-atomic individuals from the denotation of a noun. This operation, the

inverse of ∗, I will write as ◦ (◦P is defined as {x ∈ P|x is atomic }). So despite the non-standard semantics

for nominal roots, this theory does generate familiar denotations for full NPs.

(2.50) a. JSGK = λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[λw[◦[λxe[∃z〈s,e〉[P(z)∧ xv zw]]]]]

b. JPLK = λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[λw[∗[λxe[∃z〈s,e〉[P(z)∧ xv zw]]]]]

(where v is the part-of relation on ⊕-sum formation)

The only difference between [SG] and [PL] is that the extension of a singular noun will consist solely of

atoms while that extension of a plural noun will be closed under ∗ and therefore contain atoms and sums.

This echoes the analysis of Sauerland (2003) cited above. Also: note that the final conjunct xv zw in these

definitions states that x is a mereological part of zw (i.e. x⊕y = zw for some y). Since kinds are ontologically

functions from worlds to maximal ⊕-sums and since z is a kind, the statement xv zw has the same semantic

effect as a formula asserting x to realize the kind z in w via Carlson’s (1977b) realization relation R. In other

words, xv zw is equivalent to Rw(z)(x).

Determiners will have standard denotations, on which they take a restrictor argument (provided by NP)

to form a generalized quantifier denoting the set of properties standing in some relation to the predicate

defined by the rest of the sentence. For example, every has the following denotation.
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(2.51) JeveryK = λP[λQ[∀x[P(x)→ Q(x)]]]

As a brief preview of how these moving parts work in action, consider the sentence the dog barked, and

assume that the VP barked has as its meaning the 〈e, t〉-type term λx[barked(x)]. Composition inside the

referential subject nominal the dog proceeds as below, yielding the expression on the right as the meaning

for the DP the dog.

(2.52) DP

D
the

λP[ιy[P(y)]]

NP

φ

[SG]
λP[λw[◦[λx[∃z
[P(z)∧ xv zw]]]]]

N
dogSG

λk : kind(k).
[k ≤ DOG]

JDPK= ιy[◦[λx[∃z[: kind(z).z≤DOG∧xv zw]]]](y)

Because ◦ syntactically operates on a lambda-abstract, the resulting expression cannot be β -reduced when

fed the argument y, resulting in an expression that is somewhat difficult to parse. However, this term is a

equivalent to the easier-to-read (2.53a). To complete the semantics for the dog barked, we compose the DP

meaning with barked via function-argument application. After β -reductions, this results in the expression

(2.53b), a notational variant of the standard textbook semantics for the sentence in question modulo the

◦-analysis of the singular (shown for comparison in (2.53c)).

(2.53) a. JDPK = ιy[atom(y)∧ [◦[∃z[: kind(z).z≤ DOG∧ yv zw]]]]

b. λx[barked(x)]((2.53a)) =⇒β barked(ιy[atom(y)∧ [◦[∃z[: kind(z).z≤ DOG∧ yv zw]]]])

c. λx[barked(x)](ιy[dog(y)]) =⇒β barked(ιy[dog(y)])

To summarize: noun roots denote subkind predicates, and number converts these to predicates of indi-

viduals, the suitable argument-type for determiners.

2.4.2 A dataset for theory building

I now use the following empirical generalizations, represented paradigmatically in Table 1, to motivate

additional principles governing the interpretation of basic noun phrases. These principles are built on top

of the basic assumptions laid out in the previous subsection. Thus the theory is designed to account for a

sharply delimited dataset, and further applications of the theory will therefore constitute points in its favor.
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The chapter closes with Part 2, wherein the theory developed here is applied to the individual-level versus

stage-level Bolinger contrast in English.

arg. type
⇓ lang⇒ English German French Italian Spanish

SG DEF R/K R/K R/K R/K R/K

PL DEF R R/K R/K R/K R/K

SG BARE * * * * *

PL BARE E/K E?/K * * *

Table 1: Grammaticality and avail-

able readings for argument noun

phrase types.

Key: R = referential;

K = kind-reading; E = existential;

* = mostly ungrammatical as arg.

We begin by comparing bare plurals with definite plurals.

2.4.3 The interpretation of plurals

Consider the contrast between bare plural (row PL BARE) versus definite plural (row PL DEF) noun phrases

with count noun heads. As indicated in Table 1, the former are ambiguous in English and German between

kind and existential readings; and the latter are unambiguously referential in English and are ambiguous in

German. In French, Italian, and Spanish, bare plurals are ungrammatical as subjects and definite plurals

have the same set of readings that they do in German. These generalizations are illustrated in (2.54)-(2.58),

expanded from Dayal 2004:397(6).6

(2.54) (*The) dogs are common pets.

(2.55) (Die)
the.PL

Pandabären
pandas

sind
are

vom
to

Aussterben
extinction

bedroht.
face

“Pandas are facing extinction.” (German)7

(2.56) *(Les)
the.PL

pandas
pandas

sont
are

éteint.
extinct

“Pandas are extinct.” (French)

(2.57) *(I)
the.PL

cani
dogs

sono
are

diffusi.
widespread

“Dogs are widespread/common.” (Italian)

(2.58) *(Los)
the.PL

arquitectos
architects

construyen
construct

las
the.PL

casas.
houses

6 Where ‘(*...)’ means ... makes the sentence ungrammatical and ‘*(...)’ indicates ungrammaticality if ... is absent.
7 Brugger (1993) states that an example directly parallel to (2.55) with the article is ungrammatical; further investigation required.
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“Architects build houses.” (Spanish)

A potential starting point to account for the variation illustrated in (2.54)-(2.58) is a parametric principle,

advocated by Chierchia (1998) and others, according to which some languages allow determinerless NPs to

act as arguments of a verb, while others do not.

(2.59) The NP/DP parameter

a. In Germanic, NPs can be arguments.

b. In Romance, NPs cannot be arguments.

It follows from (2.59) that in English and German, a plural NP can serve as an argument of a verb, from

which it follows that plural NPs must be able to receive argumental types. The ungrammaticality of bare

plural subjects in Romance also follows from (2.59). (2.59) will of course need to be supplemented with

something else if it is to account for the ungrammaticality of bare singular count nouns in Germanic, regard-

less of whether they are intended to be generic or referential:

(2.60) a. *(The) panda is facing extinction.

b. *(The) panda ate bamboo yesterday.

(2.61) a. *(Der)
the

Pandabär
panda

ist
is

vom
to

Aussterben
elimination

bedroht.
face

“The panda is facing extinction.”

b. *(Der)
the

Pandabär
panda

hat
has

gestern
yesterday

Bambus
bamboo

gegessen.
eaten

“The panda ate bamboo yesterday.” (German)

If (2.59) is correct, then grammatical number, gender, etc., must be introduced within NP, unlike Sauerland’s

implementation of DP-agreement. However, the assumptions in (2.49)-(2.50) state exactly this: agreement

(φ ) is introduced in the specifier of NP and therefore agreement applies to both NPs and DPs.

Here is how the kind reading of English and German bare plurals is attained on the present theory.

Chierchia’s (1998) nominalization operator ∩ (defined in (2.34a)) converts a plural noun with type 〈s,〈e, t〉〉

into a suitable argument type: since PL(dog) denotes a function from worlds to sets of ⊕-sums, it follows

that ∩(PL(dog)) has type 〈s,e〉 denotes the function from worlds to maximal ⊕-sums specified in (2.62b)—

which is precisely the function corresponding to the kind “dog,” as desired. In symbols:
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(2.62) a. PL(dog) = λw[∗[λx[∃z[: kind(z).z≤ DOG∧ xv zw]]]]

b. ∩(PL(dog)) = λ s[ιy[∗[λx[∃z[: kind(z).z≤ DOG∧ xv zs]]](y)]]

Crucially, this process cannot apply to singular NPs: since SG(dog) denotes a function from worlds to sets

of atomic dogs, applying ∩ to this expression causes a presupposition failure in those worlds with more

than one dog. Again, this is the desired result for the languages under consideration and all languages that

disallow bare singular arguments (see Dayal 2004 and Krifka et al. 1995) for discussion of languages that

lack this restriction).

Bare plurals in English and German also have existential readings, as indicated in Table 1. This inter-

pretation is generated by a single application of Chierchia’s Derived Kind Predication (DKP, see (2.41)),

which composes kind-terms with object-level predicates. For example we can compose the kind-denoting

NP meaning ∩(PL(dog)) with the individual-predicate λx[barking(x)] to yield

(2.63) J[NP Dogs] [VP are barking]K = DKP(λx[barking(x)])(∩(PL(dog)))

= ∃x[∪(∩(PL(dog)))(x)∧barking(x)]

= ∃x[(PL(dog))(x)(@)∧barking(x)]

= ∃x[∗dog@(x)∧barking(x)]

Finally, as shown in (2.55), German patterns like Romance and unlike English in having kind-readings of

definite plurals. The kind reading of plural definites in these languages, I propose, arises because the definite

article in this construction is expletive, i.e. phonologically pronounced but semantically vacuous. Combining

Vergnaud & Zubizarreta’s (1992) argument for expletive articles in Romance with (2.64), definite plurals

should have the same interpretive options in Romance and German.

(2.64) Expletive articles in Germanic

a. German has an expletive definite article, DJ /0K.

b. English does not have expletive articles.

Suppose expletive articles denote identity functions, reflecting their semantic irrelevance. This allows a kind-

denoting plural NP—which cannot be an argument in Romance languages—to pass its meaning directly up

to the DP level, at which point it can be an argument. And this derives the kind interpretation of definite

plurals, explaining what makes English unique in disallowing this reading.
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Fortunately, (2.64) has independent syntactic evidence from both empirical and theoretical consider-

ations: empirically, German optionally allows (many) proper names to appear with an agreeing definite

article, e.g. der/*die Hans, die/*der Maria, while English does not; cf. *the John, *the Mary. Assuming that

der Hans and Hans have the same referent, it is natural to conclude that articles co-occurring with proper

names are semantically empty and/or should count as instances of D /0 (but see Chapter 5:§1). The theoreti-

cal argument in favor of (2.64) is an extension of Vergnaud & Zubizarreta’s (1992) proposal about expletive

articles in French: expletive articles are licensed by morphological agreement on D, which is why French

has them and English doesn’t. Since German does have determiner agreement, the existence of expletive

articles in that language is therefore a natural expectation. And again application of DKP in German or

Romance will derive the existential reading of definite plurals.

It is actually interesting to reflect for a moment upon the fact that English is the only language in

the present sample that does not permit plural definites to receive kind readings (though they can receive

taxonomic readings, which we turn to shortly). Interestingly, it is also the only language that does not

morphologically distinguish singular and plural definite articles, and the only language that exhibits no form

of attributive adjective agreement. This correlation is potentially indicative of a real semantic—and not

purely morpho-syntactic—difference between singular and plural forms of the definite article in Romance,

German, and other languages with such a distinction. The absence of two forms in English could potentially

even be linked to its absence of kind readings of plural definites. At this point, though, the connection must

remain rather speculative.

2.4.4 The interpretation of non-plurals

Moving on now to singulars (more aptly called “non-plurals” for reasons that will become clear), the fol-

lowing paradigm summarizes the remainder of the facts from Table 1 above. In all five languages, bare

singular count nouns are ungrammatical as arguments, and definite singulars are uniformly ambiguous be-

tween a referential and a kind-denoting reading, the latter of which is illustrated by the kind-level predicates

included in the sentences in (2.65).

(2.65) a. *(The) dodo is extinct. (English)

b. *(Il)
the

dodo
dodo

é
is

estinto.
extinct (Italian, Chierchia (1998) :342)

c. *(Der)
the

Pandabär
panda

ist
is

vom
to

Aussterben
elimination

bedroht.
face (German, Dayal 2004:442)
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d. *(La)
the

baleine
whale

est
is

réputée
reputed

être
be

le
the

plus
most

grand
large

mammifère.
mammal (French)

e. *(El)
the

leopardo
cheetah

es
is

fácil
easy

de
to

domesticar.
tame/domesticate (Spanish)

Bare singular arguments in Romance are impossible because of (2.59). But what about English and German,

which have no restriction against bare arguments? First of all, singular nouns denote (intensionalized)

predicates of atomic individuals, and predicate-type nominals cannot be arguments. But what about applying

∩ to a singular noun, as was done for plurals? This too will fail, since only atomic individuals can be in the

extension of inflected singular nouns; the creation of a kind by ∩ requires a noun with a lattice-like structure

imposed by ⊕, since kind extensions are maximal ⊕-sums.

Concerning those cases in which Romance arguments can be determinerless (such as Italian direct object

bare plurals; see Chierchia 1998), standard procedure in the literature is to postulate a phonetically empty but

semantically contentful definite article that must be licensed by a dominating verb (Vergnaud & Zubizarreta

1992; Chierchia 1998; Dayal 2004). Call such hypothetical articles D/ /0/s. If D/ /0/s do indeed exist, then

why can’t a bare singular noun compose with D/ /0/ to form a suitable argument? One possibility is that D/ /0/

is semantically plural.

(2.66) Semantics of null articles: D/ /0/ is plural.

A principle akin to (2.66) would block insertion of D/ /0/ into a structure with a singular NP, because such a

co-occurrence would result in a feature mismatch and agreement would fail to hold. Despite its stipulative

nature, (2.66) makes a certain degree of conceptual sense: plural is semantically unmarked when compared

with singular, plural should therefore be the default number specification in some sense, and phonetically

empty elements ought to have default properties whenever possible.

The final issue we address here is the interpretation of singular definites. A nominal of the form [DP

the [NP ...]] can refer to the unique salient individual satisfying the NP predicate. This interpretation—the

referential reading—is probably by far the most common sense of the dog, for example, as well as probably

of das Hund, le chien, il cane, and el perro. In addition, all of the languages under consideration have

some mechanism by which a definite singular subject can refer to a kind (or be interpreted generically). The

referential reading can be derived without special operators or principles: simply take the property-denoting

semantics for [NP [SG] dog], and combine it with the meaning of the definite article defined as in (2.35),
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i.e. λP[ιx[P(x)]]. The application of the to [NP [SG] dog] will be defined iff there is a unique salient dog in

the context of utterance, as desired.

The kind reading of singular definites is less straightforward. Existing accounts of singular kind refer-

ence have introduced some kind of ad hoc mechanism into the formalism for exactly this purpose, whether

it is introducing an additional type-shifter (Chierchia 1998), introducing a “generic” definite article ho-

mophonous with the ordinary singular article (Carlson 1977b; Krifka 2003), introducing an ontological

distinction between singular and plural kinds (Chierchia 1998; Dayal 1992,2004), or some combination of

these options. Another option would be to let nouns denote kinds directly, and posit an expletive article in

singular kind terms (along the lines of Krifka 2003). Applying this strategy to English, though, conflicts

with the principle (2.64) which states that English possesses no such articles.

A particularly interesting and well-motivated analysis of singular generics has been advanced by Dayal

(1992,2004). Dayal holds that singular definite kind terms are compositionally derived from the ordinary

definite article and a non-standard taxonomic interpretation of the head noun. In her words “the singular

definite generic is the regular definite determiner quantifying over a domain of taxonomic entities.” Accord-

ing to the proposal, the kind reading of the lion arises when the extension of lion is a singleton set consisting

of the kind “lion.”

While conceptually attractive, details of Dayal’s implementation are difficult to reconcile with cases of

nouns that more clearly have a taxonomic reading. If the African lion refers to a subkind of lion, then we can

only maintain a standard semantics for the if the extension of lion consists of lion subkinds—not of the kind

“lion” alone. Here I suggest precisely this amendment to Dayal’s approach: as guaranteed by the semantics

for nouns given above, common nouns denote subkind predicates. Thus lion will have as its extension not

{LION}, but rather {k|k is a subkind of LION}. Since every kind is a subkind of itself (≤ is reflexive),

since all subkinds of LION are subkinds of lions, and since k ≤ m and m ≤ k imply m = k, it follows

that LION will be the unique maximal element in the extension of lion as defined above. Uniqueness and

maximality are exactly the presuppositions of the definite article, and therefore composing a noun with a

determiner directly—without mediation via φ—results in a DP that refers to the most general kind that the

head N applies to. So the lion will refer to the 〈s,e〉-type kind term LION, the dog to DOG, and so on.

To formalize this sketch, a couple of new assumptions are required. First, we need a more general

version of the with a polymorphic type (parallel to Larson’s analysis of beautiful dancer; see §3.4 above),

which allows it to compose with a predicate of unspecified type.
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(2.67) Generalized polymorphic semantics for the

JtheK = λP〈σ ,t〉[ιxσ [P(x)]]

I allow the definite article to compose with a term denoting an intensional property by first saturating that

term’s world-argument with @—the constant denoting the actual world.8 This allows the to uniformly take

a single semantic argument in all of its instantiations.

For ι to be well-defined, a generalized definition of maximality (in terms of which ι is defined) is

required that guarantees the kind “dog” to be maximal among the subkinds in the extension (2.47). A

generalized notion of maximality guarantees ι to pick out s⊕ f⊕ r from the extension JPL(dog)@K =

{s, f,r,s⊕ r, . . . ,s⊕ f⊕ r}, while also picking out λw[ι [∗dogw]] from the extension of dog’s lexical se-

mantics, i.e. JdogK = {λw[ι [∗terrierw]],λw[ι [∗dalmationw]], . . . ,λw[ι [∗dogw]]}.

Assuming such a notion of maximality is in place, it is sufficient to introduce one final assumption: that

the noun in a singular kind-term does not have number morphology (and so is “singular” by name only).

(2.68) The semantics of kind-denoting singular definites: Like proper names, the head noun in a kind-

referring singular definite does not have a number feature.

Technically speaking, on this analysis, unmarked nouns in definite kind-terms (and such terms themselves)

simply lack number features altogether. The idea of a DP without number is not far-fetched: proper names

and perhaps even mass nouns constitute good candidates for DPs without grammatical number—it is in

some sense a category mistake to ask whether John or water is singular or plural since they just cannot

receive number morphology (without clear coercion). An apt analogy might be proper names occurring

with definite articles, as is common in many of the world’s languages. Furthermore, if we take seriously

Carlson’s (1977b) influential idea that nouns can act as “proper names of kinds,” then we should expect

nouns acting in this capacity to have the same number features as a genuine proper name, namely none.

Omitting number from an NP allows the lexical semantics of the noun to trickle up to the D level and

combine directly with the, which gives us the right meaning for singular kind terms. Granting (2.68), the

dog has an interpretation built via the following steps:

(2.69) a. JdogK = λk〈s,e〉 : kind(k).[k ≤ (λw[ιx[∗dogw(x)]])] : 〈〈s,e〉, t〉

b. Jthe〈s,e〉K = λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[ιk〈s,e〉[P(k)]]

8 This will cause complications in intensional contexts but not in matrix contexts.
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c. Jthe〈s,e〉K(JdogK) = ιk[: kind(k).k ≤ DOG]

In plain English (2.69c) can be paraphrased “the biggest subkind of DOG.” Again by reflexivity of ≤, this

amounts to exactly the kind DOG as the meaning for the generic reading of the dog, as desired.

2.4.5 A theory of nouns, summarized

In the previous subsections, we have developed a set of principles which jointly constitute a more-or-less

concrete theory of nouns. These principles are summarized here:

The NP/DP parameter. English/German arguments can have category NP or DP. Span-
ish/Italian/French arguments are always of category DP.

Noun root semantics. Count noun roots uniformly denote taxonomic sub-kind predicates.
Grammatical number marking converts noun roots into predicates of individuals.
Thus constituents below NP refer to kinds, and nominal constituents above NP re-
fer to individuals—a precise formalization of the NP/DP-type/token correspondence
discussed at length in §3.

The morpho-syntax of inflection and agreement. Feature bundles hosting number and
gender (and possibly other) features are syntactically introduced in [Spec,NP]. Fea-
tures trigger Spec-head agreement on the noun (e.g. plural -s in English) and in some
languages on the determiner as well (e.g. das∼die ‘theneut.sg∼neut.pl’ in German).

English agreement
DP

D
the

NP

φ

[PL]
N

dog-s

German agreement
DP

D
die

NP

φ

[PL], [MASC]
N

Hund-e

Semantics of number. Number morphology on N operates on the mereological and on-
tological structure of N denotations. [PL] closes a noun denotation under ⊕-sum
formation. [SG] filters out all non-atomic individuals from the denotation of N. Num-
ber morphology may also be absent in singular definite kind terms, in which case N
surfaces uninflected for number, and projects its lexical semantics to the NP level.

(2.50) a. JSGK = λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[λw[◦[λxe[∃z〈s,e〉[P(z)∧ xv zw]]]]]
b. JPLK = λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[λw[∗[λxe[∃z〈s,e〉[P(z)∧ xv zw]]]]]

(where v is the part-of relation on ⊕-sum formation)

Covert type-shifting operations. The operations ∩ and DKP can be applied to N/DPs,
subject to the constraints described above.
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2.5 Building a theory of composition in DP, Part 2: Modification

Having established a parallel between the syntactic NP and DP categories on the one hand, and the semantic

categories of type/kind and token/individual on the other, a natural question to ask is whether modifiers like

attributive adjectives and relative clauses compose within the NP-level—thus constraining the type of entity

a DP refers to—or whether they compose external to the NP level—thus restricting the set of individuals

in the extension of the NPs/DPs in which they occur. It is not easy to tease apart these two possibilities,

because in most cases the two options will result in identical truth-conditional contributions. Disjoint bodies

of literature exist which addresses subparts of this question: for example the syntactic position of nominal

modifiers (Abney 1987; Svenonius 2008; Alexiadou et al. 2007; Cinque 2010); the semantic interpretation

of nominal modifiers (Siegel 1976; Kamp 1975; Morzycki 2005; Morzycki 2014); and how the syntactic

position and semantic interpretation of modifiers interact (Larson 1998,1999; Demonte 2008; Kennedy

1999). As mentioned in §1, much of this research assumes a simplified syntax and semantics for nouns.

In other words, these theoretical inquiries have not taken into account important subtle intricacies of noun

phrases, especially those summarized in §2.

Larson’s influential two-domains model of (adjectival) modification is designed to explain the nature

of Bolinger contrasts—systematic ambiguities in adjectival modification along a variety of dimensions (see

Chapter 1 for background). At its core, the two tenets of the two-domains model are that attributive adjec-

tives can occupy one of two distinct syntactic regions of DP, and that the interpretation an adjective receives

is in part a function of which syntactic region it occupies. Bolinger contrasts are thus a byproduct of the

adjective’s underdetermined syntactic role within DP.

(2.70) The two-domains model of nominal modification

a. Attributive adjectives can appear in two structural tiers: inner and outer.

b. The interpretation of an attributive adjective is determined in part by whether it is in an inner

or outer position.

This general idea has seen a number of specific implementations over the years. Subsequent syntactically-

oriented variants of Larson’s theory, e.g. those of Svenonius (2008), Alexiadou et al. (2007), and Cinque

(2010), have with various degrees of success employed and extended Larson’s basic insights to account for

cross-linguistic properties of Bolinger contrasts and related phenomena (see Chapter 2). Larson’s specific
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theory based upon the principles in (2.70) introduced silent semantic operators at different structural levels

in order to guarantee property (2.70b). As I argued in Chapter 1, there is limited empirical support for this

implementation beyond the data it was designed to capture. Surprisingly, there have been no attempts—to

my knowledge at least—at solidifying the semantic foundations of the two-domains model.

Here I finish laying out the proposed semantic foundations for the two-domains model as characterized

in (2.70). Having presented a general theory of DP-internal composition in simple nominals not containing

modifiers, I now integrate modification into the theory. There are three components: syntactic rules for the

formation of modified nouns; lexical semantics for (here only intersective) adjectives; and a set of principles

and parameter-settings for the syntactic form of English versus Romance modified nouns. In keeping with

the noun-centric theme, only a few modifier-specific assumptions are explicitly adopted.

2.5.1 A theory of nominal modification

Syntax. First, following Sadler & Arnold (1994), prenominal attributive modification involves a syntactic

operation of head-adjunction. The phrase-structure rule in (2.71) states that (some) modified nouns of the

form [Adj N] are syntactically complex heads lacking phrasal structure.

(2.71) Head-Adjunction for A/N (Sadler & Arnold 1994)

N⇒ A N (for certain values of A)

Thus, for example, simple phrases such as mere mortal function grammatically like bare head nouns. De-

parting from Sadler & Arnold, though, I propose that head-adjunction is one of two ways to syntactically

integrate a modifier into a nominal. NPs containing postnominal modifiers or outer prenominal adjectives

are formed by phrasal adjunction as specified in (2.72).

(2.72) Phrasal Adjunction

a. [XP Adjunct [XP (Spec) [X′ X (Comp) ] ] ] (left-adjunction)

b. [XP [XP (Spec) [X′ X (Comp) ] ] Adjunct ] (right-adjunction)

Phrasal adjunction is the operation that integrates relative clauses and outer adjectives (where X = N), and

even appositives (in which case X = D).

Semantics. I hypothesize that head- versus phrase-adjunction is the syntactic distinction that sets apart

inner from outer modifiers. And the interaction between adjunction height and the semantics of inflection
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is the most general factor that distinguishes the interpretations of inner modifiers from outer modifiers.

To elaborate a bit: because agreement is introduced by a functional node at the top of NP, the difference

between head-adjunction and phrasal adjunction is semantically significant. In particular, head-adjoined

modifiers—i.e. inner modifiers—compose with kind-denoting nominal roots prior to the noun’s conversion

to a token-based denotation. Phrasally adjoined modifiers, on the other hand, compose with nouns after the

noun’s number is fixed and it is converted into an individual-predicate. Since a single adjective can appear

as an inner modifier or as an outer modifier, it is necessary to assume that adjectives have variable types,

similar to (but different from in an important way) the analysis of the above. In particular adjectives are

polysemous, being able to compose with constituents with types 〈〈s,e〉, t〉 (for N heads) as well as 〈s,〈e, t〉〉

(for NPs). This can be achieved by assuming the following schematic denotations:

(2.73) a. JadjectiveK inner
=⇒ λk〈s,e〉[k ≤ ADJECTIVE]

b. JadjectiveK outer
=⇒ λw[λx[adjectivew(x)]]

Recall Larson’s (1998) argument that some adjectives can act as predicates of individuals but also of events,

and McNally & Boleda’s (2004) proposal that certain intersective adjectives are unambiguously predicates

of kinds. Since in the present system, kinds have type 〈s,e〉, (2.73a) is precisely a kind predicate. So in

effect we are combining and generalizing these two ideas: visible (and many other adjectives) can apply to

individuals or to kinds; the polysemy part comes from Larson 1998 and the kinds part, from McNally &

Boleda (2004).

One way of thinking about the two different interpretations would be that—much like nouns versus

NPs—adjectives lexically denote subkind-predicates as in (2.73a), and are subsequently converted to in-

tensionalized individual-predicates as in (2.73b) at the AP level. Then it would not be necessary to posit

two distinct lexical entries, but rather (2.73a) would be the interpretation of head-adjoined adjectives while

(2.73b) would be the interpretation of phrasally-adjoined adjectives. How such a conversion might take

place within AP is unclear, but if correct this parallel with nouns would be quite striking.

Finally, I will utilize two composition modes for the combination of Ty2 terms: function-argument

application (with β -reductions to enhance readability), and intersection (Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) Predicate

Modification). Function-argument application can apply to A : α and B if B’s type is of the form 〈α,〈. . .〉〉.

Intersection can apply whenever A and B have the same type and if both types terminate in t.
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Langauge-specific parameters of variation. Within the framework specified so far, nothing constrains

whether a modifier adjoins to the left or to the right of a noun, nor whether a modifier adjoins at the head or

phrase level. How can cross-linguistic variation be captured given the assumptions developed so far? Just

as there are parameters of variation like head-final versus head-initial, I assume the following difference

between English and Romance (the English constraint plausibly also holds for German and other languages

with predominant Adj-N word order):

(2.74) Parameter of variation: directionality of head-adjunction

a. In English, head-adjunction structures must have the form [X [Y y ] [X x ]].

b. In Romance, head-adjunction can have the form [X [Y y ] [X x ]] or [X [X x ] [Y y ] ].

(2.74) reflects the fact that in English, the default position of adjectival modifiers is pre-noun, while in

Romance, the relative order between a noun and an attributive adjective is less constrained (largely by the

specific lexical items involved). The restriction against prenominal outer modifiers in Romance languages

can be captured similarly, by the following additional dimension of variation:

(2.75) Parameter of variation: directionality of NP-adjunction

a. In Romance, NP-adjunction must have the form [NP [NP ... ] [XP ... ]].

b. In English, NP-adjunction can have the form [NP [NP ... ] [XP ... ]] or [NP [XP ... ] [NP ... ]].

The restriction against prenominal relative clauses in Romance follows from (2.75), but the same restriction

in English does not. Other than the vague notion that “heavy” modifiers tend to prefer postnominal positions

in English, I offer no principled explanation for this fact in the current study (though one should be sought).

One speculative possibility is that if relatives are head-internal, then a left-adjoined relative clause would

necessarily involve raising the head noun to a linearly rightward position, a kind of movement that is often

assumed to be disallowed (e.g. *[DP the [CP that I saw ti ] [NP dogi ]]).

2.5.2 Individual-level versus stage-level attributive adjectives

With respective theories of nouns (§4) and adjectives (§5.1) sketched, we are now in a position to write a

toy grammar and generate some derivations for modified nouns. The grammar will generate X-bar phrase

structures and compositionally built Ty2 terms for each node, and a small inventory of composition rules.

The output of a derivation for an expression is a a phrase-structure tree each leaf of which is annotated with
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a Ty2 term corresponding to the lexical semantics of the expression. To close the chapter, I apply the theory

as developed so far to the individual-level versus stage-level contrast for the simple alternation the visible

stars/the stars visible. §5.3 reflects briefly on the nature and potential source of the restrictions expressed in

(2.74) and (2.75). See in particular Larson & Marušič 2004 and Marušič & Žaucer 2009 for background.

As a testing ground, we consider the individual-level versus stage-level interpretations of visible in DPs

like the visible stars and the stars visible. Recall that in both English and Romance, the canonical word

order is when we see ambiguity—Adj-N for English, N-Adj for Romance—and that the marked word order

is when only one interpretation is available—N-Adj for English, Adj-N for Romance. Thus visible stars has

both an i-level and an s-level interpretation, while the stars visible has only the latter.

(2.76) The visible stars include Capella.

3i-level, 3s-level

(2.77) The stars visible include Capella.

7i-level, 3s-level

The initial task is to crank out two meaning-structure pairs for (2.76), and to see whether they conform to

our intuitions about what (2.76) can mean. With the same means we will then aim to construct a single

meaning and structure for (2.77), and show why an additional meaning-structure pair cannot be generated.

This will constitute the theory’s analysis of the stage- versus individual-level Bolinger contrast in English.

The principles developed over the last two sections generate the syntactic structures in (2.78a) and

(2.78b) for the visible stars. Visible in (2.78a) is an inner modifier, and hence should have the i-level

reading; in (2.78b) visible is an outer modifier and should have the s-level reading.

(2.78) a. [DP [D the ] [NP [φ [PL] ] [N′ [N [A visible ] [N stars[PL] ]]]]]

b. [DP [D the ] [NP [AP [A visible ] [NP [φ [PL] ] [N′ [N stars[PL] ]]]]]]

Consider first the inner modification structure (2.78a), annotated with semantic terms for each lexical item:
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(2.79) DP

the
λP〈σ ,t〉[ιxσ [P(x)]]

NP

[PL]
λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[λw[λxe[∃k〈s,e〉

[P(k)∧ xv kw]]]

N′

N

visible: λk〈s,e〉
[(λw[ι [∗visiblew]])≥ k]

stars: λk〈s,e〉
[(λw[ι [∗starw]])≥ k]

Allowing visible and stars to compose via generalized predicate modification and all remaining composition

via function-argument application, the term in (2.80) is computed as the semantics for the i-level interpreta-

tion of the visible stars.

(2.80) Individual-level reading of the visible stars

ιxe[∃k〈s,e〉[(λw[ι [∗visiblew]])≥ k∧ (λw[ι [∗starw]])≥ k∧ xv k@]]

Turning now to (2.78b), the following annotated tree and the lexical entries contain the information

necessary to compute the s-level semantics of the visible stars. Crucially, observe that the NP [NP [PL] stars]

has type 〈e, t〉. It is therefore impossible for stars to compose with visible2, which we used in the i-level

derivation, and thus we use visible1 instead.

(2.81) DP

the
λP〈σ ,t〉[ιxσ [P(x)]]

NP

visible:
λw[λx[visiblew(x)]]

NP

[PL]
λP〈〈s,e〉,t〉[λw[λxe[∃k〈s,e〉

[P(k)∧ xv kw]]]

stars: λk〈s,e〉
[(λw[ι [∗starw]])≥ k]

This structure generates the following term for the s-level reading of the visible stars:

(2.82) Stage-level reading of the visible stars

ιxe[visible@(x)∧∃k〈s,e〉[[(λw[ι [∗starw]])≥ k]∧ xv k@]]

To compare the terms that our theory generates for the two readings, we embed each of them into the full
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sentence The visible stars include Capella to facilitate comparisoon of truth-conditions: the i-level formula

is (2.83a) and the s-level formula is (2.83b).

(2.83) The visible stars include Capella.

a. include(capella)(ιxe[∃k〈s,e〉[(λw[ι [∗visiblew]])≥ k∧ (λw[ι [∗starw]])≥ k∧ xv k@]])

b. include(capella)(ιxe[visible@(x)∧∃k〈s,e〉[[(λw[ι [∗starw]])≥ k]∧ xv k@]])

The truth conditions of (2.83a) and (2.83b) are similar but differ in an important way: (2.83a) is true iff

Capella is part of the maximal sum-individual x such that for some kind k, (i) k is a subkind of “stars;”

(ii) k is a subkind of “visible things;” and (iii) x realizes k in @. In plain English, this means something

like “Capella is one of the stars that are characteristically visible.” By contrast, (2.83b) is true iff Capella

is part of the maximal sum-individual x such that (i′) x is visible in @; (ii′) for some kind k, k is a subkind

of “stars;” and (iii′) x realizes k in @. In plain English, this might be paraphrased “Capella happens to be

visible and is one of the objects that are characteristically stars.” The difference between these two sets of

truth-conditions, I believe, captures the intuitive difference between the two relevant readings.

The other major consequence the theory should generate is that only the s-level reading is available in

the stars visible—and the system as defined predicts exactly this. Here is how: as stated above, English

allows head-adjunction to the left only. This means that (2.84) is a possible structure while (2.85) is not.

(2.84) Postnominal visible possible for
DP

D
the

NP

NP

φ

[PL]
N′

N
stars

AP

A
visible

NP-adjunction only

(2.85) * DP

D
the

NP

φ

[PL]
N′

N

N
stars

A
visible

So the theory captures the difference in meaning between prenominal inner and outer visible, as well as

the ungrammaticality of postnominal inner visible. These are the defining empirical characteristics of this

Bolinger contrast in English. The principles advanced in §5.1 will also predict the correct distribution of

readings in Italian, as described by Cinque (2010).
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2.5.3 Why ban rightward head-adjunction (in English)?

The ban against rightward head-adjunction in English is a stipulation. It is an important stipulation, though,

because every Bolinger contrast requires it. While I have no definitive explanation for why this restriction

should hold, there are a couple of reasonable options to consider. One possibility is that all postnominal

adjectives in English (and possibly in all languages) are reduced relative clauses. This is actually quite a

common assumption in modern syntactic theory, having been argued for explicitly by Larson & Marušič

(2004); Larson (1999); Cinque (2010); Alexiadou et al. (2007); Kayne (1994); Leu (2008), and others. If

we adopt it, then it would follow immediately that head-adjunction could only be to the left in English: if

all postnominal adjectives are reduced relatives, then they are all phrasal, and phrasal constituents cannot

participate in head-adjunction. The reduced relative assumption also forces us to modify our syntax slightly,

so that it is CP and not AP that adjoins rightward to NP; as far as I can tell this is harmless aside from the

fact that it predicts all postnominal adjectives are predicative. The structure for the stars visible under this

assumption would resemble (2.86) (some positions in CP are left empty because we have not stated a theory

of relative clauses at this point; the only assumption we need for now is that they have 〈e, t〉-type semantics).

(2.86) DP

D
the

NP

NP

φ

[PL]
N′

N
stars

CP

THAT C TP

T
BE

VP

AP

visible

An alternative explanation for why rightward head-adjunction is impossible in English can be stated in terms

of parametric variation. Suppose head adjunction is bi-directional in French (perhaps Romance in general).

We could explain this difference as follows: in English, -s is a suffix that forms a syntactic constituent

with the highest head N only, and the structural position of -s always corresponds to its surface position.

Therefore if head-adjunction were to occur to the right in English, we would have the ungrammatical word

order *[N N A]-s instead of the proper [N A N]-s order (for example, [N big dog]-s versus *[N dog big]-s).
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By contrast, recall that in French, both the head noun and attributive adjectives are morphologically marked

as plural; in other words, a suffix (typically -(e)s) must appear not just on the head noun stem, but also on

all elements below the highest N. But suppose that modified nouns contain only a single plural morpheme,

which attaches at the highest N, and that languages can differ as to how this morpheme gets spelled out.

Then French chooses to spell out plural on all elements below the highest N, while in English plural is a

true suffix, combining with the rightmost overt element in N. This would render the relative linear order of

N and A irrelevant in French: both [A-s N-s] and [N-s A-s] are grammatical as far as proper morphology

goes. But in English, [{A,N}]-s would give us [A N-s] or *[N A-s], the latter of which is ungrammatical.

So rightward head-adjunction in English would result in plural marking on the adjective and not the noun,

which violates a language-specific morphological/phonotactic property of English. A concrete example: we

could have in French [N bon chien]-s⇒[N bons chiens], but also (and more typically) [N chien bon]-s⇒[N

chiens bons]. And for English [N good dog]-s⇒[N good dogs], but not [N dog good]-s⇒*[N dog goods].

This second possibility has less existing support in the literature, as far as I know, but seems to make

sense conceptually. If concrete predictions could be extracted from this kind of reasoning, it would be an

interesting hypothesis to pursue more systematically. To conclude the point, though, there are a number of

reasons why it might be that English does not permit rightward head-adjunction.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has developed a theory of nouns and noun phrases based upon some recent theoretical advances

in the semantics of nouns and noun phrases. I also stated the basics of a new two-domains based theory of

modification. The resulting system derives basic properties of the stage-level versus individual-level contrast

in English and in Italian. There are a handful of loose ends, but the analysis as it stands is precise enough to

be applied to other Bolinger contrasts and modification-related phenomena. And this is the agenda for the

remainder of the dissertation.
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Chapter 3

Case study: restrictive versus non-restrictive modification

3.0 Introduction

Having introduced some basic architectural assumptions about composition in DP, we now turn to the first

major analytical domain of this dissertation: restrictive versus non-restrictive modification. While this dis-

tinction is widely referred to in linguistic theory, there is great variation in what exactly the words restrictive

and non-restrictive are intended to mean: some researchers have used the terms as syntactic labels dis-

tinguishing between relative clause types, others as semantic labels distinguishing between subsective and

non-subsective modifiers, and still others have used the terms in a pragmatic sense, so that a phrase can be

restrictive or non-restrictive only relative to a specific utterance in a specific context of use. The issue of

precisely what it means for a word or phrase to be restrictive or non-restrictive has rarely been addressed in

an explicit way (though see Piñón 2005 and §2.2 for some ideas).

This chapter has two central aims. The first is to develop technically precise definitions for the intuitive

terms restrictive and non-restrictive. In §1.1, I motivate the need for a reexamination of these terms. In

§1.2-1.5, I summarize some common conceptions of the distinction within linguistic theory, and argue that

no existing definitions for restrictive/non-restrictive fully capture the intuitive notions underlying the termi-

nology. §1.6 introduces two additional desiderata for a definition of (non-)restrictive, including the most

powerful piece of evidence for a discourse-based characterization of non-restrictive modification. In §2, I

introduce novel definitions for restrictive modification and non-restrictive modification in terms of discourse

coherence establishment, using insights from existing frameworks for discourse semantics/pragmatics (es-

pecially those of Lascarides & Asher (1993,2003); Kehler (2002)) as well as the novel theoretical construct

of articulated conversational contexts with active and passive components, motivated by some important
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observations of Kripke (2009). In sum, I propose that a nominal modifier is non-restrictive if and only if two

conditions hold: (i) that the speaker believes that the modified noun phrase has the same denotation as the

unmodified noun; and (ii) that the modifier can be used to deduce an implication that is discourse-related in

a particular way to some salient proposition in the sentence or discourse. Restrictive modification is defined

(roughly) as the denial of property (i). The definitions are meant to capture in a precise way the intuitions

behind working linguists’ usage of the terms, i.e. the semantico-pragmatic core underlying all modification

structures that have been dubbed “(non-)restrictive” in various research contributions. Because the analysis

is built upon a theoretical framework for discourse semantics—specifically a hybrid extension of Asher &

Lascarides’ and Kehler’s theories—I devote §2.1-2.2 to the introduction of discourse semantics/pragmatics

as a body of research in linguistic theory, and to the definition of a simple, stripped-down theory of discourse

inspired by Asher & Lascarides’s (2003) architecture.

The second aim is to apply the newly developed coherence-based characterization of non-restrictiveness

to the putative “restrictive/non-restrictive” Bolinger contrast. In §3.1 I show with empirical and conceptual

arguments that R/NR is fundamentally different in nature from other Bolinger contrasts, despite its superfi-

cially similar appearance. In §3.2 I scrutinize and demonstrate some problems for Larson’s (1998)/Larson

& Marušič’s (2004) and Cinque’s (2010) theories of R/NR, irrespective of how (non-)restrictive is under-

stood. §4 then proceeds to apply the theory of NP/DP from Chapter 2 and the characterizations from §2

(of this chapter) to the syntax/semantics/pragmatics of R/NR. The main conclusion of the new analysis is

that R/NR only superficially has the distribution of Bolinger contrasts as described by Cinque (2010), and

that restrictive/non-restrictive does not track the inner/outer distinction as related contrasts do. Two novel

factors that play crucial roles in the analysis are (i) Larson’s (1991) theory of DP shells; and (ii) a novel

type mismatch adjustment principle, according to which the composition of a noun (phrase) and a modifier

in DP results in an expression that functions syntactically just like a noun (phrase) but is defined only if

a particular property holds of the referent of the noun (phrase). As in Chapter 2, variation across binary

syntactic parameters is argued to underly different empirical patterns across languages (here English versus

Italian). §5 concludes.

3.1 What are restrictive and non-restrictive modification (not)?

The objective of this section is to consider a variety of existing and hypothetical characterizations about what

it means for a nominal modifier to be (non-)restrictive, and to show that all of them clash with intuitions
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in some way or another about what it means for a modifier to have said properties. In §2, I introduce the

discourse-coherence based characterization of non-restrictiveness that will form (part of) the backbone of

the analysis presented in §4 of this chapter, as well as some of the discussion in Chapter 6.

3.1.1 Restrictive versus non-restrictive relative clauses

It is useful to begin with some brief comments on relative clauses. In English, two relative clause-types can

be distinguished: what I will call integrated relative clauses, (IRCs), more commonly known as restrictive

relative clauses, and appositive relative clauses (ARCs), more commonly known as non-restrictive relative

clauses. These two modifier types are illustrated in (3.1a) and (3.1b), respectively.1

(3.1) a. The book that I bought is on the table. (IRC)

b. The book, which I bought, is on the table. (ARC)

ARCs and non-restrictive adjectives (e.g. sick in my sick mother) introduce a pragmatically similar kind of

information, but the grammatical differences between them are vast (see McCawley 1981; del Gobbo 2003;

Schlenker 2013). Non-restrictive adjectives are in fact syntactically more similar to IRCs than they are to

ARCs, and IRCs differ from ARCs in several respects: IRCs have a wider range of relative pronoun options,

they attach syntactically to common nouns, and have an intersective semantics. ARCs, by contrast, attach

syntactically (mostly) to referential nominals, are preceded and followed by a prosodic break, and semanti-

cally attribute a property to an individual. While these differences are syntactic, phonological, and semantic

in nature, the intuitive notion “restrictive” seems inherently and exclusively semantic in nature. Presumably,

restrictive relatives are so called because they “restrict” the denotation of the noun they modify. By the

same token, non-restrictive relatives are probably so called because they fail to alter noun denotations—they

provide additional information about an independently identifiable referent. In the words of SIL:

(3.2) Definitions from SIL’s Glossary of Linguistic Terms

a. Restrictive relative clause: A restrictive relative clause is a relative clause that helps to iden-

tify the referent of the word that it modifies.

b. Nonrestrictive relative clause: A nonrestr. relative clause is a relative clause that does not aid

in the identification of the referent of its head noun, but only provides information about it.

1 ARCs are also sometimes called “supplement(al) relative clauses,” but should be distinguished from syntactically less constrained
supplement parentheticals such as I bought it in The book—I bought it—is on the table.
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These informal characterizations capture what I believe most researchers have had in mind by “restrictive”

and “non-restrictive.” So how can they be made technically precise and generalized to apply to all nominal

modifiers? Simplifying matters for the sake of argument, suppose that intersective adjectives, IRCs, PP

noun-modifiers (e.g. locatives), and sortal common nouns simply denote (characteristic functions of) sets of

individuals. Then whether a modifier is restrictive or not must depend on the actual extension of the modifier

and of the noun it modifies in a fixed situation; restrictiveness is therefore a context-sensitive property. With

these background remarks in mind, we now consider some candidate definitions.

3.1.2 Restriction =df Jmodifier(noun)K⊂ JnounK?

An straightforward way to formalize the intuitions in (3.2) is the following: given a noun with denotation

Jnoun〈e,t〉K, a modifier is restrictive if composing the modifier’s denotation with Jnoun〈e,t〉K yields a function

whose characteristic set is a proper subset of that of Jnoun〈e,t〉K. One potential point of variation in termi-

nology is whether this proper-subset requirement must hold in all contexts, in some, for all nouns, for some,

etc. The following definitions, very much in this spirit, were proposed by Piñón (2005):2

(3.3) Let [M] and H designate functions from situations and objects to truth-values. (Piñón 2005:3)

a. M restrictively modifies H in s iff Jλx[Ms(x)∧Hs(x)]KM,g ⊂ JHsKM,g; or

Jλx[Ms(x)∧Hs(x)]KM,g = /0

b. M non-restrictively modifies H in s iff Jλx[Ms(x)∧Hs(x)]KM,g = JHsKM,g

By convention, it is typically modifiers and modifiers only that are referred to as “restrictive” or “non-

restrictive.” But if one asks why complements, for example, should be excluded from this distinction,

brief inspection provides us with no real reason: complements can have the same intuitive semantic effect

on the interpretation of a noun as can an adjective or a relative clause. This point can be illustrated by

example. According to commonly used terminology, since attributive adjectives are modifiers but of-PPs

are (generally) complements, pretty in pretty picture could be considered “restrictive” while of Mary in

picture of Mary could not. According to common usage, it would be a category mistake to ask whether

of Mary is restrictive. But (3.4) shows that the procedure of semantic composition is the same in both

cases:3 the denotation of the modified noun is simply the intersection of the head noun’s extension with the

2 I leave out two supplementary definitions that Piñón introduces alongside these—they are meant to deal with cases involving,
e.g. non-subsective adjectives.

3 There are of course other possible analyses for of-PP complements, such as Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) below, but this is not of
central importance here.
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other phrase’s extension. In any context containing more than one picture, both the modifier pretty and the

complement of Mary would “restrict” the denotation of picture in exactly the same way (PM is predicate

modification).4

(3.4) a. PM(Jλx[pretty(x)]K)(Jλy[picture(y)]K)

= Jλx[pretty(x)∧picture(x)]K (pretty picture)

b. PM(Jλx[of-mary(x)]K)(Jλy[picture(y)]K)

= Jλx[of-mary(x)∧picture(x)]K (picture of Mary)

The point of this comparison is just to show that a phrase “restricting” the denotation of a noun seems not

to be a sufficient condition for considering that phrase to be restrictive. Conversely, we can also show by

example that restricting the denotation of a noun is not a necessary condition for a modifier to be considered

“restrictive.” The argument is by contrapositive: given the scenario in (3.5), the modifiers in (3.5a)-(3.5c) are

all intuitively restrictive. But the context crucially entails that all students happen to be sick (and displaying

flu-like symptoms), and therefore the extensions of students, sick students, students with flu-like symptoms,

and students who have flu-like symptoms will all be equal (simplifying a bit). In other words, we might say

these modifiers are restrictive but not restricting.

(3.5) Context: A highly contagious flu-bug has caused every single student to become sick, displaying

various flu-like symptoms. The school nurse hasn’t seen every kid, but she knows a lot of them are

sick. She wants to see every student who is sick or has flu-like symptoms, so she can see how bad

the epidemic is. So she gets on the PA and says...

a. All sick students should report to the nurse’s office at once.

b. All students with flu-like symptoms should report to the nurse’s office at once.

c. All students who have flu-like symptoms should report to the nurse’s office at once.

What (3.5) shows is that a modifier can be considered “restrictive” even if it fails to restrict the denotation

of a noun. Taken together with the discussion surrounding (3.4), this demonstrates that the intuitive notion

of “restrictiveness” and the set-theoretic notion of “restriction”—combining JphraseK and JnounK to yield

a proper subset of JnounK as in Piñón’s (2005) (3.3)—are logically independent.

4 If picture is analyzed as lexically relational, then it should have type 〈e,〈e, t〉〉 and of Mary in this example should be its first
argument. However, the fact that picture does not require a complement suggests it must be capable of denoting a non-relational
property of individuals as well.
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A second point of equal importance is raised by the examples in (3.5): the notion of restrictiveness is

inextricably linked to speaker intentions.5 Consider a slight variant of the scenario, in which everyone in

the school is aware of the fact that all students are sick. In such a case, none of the sentences in (3.5) would

be felicitous at all—the modifiers would either be redundant (and thus violate a gricean quantity maxim), or

lead to the expectation that not all students are sick (which would contradict mutual world-knowledge). But

in contrast to the modification constructions in (3.5), an appositive structure with the same semantic content

is perfectly felicitous in this second scenario:

(3.6) The students, who are (all) sick with a nasty flu-bug, could easily infect staff members.

I propose that this pattern can be explained by just a few principles: first, that appositives are inherently

non-restrictive modifiers while relative clauses and postnominal PPs are inherently restrictive; and second,

that a non-restrictive modifier is felicitous only if it is used to contribute an entailment independent of the

main assertion of the sentence in which it occurs (the second requirement is elaborated in §1.6). In (3.6), the

nurse reminds the school of the state of the students (i.e. reminds everyone that the students are sick) using

an appositive; but in (3.5a)-(3.5c), the nurse uses an integrated modifier to specify the subset of students to

which she intends to refer. The distinction between these two discourse effects of modification is a theme

we return to throughout the chapter.

3.1.3 Heim & Kratzer (1998): Non-restrictiveness ≈ Apposition?

In an influential semantics textbook, Heim & Kratzer (1998) introduce the distinction between restrictive and

non-restrictive modification. Without stating explicit definitions, they illustrate the difference via example.

In discussing the syntax and semantics of noun modification, Heim & Kratzer (1998:63) write that “PPs may

appear inside NPs in three distinct semantic roles: as arguments, as restrictive modifiers, or as nonrestrictive

modifiers,” and use the following examples to illustrate these three roles:

(3.7) a. a part of Europe (argument/complement)

b. a city in Texas (restrictive modifier)

c. Susan, from Nebraska, (nonrestrictive modifier)

The way that the first two roles are distinguished in Heim & Kratzer 1998 is as follows: complement-taking

nouns are relational and have type 〈e,〈e, t〉〉, so that a complement PP saturates the noun’s first argument

5 Thanks to A. Szabolcsi for emphasizing the importance of this point
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position. Modifying PPs compose with nouns (both type 〈e, t〉) via Predicate Modification (intersection):

(3.8) a. FA(Jλx[λy[partx(y)]]K)(JeuropeK) = Jλy[parteurope(y)]K

b. PM(Jλx[city(x)]K)(Jλy[in(texas)(y)]K) = Jλy[city(y)∧ in(texas)(y)]K

The third role of a PP in DP (as a nonrestrictive modifier) they characterize in very different terms:

“The basic intuition that most authors have expressed about the semantics of nonrestrictive modification

is that nonrestrictive modifiers are not semantically composed at all with the phrases they modify. Rather,

they have the status of separate sentences which serve to make side-remarks of some kind. For example,

the meaning of [(3.9a)] is not unlike that of [(3.9b)].

(3.9) a. It is surprising that Susan, from Nebraska, finds it cold in here.

b. It is surprising that Susan finds it cold in here. Note that she is from Nebraska

This makes it reasonable to assume that at the level at which our semantic rules apply, the nonrestrictive

modifier isn’t part of the structure at all, so the question of how its denotation should be composed with

that of its modifier doesn’t arise in the first place” (p64).

This view is interesting in a number of ways. First, it raises difficult syntactic questions, such as whether

appositives are adjoined to DPs, or whether the structural relationship between an appositive and the nom-

inal it modifies is something more exotic like multi-dominance (see McCawley 1981; Schlenker 2013 for

some discussion). Second, Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) characterization raises a deep architectural question:

by what means can a sentence-medial phrase be interpreted independently of a phrase it is contained in?

This situation has been described as scopelessness by Potts (2005), who developed an articulated theory of

appositives in the spirit of Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) general suggestions. Finally, and most pertinently for

this dissertation, the trichotomy in (3.7), if correct, raises the question of which category adjectives like sick

and harmful in (3.10) should fall into:

(3.10) a. I take care of my sick mother.

b. Cigarettes contain harmful carcinogens.

Semantically, the contribution of these adjectives appears to pattern just like what Heim & Kratzer call

“non-restrictive modifiers” like from Nebraska in (3.9a): the same kind of paraphrasing shown in (3.9b) can

be constructed for both examples in (3.10).
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(3.10)′ a. I take care of my mother. My mother is sick.

b. Cigarettes contain carcinogens. Carcinogens are harmful.

Syntactically, though, sick and harmful in (3.10) appear to be garden variety attributive adjectives, which in

the default case pattern semantically with restrictive modifiers like in Texas in (3.7b)—consider the (near)

synonymy of the pairs in (3.11). This similarity makes Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) “grammatically non-

integrated” theory of non-restrictive modifiers implausible for the adjectives in (3.10).

(3.11) a. a student from Japan / a Japanese student

b. a city in Texas / a Texan city

c. a person who is famous / a famous person

The puzzle is thus that in various contexts, attributive adjectives (in English) appear to display a dual behav-

ior: they appear syntactically unremarkable, but share semantic traits with appositives. It is uses of adjectives

like sick and harmful in (3.10) that I will refer to as “non-restrictive attributive adjectives” (NRAs). It is im-

portant to recognize that (non-)restrictiveness cannot be a lexical property, since the very same adjectives in

(3.10) can be used in contexts in which they pattern syntactically and semantically unlike appositives, and

thus must be “restrictive.”

(3.12) a. I take care of my sick client.

a.′ #I take care of my client. My client is sick. (‘#’ meaning 6=(3.12a))

b. Cigarettes contain harmful substances.

b.′ #Cigarettes contain substances. Substances are harmful. (‘#’ meaning 6=(3.12b))

An even more remarkable property of (certain) NRAs is that unlike the appositive in Susan, from Ne-

braska,, which pretty clearly predicates Nebraskan-ness of Susan, it is not always obvious to determine

exactly what entailment/implication they contribute; the identity of the entailment seems to be highly vari-

able. (3.10b) constitutes a particularly interesting case. Note that the object bare plural harmful carcinogens

has an existential reading; i.e. (3.10b) entails something like “there is some collection of harmful carcino-

gens that cigarettes generally contain.” Despite this existential interpretation, harmful appears to attribute a

property to the kind “carcinogens,” evidenced by the second part of (3.10b)’s paraphrase (3.10b)′: Carcino-

gens are harmful. But in (3.10a) sickness is predicated of my mother, not of the kind “mother.” This issue

is discussed further in §2.6 and in §5.
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The discussion thus far can be summarized in three sentences: whatever it means to be “non-restrictive,”

all appositives and certain uses of attributive adjectives appear to have this property. It is not at all clear how

the semantic contributions of non-restrictive modifiers are integrated into the truth-conditions of the sen-

tences they occur in. And non-restrictiveness does not appear to be a syntactically characterizable property,

since the syntax of appositives and of attributive adjectives are distinct.

3.1.4 Umbach (2006): Restriction ≈ Focus?

Umbach (2006) observes that non-restrictive adjectives in German cannot receive intonational focus. The

adjective bunte ‘colorful’ is most naturally interpreted non-restrictively in (3.13). Narrow focus on bunte in

(3.13b) leads to the unnatural expectation that there are or could be colorless flowers.

(3.13) a. In
in

Annas
A.’s

Garten
garden

sind
are

bunte
colorful

Blumen,
flowers

aber
but

kein
no

Gemüse
vegetables

und
and

keine
no

Bäume.
trees

‘In Anna’s garden there are colorful flowers, but no vegetables and no trees.’

b. #In
in

Annas
A.’s

Garten
garden

sind
are

BUNTE

COLORFULF

Blumen
flowers

(...aber
but

keine
no

farblosen
colorless

Blumen).
flowers

‘In Anna’s garden there are colorful flowers (...but no colorless flowers)’ Umbach (2006:1)

The same pattern holds of English:

(3.14) a. In Anna’s garden there are colorful flowers.

b. #In Anna’s garden there are [COLORFUL]F flowers.

Umbach attributes the contrast in (3.13)/(3.14) to the fact that focus evokes alternatives in the sense of Rooth

(1985,1992), which is presumably an obligatory grammatical process. That there could be non-colorful

flowers contradicts world-knowledge, so (3.13b) is odd. Because focus generally provides new or contrast-

ing information, Umbach argues in light of examples like (3.13b) that NR adjectives are “backgrounded,”

though she emphasizes that focus (qua new information) and de-accented material (qua old information) are

independent from the restrictive/non-restrictive opposition.

While Umbach’s (2006) analysis is not fully formalized, I understand her central thesis to be that non-

restrictive modifiers simply do not factor into the focus-background partition of a sentence; they are in some

sense part of a different “dimension” of a sentence’s meaning (she analogizes non-restrictive modifiers with

the expressive adjectives of Potts 2003,2005,2007). In other words, the contribution of a non-restrictive

modifier is semantically independent from truth-conditional meaning.
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Given this independence, Umbach (2006:3) proposes that “In the case of indefinite NPs...the restrictive

interpretation leads to the intersection of adjective and noun denotation, while on the non-restrictive inter-

pretation the modifier applies to the kind denoted by the noun. In the case of definite NPs on a non-restrictive

interpretation the modifier may also apply to the referent.” She also however proposes (in my understanding

of the paper) that in referential noun phrases, a non-restrictive modifier is ambiguous between attributing a

property to a kind or to an individual. The one formalization she does provide illustrates the kind-related

interpretation of non-restrictive adjectives (where ∩ is Chierchia’s (1998) nominalization type shifter, intro-

duced in Chapter 2):

(3.15) a. Ein
a.MASC

klein-e-r
small-INFL-MASC

Pekinese
Pekinese

bellt.
barks

“A small Pekinese is barking.” =⇒∃x[pekinese(x)∧ small(∩pekinese)∧bark(x)]

b. Der
the.MASC

klein-e
small-INFL

Pekinese
Pekinese

bellt.
barks

“The small Pekinese is barking.” =⇒∃!x[pekinese(x)∧ small(∩pekinese)∧bark(x)]

While Umbach does not provide a logical translation of the individual-related reading, it would have to be

something like the following (for the indefinite version (3.15a)).

(3.16) ∃x[pekinese(x)∧ small(x)∧bark(x)]

In other words, the only difference between the two readings of a non-restrictive modifier on Umbach’s

account is whether the modifier attributes a property to a kind or to an individual.

While conceptually attractive, a crucial piece of the puzzle is missing from this analysis: how is it that an

adjective can compose with a noun with the result that (i) a property is attributed to the kind corresponding

to the noun; and (ii) the noun does not contain a modifier when it composes with the determiner? Given

traditional assumptions within semantic theory, this situation is just not technically possible. However, in

the theory of Potts (2005), formulating such an analysis is possible. And this is more or less the proposal of

Morzycki (2008), to which we now turn.

3.1.5 Non-restrictive modifiers as conventional implicature triggers?

Based on an analogy with appositives, Morzycki (2008), Solt (2009), and others have argued that non-

restrictive modifiers trigger Conventional Implicatures (CIs) in the sense of Potts (2005). CIs are secondary,

side-issue entailments whose projective properties are similar to—but subtly different from—those of pre-
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suppositions.6

In Potts’ framework, at-issue entailments and CIs are on separate “dimensions” of meaning, and so

additional non-standard composition rules must be introduced into the grammar. For example, in Potts’s

system there is both an ordinary function application rule, and a special CI function application rule. The

latter is used to combine constituents one of which is a CI trigger (e.g. an appositive relative clause).

Morzycki (2008) extended Potts’ architecture to analyze non-restrictive adjectival and adverbial modi-

fication. Morzycki argued that the contribution of non-restrictive adjectives is a conventional implicature.

The main argument is that the content of a non-restrictive adjective appears to be a “non-at-issue” entail-

ment, much like the contribution of an appositive or an expressive adjective, categories widely considered

to be CI triggers. And the pattern of inference from non-restrictive adjectives does appear to parallel what is

observed with expressive attributive adjectives like damn, which are inherently incapable of restricting noun

denotations. An utterance of (3.17) will give rise to both of the inferences in (3.17a)-(3.17b), just like an

utterance of (3.18) will entail both (3.18a) and (3.18b) (on the non-restrictive reading of unsuitable).

(3.17) The damn Republicans are at it again.

a. The Republicans are at it again.

b. The speaker has a negative attitude toward Republicans.

(3.18) Every unsuitable word was deleted.

a. Every word was deleted.

b. The words were unsuitable.

To account for the contribution of non-restrictive adjectives, Morzycki introduces the composition rule Ex-

pressive Predicate Modification into the grammar, which approximates a Potts-style CI-version of Heim &

Kratzer’s (1998) Predicate Modification. Combining an adjective α with a noun β will generate a CI (to the

left of •), and the denotation will be the same as β ’s (to the right of •). The bullet ‘•’ separates the at-issue

and CI dimensions. The stipulation on relative order is what allows Morzycki to derive the fact that NR

adjectives must occur prenominally (in English).

6 See Potts 2005:Ch2 for a summary of arguments that CIs should be distinguished from presuppositions, but also Schlenker
2007 for arguments that apparent CI triggers can be viewed as presuppositional items that take obligatorily maximal scope (for
heterogeneous reasons).
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(3.19) α(sup(β )) : tc •β : 〈ea, ta〉

α : 〈ea, ta〉 β : 〈ea, ta〉

where the relative order of α and β is as indicated.

The expression sup(β ) in (3.19) denotes the sum of (contextually restricted) elements in the extension of

β , and α(sup(β )) says that this sum has the property α . When applied to unsuitable and words in (3.18),

unsuitable words will have the same denotation as words, but will carry with it the CI that (roughly) all

contextually relevant words are unsuitable—very close in spirit to Umbach’s (2006) analysis in terms of kind

reference. This CI is then passed up to the root level via Potts’s (2005) Parsetree Interpretation procedure,

thereby accounting for its projective properties.

On the restrictive reading, unsuitable and word would combine via ordinary Predicate Modification since

both linear order and the quasi-universal inference are stipulated in the composition rule, no further assump-

tions are required. The approach also extends to a related contrast in adverbs, provided that a generalized

polymorphic version of the rule is introduced (see the discussion surrounding examples (3.71)-(3.72)).

While Morzycki’s (2008) analysis fares well with respect to the basic contrasts it set out to analyze,

it cannot derive the correct interpretations for cases like my sick mother or a small pekinese, in which the

adjective attributes a property to an individual, and not to a kind or a plurality. Furthermore, adopting a

CI-based approach requires us to first adopt Potts’s (2005) multi-dimensional semantic framework. It also

assumes that linear order requirements may be built into composition rules, an idea that seems to clash with

the fact that composition rules are at their core just metalanguage-defined functions from meaning pairs

to meanings.7 And if Cinque’s (2010) claim is true that postnominal adjectives can be interpreted non-

restrictively in Italian (see (3.69) below), then the linear order requirement is undesirable in the first place.

One could postulate N-movement plus pre-movement semantic composition to remedy this situation, but we

won’t explore this or other potential technical fixes here.

3.1.6 Further considerations: relevance and predicational variability

Here I introduce two properties that I argue a suitable definition of “non-restrictive” should capture. To date,

no analyses of non-restrictive modification have acknowledged—much less accounted for—these properties.

Both will form crucial parts of the discourse-coherence-based definition of non-restrictiveness in §2.

7 It should be noted that this remark does not apply to certain categorial grammars that define syntactic and semantic composition in
tandem (e.g. Jacobson 1999; Barker & Shan 2008). In such a setting, building linear order into composition rules is syntactically
motivated since there are not separate phrase-structure rules in the grammar.
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3.1.6.1 The inherently discourse-related component of non-restrictive modification

The first property has to do with the discourse function of non-restrictive adjectives, a topic that has not

been systematically addressed in print. Recall the well-worn example (3.18) (repeated here as (3.20)), on

the non-restrictive reading of unsuitable. As noted by Larson & Marušič (2004), Morzycki (2008), and

others, this sentence has two main implications, namely (3.20a) and (3.20b). What has not been observed is

that (3.20) also has a third, more subtle implication, paraphrased in (3.20c).

(3.20) Every unsuitable word was deleted.

a. Every word was deleted.

b. The words were unsuitable.

c. Every word was deleted because the words were unsuitable.

The third implication (3.20c) is roughly that the primary assertion is explained by the secondary implication

(3.20b). Importantly, no such implication necessarily exists on the restrictive reading (though it can)—

i.e., it could be the case that some subset of words were accidentally deleted, and it just turns out that all

the unsuitable ones were part of this subset (to be elaborated in §2.3). Notice also that the same kind of

implication can arise with an appositive modifier: (3.21) has essentially the same three implications as does

(3.18).

(3.21) All the words, which were unsuitable, were deleted.

a. All the words were deleted.

b. The words were unsuitable.

c. The words were deleted because they were unsuitable.

The conclusion is thus that the discourse function of a non-restrictive adjective is quite similar to the dis-

course function of an appositive (exactly how deep this similarity is is a matter of ongoing research). To use

an informal but intuitive term, non-restrictive adjectives are required to contribute content that is “relevant”

to the discourses they occur in.

(3.22) Relevance requirement for non-restrictive adjectives:

A non-restrictive adjective is felicitous only if it provides a relevant link between the implication

that it introduces and another implication of the sentence or discourse in which it occurs.
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Something resembling the third implication of (3.18) appears to be present in all uses of non-restrictive

adjectives, although the implication is not always explanatory in nature. Consider the following diverse

examples:

(3.23) Explanation why (colorful cheetahs beautiful; aggressive cheetahs dangerous)

a. The savanna is a beautiful place to visit—many colorful cheetahs live there.

a.′ #The savanna is a dangerous place to visit—many colorful cheetahs live there.

b. The savanna is a dangerous place to visit—many aggressive cheetahs live there.

b.′ #The savanna is a beautiful place to visit—many aggressive cheetahs live there.

(3.24) As a result (sickness requires care; being tall does not)

a. I have to go take care of my sick wife.

b. ≈My wife is sick, so/therefore I have to go take care of her.

a.′ #I have to go take care of my tall wife.

b.′ #≈My wife is tall, so/therefore I have to go take care of her.

(3.25) Surprisal (expanded from Isabelle Charnavel’s p.c. (3.25a))

a. Can you believe it—the black president gave a racist speech!

b. ≈The president’s blackness makes it surprising that he would give a racist speech.

a.′ #Can you believe it—the tall president gave a racist speech!

b.′ #≈The president’s height makes it surprising that he would give a racist speech.

While there is variation in exactly how the first two implications are linked (whether it is via explanation,

surprisal, etc.), what seems to be common among non-restrictive adjectives is that they introduce some

kind of rhetorical link between the contribution of the modifier and some other implication salient in the

discourse (in the examples here, within the same sentence). Even though non-restrictive adjectives are truth-

conditionally “redundant” by definition, their content must be relevant to the surrounding discourse in some

intuitive sense. The ′-primed examples in (3.23)-(3.25) show that infelicity results when such a relevance

requirement is not satisfied.

A theory of modification should explain why it is that non-restrictive modifiers are apparently always

discourse-related in a way that restrictive modifiers need not be. This property is especially remarkable

for non-restrictive adjectives, because they appear superficially to be run-of-the-mill integrated modifiers,
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lacking the unique syntax and intonation associated with appositives. I will in fact propose in §2.4 that it is

this discourse-related property that constitutes the core of what it means for a modifier to be non-restrictive.

3.1.6.2 Variability in non-restrictive adjectival predication

The second property (foreshadowed in discussion above) has to do with variability in what NRAs attribute

properties to. As noted by Umbach (2006), there appear to be cases in which non-restrictive adjectives

attribute properties to a kind, but also cases in which they predicate properties to an individual. While

Umbach does not attempt to explain how the grammar generates these two possibilities, an adequate general

theory of non-restrictive modification must.

One possibility is that the contribution of a NRA is determined by the shape of nominal it occurs in.

For example, in the possessive description my sick mother, sickness is predicated of my mother; in the

universally quantified every harmful toxin, harmfulness is predicated of the kind “toxin;” and in another

universal DP, every unsuitable word, unsuitability is predicated of some contextually salient plurality of

words (which could be conceived of as a subkind of “words”).

(3.26) Variability in non-restrictive adjectival predication

a. my sick mother⇒ “my mother is sick” (individual-predicate)

b. every harmful toxin⇒ “toxins are harmful” (kind-predicate)

c. every unsuitable word⇒ “the words are/were unsuitable” (sum/subkind-predicate)

Two grammatical factors potentially relevant for the pragmatics of non-restrictive adjectives appear to be

definiteness/referential(ness), and whether the noun is singular or plural. Intuitively, for example, a uni-

versally quantified DP (every unsuitable word) with a non-restrictive adjective (unsuitable) should not be

capable of predicating a property of a single individual (say, one of the words).

However, if Umbach’s (2006) assumption is correct that the small Pekinese is genuinely ambiguous

(between “Pekinese are small” and “a particular one is small”), then the structure of the nominal cannot be

the only factor in determining what kind of predication non-restrictive adjectives contribute. But even the

individual-predication reading is not trivial to generate in a theoretically natural way. Consider again my sick

mother. The adjective sick presumably forms a constituent with mother to the exclusion of my. So how is it

then that sickness can be predicated of my mother, which is not a constituent at all? Furthermore, assuming

such a predication is possible, how could my sick mother have the semantic type of a DP (here probably e)
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if this very structure generates the entailment sick(ιx[motherme(x)])? Put another way, how is it that the

structure in (3.27) can have semantic type e while also generating the entailment that my mother is sick?

(3.27) DP

D
my

NP

AP

sick

NP

mother

=⇒how?? - DP has semantic type e (or 〈〈e, t〉, t〉)
- JDPK “entails” sick(ιx[motherme(x)]), and satisfies
the presupposition that I have exactly one mother.

There is also variability in how a non-restrictive modifier introduces information. Contrast (3.28a) with

(3.28b), for example.

(3.28) a. I have to go take care of my sick mother.

b. Cigarettes contain several harmful carcinogens.

The “non-restrictiveness” of the adjectives in (3.28a) and (3.28b) are distinct in two heretofore unobserved

respects. To begin with, in (3.28a), it is not possible to determine whether the adjective sick restricts the

denotation of mother, i.e. whether sick mother denotes a proper subset of mother. (3.28a) could be uttered

in a situation in which the set of individuals satisfying mother contains more than one element, some of

which do not have the property of being sick (in which case my would do the restricting). It might also

be uttered when there is only one relevant mother in the domain of discourse. In the former case, though,

standard assumptions would not guarantee that (3.28a) presupposes I have exactly one mother—it would

merely presuppose that I have exactly one sick mother. Crucially, this is compatible with my having two

mothers. On the other hand, in all worlds compatible with what we know, carcinogens have the general

property of being harmful. Therefore it is impossible given the way the world is for harmful to restrict the

extension set of the noun carcinogens. In a sense, one cannot even recognize that a non-restrictive reading of

harmful in (3.28b) is intended if one lacks the requisite knowledge that carcinogens are by essence harmful.

The informational contribution of sick and harmful in (3.28a) and (3.28b) are qualitatively different, as

well. Sick contributes to the presuppositional content of (3.28a): it licenses the implication that a particular

mother—namely the speaker’s mother—is sick. But the function of harmful in (3.28b) appears to be to

remind, as opposed to inform, the addressee of the fact that carcinogens are in general harmful. This cannot

be part of the presuppositional content of (3.28b) in any obvious sense, because every does not have the

same kind of presupposition that my or the have.
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3.1.7 Wrapping up §1

To conclude, §1 has introduced a number of candidate characterizations of (non-)restrictiveness, and all of

them were shown to clash with intuitions in at least some respect. What is missing from existing theories

is an analysis of discourse function—a factor that I have argued is a defining feature of what it means for a

modifier to be “non-restrictive.”

3.2 Defining (non-)restrictive in terms of discourse coherence establishment

The primary thesis of this of this section is that

(3.29) A modifier is non-restrictive if and only if

(i) it can be deleted without altering the truth-conditions of the sentence in which it occurs (after

potential differences in presupposition are factored out); and

(ii) it introduces a rhetorical link between the implication the modifier generates and another

discourse unit in the active context.

In order to state this definition precisely within a formal system, we will need to define some theoretical

vocabulary to talk about discourse-level phenomena with (including crucially “active context”). To this end,

I begin the section by sketching a formal framework for discourse semantics. The framework is a stripped-

down, simplified, and non-representational version of Lascarides & Asher (1993,2003) Segmented DRT,

a dynamic theory built upon Kamp’s (1981); Kamp & Reyle’s (1993) Discourse Representation Theory.

With the system suitably defined, I present in §2.4 definitions for restrictive modification and non-restrictive

modification, as well as a couple of other related concepts that will prove to be useful in subsequent sections

and chapters of this dissertation. I discuss some advantages of the new coherence-based theory over the

approaches outlined in §1, and show that the the coherence-based theory successfully captures the core

meaning component common among syntactically heterogeneous phrases that have been referred to as “non-

restrictive” by various researchers.

3.2.1 Crash course on theoretical discourse semantics

In contemporary generative linguistic theory, the grammar of a language is typically partitioned into discrete

tiers of structure: phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic. A far lesser studied component of

language structure is conversational or discourse structure—that is, the rules, principles, and regularities
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about how sentences are ordered and pragmatically linked to one another to yield a well-formed, felicitous,

or “coherent” discourse.

3.2.1.1 Motivation for a formal model of discourse coherence

Discourse coherence relations, variously referred to as “rhetorical relations,” “discourse relations,” “coher-

ence relations,” etc., are a family of theoretical constructs designed to provide principled, predictive theories

of the semantic and pragmatic relationships between elements of a multi-speech-act text, in as precise a

fashion as possible (see e.g. Hobbs 1985 for foundational discussion).8 To take a simple example, the con-

trast between (3.30a) and (3.30b) can be explained in terms of discourse coherence as follows: an abstract

pragmatic relation RESULT holds between the two clauses of (3.30a)—we can infer this inductively from a

combination of lexical semantic knowledge (RESULT imposes temporal constraints on its relata) and world

knowledge (we know that sweating is usually the result of heat). Absent unusual context, the clauses of

(3.30b) by contrast are intuitively unrelated.9 Put another way, there is no coherence relation that can as-

sociate the clauses of (3.30b) given the current discourse state. As a result, (3.30b) is felt to be a bizarre

sequence of sentences. Such abstract relations, referred to in SMALL CAPS, are viewed as object-language

symbols in formal languages for discourse semantics.

(3.30) a. It’s hot outside. I’m sweating. (RESULT)

b. #It’s hot outside. My dog’s name is Rags.

A diverse collection of particles (too, even), coordinators (but, because), and other natural language

expressions have been argued by Asher (1993); Lascarides & Asher (1993,2003); Asher et al. (2001); Hardt

& Romero (2004), and others to overtly realize coherence relations. Such expressions are sometimes referred

to as “coherence markers.” Omission of coherence markers can highly degrade the felicity of certain texts:

(3.31) Context: Who came to the party?

a. Most of my friends showed up. My girlfriend did, [too/as well].

b. #Most of my friends showed up. My girlfriend did.

8 The study of coherence relations in linguistic theory is still in its infancy, although coherence relations have been studied from
the perspective of artificial intelligence and automated reasoning for decades (see, e.g.Hobbs 1985,1982,1990; Thomason &
Hobbs 1997; Scha & Polanyi 1988; Polanyi 1988, and many others).

9 That is, unrelated absent supporting contextual information—which is not available when inspecting isolated sentences on a
computer screen or paper.
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Additive particles such as too mark a PARALLEL relation between two clauses, which holds when the clauses

syntactically or semantically “match” in some intuitive way (exactly what the matching condition is varies

from theory to theory). Likewise however and but mark CONTRAST relations between clauses/sentences.

Many lexical items are compatible with a wider range of relations, the best known such example being and

(see especially Txurruka 2003). In the following three examples, and expresses NARRATION, RESULT, and

VIOLATED EXPECTATION, respectively.

(3.32) a. John became tired and he collapsed on the couch. (NARRATION)

b. John slipped and he broke his leg. (RESULT)

c. John is 120 years old and he’s still self-sufficient! (VIOLATED EXPECTATION)

Coherence relations frequently remain linguistically unmarked altogether, as in the case of sequenced declar-

ative sentences (e.g. (3.30a)). The following sentences contrast minimally with their counterparts in (3.32),

but the respective coherence relations can hold in (3.33) because juxtaposition is compatible with a wider

range of relations than is and. Thus, the temporal order of the events described in (3.33a) can vary, depend-

ing on whether EXPLANATION or RESULT links the two clauses (cf. (3.32a)).

(3.33) a. John became tired. He collapsed on the couch.

b. John slipped. He broke his leg.

c. John is 120 years old. He’s still self-sufficient!

The semantics and pragmatics of coherence relations are difficult to define precisely. Enumerating all pos-

sible coherence relations is probably a futile effort, though there have been a surprising number of attempts.

Nevertheless, there are interesting generalizations that can be made about classes of coherence relations.

One can distinguish, for example, between those relations that require structural similarity between their

two arguments (relata), and those that don’t (Kehler 2002).

3.2.1.2 A hierarchical model of discourse: Lascarides & Asher 1993,2003, et seq.

The most influential generative theory of discourse semantics is the representational theory of Asher &

Lascarides (AL), which has been altered, refined, extended, etc. in a series of papers and books spanning

two decades (see Asher & Lascarides 2013,2003 for a comprehensive set of references). Their theory is a

system of dynamic semantics, built upon an extension of the language of Discourse Representation Theory

(DRT, Kamp 1981; Kamp & Reyle 1993), which they call Segmented DRT (SDRT). In what follows, I will
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try to present the core concepts behind AL’s theory, while avoiding the formal details of SDRT as much as

possible (as they are tangential to present goals).

The central idea behind AL’s theory is that discourses have hierarchical structure in much the same way

that syntactic phrases do—a view also assumed, but implemented in a different way, by Büring (2001,2003);

Roberts (1996), and others. Thus the analysis of a discourse consists of the incremental construction of a tree

structure whose terminals correspond in some way to sentences, utterances, or entailments of the discourse

(called the minimal discourse units, or MDUs), and in which each vertex connecting two nodes represents

the coherence relation that links them. The shape of a discourse tree, then, is determined by two factors: the

order in which the sentences are uttered, and the kind of coherence relations that link the sentences of the

discourse.

The most important distinction among kinds of coherence relations is between those that are coordinat-

ing versus those that are subordinating. Subordinating relations such as EXEMPLIFICATION and (potentially)

EXPLANATION create dominance relations among MDUs in a text, similar to how phrase structure creates

dominance relations among nodes in a syntactic tree. When S1 stands in some subordinating relation to

S2 (which we abbreviate RS(S1)(S2)), then S2 typically qualifies or comments upon the content of S1; put

another way, S1 provides a topic for S2. Subordinating relations are what create hierarchy in a discourse

tree—if S1 subordinates S2, then S1 will dominate S2 in the discourse tree (again, see Roberts 1996 and

Büring 2003 for alternative conceptions of discourse trees that also postulate topic-comment-induced hier-

archy). Coordinating relations such as NARRATIVE and PARALLEL link pairs of sentences that constitute a

narrative, are syntactically/semantically parallel or contrasting statements, or that both comment upon some

previous sentence that subordinates them both. The two relata of a coordinating relation are sisters in a tree,

and the corresponding notation RC(S1)(S2) is used.

Determining whether a given relation is subordinating or coordinating is not a straightforward task.

There are a number of properties that seem common to relations of each type, e.g. that “with coordination,

there is a temporal progression of the events presented, whereas with subordination, this progression is

broken” (Asher & Vieu 2005:596). We will not be concerned here with examining specific properties of

individual coherence relations, but see Asher & Vieu 2005 for extensive research on the distinction between

discourse coordination versus subordination. An important assumption of this approach is that coordination

and subordination are semantic properties of coherence relations and thus are static: an individual coherence

relation is either always coordinating or always subordinating.
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The above concepts can be illustrated with Lascarides & Asher’s (1993,2003) well-worn example about

John’s wild night:

(3.34) John’s wild night

a. John had a great evening last night.

b. He had a great meal.

c. He ate salmon.

d. He devoured lots of cheese.

e. [e1 He then left the restaurant] and [e2 won a dancing competition].

f. #The appetizer was calamari.

Intuitively, this discourse becomes deviant down at point f. because e. ends the description of John’s meal,

and f. tries to restart that description. In (3.34), b. is related to a. via ELABORATION, c. to b. also via

ELABORATION, and d. to c. via NARRATION. Crucially, e. is not linked to its preceding sentence d., but rather

is a narrative continuation of b. The reason why f. is odd when appended to a.-e., then, is because it attempts

to continue the narrative from c. and d., but e. has already closed off that narration, making it inaccessible for

subsequent attachment. More precisely, the deviance of f. is due to the fact that NARRATION is a coordinating

relation, and hence its relata must be sisters in the tree, while ELABORATION is a subordinating one, so its

first argument must dominate its second. In (3.34), c. and d. are dominated by b., but e. is situated at a higher

structural level of the text; as a result, certain attachment possibilities for f. are no longer available.

Graphically, the hierarchical relations among a.-e. in (3.34) can be represented as in (3.35). The so-

called right frontier constraint of Scha & Polanyi (1988) requires new sentences to attach to rightmost

constituents in a discourse tree (which in (3.35) are a., e., and e2). That d. is not on the right frontier of

the tree constructed prior to f.’s integration is AL’s explanation for why f. is unable to establish a coherence

relation with d.

(3.35) Discourse structure tree for a.+b.+c.+d.+e.+...
=⇒ f. cannot be integrated because d. is
not on the right frontier

a.

b.

c. d.

e.

e1 e2

But suppose the order of e. and f. in (3.34) were reversed. Then f. would be capable of attaching to d., thus

resulting in a well-formed tree that models a coherent discourse. In other words, reversal of e. and f.’s order
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in (3.34) results in a considerably more natural text, and a well-formed tree can then be constructed:

(3.36) Discourse structure tree for a.+b.+c.+d.+f.+e. a.

b.

c. d. f.

e.

e1 e2

In AL’s framework, integrating a new utterance into an existing discourse tree is a multi-step process.

The basic strategy is that one first assumes that the incoming MDU is rhetorically related to some MDU

in the existing tree by some coherence relation, and then uses some kind of knowledge base along with the

existing segments of the discourse to infer which coherence relation must have been intended, and which

MDU it should be linked to. Whenever the right frontier contains more than one node, attachment site for

a newly parsed MDU is underdetermined, so that discourses can be structurally ambiguous. The following

is a highly simplified summary of AL’s SDRT update procedure, which defines how new sentences are

integrated into a discourse tree. Let α1, . . . ,αn be a coherent sequence of speech-acts, to which speech-act

β is to be appended, and let ∆n be the discourse tree built from α1, . . . ,αn.

(3.37) General strategy for updating a discourse tree

a. Break down β into MDUs β1, . . . ,βk (assume k = 1 for simplicity, i.e. β is a simple declara-

tive clause with no presuppositions);

b. assume that for some accessible α (most commonly αn), some coherence relation holds be-

tween α and β1; and

c. use this assumption, along with the knowledge base and the information from α1, . . . ,αn to

prove R(α)(β1) for some specific coherence relation R.

d. If R is subordinating, then αn should dominate β1; if R is coordinating, then αn and β1 are

sisters under a newly inserted placeholder node.

The construction of the tree in (3.35) for (3.34) (minus (3.34f)) follows this process. This can be confirmed

by continuing the steps in (3.38) to ultimately result in (3.35).

(3.38) Building a discourse tree for a.+b.+c.+d.+e.

a. Interpret a. and b., and assume R(Ja.K)(Jb.K) for some R. Solve for R.

b. We know that dinner is in the evenings, and nothing contradicts the assumption that a. and b.

describe events on the same evening.
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c. Since a dinner is part of an evening, we thus conclude that R =ELABORATION, establish

ELABORATION(Ja.K)(Jb.K), and draw Ja.K

Jb.K
d. Interpret c. Then we have either R(Ja.K)(Jc.K) or R(Jb.K)(Jc.K) for some R.10 Assume the

former case first. Then, ... Now suppose the latter case. Then,...

A fully formalized theory with this kind of architecture would contain constraints on attachment sites,

knowledge base axioms, etc. We skip the details here, though, because the only essential parts of SDRT

for us are the following:

(3.39) Summary of key concepts for hierarchical discourse semantics

a. A discourse tree consists of minimal discourse units, which are the basic building blocks of

a discourse (depending on the theory, they could be sentences, propositions, clauses, etc.).

b. Every MDU in a given discourse is rhetorically related to some other MDU in that discourse,

i.e. is linked via some coherence relation.

c. Discourse hierarchy is introduced when a subordinating coherence relation links two MDUs.

d. When a new MDU is introduced, only some of the existing MDUs are accessible for attach-

ment, i.e. there are structural constraints on which portions of a discourse can receive new

comments (in most theories, only those on the right frontier).

Zooming out a bit, the idea of reified coherence relations has potentially far-reaching consequences

for the theory of grammar in general and for the semantics-pragmatics interface in particular. How many

coherence relations are there? How can we tell which relation holds and when? Do all sentences have to

be linked by a coherence relation? If coherence relations are operative at level of discourse, can they also

operate at lower levels of structure, e.g. between embedded clauses? While most of these questions are

far beyond the scope of this dissertation, it will be important for our purposes to address the questions of

what kinds of objects coherence relations are and what kinds of objects they can link together (i.e. what the

MDUs are).

10 Both a. and b. are accessible since they are both on the right frontier; if they were linked via a coordinating relation, then only b.
would be accessible.
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3.2.2 What are the minimal discourse units? An argument from sentence-internal coherence

Coherence-based models of conversation have had success in capturing semantico-pragmatic constraints

on multi-speech act texts. However, such theories typically assume coherence relations to be operable at

the sentential level, and hence their architecture is not well-suited to analyze discourse coherence internal

to mono-clausal utterances (which is required in order to formalize the present analysis of non-restrictive

modification). There is little discussion found in the literature explicitly addressing the question of what

kinds of objects coherence relations operate on. Lascarides & Asher (1993) states that “Discourse relations

are the glue that bind simple constituents together to make more complex constituents” (263-264), but this

statement is less than fully informative due to the equivocal nature of constituent. There is recent evidence,

however, that coherence relations operate in a way that allows them to be embedded and quantified by

semantic operators that uncontroversially belong to the grammar proper. In other words, there is evidence

that coherence relations can scopally interact with sentence-internal operators, and therefore that MDUs

must be smaller than entire sentences or utterances. Here I give two examples.

First, Keshet (2012) has argued that coherence relations can be quantified, and hence are interpreted

under the scope of other operators. He cites cases such as the following:

(3.40) a. Everyone who ate shellfish got sick. (RESULT)

b. Whenever Mary eats shellfish, she gets sick. (RESULT)

(3.41) a. Every time I get an A one day, I get a B the next day. (PARALLEL)

b. Every time I get an A one day, my GPA goes up the next day. (PARALLEL)

Such examples seem to show that for each instantiation of time, a coherence relation is asserted or presup-

posed to hold. In other words, coherence relations can “embed under quantifiers.” This suggests that they

are not only a discourse-level phenomenon, and more interestingly that they can scopally interact with overt

quantificational expressions.

Second, Rohde et al. (2011) have recently argued that in the context of “implicit causation verbs” such

as detest, integrated/restrictive relative clauses can “provide an explanation of the eventuality described in

the matrix clause” (Rohde et al. 2011:340). In other words, Rohde et al. claim that a matrix clause can stand

in a coherence relation to a clause that is embedded within it. A representative example of this phenomenon

is (3.42), which seems to suggest that “[i]n addition to serving the usual function of restricting the reference
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of the noun phrase (NP) it modifies (the coworkers), in typical contexts the relative clause in (3.42) also

generates the inference [that] the coworkers’ arrogance and rudeness constitute reasons why John detests

them” (Rohde et al. 2011:340). Notice that the latter inference Rohde et al. identify is essentially identical

to the third, explanatory implication from non-restrictive adjectives, introduced in §1.6 above.11

(3.42) John detests the co-workers [RC who are arrogant and rude].

≈“John detests a subset of his co-workers because they are arrogant and rude.”

This kind of observation points to the conclusion that coherence relations can be established between non-

matrix clauses. Together, Keshet’s and Rohde et al.’s observations suggest that discourse coherence relations

can and should be represented in the grammar of a language—they can be bound and quantified, and are

operative at a subsentential level of structure. The question remains what kind of objects coherence relations

apply to. Are minimal discourse units words or phrases or clauses of a language? Representations thereof?

Or something else altogether? As the choice seems to be at least somewhat arbitrary, I propose that minimal

discourse units be viewed as propositions, which in the semantics assumed in this dissertation are Ty2

expressions of type 〈s, t〉. So for a single monoclausal sentence, we will have MDUs (and hence terminals

in the discourse tree) for the main assertion but also for other entailments the sentence might have (e.g. from

presupposition triggers or from appositives). Then an example like Keshet’s (3.40a) (=Everyone who ate

shellfish got sick) might be represented as in (3.43).12 If this kind of representation is correct, then sentences

cannot be MDUs, and we must use something smaller or more abstract.

(3.43) ∀x[eat(shellfish)(x)→ [RESULT(eat(shellfish)(x))(become(sick)(x))]]

If we allow coherence relations to be a part of the truth-conditional representation of a sentence, then

it seems natural that certain constructions inherently make reference to them. This is a common applica-

tion of discourse-oriented work on semantics: grammaticized/reified coherence relations have been used as

explanatory mechanisms in the analysis of ellipsis (Hobbs & Kehler 1997; Kehler 2000; Hardt & Romero

2004; Asher et al. 2001), anaphora resolution (Asher 1993; Asher & Lascarides 2003; Kehler 1993), par-

11 Rohde et al. (2011) do not discuss how such examples could be integrated into a general theory of discourse semantics, as their
primary goal was to determine whether coherence establishment aids in on-line language processing (very interesting results).

12 How exactly this kind of representation is derived compositionally is not addressed here. Also, it is not obvious how to integrate
something like (3.43) into a discourse tree, since the variable x occurs bound in the scope of the RESULT relation, and therefore
RESULT does not link genuine MDUs. We will avoid such cases of variable binding throughout, as they are tangential to the
primary goal of analyzing non-restrictive modification. In a more comprehensive theory of discourse structure, such issues would
be important and interesting to explore.
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entheticals (Asher 2000), and presupposition (Asher & Lascarides 1998), for instance. And this is exactly

the kind of strategy I propose should be used for the analysis of non-restrictive modification. But before

presenting the details of this proposal, we define a simple theory of discourse within which the analysis can

be precisely stated.

3.2.3 Defining a simple version of discourse semantics

Explicitly defining “context,” “conversation,” and related notions is essential for a formal theory of discourse

semantics. In this section, I motivate and propose the most basic definitions necessary for the purposes of this

dissertation (extending what is introduced here could be interesting for comparison to Asher & Lascarides’

and Kehler’s respective frameworks, but this task is beyond the scope of this dissertation).

The notion of “context” that I define is new, and therefore requires some motivation. Such motivation

can be provided by reflecting upon an important distinction among presupposition triggers. Presupposition

triggers are (roughly) lexical items or constructions that demand some condition be satisfied for their use to

be felicitous; e.g. John quit smoking is a felicitous statement only if John used to smoke. However, certain

presupposition triggers appear to require an overt antecedent; e.g. #John smokes too is infelicitous out of

the blue despite the fact that it is common knowledge in virtually any situation that many people, and hence

someone besides John, smoke(s). Too apparently requires its presupposition to be satisfied overtly, as in Bill

smokes and John smokes too. No parallel requirement holds for quit and many other lexical triggers. This

distinction and related considerations have led some to argue that some presuppositions are anaphoric in the

sense that if a clause has presupposition p, then some superordinate discourse unit must entail p (see Heim

1992; Van der Sandt 1992; Zeevat 1992; Saeboe 1996; Chierchia 2009). Kripke (2009) has used exactly

this distinction to argue that there are two notions of “context” relevant for the analysis of presupposition

satisfaction/projection (hence for discourse semantics in general):

(3.44) a. Active Context: “[M]aterial that has been explicitly mentioned in the conversation, or is on

people’s minds and is known to be on people’s minds, or is highly salient in some way[.]”

b. Passive Context: “[B]ackground information available to the speakers that is not taken as

relevant or on their minds.” (Kripke 2009:374)

Kripke’s idea is that some presupposition triggers require an antecedent in the active context—these are the

“anaphoric presupposition triggers” (like too)—and that others don’t—these are the non-anaphoric triggers.
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The difference between too and the aspectual verb quit, for example, can be naturally analyzed in this

fashion. However, a question Kripke does not address in detail is just what kinds of objects active and

passive contexts are. His only expressed idea regarding this issue is that the active context should have some

kind of complex internal structure that the passive context lacks (373):

“The active context could include a set of questions or topics as well as assertions. [It] might be a

complex sort of entity, but it will be the kind of thing that makes uses of again and too appropriate.”

I propose that Kripke’s notion of an active context should be modeled as an incrementally constructed

discourse tree, in which nodes correspond to asserted or presupposed propositions (the MDUs) derived from

utterances of a discourse, and edges correspond to instances of discourse relations that link the MDUs to

one another. Then, we can state the restriction on too semi-formally as follows: an utterance too(P(x))

is felicitous only if there is some accessible MDU of the form P(y) for some y 6= x in the discourse tree

constructed prior to the introduction of too(P(x)). This sketch crucially uses the concepts of discourse

hierarchy and accessibility, and seems to capture Kripke’s intuition about the role of an active context. Also,

it squares nicely with Van der Sandt’s (1992) (and others’) idea of presupposition as anaphora—in some

sense too is anaphoric to P(y) in this situation.

Kripke’s notion of passive context can be modeled in the classic way—as a set of propositions called

the “context set” (see Stalnaker 1979,2002, and for related notions Stalnaker 1998). The context set is also

incrementally updated with each new utterance of a conversation, although it lacks the internal structure

that active contexts have. A context set is simply the intersection of all propositions mutually known—and

mutually known to be common belief (Stalnaker 2002)—by all conversational participants.

For all of the following definitions, we assume: a set of interlocutors or agents A = {a1, . . .an}; a

conversation σ0, . . . ,σn, which is a sequence of dynamically updated states, a single conversational state

σ (which is the kind of object that gets updated as new sentences are uttered); and a non-empty set W (a

set of unordered states conceived of as the set of possible worlds/situations). The set of possible sentence

meanings—propositions—is defined as℘(W ). Stalnaker’s (1979) notion of common ground, relativized to a

set of agents and a spatio-temporal state, can then be defined as the set of propositions that all conversational

agents assent to and believe to be mutual belief (Stalnaker 2002).

(3.45) The common ground CG at σ , written CGσ , is the set of all ϕ ∈℘(W ) such that
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(i) every a ∈ A believes (or would assent to) ϕ (written Ba(ϕ)); and

(ii) if ϕ ∈CGσ , then Ba(ϕ) ∈CGσ and Ba(Bb(ϕ)) ∈CGσ for all a,b ∈ A.

The context set can then be defined as the intersection of the common ground, as usual.

(3.46) The context set C at σ , written Cσ , is
⋂

CGσ = {w ∈W |∀p ∈CGσ : w ∈ p}

I propose to model Kripke’s (2009) concept of a passive context with the context set as defined here. And

the discourse trees introduced above will serve in this theory as Kripke’s (2009) internally-structured active

contexts (trees are mathematically defined shortly).

(3.47) a. The passive context at σ is Cσ .

b. The active context at σ is the discourse tree Tσ−1 that has been constructed prior to the

utterance from which σ is introduced.

This allows us to state the restriction on too and other anaphoric presupposition triggers precisely, where the

satisfaction of a presupposition is modeled via a link to a dominating MDU via some coherence relation.

Non-anaphoric presuppositions have a weaker requirement:

(3.48) Discourse-based hypothesis about presupposition classes

a. Anaphoric presuppositions are those that must be rhetorically related (by a coherence rela-

tion) to an open node (MDU) in the active context, i.e. the current discourse tree.

b. Non-anaphoric presuppositions are those that need not be rhetorically related to an MDU,

but still must be entailed by the context set.

This view squares with the idea that too introduces a PARALLEL coherence relation (e.g. Asher & Las-

carides’s (2003)), and also with Kripke’s (2009) proposal that there are two notions of context, one with

internal structure and one without. However, an important feature of hypothesis (3.48) is that not all pre-

suppositions need to be rhetorically related to some prior MDU, contrary to Asher & Lascarides’s (1998)

theory of presuppositional SDRT. Because I have introduced both passive and active contexts, non-anaphoric

presuppositions are characterized as those that need not be discourse-related, but whose content is merely

entailed by the context set (or can be consistently added to it; see Stalnaker 2002; Schlenker 2013 for

discussion).

The remaining ingredients for an adequate framework for discourse semantics are (i) a recursive pro-
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cedure for incrementally updating contexts (i.e. for adding leaves and edges to a discourse tree, and for

reducing the size of the context set); (ii) a procedure for breaking an utterance into MDUs; and (iii) specific

constraints, for every individual coherence relation R, on the conditions under which R can link a node in

the discourse tree to an incoming MDU.

Concerning the treatement of specific coherence relations (point (iii)), I follow the assumptions of Las-

carides & Asher (1993,2003) (without all the associated formalism). Properties of specific relations are

explained on a when-relevant basis (the interested reader is referred specifically to Asher & Lascarides

2003:Appendix A, in which all of Asher & Lascarides’ proposed coherence relations are enumerated and

exemplified).

Concerning (ii), I assume that a sentence α contributes a separate MDU for each entailment, each

(anaphoric) presupposition, and each additional side-issue entailment that is grammatically generated from

α (e.g. those from appositives, parentheticals, etc.; roughly, for each conventional implicature).13 For ex-

ample, an utterance of (3.49) would require us to integrate the three (simplified) MDUs in (3.49a)-(3.49c)

into the discourse tree we had just before the utterance of (3.49). Constraints on the order in which these

MDUs are integrated certainly exist, but are tangential to the main phenomena under investigation.14

(3.49) John quit smoking, which is unfortunate.

a. MDU1: λw[¬smokew(john)] (assertion)

b. MDU2: λw[PAST[smokew(john)]] (presupposition)

c. MDU3: λw[unfortunate(λw[¬smokew(john)])] (from appositive)

I simply assume that the semantic component of the grammar is capable of breaking sentences up into

appropriate MDUs as in (3.49). This is a substantial assumption, but delving into complicating issues like

cross-sentential anaphora would constitute a significant sidetrack.

For ingredient (i), I offer the following informal definition of discourses, along with the update procedure

sketched in (3.51) below.

13 It is an interesting question to ask whether scalar implicatures should be included in this category. The currently popular
grammatical approach to scalar implicature (e.g. Chierchia et al. 2011) predicts that a sentence’s strengthened truth-conditions
should count as the main MDU, i.e. the scalar implicature will not constitute a separate MDU but rather will be part of the
sentence’s assertion. For example, Chierchia et al.’s (2011) theory predicts that John ate some of the beans (typically) has the
truth-conditions “John ate some but not all of the beans.” Alternative theories of scalar implicature could posit separate MDUs
for the implicature. While interesting, systematic investigation is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

14 While I provide no general theory of such constraints, particular orderings will sometimes be required in subsequent analyses; I
will point out situations in which such considerations make a difference.
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(3.50) Definition. A discourse at stage n is a structure Dn = 〈〈Cn,Tn〉,α1, . . . ,αn〉, where

a. Cn is the passive context at n (the context set);

b. Tn is the active context at n (the discourse tree); and

c. α1, . . . ,αn is a sequence of utterances (those that make up the discourse).

The final object to be defined is the discourse tree. We define the discourse tree at stage n, written Tn, in

terms of how to update Tn−1, by recursion on n. The notation Tn +α refers to the discourse tree from stage

n updated by integrating the MDU α into Tn via some coherence relation. Here and throughout, accessible

at n is intended to mean “on the right frontier of the tree at stage n.” For simplicity I assume that trees are

set-theoretically nothing more than sets of Ty2 formulas exactly one of which has the form α : 〈s, t〉, and

the rest of which have the form R(α)(β ), where R is a coherence relation symbol (type 〈〈s, t〉,〈〈s, t〉, t〉〉)

and α,β : 〈s, t〉. Despite this simplicity, we can define dominance, precedence, and related notions in such

a way that we are guaranteed a decidable set of right-frontier nodes at any given stage, which is the only

essential structural property for discourse update (see Partee et al. 1990:439-450 or Barker & Pullum 1990

for examples of how this could be done in a mathematically rigorous way).

(3.51) Definition. A discourse tree Tn updated with MDU α in a discourse Dn is

a. Stage 0: The discourse-initial tree T0 is empty.

b. Stage 1: If α is discourse-initial, then T1 = T0 +α = {α} (α is the start symbol).

c. Stage n: If α is not discourse-initial, then Tn = Tn−1 +α , the structure just like Tn−1 except

that for some αi ∈ LEAVES(Tn−1) accessible at n, we have R(αi)(α) ∈ Tn or R(α)(αi) ∈ Tn.

In case (3.51c), I make the simplifying assumption that each MDU other than the discourse-initial one must

attach to exactly one accessible MDU by exactly one coherence relation R. This constraint greatly delimits

the class of structures that count as discourse trees, while also enhancing the readability of discourse trees

by increasing their resemblance to syntactic phrase markers.

We can illustrate the tree update procedure in (3.51) with Lascarides & Asher’s (1993) example (3.34)

from above: a.= John had a great evening last night; b.= he had a great meal; c.= he ate salmon; d.= he

devoured lots of cheese; e.= [e1 He then left the restaurant] and [e2won a dancing competition]; f.= The

appetizer was calamari. The start symbol (i.e. the first MDU; a. in (3.52)) is always uniquely identifiable

because it is the only non-relational statement in a tree.
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(3.52) a. T0 = /0

b. T1 = T0 +h.g.e.(john) = {h.g.e.(john)}

c. T2 = T1 +h.g.m.(john) = {h.g.e.(john),

ELABORATION(h.g.m.(john))(h.g.e.(john))}

d. T3 = T2 +ate(salmon)(john)

= T2∪{ELABORATION(h.g.m.(john))(ate(salmon)(john))}

e. T4 = T3 +devoured(cheese)(john)

= T3∪{PARALLEL(ate(salmon)(john))(devoured(cheese)(john))}

f. T5 = T4 + left(ιx[restaurant(x)])(john)

= T4∪{NARRATION(h.g.m.(john))(left(ιx[restaurant(x)])(john))}

g. T6 = T5 +∃x[competition(x)∧won(x)(john)]

= T5∪{NARRATION(left(ιx[restaurant(x)])(john))

(∃x[competition(x)∧won(x)(john)])}

This derivation alone only gets us a set of relational statements and the root node h.g.e.(john). How to

graphically represent this set? One intermediate step that helps to build a structural representation is the

following principle, adapted from Asher & Vieu’s (2005) Continuing Discourse Patterns (CDP) constraint.

Assume that all discourse trees are closed under CDP.

(3.53) Continuing Discourse Patterns (Asher & Vieu’s 2005:595 CDP, adapted)

RS(α)(β ), RC(β )(γ) =⇒ RS(α)(γ)

What CDP does, graphically anyway, is turns structures of the form — into structures of the form ∧. As an

example, CDP guarantees that c. and d. above are both daughters of b. Without CDP, we would only know

that b. dominates c. and that d. is sister to d.; CDP adds the information that b. dominates d., as well. This is

important mainly for readability purposes, but it also captures the conceptual intuition that if two events are

parallel, and one is a sub-event of a larger event, then the other must also be a sub-event of the larger event.

With CDP in place, here is a partial procedure for converting a set of relational statements into a tree-

like structure. While incomplete, it is good enough for our purposes here (formulation of a mathematically

precise version is research in progress):

(3.54) Let Tn be a discourse tree built from α1, . . . ,αn. To build a graphical representation of Tn,
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a. α1 is the root; and

b. for each αi,αk with i < k ≤ n,

(i) if RS(αi)(αk) ∈ Tn or RS(αk)(αi) ∈ Tn, then αk is daughter of αi via RS;

(ii) if RC(αi)(αk) ∈ Tn or RC(αk)(αi) ∈ Tn, then αk is sister to αi via RC. And,

c. whenever RS(αi)(αk) and RC(αk)(α j), then by CDP we have RS(αi)(α j); in this case, αk and

α j will be sisters, and are both dominated by αi.

To summarize, a discourse tree Tn generated from a sequence of sentences α1, . . . ,αn contains as leaves

all of the MDUs grammatically derivable from α1, . . . ,αn (minus the non-anaphoric presuppositions). And

each edge of T is individually annotated with the coherence relation that links the pair of nodes. While far

from a precise technical definition of trees and related notions, this formalism is enough to introduce the

analysis of non-restrictive modification, to which we now turn.

3.2.4 Defining restrictive and non-restrictive in terms of discourse coherence

All ingredients needed to define the key concepts of this chapter are now in place. The relevance constraint

on non-restrictive adjectives, introduced in §1.6 above (ex. (3.22)), can be reformulated more precisely in

terms of coherence relations as follows:

(3.55) Relevance requirement for non-restrictive adjectives (in terms of coherence):

An attributive adjective α uttered at stage n of a coherent discourse is non-restrictive only if the

implication generated by α (call it imp(α)) is linked to some accessible MDU in Tn−1 via some

coherence relation R.

This constraint alone is not enough to characterize non-restrictiveness. Recall Rohde et al.’s (2011) example

John detests the co-workers who are arrogant and rude. The relative clause here is restrictive, i.e. this

sentence says something about a proper subset of John’s co-workers. But nevertheless, there appears to be a

relation of EXPLANATION that holds between the relative clause and the matrix clause; i.e. the presupposition

(3.56a) and the assertion (3.56b) are linked via the EXPLANATION relation as in (3.56c).15

(3.56) John detests the co-workers who are arrogant and rude.

a. ∃!X [∗co-workers(X)∧∗arrogant(X)∧∗rude(X)] (presupposition)

15 In Chapter 5§2, I will argue that this perspective makes clear sense of a heretofore puzzling empirical pattern about subtrigging
observed by Dayal (1995).
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b. detests(X)(john) (assertion)

c. EXPLANATION(∃!X [∗co-workers(X)∧∗arrogant(X)∧∗rude(X)])(detests(X)(john))

This analysis of Rohde et al.’s (3.42) shows that while establishing a coherence relation may be a necessary

condition for a modifier to be considered non-restrictive, it cannot be a sufficient condition. The relative

clause who are arrogant and rude is intuitively “restrictive,” but still establishes coherence with the assertion.

So what is the missing piece? The natural answer would be that non-restrictive modifiers cannot “restrict”

noun denotations in the intuitive sense; i.e. composition of a non-restrictive modifier with a noun should

always yield a phrase whose extension is identical to that of the unmodified noun’s. Something like this

property is important for our analysis—I will call it the property of being “non-restricting.”16 Define X [a/b]

to be the expression just like X except with a token of a replaced by one of b. ε is the empty string.

(3.57) Definition: non-restricting

An occurrence αn of an attributive adjective α uttered in the phrase [DP . . .αn . . . N. . .] or [DP . . . N

. . .αn . . .] at index i is non-restricting if and only if JDPKi = JDP[αn/ε]Ki.

This auxiliary notion of non-restrictingness deals with cases like the nurse-and-sick-students case from

(3.5) above: the modifiers in (3.5) are non-restricting according to (3.57), but this does not guarantee them

to be non-restrictive, as desired. Rather, what we concluded in §1.2 was that non-restrictiveness addition-

ally requires that the speaker intends to use the modifier non-restrictingly. We can thus define the second

component of non-restrictiveness in terms of (3.57). The definition then has two parts: the (qualified)

semantic/set-theoretic constraint (3.58a), and the discourse-level constraint (3.58b).

(3.58) Definition: non-restrictive

An occurrence αn of a modifier α in the phrase [DP . . .αn . . . N. . .] or [DP . . . N . . .αn . . .] uttered at

stage σ of a coherent discourse is non-restrictive with respect to index i iff

a. the speaker believes that JDPKi = JDP[αn/ε]Ki; and (non-restricting intention)

b. for some accessible MDU β in Tσ−1 and some coherence relation R, either

R(imp(αn))(β ) ∈ Tσ or R(β )(imp(αn)) ∈ Tσ . (relevance constraint)

This definition integrates a number of insights from §1, including sensitivity to speaker intentions (§1.2);

reference to (lack of) set-theoretic restriction (§1.2); and sensitivity to discourse function (§1.6). It also
16 Thanks to Philippe Schlenker for suggesting this terminology.
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presupposes that non-restrictive adjectives are uniquely associated with an additional implication not always

present in restrictive modification; see §1.6 above. An important tacit constraint in this definition is that the

implication triggered by the non-restrictive adjective would not exist if the adjective were not present. In

other words, component (3.58b) states that (i) non-restrictive adjectives allow one to infer a coherence

relation between two implications of a text; and (ii) that coherence relation could not be inferred without the

adjective, because one of the two relata (namely imp(αn)) comes from the presence of the adjective.

A corresponding definition for restrictive could take a number of forms. The choice depends mostly

upon how one wishes to classify non-subsective modifiers like alleged, former, etc. Are they restrictive,

non-restrictive, or neither? The answer seems somewhat arbitrary, but my persuasions align with the third

option: it is a category mistake to ask whether former is restrictive. Given this constraint, restrictive cannot

be defined simply as not non-restrictive. Instead, a certain relationship should hold between the modifier

and the noun that it modifies, not the entire DP in which it occurs. Again, we introduce speaker relativity

into the definition, which distinguishes (3.59) from Piñón’s (2005) definition in (3.3) above.

(3.59) Definition. restrictive:

A phrase α that modifies a noun N is restrictive with respect to index i if and only if the speaker

believes that χ(J[αN]Ki)⊂ χ(JNKi).17

Defining restrictive in terms of N instead of DP has the added advantage that it actually predicts (correctly)

that all DP-adjoined appositives cannot be restrictive.

3.2.5 Testing the definitions on some basic cases

To evaluate these definitions, with a focus specifically on (3.58), let us first re-examine some basic data. The

modifiers in (3.10) are most naturally interpreted non-restrictively in the intuitive sense of the word. Does

the definition in (3.58) count them as non-restrictive, as desired?

(3.10) a. I take care of my sick mother.

b. Cigarettes contain harmful carcinogens.

Accommodating some typical context in which these sentences might be used, let us begin with my sick

mother. Does sick satisfy (3.58a)? Yes, if an individual utters my sick mother when s/he has only one mother,

then s/he would believe my mother and my sick mother to denote the same person. What about (3.58b)? Yes,

17 Where f ’s co-domain is Bool, χ( f ) is the characteristic set of f (the set of elements in f ’s domain mapped to true).
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in the most natural interpretation of (3.10a), the speaker indicates that his/her mother’s sickness explains

why s/he takes care of her; alternatively, caring for the mother is a result of her sickness. In either case, a

coherence relation—either EXPLANATION or RESULT—will link the presupposition of the sentence (I have

a sick mother) with its assertion (I take care of her), via a rhetorical statement paraphraseable as My mother

is sick, and as a RESULT, I take care of her (see §4:(3.92) for a slightly different analysis of this case,

including motivation).

(3.60) a. ∃!x[sick(x)∧motherme(x)] (presupposition)

b. take-care(x)(me) (assertion)

c. EXPLANATION(∃!x[sick(x)∧motherme(x)])(take-care(x)(me)) (rhetorical link)

Moving on to example (3.10b), does harmful in harmful carcinogens satisfy constraint (3.58a)? Well, in the

kind of scenario in which (3.10b) might be uttered, e.g. an infomercial for a smoking-cessation product, a

speaker will typically understand that all carcinogens are harmful, and so uses harmful to emphasize this

point. So, yes, in such a case, the speaker would recognize that carcinogen applies to the same set of objects

as does harmful carcinogen. What about constraint (3.58b)? This part is less obvious. The implication from

harmful in Cigarettes contain harmful carcinogens is something like “carcinogens are harmful.” Consider

again (3.10b) in the context of a smoking cessation ad or parental advice. I think it is fair to say that any

context in which (3.10b) would be used is a context in which it has already been stated (or will soon after

be stated), explicitly or via implicature, that smoking is bad or that one shouldn’t smoke. If correct, then

there is an obvious rhetorical link between carcinogens are harmful, cigarettes contain carcinogens, and

cigarettes are bad/harmful, possibly via Asher & Lascarides’s (2003) CONSEQUENCE relation (whose most

common use is to relate the antecedent and consequent of a conditional).

It is already evident that “computing” a coherence relation is not an exact science, but I believe the

intuition is fairly clear: there are systematic rhetorical/coherence relations that hold between certain pairs

of sentences in a discourse, and there are also certain pairs of sentences in any given discourse that are not

rhetorically linked in this way. A given theory of coherence relation inventory and axioms for each relation

can make concrete predictions about what kinds of discourses are well-formed and which aren’t. Component

(3.58b) states that the content of a non-restrictive adjective must find some accessible proposition with which

it can be rhetorically related; if this fails, then the result will be infelicity (as in #my tall mother). Thus the

content of a non-restrictive adjective in this framework is much like that of an anaphoric presupposition
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trigger (see (3.48) above).

It is worth reflecting briefly on the question of exactly why it is that non-restricting modifiers that lack the

relevance property are infelicitous. I think that the answer is both simple and interesting. Modifiers are often

characterized as “non-obligatory” elements, at least from a syntactic point of view (see Dowty 2003). So if

they are not syntactically obligatory, then in order to be useful, they must be semantically obligatory, i.e. their

absence/presence should correlate with truth-conditional differences. But by definition a non-restricting

modifier is one that does not alter truth-conditional meaning. So an non-restricting modifier is syntactically

and semantically non-obligatory. The next logical step would be to ask if it is pragmatically obligatory,

i.e. would the implicatures of a sentence differ depending only upon the presence versus absence of the

modifier? If not, then the modifier would fail to be useful from any perspective, and hence should violate

the Gricean maxim of Manner. If so—i.e. if a non-restricting modifier is responsible for the generation

of some implicature—then we should expect for it to be felicitous: there is a reason to utter it. This is

my hypothesis for why all non-restrictive modifiers are required to be pragmatically relevant—they don’t

contribute in a useful way truth-conditionally, so they are required to do something else useful.

An immediate prediction of this quasi-functional analysis is that the coherence inference from relative

clauses (as in Rohde et al.’s (2011) (3.42)) should be cancelable, while the coherence inference from non-

restrictive adjectives should not. As Rohde et al. (2011) observed, the first statement appears to be true: the

first sentence of (3.61a)’s implicature can be felicitously cancelled.

(3.61) a. John detests the co-workers who are arrogant and rude. Of course their personality has noth-

ing to do with it, they just happen to be the only ones he’s ever met.

b. #I take care of my sick mother, though her sickness has nothing to do with why.

The felicity of (3.61a) suggests that coherence inferences are conversational implicatures, which typically

have the defining property of being defeasible/cancelable. But at the same, the coherence inference in

(3.61b) apparently cannot be canceled: absent contextual information, the continuation in (3.61b) feels

inconsistent with the first clause. This apparent puzzle can be understood, I think, by constructing a scenario

in which the EXPLANATION inference is canceled by a distinct contextually introduced relation that in some

sense overrides an explanatory inference. Consider (3.62): in this case, VIOLATED EXPECTATION links the

two statements, instead of (or perhaps in addition to) the EXPLANATION relation in (3.61b). Hence (3.62) is

felicitous because some coherence relation can be established between its presupposition and its assertion.
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(3.62) Context: A devastating zombie apocalypse is upon us. If anyone is known to be sick, they must

be immediately quarantined or killed. But I am just too loyal a guy, so...

I take care of my sick mother.

The point this example makes is that in non-restrictive modification, specific coherence inferences can be

cancelled, but only if replaced by some other coherence inference. So the contrast between (3.61b) and

(3.62) boils down to the notion that (3.62) has a coherent link—albeit not the usual one holding for my sick

mother—while (3.61b) lacks one.

The coherence-based analysis applies equally well to appositives, which are, again, hallmark cases of

non-restrictive modifiers.

(3.63) a. I take care of my mother, who is sick. b. My mother, who I take care of, is sick.

Interestingly, the felicity of both examples suggests that an appositive can contribute either of the two relata

for whatever relation it is that holds between the implications of (3.63) (probably EXPLANATION).

3.3 Revisiting theories of R/NR and the two-domains model

This section reexamines the “restrictive/non-restrictive” Bolinger contrast introduced in Chapter 1 (hence-

forth R/NR), in light of the observations made in §1 of this chapter as well as the analysis of the terms

(non-)restrictive from §2. After reviewing the basic distributional patterns in English and in Italian (as re-

ported in the literature), I evaluate some predictions of Larson’s and Cinque’s two-domains based theories

of R/NR. (Non-)restrictive is not defined in either analysis, but I show that regardless of exactly how it is

defined, both theories fail to account for some body of critical data. Having motivated the need for a new

analysis, I then show how basic composition principles, combined with the framework developed in Chap-

ter 2, can (partially) explain when and why attributive adjectives can receive non-restrictive readings (where

non-restrictive is defined as in (3.58)). I also provide an analysis of how it is that non-restrictive modifiers

generate an appositive-like implication (called imp(α) above), which is arguably the most technically puz-

zling property of such modifiers and also a topic that few theories have explicitly addressed (with Umbach

2006 and Morzycki 2008 being the exceptions; see §1 above). Together, these two components shed light

on the general distribution of non-restrictive attributive adjectives cross-linguistically.
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3.3.1 Some reasons to suspect that R/NR is of a different nature than Bolinger contrasts

What is remarkable about the well-worn minimal pair in (3.64) is that the relative position of adjective and

noun apparently determines whether a non-restrictive interpretation of the adjective is possible. The pair

in (3.65), modified from Larson & Marušič 2004, shows that this situation can obtain in DPs with various

kinds of determiners, so it is not just peculiar to universals.

(3.64) a. Every unsuitable word was deleted. (Larson & Marušič 2004:275)

3Restrictive: “Every word that was unsuitable was deleted.”

3Nonrestrictive: “Every word was deleted; they were unsuitable.”

b. Every word unsuitable was deleted.

3Restrictive, 7Nonrestrictive

(3.65) a. Most/several/all/ /0 blessed people were healed. (3Restrictive, 3Non-restrictive)

b. Most/several/all/ /0 people blessed were healed. (3Restrictive, 7Non-restrictive)

This pattern is characteristic of many other Bolinger contrasts in English, more narrowly of the family of

contrasts presented in Cinque (2010:Ch1). But at the same time, restrictive/non-restrictive intuitively dif-

fers from related Bolinger contrasts in an important and fundamental way: intersective/subsective adjectival

modifiers are by default “restrictive,” but have the potential to be “non-restrictive” provided the context and

surrounding lexical items are appropriate. Most other Bolinger contrasts involve specific closed classes of

lexical items, and the opposing readings tend to be idiosyncratic; for example modal/direct applies to a

limited set of modal adjectives (possible, conceivable, etc.); relative/absolute applies to superlatives only;

intersective/adverbial applies (roughly) to only those adjectives that have adverbial derivatives, etc. In lan-

guages like French, the different meanings observed in inner versus outer modifiers can be even more radical.

Unlike other Bolinger contrasts, it makes sense to ask of any (use of an) attributive adjective—of nearly any

modifier at all, in fact—whether it is restrictive or non-restrictive. So while the pattern in (3.64)-(3.65)

shows a clear opposition reminiscent of Bolinger contrasts, there is reason to suspect that the contrast has

less to do with lexical semantics or DP-internal semantics, than it does with more general characteristics of

the English syntax-semantics mapping.

Given the characterization of (non-)restrictiveness from §2, we are now in a position to ask whether the

contrast exemplified by (3.64) is indeed a subspecies of the Bolinger contrast. Even if the answer turns out
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to be negative—which I will argue extensively that it does—the R/NR phenomenon still has interesting im-

plications for the architecture of DP, and is still relevant for the inner/outer bifurcation in nominal modifiers.

I will also argue that the implications triggered by non-restrictive adjectives in defininte/referential versus

non-definite/non-referential DPs arise via distinct mechanisms, a possibility alluded to in Chapter 1.

Historically, and for good reason, the kinds of facts illustrated by (3.64) have been taken to constitute

strong evidence in favor of the two-domains model of modification. According to Larson (1998,1999);

Larson & Marušič (2004); Bernstein (1993); Cinque (1994,2010,2003); Alexiadou et al. (2007), and others,

non-restrictive readings of attributive adjectives are possible for inner modifiers only. If this idea is correct,

then we are led to a number of clear predictions:

(3.66) Predictions of the inner-outer theory of non-restrictive modification

a. Postnominal adjectives in Romance should be able to receive both non-restrictive and re-

strictive readings, while prenominal variants should be unambiguously non-restrictive (the

mirror-image pattern of English).

b. Ordering restrictions on iterated prenominal adjectives should exist in English, i.e. there

should be no structures of the form [AP1 AP2 N] in which AP2 is restrictive and AP1 is

non-restrictive.

c. Corresponding restrictions should hold for iterated postnominal adjectives in Romance.

d. (For Cinque’s (2010,2003) version of the two-domains model) there should be no situation

in which AP1 has any kind of inner reading while AP2 is restrictive (in English).

The accuracy of these predictions can only be assessed relative to a definition of (non-)restrictive, and such

predictions have not been systematically explored in the literature. I take up this exploratory task in §4.2.

Initial evidence that the source of the contrast in (3.64) is something more general than the source

of other Bolinger contrasts is that the former can be generalized from pre- versus postnominal adjectives to

pre- versus postnominal modifiers simpliciter (excluding appositives): the restrictive paraphrase of (3.64a) is

unambiguous, and differs from (3.64b) only in the presence of an overt relative clause structure surrounding

unsuitable. In other words, the relative clause in (3.67) patterns just like the postnominal adjective in (3.64b).

(3.67) Every word that was unsuitable was deleted.

3Restrictive, 7Nonrestrictive
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Such a generalization cannot always be made for related data: consider the fact that while postnominal

visible in the stars visible is unambiguously stage-level, it is less clear what interpretive possibilities there

are for the full relative clause that are visible as in the stars that are visible. In fact, authors have expressed

conflicting judgments about exactly the question of whether the stars that are visible has the same (singleton)

set of readings as the stars visible does. Thus, it could be a general property of the English postnominal

position, and not just of postnominal adjectives, that disallows non-restrictive interpretations.

There are also apparent differences in syntactic distribution between R/NR and other Bolinger contrasts,

subtle as they may be. Larson in fact used R/NR to illustrate the pre- versus postnominal contrast in adjective

interpretation only; for R/NR, he made no claims about prenominal ordering restrictions within iterated AP

structures, as he did for modal/direct possible and i-level/s-level. Nevertheless, certain predictions about

the distribution of non-restrictive adjectives can be deduced from the DP architecture advocated in Larson

1998,1999 (see §4.2).

Cinque 2010, on the other hand, explicitly argues that R/NR fits into the mirror-image schema pre-

cisely like the other contrasts he considers. This empirical claim, however, can be called into question by

further probing into the data presented in Cinque 2010:Ch1. Specifically, Cinque (2010:18-19) claimed

that in English, if two adjectives co-occur prenominally, only the closest one to the noun can be read non-

restrictively—exactly the pattern Cinque’s version of the two domains model predicts. Unfortunately, this

empirical claim is difficult to evaluate because of two complications: the presence of a focused superlative

(most) in all examples (superlatives have a syntax and semantics very different from ordinary, positive-form

adjectives; see Chapter 4 and references therein), and the lack of any explicit semantic criterion distinguish-

ing “restrictive” from “non-restrictive” interpretation.

(3.68) restrictive>nonrestrictive>N>restrictive (Cinque 2010:19, annotation

a. his MOST UNSUITABLE unsuitable acts and judgments preserved)

b. *his unsuitable MOST UNSUITABLE acts

c. his unsuitable acts MOST UNSUITABLE

Cinque also argues that precisely the expected mirror-image pattern holds in Italian: postnominal adjectives

are claimed to be generally ambiguous between restrictive and non-restrictive, and prenominal adjectives

are claimed to be “unambiguously non-restrictive.” This is illustrated in (3.69), which constitutes the em-

pirical evidence cited for this generalization about Italian. Italian examples corresponding to (3.68) are also
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presented (Cinque 2010:21,ex.54), but they are confounded in the same way as (3.68) was.

(3.69) a. Le
the

lezioni
classes

noiose
boring

di
of

Ferri
F.

se le ricordano
remember

tutti
all

(Italian, Cinque 2010:8)

3Restrictive: ‘Everybody remembers just those classes by Ferri that were boring.’

3Nonrestrictive: ‘Everybody remembers Ferri’s classes, all of which were boring.’

b. Le noiose lezioni di Ferri se le ricordano tutti

7Restrictive, 3Nonrestrictive

While Cinque’s intuition may be clear, there is an equally clear sense in which his claim contradicts other

clear empirical facts about Italian. If prenominal adjectives are “unambiguously non-restrictive,” then this

would mean that, e.g. prenominal invisibili ‘invisible’ in invisibili stelle ‘non-visible stars’ (see (3.52) in

Chapter 3) would be non-restrictive, despite the fact that invisibili stelle has a “restricted” denotation when

compared with stelle. This terminological inconsistency yet again highlights the fact that the terms “restric-

tive” and “non-restrictive” are used in wildly inconsistent ways among linguists.18

Abstracting away from what terminology ought to be used to label the alternation in (3.64)-(3.69),

Cinque’s (2010) following observation shows that R/NR has at least one quirk in its distribution that sets it

apart from other Bolinger contrasts. In other words, the situation in Italian is not so simple:

“For reasons that are not entirely clear, omission of the genitive PP di Ferri renders the nonrestrictive

reading in [(3.69a)] virtually impossible, and [(3.69b)], for which a restrictive reading is unavailable,

virtually ungrammatical” (Cinque 2010:8,fn.4).

The significance of this point is amplified by an exactly parallel observation reported for Spanish by Morzy-

cki (2008:3,fn2): omission of the PP de Marı́a disambiguates (3.70b), allowing only the restrictive reading

as shown in (3.70c).19

18 More direct evidence of this inconsistency can be seen by the following disagreement between Alexiadou et al. (2007) and Cinque
(2010): “One of the reviewers...[says] ‘it is semantically not possible for an adjective to be non-restrictive and non-intersective
at the same time’.” to which Cinque replies “it is certainly true that an adjective can be nonrestrictive and nonintersective at the
same time” (119:fn18), citing the following example (illustrative for Italian and for the English translation):

(i) Ieri abbiamo avuto modo di ammirare una meravigliosa ballerina
‘Yesterday, we had the opportunity to admire a beautiful dancer.’

In the same footnote, Cinque also comments that “Alexiadou et al. (2007) claim that the retrictive/non-restrictive and the
intersective/non-intersective distinctions are independent from one another...But this appears dubious[.]”

19 The judgment in (3.70c) fixes what I understand to be a minor but critical typo in the paper’s description.
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(3.70) a. los
the

sofisticados
sophisticated

amigos
friends

de
of

Marı́a
Maria

7Restrictive: ‘those of Maria’s friends who are sophisticated’

3Nonrestrictive: ‘Maria’s friends, all of whom happen to be sophisticated’

b. los amigos sofisticados de Marı́a

3Restrictive, 3Nonrestrictive (Spanish, Morzycki 2008:3)

c. los amigos sofisticados

3Restrictive: ‘the friends that are sophisticated’

7Nonrestrictive: ‘the friends, who are sophisticated’ (attributed to V. Demonte)

Such examples raise further doubt as to whether R/NR does indeed pattern exactly like other Bolinger

contrasts. Is there something crucial that links the presence of a postnominal PP with the interpretation of

an attributive adjective?

There are yet additional reasons to think that R/NR differs in some fundamental way from other Bolinger

contrasts. For one, the pragmatic relevance constraint introduced in §1.6 appears to have no obvious cor-

relate for any other pre-/postnominal contrast in adjective interpretation. Furthermore, a phenomenon cor-

responding to the adjectival R/NR contrast occurs in the verbal domain as well.20 It is well-known that

there are interpretive asymmetries between pre- and postverbal adverbs (e.g. see Ernst 2002,2007; Cinque

1999), and one such asymmetry mimics the R/NR contrast in adjectival interpretation. In (3.71), preverbal

slowly is compatible with something like a non-restrictive reading relative to the event predicate denoted

by the verb phrase (roughly the set of (ship-)sinking events). In postverbal position, the most prominent

reading of slowly is not just slowly simpliciter, but slowly relative to the typical ship-sinking (3.72). The

truth-conditional difference can be coaxed out with the following scenario: suppose ships typically take 24

hours to sink, and that our particular ship took only 18. 18 hours is a pretty long time to be in a sinking ship,

so in some sense (3.71) feels true (or at least has a reading on which it’s true). But at the same time, since

18 hours is quite short for a boat-sinking, (3.72) seems false (or has a reading on which it’s false).

(3.71) The ship slowly sank. (3.72) The shit sank slowly.

Morzycki (2008) uses the following pair to illustrate the contrast: only (3.73a) seems to be compatible with

the appositive paraphrase, which he takes to be indicative of a non-restrictive interpretation.

20 The adverbial contrast was observed in a different setting by Shaer (2000), but argued to exemplify a parallel to (3.64) by
Morzycki (2008). See also Ernst 2002,2007 for discussion of related phenomena.
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(3.73) a. The Titanic(’s) rapidly sinking caused great loss of life.

Restrictive: “The Titanic’s sinking being rapid caused great loss of life.”

Nonrestrictive: “The Titanic’s sinking, which was rapid, caused great loss of life.”

b. The Titanic(’s) sinking rapidly caused great loss of life.

Restrictive, #Nonrestrictive

Just like within the nominal domain, the putative non-restrictive readings of preverbal adverbs generate

an additional implication, namely that the VP has the property denoted by the Adv, just like harmful car-

cinogens implies that the N carcinogens has the property denoted by the Adj harmful. This can be seen

in (3.74)-(3.75): (3.74) implies that taking part in insider trading (the VP-event predicate) is illegal (the

property denoted by the adverb), while (3.75) merely implies that John’s particular action was illegal—it is

compatible with there being legal ways to take part in insider trading.

(3.74) John illegally took part in insider trading. (3.75) John took part in insider trading illegally.

The parallel between the adverbial pattern in (3.71)-(3.75) and the adjectival pattern in (3.64)-(3.67) is

unexpected if the R/NR alternation in adjectival interpretation is of the same species as s-level/i-level, di-

rect/implicit relative, and other Bolinger contrasts, none of which have clear verbal correlates. This suggests

that the R/NR alternation may be logically independent from specific facts about the nominal, contrary to

previous analyses. If correct, then alternative explanations must be sought.

3.3.2 Two-domains approaches to the data, and where they go wrong

Some approaches to the notion of non-restrictiveness were sketched in §1. Here I briefly recap from Chapter

1:§1 Cinque’s two-domains based theory of R/NR—the structure-sensitive contrast widely assumed to track

restrictiveness. But first, some general remarks are in order concerning how the data should be best described

in terms of a two-domains model.

Because Larson/Cinque frame the discussion of R/NR in terms of related Bolinger contrasts, it is tempt-

ing to describe the situation as follows: “non-restrictive adjectives” are inner/direct modifiers, and “restric-

tive adjectives” are outer/indirect modifiers. But stating the position in this way is actually inconsistent with

general traits of Bolinger contrasts. Here’s why: individual-level and stage-level readings are both “restric-

tive” in the intuitive sense of the word, for example, even though the former are regarded as inner and the

latter outer modifiers (see Alexiadou et al. 2007 for some complementary remarks). What’s more, an adjec-
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tive can be both non-restrictive and individual-level (as in kind in my kind mother), but also non-restrictive

and stage-level (as in sick in my sick mother). So the restrictive/non-restrictive distinction just cannot be

an instance of the more general inner-outer bifurcation. Larson’s point as I understand it is simply that

non-restrictive readings of adjectives are possible—but crucially not guaranteed—only in certain syntactic

positions, and that modifiers not in such a designated position can never be read non-restrictively. As noted

in the discussion of (3.68) above, the position that Cinque (2010,2003) advocates is considerably stronger.

Since many inner readings of adjectives are restrictive readings, a more accurate characterization of the

data might be that for any adjective α , if α in [DP . . .α . . . N. . .] or [DP . . . N . . .α . . .] is ambiguous between

restrictive and non-restrictive interpretations, then α is non-restrictive if and only if α occupies an inner

position (and restrictive iff α is in an outer position). Relativization to ambiguous noun phrases has clear

motivation for other Bolinger contrasts, most notably i-level/s-level: some adjectives are i- or s-level in

virtue of their lexical semantics, and so will maintain this property regardless of syntactic position (without

coercion). It is only with adjectives that can be interpreted more easily in either sense, e.g. visible, that

the i-level/s-level contrast can be clearly observed. Nevertheless, if restriction to ambiguous nominals is

undesirable, an alternative form of the two-domains description could be that for any adjective α , if α in

[DP . . .α . . . N. . .] or [DP . . . N . . .α . . .] has a non-restrictive interpretation, then α occupies an inner position.

Recall that Larson analyzed the semantics of the inner-outer distinction in terms of two silent event

quantifiers with fixed positions in DP (Γ/Gen for inner, ∃ for outer). Put succinctly, “if we think of genericity

as a matter of being bound by a covert generic operator binding events/situations, we can view the positional

facts...as matters of scope.” (Larson 1999:Lecture1) Such an analysis would appear to work well for non-

restrictive adjectives that attribute properties to kinds (e.g. harmful toxins), given that certain varieties of

kind-reference in language are traditionally analyzed in terms of generic quantification (Carlson 1977b;

Krifka et al. 1995; Dayal 2004; a.o.). However, many non-restrictive modification structures have nothing

to do with kind reference; the clearest cases being with referential DPs. For example sick and Texan attribute

properties to individuals in my sick mother and the Texan president, not to kinds. Further, sick is a lexically

stage-level predicate, so if it were to be bound by one of the operators, it would have to be the outer ∃,

and not the inner Γ. This latter example is a straightforward counterexample to the idea that non-restrictive

adjectives must always be bound by Γ; by extension, it is also an argument that non-restrictive modifiers

need not always be located in the inner modification domain. In other words, if R/NR is to be analyzed in

terms of existential versus generic quantification (i.e. in terms of ∃ versus Γ), then the case of sick leads to
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contradiction: sick cannot be in the the scope of Γ because it is not generic, nor can it be structurally above

Γ, because in that case it should have an outer—and hence restrictive—interpretation.

Moving on to a different approach to the data, we now assess the analysis of R/NR within Cinque’s

(2010,2003) cartographic version of the two-domains model. Recall from Chapter 1 that this theory postu-

lates abstract functional heads as introducers of direct/inner adjectives into the nominal structure. Adjectival

modifiers occupy the specifier positions of such projections. Cinque does not provide a category label (or a

semantics) for these functional heads, so it is unclear whether all direct modifiers should be introduced by

heads of the same category, or whether each individual inner reading is associated with a specific functional

category. These two options generate divergent structures for different inner readings. The former is illus-

trated in (3.76a); the latter, in (3.76)b (here NR and i-lvl are the silent functional heads that I assume Cinque

assumes are responsible for non-restrictive and i-level readings, respectively). The latter has a certain re-

semblance to Morzycki’s (2005) theory of mediated modification; and the former, to Rubin’s (2002) theory

of modification via the silent functional projection ModP.

(3.76) Two ways of understanding

a. DModP

AP DMod′

DMod◦

NR

NP

DModP

AP DMod′

DMod◦

i-lvl

NP

Cinque’s analysis of inner adjectives

b. NonRstrP

AP NonRstr′

NonRstr◦

HEAD

NP

I-levelP

AP I-level′

I-level◦

HEAD

NP

Cinque’s treatment of outer adjectives, on the other hand, is that they are reduced relative clauses, which in

English can appear either prenominally or postnominally in surface order. Note that the NPs in (3.77) below

must contain all direct APs, i.e. no D-ModP can appear above the CPrels.21

(3.77) Cinque’s analysis of outer adjectives
a. NP

CPrel

... AP ...

NP

N

b. NP

NP

N

CPrel

... AP ...

21 I suppress the finer-grained (and mysterious) points of his syntactic analysis, such as ordering restrictions between participial
and “bare” reduced relative APs, and the assumption that relative clauses are always “merged” prenominally, with postnominal
order being derived by noun movement.
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So Cinque’s theory of R/NR in English is then that non-restrictive adjectives are direct modifiers, and there-

fore appear in the lower modification domain, in the specifiers of functional projections. These projections

appear only prenominally (in their base positions, at least), and are lower than all reduced relative APs. This

essentially derives the correct results for English.

Concerning Italian, Cinque’s (2010) movement analysis does not avoid overgeneration for cases similar

to (3.69) above, which I will now show. Recall that Cinque (2010:18-21) reports the mirror-image ordering

of readings for Italian: a non-restrictive adjective can appear prenominally, and also postnominally provided

that no indirect modifier intervenes between it and the noun. This is accounted for in Cinque’s (2010) theory

by the series of snowball-style movements summarized in Chapter 1 above. While the details are not crucial

here, suffice it to say that the basic pattern is captured, assuming there is a reason for these movements to

occur in the first place. However, recall the point that I raised about the crucial Italian data in (3.69): when a

non-restrictive postnominal adjective is followed by a noun’s complement PP, deletion of that complement

PP blocks the non-restrictive reading. So the alternation that Cinque describes is:

(3.78) a. Le
the

lezioni
classes

noiose
boring

di
of

Ferri
F.

se le ricordano
remember

tutti
all

3Restrictive, 3Nonrestrictive

b. Le lezioni noiose se le ricordano tutti

3Restrictive, 7Nonrestrictive

And even assuming the snowball movements, there is no way to block the non-restrictive interpretation (=

direct modifier status) in Cinque’s theory. To see this, consider first the following derivation for (3.78a), the

variant with the PP complement. It involves raising N over all direct modification adjectives.22

(3.79) DP

D
le AP

noiose D-Mod
NR

NP

N
lezioni

PP

P
di

DP
Ferri

=⇒ DP

D
le Ni

lezioni AP
noiose D-Mod

NR
NP

ti PP

P
di

DP
Ferri

22 Cinque (2010) does not give an explicit syntax for complementation, but the one I have constructed here is intended to be as
standard/uncontroversial as possible.
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Now consider the same derivation without the PP di Ferri ‘of Ferri’ (i.e. (3.78b)). Nothing is structurally

different about it, so it is safe to assume that the movements Cinque postulates should apply in this case as

well. If anything, the movements should be shorter because NP contains less internal structure than in the

previous derivation.

(3.80) DP

D
le AP

noiose D-Mod
NR

NP

N
lezioni

=⇒ DP

D
le Ni

lezioni AP
noiose D-Mod

NR
NP

ti

In other words, Cinque’s (2010) system generates a structure that assigns a non-restrictive reading to noiose

‘boring’ in le lezioni noiose ‘the lectures boring’, which contradicts the intuition expressed on page 49

(about non-restrictive readings being blocked by the omission of the genitive PP). The only structure that

should be possible given this intuition is one in which noiose ‘boring’ is a reduced relative clause adjoined

above NP, and is therefore predicted to be semantically “restrictive.”

Having shown that the analysis of Cinque (2010,2003) encounters an empirical difficulty, I will now

show that his description of the original data, scrutinized via explicit definitions of the notions involved,

does not accurately describe the distribution of readings. Or, more precisely, the contrast he describes does

not correspond to any of the notions reviewed in §2.

The schemata below represent Cinque’s (2010,2003) generalizations about restrictive/non-restrictive

readings of attributive adjectives in English

(3.81) Distribution of R/NR adjectives in English (from Cinque 2010,2003)

a. Either reading prenominally, only restrictive postnominally (see (3.64))

(i) [DP D APR/NR N ]

(ii) [DP D N APR/∗NR ]

b. Restrictive precedes nonrestrictive prenominally (see (3.68))

(iii) *[DP D APNR APR N ]

(iv) [DP D APR APNR N ]

(v) [DP D APNR N APR ]
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Patterns (i-ii) state that prenominal adjectives can be read restrictively or non-restrictively, while postnom-

inal adjectives are always restrictive. Patterns (iii)-(iv) jointly state that when a noun is modified by two

prenominal adjectives, only the inner one can be NR. Pattern (v) says that a prenominal adjective can be

non-restrictive while a co-occurring postnominal adjective is restrictive.

To assess Cinque’s description of the facts, we will need to settle on the crucial definitions. It is un-

likely that by (non-)restrictive Cinque had in mind the coherence-based notions from §2; more likely is that

he intended non-restrictive to be synonymous with the notion of non-restricting defined in (3.57) above,

i.e. that a modifier is non-restrictive if its combination with a noun denotes the same set as the unmodi-

fied noun does. Under this conception, it is actually straightforward to show that the proposed descriptive

generalizations in (3.81b) are either inaccurate or else are actually due to factors completely orthogonal to

“non-restrictiveness.”

Consider first (iii)-(iv). These generalizations are inaccurate if “non-restrictive” is identified with “non-

restricting” (which is my best guess at what was actually intended): nothing prevents a situation in which

for a structure of the form [A1 A2 N], A2 restrictively modifies N but A1 non-restrictively modifies [A2 N].

Here is an example of such a derivation, with toy denotations:

(3.82) a. deadly nuclear weapon b. {a,b}

A

deadly

{a,b}

A

nuclear

N

weapon

{a,b,c}

Given world knowledge, all nuclear weapons are deadly, so every nuclear weapon is a deadly nuclear weapon

and vice versa. Hence deadly can non-restrictively modify nuclear weapon. But not every weapon is a

nuclear weapon, so nuclear does not non-restrictively modify weapon.

In other words, if Cinque’s (2010) intended characterization is that an adjective A is non-restrictive with

respect to a noun N iff J[. . .A. . .N]K = J. . . . . .NK, then (iii)-(iv) just follow immediately from the nature of

bottom-up semantic composition. To see why at a more general level, suppose we have a structure [A1 [A2

N]] in which A1 and A2 are intersective or subsective adjectives and N is a common noun whose extension

is {a,b,c}. If A2 “restricts” N, then the denotation of [A2 N] is a proper subset of {a,b,c}. Since A1 is
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intersective or subsective, it cannot add elements back into the denotation of [A2 N], and hence it just cannot

be the case that J[A1 [A2 N]]K = JNK.

(3.83) {a,b} or {a} or {b} or /0, but not {a,b,c}

A1 {a,b}

A2 N

{a,b,c}

By the same reasoning, there is nothing that prevents A2 from combining with N non-restrictively (provided

the context is right) and then A1 combining with [A2 N] restrictively. And there should be no problem with

both A2 and A1 being non-restrictive or restrictive (in fact, an apparent tendency for multiple adjectives to

be uniformly restrictive or non-restrictive was pointed out by Morzycki (2008)).

Point (v) says that a prenominal adjective can be non-restrictive while a postnominal adjective is re-

strictive. This follows from the plausible assumption that at least in many cases prenominal adjectives form

constituents with nouns to the exclusion of postnominal modifiers (as in (3.84)a), a claim argued for convinc-

ingly by Sadler & Arnold (1994). Nothing obviously rules out (3.84)b as a possible syntactic structure, but

in this case AP1 could be NR only if AP2 were, and as noted repeatedly throughout the chapter, postnominal

modifiers in English lack non-restrictive readings.

(3.84) a. DP

D NP

AP1 N AP2

b. DP

D NP

AP1 N AP2

Points (i)-(ii)—the generalizations about possible interpretations of single attributive adjectives—yet

again prove the most puzzling. Why is it that in English a postnominal adjective cannot be interpreted non-

restrictively while a prenominal adjective can? In the following section I sketch an approach that requires

some non-standard syntactic assumptions as one possible answer to this question.

To conclude discussion of the cartographic approach to R/NR, the theory cannot derive the alternation

in (3.69), in which the absence of a noun complement PP appears to block the non-restrictive reading of a

postnominal adjective in Italian. And the distribution of R/NR readings—under the “proper-subset” defini-
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tion of non-restrictive—is actually just a consequence of the semantic architecture, namely how bottom-up

composition works. The theory does guarantee the prenominal-only distribution for non-restrictive adjec-

tives in English (assuming an appropriate semantics for the NR functional head is provided; see Leffel 2011

for an idea), but does so in virtue of introducing a functional projection that exclusively hosts non-restrictive

adjectives, and assigning it a fixed position within DP.

3.4 A new syntax-semantics for non-restrictive adjectives

The goal of the present analysis is to capture the syntax and semantics of non-restrictive adjectival modifica-

tion, while whenever possible avoiding the introduction of otherwise unmotivated grammatical enrichments.

I will argue here for two independently motivated enrichments, which have less severe overall implications

for the grammar than those of Larson’s/Cinque’s theories. The two enrichments I adopt are Larson’s (1991)

syntactic theory of DP shells, and a novel type-clash repair mechanism. Both are motivated by considera-

tions independent from non-restrictive adjectives.

This analysis focuses on the syntax and semantics of non-restrictive adjectives; I assume that their

contribution to discourse coherence is simply a byproduct of an interaction between competing constraints:

if an adjective restricts, then it has truth-conditional import (and hence is “useful”). If an adjective fails to

restrict, then either it introduces an implication that establishes a coherent link with some other implication

(and hence is a useful and felicitous non-restrictive adjective); or else it is redundant from any perspective

(and hence is non-restricting but infelicitous, in virtue of violating some Gricean maxim of Manner).

A clear obstacle stands in the way of a completely straightforward compositional analysis of non-

restrictive adjectival modification: as discussed in §2.4 above, non-restrictive adjectives often appear to

have semantic scope over DPs containing them. For example, the nominal my sick mother refers to my

mother, and sick predicates a property of my mother.

(3.27) DP

D
my

NP

AP

sick

NP

mother

=⇒how?? - DP has semantic type e (or 〈〈e, t〉, t〉)
- JDPK “entails” sick(ιx[motherme(x)]), and satisfies
the presup. that I have exactly one mother.

As noted by Morzycki (2008), the situation is similar in every unsuitable word, which lacks the kind of pre-

supposition that possessives and definite descriptions are associated with: this nominal truth-conditionally
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means the same as every word, and unsuitable attributes a property to the collection of all such words.

Similarly for apparently kind-related modifiers such as harmful in every harmful toxin: how can harmful

and toxin compose in such a way that harmful(∩(PL(toxin)) (“toxins as a kind are harmful”) is entailed,

while harmful remains essentially semantically transparent in all composition above this level? The lexical

content of the elements in DP do appear to be relevant, e.g. an every-headed DP containing a non-restrictive

adjective should not be capable of predicating a property of a single individual, whereas a possessive should.

The strategy I will use to overcome this problem is to be serious about the analogy between non-

restrictive adjectives and appositives. Note that the problem described in (3.27) also arises for appositives:

in John, who I saw, we have an 〈e, t〉-type modifier, who I saw, and an e type DP, John. Given ordinary

semantic assumptions, this should result in an expression of type t. But in reality, we find that while an

implication of type t is generated from this structure, the syntactic result is still a DP, and this DP has the

same type and reference as does the unmodified version.

It is worth mentioning that Potts (2002) has offered a solution to a related problem, which builds the

heavy lifting into the lexical semantics of which. He proposes that appositives modifying full clauses (e.g. Ali

is smart, which she knows) denote sets of nominalized propositions, and that which converts such sets into

partial identity functions on the set of all individuals. This function will be defined iff the clause that hosts

the appositive has the property denoted by the appositive.

(3.85) which = λ f ∈ D〈e,t〉[λxp ∈ De : Q(x) is true [xp]]

While this analysis was constructed for clausal-scope appositives, the analysis could easily be extended to

DP-scope appositives. This would derive the appositive implication while maintaining the denotation of the

unmodified DP, but there is a sense in which it is slightly unsatisfying: the lexical semantics of which would

have to be quite different when which occurs in a restrictive relative clause. Thus, on an extended version of

Potts’s (2002) theory, which would have to be lexically ambiguous.

I propose to maintain a uniform, unambiguous analysis of which, and derive the appositive implication

in a more general way. As in Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) presentation, which turns a t-type expression into

a property-denoting expression via abstraction over the gap in the relative clause. Concerning how the

appositive implication is introduced, I posit the following principle, which can be understood as a certain

way of encoding the intuition that appositive content is in a way independent from truth-conditional content:
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(3.86) Type mismatch adjustment principle (TMAP):

Let α : 〈σ , t〉, β : σ , and assume XP is not a clausal syntactic category.

Then J[XPαβ ]K = λxσ [: α(β )].[α].

This is a general principle that applies to appositives as well as certain non-appositive relative structures that

have proved difficult to analyze with standard semantic tools. For example, syntactically integrated relatives

in Mandarin Chinese can apply to proper names (del Gobbo 2003). With TMAP, this is analyzed as follows:

the constituent xihuan yinyue de Zhangsan ‘music-liking Zhangsan’ in (3.87) is defined iff Zhangsan likes

music, and if defined refers to Zhangsan.

(3.87) Xihuan
like

yinyue
music

de
REL

Zhangsan
Z.

changchang
often

qu
go

yinyuehui
concert

ma?
Q

lit. “Does music-liking Zhangsan often go to concerts?” (del Gobbo 2003:143)

I will show now that the introduction of TMAP also solves the predication puzzle about non-restrictive

adjectives—that is, provided one more crucial syntactic assumption. The crucial assumption is that some

DPs have an extended “shell” structure, as proposed by Larson (1991). This shell structure is parallel to the

highly influential VP-shell analysis of Larson (1988). According to the latter, ditransitive verbs originate in

a low position, in the complement of which the indirect object is introduced; the verb subsequently raises to

its higher surface position.

(3.88) TP

DP
John

T′

T
PST

VP

Vi

put
VP

DP

salt

V′

ti PP

on the fish

Basically, the theory of DP shells as explicated in Larson 1991 argues that certain “triadic determiners” such

as every...except... have a structure that mirrors that of verbs which take three arguments, such as put. In

this analogy, the argument in the exceptive phrase corresponds to the indirect object the fish in (3.88), and

the NP argument corresponds to the direct object salt. The structure also extends directly to certain kinds of
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comparative structures with more, as shown here.

(3.89) DP

Di

every
DP

NP
person

D′

ti PP

except John

DP

Di

more
DP

NP
dogs

D′

ti PP

than cats

While this analysis works for (putative) complex determiners, it would appear to introduce structure super-

fluous to the analysis of ordinary nominals of the form [DP D [NP ... ]]. If we assume that the grammar

is capable of generating nominals of both of the following forms, the one in (3.90a) would appear—by

considerations of simplicity—to be superior.

(3.90) a. [DP D [NP ...]] b. [DP Di [DP ti [NP ...]]]

But in the case of modified DPs, the shell analysis has the potential to offer a wider range of analytical

possibilities than offered by simpler or more conventional alternatives. Recall for example the problem we

encountered in the analysis of my sick mother—the adjective sick semantically says something about my

mother, but under standard syntactic assumptions my mother is nowhere a constituent in this nominal. Ap-

plying Larson’s (1991) hypothesis, though, we have one piece of the puzzle: provided we assume semantic

reconstruction is possible for elements of category D, then (3.91a)’s D in its base-generated position forms

a constituent with NP, which can then be composed with sick to form DP2. It follows that DP2 has semantic

type t, as shown in (3.91b).

(3.91) [DP1 [Di my] [DP2 [AP sick] [D′ ti [NP mother] ]]]

a. JDP2K = sick(ιx[motherme(x)]) : t

b. JD′K = ιx[motherme(x)] : e

What we actually need is for sick to compose with my mother to form a semantic unit which refers to my

mother and which introduces the implication that my mother is sick. The structure in (3.91) gives us the

latter, but not the former. The former, however, follows automatically from TMAP ((3.86)): here α is the

AP sick, σ is e, and β is the D′ my mother:
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(3.92) a. JD′K = ιx[motherme(x)]

b. JAPK = λx[sick(x)]

c. TMAP(JD′K)(JAPK) = TMAP(ιx[motherme(x)])(λx[sick(x)])

= [: sick(ιx[motherme(x)])].[ιx[motherme(x)]]

This is the desired result: my sick mother refers to my mother, and presupposes that I have a mother (the

presupposition of my), and that my mother is sick. The fact that the implication from sick is encoded as

a presupposition is not of particular importance here. There are almost certainly pragmatic/discourse-level

differences between this implication and bona fide, lexically triggered presuppositions, but such differences

are not our focus here: the important thing is that the truth-conditional and non-assertional components of

the meaning of my sick mother are adequately separated.

The analysis in (3.92) has interesting consequences for postnominal modification. On the DP-shell

analysis, the difference between pre- and postnominal outer modification is a matter of the relative positions

of the NP and the modifier, as shown below.

(3.93) Outer modification structures with DP shells
a. DP

D DP

NP D′

tD XPmod

b. DP

D DP

XPmod D′

tD NP

Now consider what happens if we attempt to derive a non-restrictive interpretation of my mother who is sick,

where the relative clause is integrated, not appositive. If D in (3.94) semantically reconstructs, we get the

incorrect meaning that DP refers to the unique entity that stands in a possession relation to me and that is

sick (via a derivation parallel to that of (3.92)). But if D fails to reconstruct, then the noun and modifier

must combine via intersection and the determiner takes the modified noun as argument. This derives an

intersective semantics for the relative clause, and crucially nowhere in the derivation is TMAP invoked.

In other words, DP shells plus TMAP jointly predict that there should be no non-restrictive construal of

integrated postnominal modifiers, including adjectives or relative clauses like who is sick in (3.94).23

23 The treatment of relational nouns, in this case mother, is sloppy in this example. Strictly speaking we need to spell out the
mechanism by which my saturates the possessor parameter on mother. This could be done in a number of ways, none of which
would crucially change the analysis here.
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(3.94) [DP1 [Di my] [DP2 [NP mother] [D′ ti [CP who is sick] ]]]

a. JDP2K = λx[mother(x)∧ sick(x)]

b. JDP1K = ιx[motherme(x)∧ sick(x)]

We now have a principled explanation for why who is sick in the DP my mother who is sick cannot be read

non-restrictively. Of course, we still need an explanation for why this DP is either infelicitous or else has

the implicature that I have more than one mother. The explanation is presumably related to the relevance

constraint and the additional implication triggered by non-restrictive adjectives.

There is another, more surprising prediction of the analysis in (3.94): in referential nominals at least,

it is outer prenominal modifiers that can give rise to non-restrictive readings. This entails that R/NR is

logically independent from the inner-outer structural distinction among attributive adjectives. This is a novel

perspective, which departs significantly from the analyses of Cinque (2010) and Larson (1998); Larson

& Marušič (2004), and others mentioned above. The situation is different for non-referential nominals,

though. If we assume that DP-shells are projected only in the presence of outer modification (also three-place

determiners, etc.), then we can maintain a simple head-adjunction structure for inner modifiers. Consider the

case of many harmful toxins, as in cigarettes contain many harmful toxins, which would have the structure

in (3.95) according to the syntax of Chapter 3.

(3.95) [DP [D many] [NP φ [N′ [N1 [A harmful] [N2 toxins]]]]]

In this case, TMAP does the legwork, with some help from the kind-referring semantics for nominal roots.

According to Chapter 2, the noun toxins denotes a predicate of toxin subkinds, and has type 〈〈s,e〉, t〉. And

harmful too can be a kind-level predicate given the assumptions of Chapter 2:§5, also with semantic type

〈〈s,e〉, t〉. This allows for an intersective interpretation of harmful. But what we actually need is something

else, namely for the Ty2 constant toxin to denote a kind (type 〈s,e〉). Suppose for the sake of argument that

this is possible. Then the correct result would fall out via TMAP:

(3.96) JN1K = TMAP(JAK)(JN2K) = TMAP(λx〈s,e〉[harmful(x)])(λw[ι [∗toxinw]])

= [: harmful(λw[ι [∗toxinw]])].[λw[ι [∗toxinw]]]

The referent of the constituent harmful toxins is just the kind “toxins,” but TMAP additionally generates, as

a side-effect of the composition, the implication that toxins as a kind are harmful. This appears to be just
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what we want for kind-related non-restrictive adjectives. A similar analysis could be constructed for every

unsuitable word and related examples; the only difference would be minor adjustments in the composition

required by the singular number on the noun.

To account for the patterns in Italian, I appeal to two of the binary parameters introduced in Chapter 2:

(3.97) Parametric difference between English and Italian DPs

a. In English, head-adjunction is to the left only.

b. In Italian, phrasal adjunction is to the right only.

The statements in (3.97) entail that English and Italian have three possible modification structures for non-

appositives, but that the three structures differ in a systematic way. For English we have:

(3.98) Possible modification structures for English
3prenom, outer 3postnom, outer 7postnom, inner 3prenom, inner
a. DP

D DP

AP D′

tD NP

b. DP

D DP

NP D′

tD XPmod

c. * DP

D NP

φ N′

N1

N2 A

d. DP

D NP

φ N′

N1

A N2

In (3.98), a. represents prenominal outer adjectives; b. represents postnominal (outer) modifiers; and c. rep-

resents prenominal inner adjectives. Structure d. is ruled out because it violates (3.97a). Note that a non-

restrictive reading of a modifier is possible in structure a. for definites and possessives, and in structure

d. for all other DPs. Thus, as conjectured above, the R/NR alternation does not have the same inner/outer

distribution as other Bolinger contrasts. In English at least, the contrast is really only between pre- and

postnominal modifiers.

In Italian, we have exactly the mirror image of possibilities: prenominal outer adjectives (a.) are out via

(3.97b); but postnominal inner adjectives are acceptable since (3.97a) applies to English only.

(3.99) Possible modification structures for Italian

7prenom, outer 3postnom, outer 3postnom, inner 3prenom, inner

Unfortunately, the analysis of my sick mother in (3.68) does not extend directly to similar examples in

Italian. (3.68) appealed directly to the existence DP-shells, which I have proposed are not available in
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Italian prenominal modification structures. But excluding definites/possessives, the present analysis can be

further spelled out so as to capture Cinque’s description of the basic pattern in Italian.

3.4.1 Concluding remarks on R/NR and its relation to the two-domains model

In this section I have argued that existing two-domains theories of modification in DP do not fully account

for the distribution of non-restrictive adjectives in English or in Italian (as reported in the literature). I have

presented a new theory of non-restrictive adjectival modification that has the following features: the impli-

cation from non-restrictive modifiers is captured via a type-mismatch repair principle TMAP, a placeholder

operation that composes appositive meaning; this implication must establish a coherence relation with some

other implication in the sentence or in the discourse; and a constrained postulation of DP shells in the syntax

guarantees that prenominal adjectives in English can be interpreted non-restrictively in referential nomi-

nals. This approach allowed us to formulate analyses of the data that were problematic for Cinque’s (2010)

cartographic analysis of non-restrictive modification.

3.5 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter I have argued that non-restrictiveness is inherently related to discourse role. In particular, what

it means for a modifier to be non-restrictive is that it does not affect truth conditions (modulo presupposition),

and also that it establishes an implication that is discourse-related to some other salient proposition in the

sentence/text. This analysis has been shown to provide a fresh perspective on the R/NR Bolinger contrast,

and has straightforward applications to the semantics/pragmatics of appositive modifiers and a Chinese

relativization construction. See Chapter 5:§1 for an extension of this analysis to modified proper names.

3.5.1 Psycholinguistic connections

The idea that non-restrictive modifiers characteristically introduce coherence relations—and therefore re-

cruit pragmatic reasoning—receives indirect support from a recent neurolinguistic study on the on-line pro-

cessing of simple modified and unmodified noun phrases like the (fat) chicken. Granting certain assumptions

about the functional role of the anterior temporal lobes in language comprehension, the results of Leffel et al.

(2014) suggest that the processing of non-restrictive modification may involve pragmatic computations not

present in restrictive composition (see also Bemis & Pylkkänen 2011 for foundational research on locating

linguistic combinatory operations in the brain using magnetoencephalography (MEG)).

The more general idea that nominal modifiers should be—or are generally expected to be—informative
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or just generally useful makes a great deal of conceptual and intuitive sense: according to the gricean maxim

of quantity, it is a convention of language use that one should provide as much information as is necessary

to achieve the communicative goals at hand, and no more than is necessary. Thus, the use of a modifier

that is both truth-conditionally and pragmatically irrelevant constitutes a violation of quantity in virtue of

providing more information than is necessary. Such uses can be seen as violations of manner, since an

equivalent message could be conveyed with a simpler utterance (see Chapter 5:§3).

Beyond commonsense conceptual motivation, there are empirical and behavioral reasons to think that

language users disprefer or find infelicitous unjustified non-restrictive modifiers. The study of on-line se-

mantic processing—particularly within the visual world paradigm (see Huettig et al. 2011 for a survey)—has

amassed strong evidence that adjectival modifiers have a default restrictive (or “contrastive”) interpretation

in simple noun phrases like a/the blue pen. In a research program initiated by the seminal studies of Tanen-

haus et al. (1995) and Sedivy et al. (1999), psycholinguists have learned, via tracking eye-movements to

objects in a visual display, that subjects identify the referent of a modified noun phrase like the blue pen

more quickly when there are multiple pens in the display than they do in the presence of a single pen. This

finding is naturally interpreted as demonstrating a general expectation that modifiers will be restrictive. With

respect to the kinds of stimuli used by Sedivy et al. (1999), one conclusion can be summarized as follows

(where the linear order of the noun N and the modifier A need not be as indicated).

(3.100)The contrastive function of modifiers: The semantic processing system defeasibly in-

fers from a phrase [the [A N ]] that within the discourse context,

a. exactly one object satisfies both A and N; and (uniqueness presupposition of the)

b. at least one object satisfies N but not A. (contrastive/restrictive expectation)

In a similar paradigm, Engelhardt et al. (2006) showed that subjects exhibit behavioral signs of “confusion”

when presented with noun phrases containing referentially irrelevant modifiers.

These and a host of related findings support the hypothesis that nominal modifiers are expected to convey

information that is relevant for current conversational purposes. In visual world experiments, the purpose of

a modifier is usually to aid in referent identification, a truth-conditionally relevant process. But as argued

throughout this chapter, truth-conditional import is not the only factor that can justify the use of a modifier:

it is often enough for a modifier to provide or highlight a rhetorical link between implications of a discourse.
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3.5.2 A constrained theory of coherence relations for non-restrictive modification?

If non-restrictive modifiers can be justified rhetorically, a natural question to ask is exactly what range of

rhetorical links can justify their use. One way to approach the question is to think of discourse coherence

relations as theoretical proxies for “justifications.” For example it is EXPLANATION that justifies sick in I

take care of my sick mother, but VIOLATED EXPECTATION that justifies elderly in My elderly mother is still

quite active.

Identifying the range of coherence relations that can justify non-restrictive modifiers would be informa-

tive both for the theory of modification and for the study of linguistic information-packaging more gener-

ally. With different linguistic phenomena in mind, precisely this analytical strategy was deployed by Kehler

(2002) and in prior work by Kehler and colleagues, who suggested that coherence relations fall into three

broad classes: cause-effect (e.g. RESULT), resemblance (e.g. PARALLEL), and contiguity (e.g. NARRATION).

Kehler (2002) argued at length that processes like ellipsis and pronoun resolution are sensitive to the kind of

coherence relation that is present. For example he proposes that gapping cannot be licensed by cause-effect

relations, and that the grammatical mechanism that resolves verb-phrase ellipsis varies according to whether

the antecedent and target clauses are linked by a resemblance relation or a cause-effect relation. Hardt &

Romero (2004) similarly proposed that verb-phrase ellipsis in a clause can only be licensed if the antecedent

stands in a (certain kind of) parallel relation with the target.

Attempting to precisely characterize the set of coherence relations that non-restrictive modifiers can

express is an attractive topic for future investigation. The discussion in §1.6 suggests that the range must

be diverse, comprising at least EXPLANATION, VIOLATED EXPECTATION, and a handful of others. At the

same time, though, there may be non-trivial limitations. Consider RESULT, for example: can the content of

a non-restrictive adjective express the result state of the event described by the sentence in which it occurs?

I personally find it difficult to understand (3.101) without imagining my father as a quadriplegic prior to his

injury—in spite of the radical implausibility of such a situation.24

(3.101)The battle for Mars nearly killed—and permanently disabled—my quadriplegic father.

24 The status of (i) is interestingly less clear.

(i) My quadriplegic father sustained his injury in the battle for Mars.

To the extent that a RESULT interpretation is possible, this may be due to a quasi-anaphoric relation between an implied injury
that caused paralysis and the noun phrase his injury. The RESULT reading becomes less salient if his is replaced by an, for
example. Also potentially relevant is that the non-restrictive modifier in (i) is in the subject, but in (3.101) is in the object.
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Such judgments must be established quantitatively before firm conclusions can be drawn, but if result inter-

pretations are indeed impossible, this would suggest that non-restrictive adjectives cannot express just any

coherence relation. The internal structure of adjectival modifiers also plausibly limits the set of relations they

can express: it is difficult to imagine an attributive adjective forming part of a temporally advancing nar-

rative with the clause in which it occurs. Thorough investigation might also reveal whether non-restrictive

adjectives express a different set of relations than appositives, parentheticals, sequenced sentences, etc.

3.5.3 Operationalizing “non-restrictive” for behavioral stimulus creation

While the definition of non-restrictiveness offered in this chapter is mathematically unambiguous, it is nev-

ertheless difficult to empirically determine whether a given modifier in a given utterance is restrictive or not.

The reason is that there is no mechanical procedure to determine what a speaker believes about whether

the extension of one phrase is a proper subset of the extension of another phrase. This presents a problem

for behavioral and experimental methodologies, which require large, normed sets of linguistic stimuli. It

is therefore useful to develop operational tests for determining if a particular modifier is non-restrictive or

restrictive. The results of such tests could be used to select stimuli for studies investigating the role of restric-

tion in language processing and communication. An ideal operational test for restrictiveness might collect

truth-value or felicity judgments, and could be deployed with a online survey-based platform like Amazon

Mechanical Turk. This method would provide quantitative assurance that a restrictiveness manipulation in

an experimental design would actually manipulate restrictiveness.

Here is one sketch of how non-restrictiveness could be operationalized in the way described above

(alternatives should certainly be sought). Suppose we want to know, for a collection of adjective-noun

combinations, which of them can be naturally used for non-restrictive modification. The truth-conditional

irrelevance characteristic of non-restrictive modifiers can be exploited as follows: given a sentence con-

taining an unmodified noun phrase, adding a non-restrictive modifier to the noun should never affect the

truth-value of the sentence. Put another way, the modified and unmodified versions should always have the

same truth-value. Subjects could therefore be posed questions such as the following:

PosMod: Given that John has a ball, is it true that John has a round ball? YES // NO // NOT SURE

Because of the lack of specific information about John’s ball, a consistent answer of YES for this trial would

indicate that round makes a good non-restrictive modifier for ball. On the other hand, an answer of NO

or NOT SURE would indicate a poor combination for non-restrictive modification. For example I would
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expect that the following question would be reliably answered in the negative, reflecting that blue is a poor

non-restrictive modifier for ball in the general case (cf. round and ball).25

PosMod: Given that John has a ball, is it true that John has a blue ball?

The polarity of a noun’s environment affects the entailments it generates. For example I saw a black crow

entails I saw a crow but not vice versa, while I didn’t see a crow entails I didn’t see a black crow but not vice

versa. Therefore, reversing the polarity of the clauses while also exchanging the background-target positions

(basically contraposition) should also yield affirmative answers for good non-restrictive combinations and

negative or indeterminate answers for poor non-restrictive combinations. For example:

NegNoMod: Given that John does not have a round ball, is it true that John does not have a ball?

NegNoMod: Given that John does not have a blue ball, is it true that John does not have a ball?

To ensure subjects are performing the task as expected, the background and target sentences could be re-

versed or the polarity of the sentences could be reversed (but not both simultaneously). For these trials,

affirmative responses are uniformly expected for non-restrictive and restrictive modification:

PosNoMod: Given that John has a blue/round ball, is it true that John has a ball?

NegMod: Given that John does not have a ball, is it true that John does not have a round/blue ball?

The full polarity-by-modification paradigm is illustrated represented in the following box.

PosMod: Given that John has a ball, is it true that John has a round ball?

PosNoMod: Given that John has a blue/round ball, is it true that John has a ball?

NegMod: Given that John does not have a ball, is it true that John does not have a round/blue ball?

NegNoMod: Given that John does not have a blue ball, is it true that John does not have a ball?

With this strategy in mind, one constructs a variety of modifier-noun combinations, embeds them into carrier

sentences, and creates four trials for each modifier-noun pair (corresponding to the four conditions above).

The results can then be interpreted as indicated in the boxes below, for any modifier-noun pair. An improved

implementation of the strategy might adjust the profile of putative non-restrictive stimuli so that some nega-

tive or indeterminate responses are expected. Without such an adjustment to the design, subjects who simply

answer YES uniformly would misleadingly appear to be performing flawlessly on non-restrictive trials.

25 This again highlights the asymmetry between definites and non-definites: if only one ball is salient blue can be “non-restrictive”
in the blue ball. But general characteristics of balls become relevant in non-definites, which is why blue does not easily modify
ball non-restrictively in non-presuppositional DPs.
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profile of non-restrictive mod (round ball)

PosMod: YES

PosNoMod: YES

NegMod: YES

NegNoMod: YES

profile of restrictive mod (blue ball)

PosMod: NOT SURE/NO

PosNoMod: YES

NegMod: YES

NegNoMod: NOT SURE/NO

A norming study of this kind—though not necessarily this specific task—would enhance the precision of

any psycholinguistic study for which the restrictive/non-restrictive distinction is relevant. One important

factor that the sketch above ignores is the effect of determiner type: as discussed above, non-restrictive

modification in definite descriptions arguably interacts with the lexical presupposition of the while non-

restrictive modification in non-definites requires appeal to world-knowledge (see also fn. 25).

Finally, note that the paradigm could be elaborated in various ways depending upon the relevant re-

search questions. For example, to empirically test the hypothesis that postnominal modifiers in English lack

non-restrictive interpretations, one could compare prenominally modified targets to postnominally modified

targets, while holding constant the content of the modifier (e.g. blue ball versus ball that’s blue).

We now proceed to Chapter 4, in which the direct/implicit relative Bolinger contrast for modal adjectives

is described and analyzed in terms of the theory of DP developed in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 then considers a

selection of additional modification-related puzzles, and shows how the analytical framework advanced in

this dissertation can shed light on them as well.
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Chapter 4

Case study: an ambiguity in modal adjectives

4.0 Introduction

This chapter investigates a Bolinger contrast that exists for a limited class of adnominal modal adjectives,

most famously possible. This contrast has superficially the same distribution as many of the others discussed

in Chapter 1: prenominal possible in (4.1a) admits of two distinct readings, which I will refer to as the

“direct” and the “indirect” or “implicit relative” interpretations. Postnominal possible in (4.1b) admits of

only the indirect interpretation (Larson 2000a).

(4.1) a. Mary interviewed every possible candidate. (Larson 2000a:1)

3Indirect: ‘Mary interviewed every candidate it was possible to interview.’

3Direct: “Mary interviewed everyone who was possibly a candidate.”

b. Mary interviewed every candidate possible.

3Indirect, 7Direct

Importantly, semantically similar adjectives such as potential do not exhibit this ambiguity: potential has

no interpretation parallel to the indirect reading of possible, and is ungrammatical altogether postnominally

(Larson 2000a). The fact that the pattern in (4.1) is only observed for a limited class of lexical items sets it

apart from the more general restrictive/non-restrictive opposition from Chapter 4. And like i-level/s-level,

intersective/adverbial, etc., ordering restrictions on iterated prenominal adjectives in English exist (i.e. every

possible possible... is unambiguous with respect to this alternation; see §2), which I have argued is not the

case for restrictive/non-restrictive.

Because the indirect interpretation of (4.1a) is accurately paraphrasable with a relative clause, this phe-

nomenon has been used as evidence that postnominal adjectives in English are reduced (“implicit,” “under-
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lying”) relative clauses.1 The distribution of possible has been interpreted as strong evidence in favor of

the two-domains model of nominal modification (Cinque (2010); Larson (1999,2000a); Demonte (2008))).

In this chapter, though, I will argue that the distribution of possible and related items can be accounted for

under the more conservative syntactic assumptions developed in Chapter 2.

The goals and structure of the chapter are as follows: in §1.1, I introduce the defining properties of

the direct/indirect contrast, including the lexical and syntactic restrictions it is subject to. §1.2 summarizes

various arguments found in the literature that properties of direct/indirect modals across languages provide

evidence for a two-domains model of modification along the lines of Cinque (2010) or Larson (1999). In

§1.3 I provide a summary and critical review of other existing analyses of this contrast. In §2 I show that

direct/indirect readings of possible are not correlated with inner/outer modifier positions, contrary to the

basic premise of two-domains based approaches. A single, polymorphic lexical entry for possible is intro-

duced and shown to deliver correct results for direct readings while also allowing possible to compose with a

propositional argument. §2.1 summarizes some concrete predictions of the two-domains model for possible.

§2.2 shows that direct possible is not restricted to inner positions. §2.3 shows that a reduced relative clause

structure for possible is not sufficient to derive correct truth-conditions for the implicit relative reading. Hav-

ing established motivation for an alternative theory of direct versus implicit relative readings, the remainder

of the chapter develops a new analysis of modal attributive adjectives, focusing on possible and necessary.

§3 motivates and sketches a degree-based syntax and semantics for implicit relative adjectives, a generaliza-

tion of Romero’s (2013) proposal for modal superlatives. §4.1-4.3 formalizes the new degree-based analysis

and demonstrates via sample derivations that it generates correct truth-conditions for the basic cases. §4.4

revisits the distribution of attributive modal adjectives as described by Larson (2000a,2000b) and Cinque

(2010), and shows point-by-point how the present theory captures this distribution accurately. §5 concludes.

The results of this chapter have implications for the theory of nominal modification. Two are that the

inner/outer distinction among modifiers does not track the direct/indirect readings of modal adjectives as

previous theorists have held; and that reduced relative clause structure sometimes does have strong motiva-

tion for postnominal adjectives. Therefore, both the two-domains model and the dual source assumption are

shown to be involved crucially in the analysis of some Bolinger contrasts, but not others.

1 Larson (2000a) dubbed this reading the “implicit relative reading,” a label that I will use interchangeably with “indirect” when
the latter term is a potential source of confusion.
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4.1 Background on possible: distribution and approaches

4.1.1 Restrictions on the distribution of indirect readings

In English, the availability of what I am calling the indirect or implicit relative reading of an attributive ad-

jective depends upon something of a perfect storm of grammatical factors:2 the adjective must appear either

postnominally or (roughly) adjacent to D to receive an implicit relative reading (the locality restriction); the

adjective must be a modal like possible, conceivable, or (as I will show) necessary (the lexical restriction);

and finally (roughly) a universal quantifier must appear in the DP that the adjective is contained in. More

precisely, only the Ds every and all, the superlative morphemes -est/most, and (as I will show) DP-internal

only license the indirect reading of possible—this is the determiner restriction (I argue in §3.3 that a slightly

looser restriction holds for necessary). In this subsection I illustrate each of these properties for English.

Later sections develop explanations for why the restrictions ought to exist in the first place.

4.1.1.1 Determiner restriction

The direct/indirect opposition is rare among related contrasts in that one interpretation—the indirect or

implicit relative reading—is licensed only in the presence of certain DP-internal material (Larson 2000a).

Determiners that denote universal quantifiers (e.g. every, all (the)) support the implicit relative reading,3 as

do definite descriptions containing a superlative (e.g. the tallest, the most), and definites with only. This is

illustrated for universals in (4.1) above, and for superlatives and only in (4.2)-(4.3).4

(4.2) John climbed the tallest possible mountain.

3Indirect: ‘John climbed as tall a mountain as it was possible to climb.’

3Direct: ‘John climbed the tallest x such that x is possibly a mountain.’

(4.3) John climbed the only possible mountain.

3Indirect: ‘John climbed the only mountain it was possible to climb.’

3Direct: ‘John climbed the only x such that x is a possible mountain.’

2 Larson (2000a) first identified the existence of these three restrictions, although my description of them here is distinct from his
formulation, as the present characterization is informed by new observations to be introduced in this chapter.

3 The indirect reading is most clearly evident with every; judgments vary quite a bit with each and all (the). Because of their
unclear status with respect to indirect readings, I will set aside discussion of these latter two determiners in this dissertation.

4 Throughout I mainly use possible to illustrate various facts about implicit relative readings of adjectives. This is in part because
the intuitions seem to be clearest with possible, partially because the previous literature is restricted almost entirely to examples
with possible, and partially to avoid any confounds that may result from accidentally differing syntactic or semantic properties
of different adjectives. The observation that the only supports implicit relative readings is new as far as I can tell.
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Other determiners do not license indirect interpretations ((4.4)), even though there is nothing semantically

incoherent about such hypothetical readings: the first paraphrase of (4.4) is exactly what the sentence would

mean if possible could receive this reading in this context.

(4.4) John climbed a/three/many/few/no possible mountain(s).

7Indirect: ‘John climbed a/three/many/few/no mountain(s) it was possible to climb.’

3Direct: ‘John climbed a/three/many/few/n x s.t. x is a possible mountain.’

The determiners that license implicit relative readings all syntactically allow for postnominal possible, as

shown in (4.5) (Larson (2000a)). (4.6) illustrates Larson’s (2000a) observation that postnominal possible is

unambiguously indirect for all determiners that license it, a characteristic distributional property of Bolinger

contrasts (see Chapter 2:§1).

(4.5) a. Mary sampled every/the sweetest/the only food(s) possible.

b. *Mary sampled a/three/many/few/no food(s) possible.

(4.6) a. Mary interviewed every candidate possible. 3Indirect, 7Direct

b. Mary interviewed the smartest candidates possible. 3Indirect, 7Direct

c. Mary interviewed the only candidate possible. 3Indirect, 7Direct

Additionally, the nominals that do support implicit relative readings of possible, conceivable, imaginable,

etc. all appear to involve universal quantification at the level of truth-conditional meaning. To see this,

consider the following simplified but more-or-less accurate lexical entries for the determiners that support

modal readings of lower adjectives:

(4.7) a. JeveryK = λP[λQ[ ∀y [P(y)→ Q(y)]]]

b. J-estK = λC〈e,t〉[λD〈d,〈e,t〉〉[λx[∃d[Dd(x)∧ ∀y [[C(y)∧ y 6= x]→¬Dd(y)]]]]]

c. JonlyK = λP[λx[P(x)∧ ∀y [P(y)→ y = x]]]

In short, syntactic or semantic properties of determiners and determiner-like complexes of elements are

relevant for the analysis of implicit relative possible. Coincidentally, properties of D also appear to be

relevant for the licensing of postnominal adjectives in general. An important question, then, is why there

should be any connection at all between universal quantification, implicit relative readings, and the licensing

of postnominal adjectives. This question is partially addressed in §3 below.
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4.1.1.2 Adjective restriction

Only a small number of adjectives can get implicit relative readings (Larson 2000a). Examples include

possible, imaginable, conceivable, and permissible. This non-exhaustive list may give the impression that

-ible/-able is crucially involved here, a generalization suggested by Larson (2000b) and argued for explic-

itly by Harris (2012). However, (4.8) demonstrates that the adjective necessary can receive an implicit

relative reading as well, a fact heretofore unobserved and unaccounted for on existing theories. Therefore,

morphological structure cannot be a necessary condition for the licensing of implicit relative readings.

(4.8) Mary interviewed every necessary candidate.

3Direct: ‘Mary interviewed every person who was/is necessarily a candidate.’

3Indirect: ‘Mary interviewed every candidate it was necessary to interview.’

Conversely, morphological structure cannot be a sufficient condition for the availability of a implicit relative

reading, either: there exist many -ible/-able adjectives that lack modal readings altogether, e.g. responsible

and understandable. Again, this is despite the fact that such readings would be perfectly coherent, as

illustrated in the reasonable but unavailable paraphrases of (4.9a) and (4.9b) below.

(4.9) a. Mary interviewed every responsible/understandable candidate.

3Direct: ‘every candidate who was responsible/understandable’

7Indirect: ‘every candidate it was responsible/understandable for her to interview.’

b. Mary interviewed every candidate responsible/*understandable.

3Direct; 7Indirect

A number of adjectives semantically related to possible cannot receive implicit relative readings, showing

that “modality” is also not sufficient to license this indirect reading (a potential candidate is something quite

similar to a possible candidate, as Larson (2000a) observes). To see this, compare (4.10a) with (4.10b).

(4.10) a. Mary interviewed every likely/certain/probable/potential candidate.

7Indirect, 3Direct

b. Mary interviewed every possible/necessary/conceivable/imaginable candidate.

3Indirect, 3Direct
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Larson (2000a) correlates availability of implicit relative reading with syntactic ability to take an infinitival

complement, noting that predicative possible can take an infinitival complement whereas potential/probable

cannot.

(4.11) a. It is possible/conceivable (for Mary) to interview that candidate.

b. *It is potential/probable (for Mary) to interview that candidate.

I believe that the significance of this correlation is not as great as it may appear. Turning again to respon-

sible/understandable, observe that these adjectives—for which an implicit relative reading is impossible—

nevertheless syntactically select infinitival complements (cf. (4.11)):

(4.12) It is responsible/understandable (for Mary) to interview that candidate. (cf. (4.9a))

That said, it does appear to be the case that all adjectives admitting of implicit relative readings are also

capable of taking an infinitival complement, i.e. they are grammatical in the frame [It be [CP . . . [TP PRO

to . . .]]]. In other words, compatibility with an infinitival complement may be a necessary condition for an

implicit relative reading to be possible, but not a sufficient condition.

Exactly how to characterize the class of adjectives that can have modal readings is thus far from obvious.

At least the following appear to be true: (i) being a “modal” adjective (making reference to non-actual states

of affairs) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for having an implicit relative reading; (ii) presence

of the suffix -ible/-able is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for having an implicit relative read-

ing; and (iii) compatibility as a predicative adjective with an infinitival complement is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for having an implicit relative reading.

4.1.1.3 Syntactic position and “locality restrictions”

Implicit relative readings of prenominal adjectives are subject to stricter “locality conditions” than are other

indirect readings (Larson 2000a; Schwarz 2005). While ordering restrictions are observed in, e.g. i-level/s-

level and intersective/adverbial (see Chapter 1), a stricter condition of adjacency is required to hold between

an implicit relative adjective and the higher element that licenses it (i.e. every, -est, etc.).

(4.13) a. I bought every possible affordable present. 3Indirect, 3Direct

b. I bought every affordable possible present. 7Indirect, 3Direct

(4.14) a. I bought the largest possible affordable present. 3Indirect, 3Direct
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b. I bought the largest affordable possible present. 7Indirect, 3Direct

(4.15) a. I bought the only possible affordable present. 3Indirect, 3Direct

b. I bought the only affordable possible present. 7Indirect, 3Direct

(4.16) a. I bought the most possible large presents. 3Indirect, 3Direct

b. I bought the most large possible presents. 7Indirect, 3Direct

German möglich ‘possible’ exhibits a parallel direct/implicit relative ambiguity (Corver 1997; Schwarz

2005). According to Schwarz’s (2005) description of the data, implicit relative readings of möglich appear

in a more restricted environment than for possible in English. Specifically, Schwarz (2005) reports that

möglich can receive an implicit relative interpretation only in definite superlative DPs, and only if it “shares”

an agreement suffix with the superlative adjective, as in example (4.17a). Agreement sharing in German

prenominal adjectives, Schwarz states, is only possible when superlative -st ‘-est’ is adjacent to the adjective

möglich.5

(4.17) a. Ich
I

habe
have

das
the

größt
largest

möglich.e
possible.INFL

Geschenk
present

gekauft.
bought

‘I bought the largest present possible.’ (unambiguously modal) (German)

b. Ich
I

habe
have

das
the

größt.e
largest.INFL

möglich.e
possible.INFL

Geschenk
present

gekauft.
bought

‘I bought the largest of the possible presents.’ (unambiguously direct)

Thus the German pattern is similar to but more restricted than the English pattern.6 However, in German

superlative adverbial phrases, the morpheme -st can appear directly suffixed to the modal adjective möglich,

as in the following example from the internet. Note that in this kind of example, the adjective whose degree

is being compared (here schnell ‘fast’) is morphologically unmarked, as it is not an attributive form.

5 In German, every attributive adjective bears gender, number, and case morphology.
6 One contested issue in the syntax of modal adjectives is the question whether English analytic superlatives (the most Adj) are

subject to the same kind of adjacency condition that synthetic superlatives (the Adj-est) are. Schwarz (2005) and Romero (2011)
report that (i)ab do not have implicit relative readings. However, as a native speaker, I find this interpretation to be the most
prominent, as is confirmed by other English speakers I have consulted.

(i) a. I bought the most expensive possible present. 3Indirect, 3Direct
b. I drink the most expensive possible coffee. 3Indirect, 3Direct

The status of (i) is important to determine for the analysis of possible. I will henceforth assume that the indirect reading in these
cases is available.
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(4.18) Die
the

Touchscreen-Anwendung
touchscreen-application

sollte
should

möglich-st
possible-est

schnell
fast

laufen.
run

‘The touchscreen application should run/function as fast as possible.’

The corresponding form *possiblest is unattested in (Modern) English. A systematic comparison of superla-

tive morphology in nominals and adverbials in English versus German may well shed light on this peculiar

difference. Such investigation is unfortunately beyond the scope of this dissertation.

To summarize, possible is unambiguously indirect postnominally, and requires a certain proximity to

the determiner (alternatively, perhaps distance from the noun) to be interpreted indirectly prenominally.

The facts are slightly different in German, in which möglich apparently requires an even tighter syntactic

relationship to the superlative morpheme in order to receive the indirect/implicit relative reading. These

properties are not shared by other Bolinger contrasts, in English or as far as I know, in any other language.

This makes the direct/indirect ambiguity in modal adjectives a particularly unique case study, and suggests

that its properties may be more idiosyncratic than other Bolinger contrasts’.

4.1.2 The ambiguity as evidence for the two-domains theory

As discussed in Chapter 2, Cinque (2010) has argued that postnominal adjectives in Romance languages

are often ambiguous in the same way that prenominal adjectives are in English—and the readings that

are only available prenominally in English are the only readings available prenominally in Italian (see

Cinque 2010:Ch2). Cinque (2010:7) reports that postnominally, Italian possibile ‘possible’ is ambiguous

but prenominally it retains only the direct reading:

(4.19) a. Maria
M.

ha
has

intervistato
interviewed

ogni
every

possibile
possible

candidato.
candidate

‘Maria interviewed every potential candidate.’ (unambiguous)

b. Maria
M.

ha
has

intervistato
interviewed

ogni
every

candidato
candidate

possibile.
possible

‘Maria interviewed every possible candidate.’ (ambiguous) (Italian, Cinque 2010)

This is exactly the kind of mirror-image patterning expected on Cinque’s (2010) theory of modification in

DP, and hence can be interpreted as evidence for his particular analysis.

Bolinger effects are also observed with multiple modifiers, such that—in terms of the two-domains

model—English prenominal inner modifiers must be structurally closer to the noun than prenominal outer

modifiers. Cinque’s (2010) theory predicts that the reverse relationship should hold among postnominal
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adjectives in Romance languages. This theory therefore leads us to expect that implicit relative possible

cannot occupy a position closer to the noun than can direct possible or any other inner adjective. This

expectation appears to be borne out, a generalization observed by Larson (2000a) and illustrated in (4.20).

(4.20) a. I bought the largestind. possibleind./dir. affordabledir. present. 3Indirect, 3Direct

b. I bought the largestind. affordabledir. possible∗ind./dir. present. 7Indirect, 3Direct

However, it is important to keep in mind the locality constraints from §1.1.3 above. The data in (4.20) could

simply be a consequence of this restriction, thus rendering the inner/outer modifier distinction orthogonal.

The following contrast from Larson 2000a, exactly parallel to Larson’s (1998) nonvisible visible/*visible

nonvisible case, constitutes perhaps the most direct evidence for a two-domains based explanation of the

direct/indirect ambiguity in modal adjectives (or at least an explanation that collapses the visible and possible

patterns).

(4.21) a. Mary interviewed every possibleindirect possibledirect candidate.

b. *Mary interviewed every possibledirect possibleindirect candidate.

To conclude: the distribution of possible and other modal adjectives fits nicely within Larson’s (1999)

and Cinque’s (2010) two-domains theories. However, postulating a split domain of modification alone says

nothing about why determiner restrictions ought to exist, nor does it predict the stricter locality constraints

observed with possible when compared to the looser inner/outer syntactic constraints observed in other

Bolinger contrasts. We will revisit these points in §3, where I propose that independent properties of modal

adjectives and their complements alone can explain the difference in locality constraints.

4.1.3 Summary and critical review of existing analyses

The direct/indirect ambiguity in possible and related items was initially discovered by Larson (2000a), who

proposed that indirect possible is underlyingly a reduced relative clause (hence “implicit relative”). The

phenomenon was then further analyzed and supplemented with cross-linguistic data by Schwarz (2005);

Cinque (2010); and Romero (2011,2013). Harris (2012) recently argued that direct/indirect possible should

receive the same semantic treatment as adjectives displaying the i-level/s-level ambiguity. This section

provides a cursory overview of this body of literature, focusing on existing formal semantic analyses and

their relationship to the theory of modification in the noun phrase.
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Larson (2000a) argues that that the relative clause underlying possible has the form [CP that it be [AP

possible [CPN . . . ]]], containing an antecedent-contained deletion (ACD) gap N. This gap is resolved on his

theory by QRing the DP containing possible and reconstructing CPN with an infinitive form of the matrix

clause with a gap in object position.

(4.22) a. Mary interviewed every candidate possible.

b. [CP Mary PST interview [DP every candidate [OPi possible [CP /0 ]]]]
QR
=⇒ [DPi every candidate [OPi possible [CP /0 ]]] [CP Mary PST interview ti ]
recon.
=⇒ [DPi every candidate [OPi possible [CP for Mary to interview ti ]]]

.[CP Mary PST interview ti ]

A notable property of this derivation is that after reconstruction occurs, the higher CP for Mary to interview

ti has an infinitive form, whereas the matrix CP Mary PST interview ti is finite. In other words, this derivation

requires the option of reconstructing a non-finite clause from a finite one. In Larson’s analysis, an entire CP

containing the matrix subject is reconstructed. This has the consequence of forcing possible to be relativized

to an individual (here, the subject). In other words, on this analysis (4.22a) means that Mary interviewed

every candidate that Mary was able to, not every candidate that anyone was able to.

On the basis of the argument-sharing data in (4.17), Schwarz (2005) proposes that -st möglich (and

presumably -(e)st possible by extension) is a non-decomposable lexical item, with the semantics in (4.23)

(where JRK⊆W×W an accessibility relation). Schwarz’s analysis defines -est possible in terms of universal

quantification over degrees, a technique common in the theory of superlatives (more in §4).

(4.23) Jest.possibleKw = λP〈s,〈d,t〉〉[∀d[∃w′[wRw′∧P(w′)(d) = 1]→ P(w)(d) = 1]]

This semantics results in the truth-conditions in (4.24c) for (4.24a), given the LF in (4.24b) (importantly,

if P(d) and d′ < d, then P(d′) for any P and d), where A is the abstract indefinite determiner in compara-

tive/relative superlatives that gets pronounced [D@] (see Szabolcsi 1986; Heim 1999; Romero 2011; below).

(4.24) a. John climbed the highest possible mountain.

b. [DegP est possible] λ1 [John climbed A [AP e1 high] mountain]

c. ∀d[∃w′[@Rw′∧ [John climbed a d-high mountain](w′) = 1]→ P(@)(d) = 1]

‘For any degree d, if it’s possible that John climbed a d-high mountain, then John climbed a

d-high mountain.’
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On this semantics, (4.24a) means “John climbed as high a mountain as he possibly climbed,” which is

problematic since (4.24a) actually means something closer to “John climbed as high a mountain as it’s

possible to climb.” Note also that these truth-conditions too are relativized to the subject, John, and say

something about his mountain-climbing abilities, not about mountain-climbing abilities in general.

In a series of papers, Romero (2011,2013) developed a degree-based analysis of implicit relative adjec-

tives in superlative DPs (‘modal superlatives’). She adopts Schwarz’s [-(e)st possible] constituency, but the

general strategy of Larson’s ACD-based derivation for the resolution of N. For her, [-est [λd1 [possible N]]]

is an LF constituent that QRs above the matrix subject, a position from which the elided material N can be

recovered. Romero analyzes a type-shifted version of [λd1 [possible N]] as the comparison class argument

of Heim’s (1999) two-place -est, whose semantics is defined in (4.25a). A covert SHIFT operation which

turns [λd1 [possible N]] into a suitable argument for -est is defined in (4.25b).

(4.25) a. J-estK = λQ〈〈d,t〉,t〉[λP〈d,t〉[∃d[P(d)∧∀Q ∈Q[Q 6= P→¬Q(d)]]]]

b. SHIFT
↓
〈d,t〉→〈〈d,t〉,t〉 = λD〈d,t〉[λD′〈d,t〉[∃d

′[D(d′)∧D′ = [λd′′[d′′ ≤ d′]]]]]

Romero’s LF for (4.26a) is given in (4.26b) and the truth-conditions are given in (4.26c). The surface

consitituent possible is a covert degree relative clause with semantic type 〈〈d, t〉, t〉 after the application of

SHIFT (a feature I will argue in §4 can be generalized to universals).

(4.26) a. John climbed the highest possible mountain.

b. [DegP -est [XP λd1 [ possible N=IP∗ ]]]

[IP λd2 [IP* John [VP climbed [NP A t2-high mountain] ]]]

c. ∃d[∃x[mtn(x)∧ climb(x)(j)∧d-high(x)]∧

∀D′[[∃d′[♦∃x[mtn(x)∧ climb(x)(j)∧d′-high(x)]

∧D′ = λd′′[d′′ ≤ d′]∧D′ 6= λd3[∃x[mtn(x)∧ climb(x)(j)∧d3-high(x)]]]]

→¬D′(d)]]

‘There’s a degree (of height) d s.t. John climbed a d-high mountain and there’s no degree

higher than d s.t. it is possible for John to climb a mountain of that height.’

While an innovative and well-motivated approach to modal superlatives, Romero’s (2013) degree-based

analysis does not automatically extend to implicit relative adjectives in universals or in definites. In other

words, what makes the analysis work is the degree-based semantics for N combined with the standard
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degree-based semantics for -est. Plugging in Romero’s semantics for [λd1 [possible N]] and a standard lex-

ical entry for every in every possible mountain, for example, would yield a type-clash. This approach alone

therefore does not explain the determiner restriction described above, a defining property of the implicit

relative reading of modal adjectives. Postnominal occurrences of implicit relative adjectives, where -est

and possible are not adjacent or even ‘local’, are also not predicted to be possible on this analysis (without

further amendment), due to the assumption that -est and possible must form a syntactic unit.

4.2 The independence of direct/indirect possible from the two-domains model

In this section, I argue that there is no direct correlation between the inner versus outer position of a modal

attributive adjective on the one hand, and whether it receives a direct or an indirect interpretation on the other.

In effect, this shows that a two-domains model of nominal modification alone cannot explain the distribution

of possible in English. The importance of this result is that it highlights the need for an alternative set of

assumptions about what licenses direct and implicit relative readings in the first place.

4.2.1 Direct modal adjectives are not restricted to inner positions

The word possible has a syntactically diverse distribution: it can appear without a clausal complement in

attributive position but generally not in predicative position (4.27),7 it participates in the tough-construction

(4.28), and it can appear with a finite sentential complement as the predicate of a copular clause with an

expletive subject (4.29).

(4.27) a. John is a possible winner. b. *The winner is possible.

(4.28) a. It is possible PRO/for Bill to please John. b. (?)John is possible PRO/for Bill to please.

(4.29) a. It is possible that Bill pleased John. b. *John is possible that Bill pleased.

The distributional properties illustrated by (4.27) imply possible must have a use on which it maps noun

denotations to noun denotations. And given (4.28) and (4.29), it must also have a use on which it maps

propositions to propositions. This kind of dual function is not rare among adjectives, for example sad, gross,

enticing, and many others can compose with both common nouns in attributive position (sad clown), and

clauses of some kind in predicative position (It was sad for the clown to go to prison/that the clown went to

prison). However, all semantically explicit existing analyses of the direct/indirect alternation with possible

7 The exception: possible can appear in predicative position if the subject denotes a proposition, e.g. That John will win is possible,
or That is possible where that refers to some salient utterance/proposition.
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assume distinct lexical items for each reading. For example, Harris (2012) and Schwarz (2005) both assume

that the occurrences of possible in (4.30a) and (4.30b) involve distinct lexical items. In both accounts,

propositional possible in (4.30a) is assigned the type of a sentential operator, and attributive possible in

(4.30b) is assigned the type of an operator on noun meanings.

(4.30) a. It is possible that the senator left. (propositional possible)

b. John is a possible senator. (attributive possible)

This ambiguity is crucially invoked in the analysis of direct versus indirect readings of possible. On Har-

ris’s (2012) and Schwarz’s (2005) proposals, the former involves attributive possible and the latter involves

propositional possible. Harris’s semantics for the two items, for example, are as follows:

(4.31) Harris’s (2012) lexical entries for two possibles

a. λP〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λx[λ s[∃s′[s≤P s′∧P(x)(s′)]]]] (propositional possible)

b. λP[λ s[EXH♦(P)(s)]] (attributive possible)

This is a genuine lexical ambiguity because the two entries contain distinct operators in the body of the

lambda-term—(4.31a) and (4.31b) cannot be two instances of a single, generalized schematic term.

I would like to suggest that postulating this kind of lexical ambiguity is unnecessary. Although (4.30)

shows that possible must be capable of composing with constituents of different semantic types, that alone

does not imply lexical ambiguity: coordinators like and, for example, are polymorphic but not ambiguous.

And furthermore, if (4.30) is sufficient evidence to posit two distinct possibles, the argument for ambiguity

could be replicated for sad, gross, etc.—an ontological proliferation.

I propose the following polymorphic semantics for possible. Here, R is a free variable over accessibil-

ity relations whose value is either grammatically specified (e.g. by a PP adverbial like in view of what is

known/allowed/etc.) or else provided contextually. This is motivated by the fact that possible is compatible

with a variety of modality types, including deontic, epistemic, alethic, etc. I allow for the possibility that

the string of σ ’s in (4.32) can be empty, in which case possible will be an operation on propositions (see

(4.33b)).

(4.32) Polymorphic semantics for possible

JpossibleK = λP : 〈s,〈σ0, . . .〈σn, t〉〉〉[λ s : s[λv0 : σ0 . . . [λvn : σn[∃w[sRw∧Pw(v0) · · ·(vn)]]]]]
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Consider the semantics that (4.32) generates for attributive and propositional uses of possible, shown in

(4.33a) and (4.33b), respectively. These are exactly the kinds of meanings that we want under a classical

possible-worlds semantics for modals (such as Kratzer’s (1981)).

(4.33) a. Jpossible senatorK = JpossibleK(JsenatorK)

= λP〈s,〈e,t〉〉[λ s[λx[∃w[sRw∧Pw(x)]]]](λ s2[λx2[senators2(x2)]])

= λ s[λx[∃w[sRw∧ senatorw(x)]]]

≈ ‘the set of individuals that are senators in some accessible world’

b. Jpossible [CP that ϕ]K = JpossibleK(J[CP that ϕ]K)

= λ p〈s,t〉[λ s[∃w[sRw∧ p(s)]]](λ s2[ϕ(s2)])

= λ s[∃w[sRw∧ϕ(s)]]

≈ ‘the proposition that ϕ is true in some accessible world’

These simple computations are meant to illustrate that the syntactic variability of possible and related ad-

jectives does not entail a corresponding semantic variability: possible has a schematic but invariant lexical

semantics that can be instantiated by various types. Different syntactic environments will require different

instantiations of the general semantics, just as different environments call for different argument types for

and or or. The semantics for the from Chapter 2 is another example.

Having introduced an unambiguous analysis of possible, we can now ask whether such an analysis

sheds any light on the direct/implicit relative ambiguity. Assuming the framework from Chapter 3, here is

one interesting and novel prediction: there are two distinct syntactic structures for direct possible, namely

NP-adjunction and head-adjunction. As shown in (4.34), these structures generate slightly different inter-

pretations for possible senator.

(4.34) Two possible analyses of direct modal adjectives

a. NP-adjunction: [NP [AP possible] [NP [ϕ [SG]] [N senator]]]

λ s[λx[∃w[sRw∧◦ senatorw(x)]]]

‘the set of individuals that are possibly atomic senators’

b. Head-adjunction: [NP [ϕ [SG] [N [A possible] [N senator]]]]

λ s[λx[◦(λy[∃w[sRw∧ senatorw(y)]])(x)]]

‘the set of atomic individuals that are possible senators’
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Nothing from Chapter 2 blocks either of these structures in (4.34). Therefore, in the absence of reason to

think otherwise, I assume that both structures should be made available by the grammar. The slight meaning

difference between the structures in (4.34) are, I believe, unimportant. As far as I can tell, it is innocuous to

assume that if one is an atomic individual in one world, then s/he is in all worlds; similarly for non-atomic

individuals.8 If correct, this assumption renders the two options in (4.34) equivalent.

The availability of both (4.34a) and (4.34b) as grammatical phrases has an important consequence for

the architecture of modification: modal adjectives like possible can, on the present proposal, receive a direct

reading in both an inner position (as in (4.34b)) and in an outer position (as in (4.34a)). The theories of

Cinque (2010) and Larson (1999) predict this to be impossible, since on these approaches the syntactic

position of a DP-internal adjective is what determines its interpretation. According to the principles from

Chapter 2, though, inner versus outer syntactic position does not disambiguate the between the two readings

of modal adjectives. No non-ad hoc principle blocks a direct reading of possible in an outer modifier

position, and therefore the direct reading is generated in both inner and outer positions.

4.2.2 Outer position and reduced relative structure do not imply ‘implicit relative reading’

The syntactic position of adjectives with implicit relative readings is less straightforward to assess. On Lar-

son’s (1999) and Cinque’s (2010) dual source model of modification, outer adjectives are the predicates of a

covert, reduced relative clause structure. This assumption is taken to explain why outer adjectives differ se-

mantically from inner adjectives: the former are predicative and intersective, while the latter are attributive

and may or may not be intersective. At face value, then, this theory predicts that every candidate possi-

ble should be semantically equivalent to every candidate that was possible. Besides being at least mildly

ungrammatical, though, every candidate that was possible just does not intuitively mean the same thing

as every candidate possible. Instead, as Larson (2000a) noted, every candidate possible means something

closer to every candidate that it was possible to N, where N is an ellipsis site. This discrepancy implies that

even within a two-domains model, something extra needs to be said about implicit relative possible—if the

reduced relative structure comes from the outer position, then where does the complement of possible along

with the ellipsis site come from? The correct conclusion, I believe, is that the licensing of implicit relative

readings is dependent upon not just outer position and reduced relative structure, but also upon whatever

conditions license an infinitival complement of possible. We now turn to this and related issues.

8 A conclusive argument to this effect must take issues about trans-world identity seriously. Such issues are beyond the scope of
this dissertation.
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4.3 The internal structure of implicit relative modal adjectives in English

In this dissertation, I have so far made no use of reduced relative structures. This is not because I believe

there is clear evidence against them, but rather because I have attempted to show how all relevant facts

can be accounted for with only the null assumption that an adjective is simply an adjective, independent

of its position or function in a clause. However, Larson (2000a) showed that there are strong reasons to

suppose that indirect readings of possible do involve a certain kind of reduced relative clause structure. Here

I will provide additional arguments for a similar conclusion, but because these arguments invoke specific

properties of modal adjectives, they cannot be replicated for non-modal adjectives or generalized much at

all. The following claim hence pertains only to a small class of lexical items: both pre- and postnominally,

indirect readings of modal adjectives arise precisely when the adjective is surrounded by a covert, reduced

relative clause in which the modal is an AP predicate that has an silent infinitive clause complement with a

degree-based semantics (the silent complement is called N).

4.3.1 Modality type restrictions as evidence for covert structure

The first argument for a covert relative clause in implicit relative readings is based on a difference in the set

of modality types or flavors compatible with direct versus indirect modal adjectives. Possible is compatible

with a number of different modality types, and syntax at least partially restricts the kinds of modality types

possible can express. In (4.35a), possible is compatible with epistemic (knowledge) only; in (4.35b), deontic

(permission) and circumstantial (ability) only; in (4.35c), all of epistemic, deontic, and circumstantial.

(4.35) a. It is possible that Mary left.

b. It is possible for Mary to leave.

c. He’s a possible candidate.

The indirect reading of (4.36) supports only deontic and circumstantial modalities, which is exactly the set of

interpretations available when predicative possible takes an infinitival complement (cf. (4.35b)). Crucially,

this is not the same set of available modality types when possible has a direct reading, as in John is a possible

murderer; in that case, an epistemic interpretation is also available.

(4.36) Mary interviewed the tallest candidate possible.

Circumstantial: ‘the tallest candidate she was able to interview’
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Deontic: ‘the tallest candidate she was allowed to interview’

Epistemic: #‘the tallest candidate that she might have interviewed (for all we know)’

The same generalization can be made about necessary, suggesting that implicit relative possible and nec-

essary have the same semantic role that they do with an overt infinitive complement. To see this, note first

that examples parallel to (4.35) can be constructed for necessary and we get the same results: (4.37a) is

epistemic only (to the extent that the sentence is felicitous); (4.37b) is deontic (“she’s not allowed here”) or

circumstantial (“she’ll be late if she doesn’t”); and (4.37c) appears to be compatible with epistemic, deontic,

and circumstantial modal flavors.

(4.37) a. It is necessary that Mary left (given what we know about the world).

b. It is necessary for Mary to leave.

c. She’s a necessary candidate.

Again, necessary can only be interpreted deontically or circumstantially, coinciding exactly with the set of

modality types supported by predicative necessary when it occurs with an infinitive clause as complement.

(4.38) Mary interviewed the fewest candidates necessary.9

Circumstantial: “the smallest n such that interviewing n candidates achieved some goal”

Deontic: “the smallest n such that interviewing n candidates is permissible”

Epistemic: #“the smallest n such that for all we know, Mary interviewed n candidates”

(4.35)-(4.38) constitute strong evidence that on the implicit relative reading, possible and necessary have the

syntactic role of a predicative adjective with an infinitive (not finite) complement clause, and not the syntax

of a bare attributive adjective. Therefore, we have strong motivation for postulating a silent relative clause

structure N surrounding indirect possible/necessary/etc.10

4.3.2 Arguments that N is always a degree relative

Having established that indirect modal adjectives involve some kind of covert relative clause structure, we

are now in a position to ask precisely what kind of structure that might be, and precisely what kind of

meaning it might have. It will turn out that, in answering these questions, we will be led to an important

9 A quantity superlative is used here to increase pragmatic plausibility; I do not believe this is crucial.
10 I will not investigate in detail the mechanism by which the empty element receives its meaning; a number of possibilities exist;

see Larson 2000a and Romero 2013 for a move-and-reconstruct analysis.
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revision of Larson’s determiner restriction (see §3.3) on implicit relative readings. This in turn will provide

strong evidence that the complement of possible is always a degree-denoting relative clause, an idea that

generalizes Romero’s (2011,2013) analysis of modal superlatives. In virtue of this, we also generalize her

explanation of the locality constraints from §1.1.3 to universal and plain definite nominals. We now return

to the determiner restriction with the goal of gaining indirect insight into the semantics of N.

4.3.2.1 Revising the determiner restriction

Larson (2000a); Schwarz (2005); and Romero (2011,2013) have all noted that implicit relative readings of

possible are available only in the presence of a superlative or a universal. In these contributions possible

was taken to be a representative example of implicit relative adjectives in general, so research on this topic

has been guided by the notion that this determiner restriction is completely general for adnominal modal

adjectives. Here I propose that the determiner restriction is actually less stringent than it appears, but that

the lexical meaning of possible is incompatible with an indirect reading in the-headed definite descriptions.

More specifically, I will argue that combined with only the definite article and a head noun, implicit rel-

ative possible introduces a presupposition failure not introduced by other modal adjectives like necessary.

Therefore, this approach guarantees that the possible NP cannot in general have an implicit relative read-

ing, as desired. Since there is no such clash between possible and every or -est, though, implicit relative

readings are predicted to be available in the presence of these elements. On the other hand, no clash exists

between necessary and the definite article, so the necessary NP can admit of an implicit relative reading.

The degree-based semantics I develop for N constitute the first analysis that directly predicts this novel ob-

servation. It also explains why indirect necessary has a wider distribution than does indirect possible. The

treatment of all implicit relative modals as containing a covert degree relative clause is a non-obvious but

natural extension of Romero’s (2011,2013) proposal for modal superlatives.

The following collection of sentences shows that necessary can receive an implicit relative reading with

a slightly wider range of determiners than can possible: in addition to universals and superlatives, the definite

article appears to license an implicit relative interpretation of necessary, as long as the head noun is plural

or mass. This is illustrated in (4.39). Note also that the only and only the with a plural noun appear to also

license the relevant interpretation of the adjective.

(4.39) Context: I think we can survive in the wilderness, because we have what we need...

a. I brought every tool necessary.
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b. I brought the fewest tools necessary (so we can travel light).

c. I brought all the tools necessary.

d. I brought the tools necessary.

e. I brought the three tools necessary.

f. I brought [the only/only the] tools necessary.

Importantly, the judgments remain more-or-less unchanged if necessary appears in a prenominal position.

This fact reinforces the intuition that the sentences in (4.39) do indeed illustrate the relevant interpretation.

As expected, the direct reading also becomes available in (4.39)′ due to the prenominal position. Although

deviant for irrelevant reasons (i.e. world-knowledge violation), the sentences in (4.39)′ have a reading on

which necessary tools refers to the set of objects that are necessarily tools.11

(4.39)′ a.′ I brought every necessary tool.

b.′ I brought the fewest necessary tools (so we can travel light).

c.′ I brought all the necessary tools.

d.′ I brought the necessary tools.

e.′ I brought the three necessary tools.

f.′ I brought [the only/only the] necessary tools.

As with possible, indefinite, proportional and numerical quantifiers all fail to license the implicit relative

reading of necessary. This is shown for the postnominal position in (4.40) and for the prenominal position

in (4.41) (where I brought... should be prefixed to each example).

(4.40) a. *[some/several/ /0] tools necessary.

b. *[few(er than three)] tools nec.

c. *[each/no] tool(s) necessary.

d. *[the toolSG] necessary.

(4.41) a. ??[some/several/ /0] necessary tools.

b. *[few(er) than three] nec. tools.

c. *[each/no] necessary tool(s).

d. ??[the] necessary [toolSG].

So what is to be made of this distributional difference between possible and necessary? It may appear at

first to be a minor idiosyncrasy since Larson’s (2000a) determiner restriction still generally holds—it is just

11 The examples in (4.39)′-(4.41) may be complicated by an additional reading, paraphraseable as “I brought every tool that was
necessary,” in which necessary takes no complement. Such a parallel reading is not possible to test with possible, since the
corresponding paraphrase is ungrammatical. I leave this issue open for future research.
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that for certain lexical items the definite determiner in addition to universals and superlatives can support

implicit relative readings.

4.3.2.2 Explaining the determiner restriction: A parallel with amount relatives

(4.39)-(4.41) reveal a surprising empirical parallel that has consequences for the present analytical domain.

The parallel is with another determiner restriction that exists for amount relatives and/or relatives out of

existentials (depending on whose analysis; see Carlson 1977a for foundational discussion, and for recent

theoretical analyses Grosu & Landman 1998; Grosu & Krifka 2007; McNally 2008; Herdan 2008; Bylinina

2013). Amount readings of relative clauses are semantically distinct from ordinary restrictive readings in

that they intuitively denote quantities of stuff instead of properties of individuals. The amount reading can

be illustrated by the following ambiguous sentence, due to Heim (1987).

(4.42) It would take weeks to drink the champagne they spilled that evening.

a. Restrictive: ...to drink said champagne off the ground

b. Amount: ...to drink an amount of champagne equal to the amount they spilled

Sometimes alternatively called “degree relatives,” amount relatives are often discussed alongside two other

sentence-types: relatives out of existentials (e.g. (4.43)), and antecedent-contained deletion (ACD) relatives

(e.g. (4.44)).12

(4.43) a. Bill took with him the three books [RC there were on the table].

b. You’ve eaten every cookie [RC there was in the house].

c. Every man [RC there was on the life raft] died.

(4.44) Marv put everything he could in his pocket.

a. Restrictive: ‘every object he was able to put in’

b. Amount: ‘as much stuff as he was able to put in’

All three constructions—amount, existential, and ACD relatives—have been argued to semantically involve

quantification/abstraction over degrees (Carlson 1977a; Heim 1987; Grosu & Landman 1998; a.o.). On

this view, this type of relative clause contains in its gap position a silent degree variable or else a covert

12 McNally (2008) has shown that there are important differences between amount, existential, and ACD relatives. But we will not
go into detail, as the goal of this discussion is only to illustrate that a parallel determiner restriction exists for amount relatives
and related constructions.
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expression d-many NP(s). For example an abbreviated LF representation for (4.43a) would be roughly as

follows (simplified from Grosu & Landman 1998).

(4.45) [DP the [NP booksi λd[ [CP that [IP there be d-many booksi [PP on the table]]]]]]

The parallel that I suggest between these constructions and implicit relative necessary is quite direct: only

the definite article and universals like every (and any) are compatible with amount relatives, broadly con-

strued (Carlson 1977a). This pattern is nearly identical to the one observed with necessary above, strongly

suggesting that the two construction types exemplify a common phenomenon:

(4.46) a. Every hour this movie lasts beyond my bedtime means more aggravation for me.

b. [The, Those, Any] hours the movie lasts beyond my bedtime make little difference.

c. *Several hours that the movie lasted past my bedtime passed quickly.

d. *We whiled away some hours which the movie lasted past my bedtime.

(Carlson 1977a:530)

The same determiner restriction is observed in relatives-out-of-existentials, and the judgments turn out to

feel somewhat sharper. The following contrast additionally shows that attributive superlatives are possible

in this frame (see (4.47d)), thus strengthening the parallel between implicit relative modal adjectives on the

one hand, and degree-denoting relative clauses on the other.

(4.47) a. every book there was on the table

b. the (three) books there were on the table

c. the [(one)/(only)] book there was on the table

d. the longest books there were on the table

(4.48) a. *several/some/ /0 books there were on the table

b. *few(er than three)/many/most books there were on the table

And finally, recall from (4.40d) above that necessary cannot have an indirect reading with plain the if the

head noun is count and singular (e.g. *the tool necessary). Such a restriction is not observed in the presence

of only, however (cf. the only tool necessary). This pattern is mirrored by the relative-out-of-existential

construction, emphasizing the depth of the parallel:
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(4.49) a. The [one/only] man there was on the life raft died.

b. *The man there was on the life raft died.

There is much more to say about the distribution of amount relatives and related constructions (see

Carlson 1977a; Grosu & Landman 1998; McNally 2008), but of most relevance for us here is the following

generalization suggested by the last handful of examples introduced above:

(4.50) Determiner restriction for amount relatives

Relative clauses with a degree-based semantics are only licensed by the, (as long as the noun is

not count and singular), by the only, by -est, and by every.

Thus, if the implicit relative adjectives possible and necessary always contain a covert degree-referring

relative clause structure, then the determiner restriction introduced in §3 above actually follows from (4.50)

(with one exception, to be discussed shortly). Notice that this conclusion is vaguely reminiscent of Larson’s

(2000a) proposal that implicit relative possible is an ACD construction. In fact, if ACD relatives in general

also have a degree-based semantics, that would explain why they too share the determiner restriction.

So why is it then that necessary but not possible can have an implicit relative reading in simple definite

descriptions like the following?

(4.51) a. Mary interviewed the candidates necessary.

b. *Mary interviewed the candidates possible.

I will argue in §4 that the licensing of an implicit relative reading depends upon the presence of a univer-

sal quantifier somewhere in DP, and that this fact explains the asymmetry: possible is an existential quantifier

over worlds/situations, while necessary is a universal. I will spell out this account in full detail in §4.4s, af-

ter the general analysis of implicit relative readings is developed. But we first motivate the generalized

degree-based analysis via some background on the syntax of attributive adjective-infinitive structures.

4.3.3 The syntax of DP-internal infinitives, and explaining the locality restriction

Constructions of the form [DP D [NP N [AP A [CP . . .]]]] are plentiful in English. For example, the following

noun phrases are similar to every candidate possible N in containing a determiner, a noun, an infinitive

clause, and an adjective. Furthermore, for DP can be inserted between the noun and the infinitive in each

case, e.g. a hard nut for me to crack, just like ...possible for Mary to interview.
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(4.52) Clausal AIC

a. a hard nut to crack

b. an easy book to read

c. a good person to talk to

(4.53) Nominal AIC

a. a short guy to draft

b. a long book to assign

c. a pricey car to drive like that

In a series of papers Fleisher (2008,2011) has shown that the nominals in (4.52) and in (4.53), despite their

superficial similarity, fall into two subclasses with distinct syntactic and semantic properties. These classes

are called the clausal and nominal attributive-with-infinitive constructions (AICs), respectively. One differ-

ence between the two classes can be seen in the following examples: only clausal AICs can be paraphrased

with a sentence containing an expletive subject and a predicative AP containing the adjective and infinitive

(here ‘#’ is # on intended reading).

(4.54) a. It is hard to crack this nut.

b. It is easy to read this book.

c. It is good to talk to this person.

(4.55) a. #It is short to draft this guy.

b. #It is long to assign this book.

c. #It is pricey to drive this car like that.

The nominal attributive-with-infinitive construction differs from the tough-construction in involving attribu-

tive adjectives instead of predicative adjectives (Fleisher 2011). The clausal AIC, however, appears to be

possible for all tough-type adjectives: the examples in (4.52) are grammatical in the tough-frame in (4.56),

but the nominal AIC examples in (4.53) are marginal at best in this environment, as shown in (4.57).

(4.56) a. This nut is hard to crack.

b. This book is easy to read.

c. This person is good to talk to.

(4.57) a. ??This guy is short to draft.

b. ??This book is long to assign.

c. ??This car is pricey to drive like that.

In nominal AICs, the adjective semantically applies to the noun in a way that the adjective of a clausal AIC

does not: a short guy to draft is a guy with some degree of shortness, but a car that is an easy car to drive

cannot be considered “easy” independently of some capacity or activity such as driving. Fleisher (2011:345-

346) states that “[N]ominal-AIC DPs behave like ordinary predicative DPs in which an attributive adjective

modifies the following noun, while clausal AICs behave as if the attributive adjective does not modify the

noun at all.” This consideration and a number of others led Fleisher (2008) to analyze the adjective and the

infinitive of a clausal AIC as a syntactic constituent to the exclusion of the noun. The underlying structure
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Fleisher posits for a good person to talk to, for example, is abbreviated in (4.58). On his analysis, the CP is

extraposed at surface structure, so that the linear order of constituents is D-A-N-CP (a good person to talk

to), and not D-A-CP-N (*a good to talk to person).

(4.58) [DP [D a] [NP [AP [A good] [CP to talk to]] [NP [N person]]]]

Such a constituency reflects the intuition that in clausal AICs, the adjective does not modify the noun directly,

but rather acts something like the predicate of a reduced relative clause (cf. a person who is good to talk to).

We can use Fleisher’s diagnostics to shed light on the structure of DPs containing implicit relative

adjectives: for a noun phrase like every possible candidate, we can ask (i) does possible apply semantically

to candidate or not? and also (ii) does every possible candidate pattern like a clausal or nominal AIC with

respect to the frames in (4.54)-(4.57)? The answer to (i) appears to be that possible does not apply directly

to candidate. If it did, then the following syllogism would be valid, since Bill’s being a candidate makes him

a possible candidate. This contradicts the intuition that (4.59) is clearly invalid on the relevant interpretation

of P1.

(4.59) P1 Mary interviewed every possible candidate. P2 Bill is a candidate.

6∴ Mary interviewed Bill.

The invalidity of (4.59) suggests that implicit relative possible cannot have the syntax of a nominal AIC

adjective like short in (4.53).

Concerning question (ii), the judgments in (4.60) further suggest that implicit relative possible patterns

more like a clausal AIC adjective than it does a nominal AIC adjective (cf. (4.56) and (4.57)):

(4.60) a. It is possible (for Mary) to interview this candidate.

b. ?This candidate is possible (for Mary) to interview.

If we are correct in considering possible to be a clausal AIC adjective, then something like Fleisher’s struc-

ture in (4.58) could be extended to implicit relative possible (consistent with Larson’s (2000a) and to some

extent Romero’s (2013) syntax). That said, there are other ways to implement the constituency and each

will predict different truth-conditions depending upon the nature of possible’s covert argument, whether the

head noun syntactically originates within said complement or is purely external to it, etc.

I propose that the syntax of DPs containing implicit relative possible do have roughly the constituency
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in (4.58). But the considerations I will now introduce demand that the structure be slightly altered and

supplemented with an additional structural layer: the degree phrase (DegP). Some items commonly assumed

to occupy Deg head positions are too, so, comparative -er, and superlative -est (see Abney 1987 for early

discussion). A DegP complement of D has been argued to exist for postnominal infinitive structures such

as (4.61a) and (4.62a) by Dubinsky (1998). The structures that Dubinsky posits for (4.61a) and (4.62a)—

(4.61b) and (4.62b), respectively—contain the silent degree operators MAX (for “maximal”) and SUFF (for

“sufficient”), respectively, whose semantics are discussed in §3 below (none were provided in Dubinsky

1998).

(4.61) a. THE ([Di]) car to drive is a Porsche.

b. [DP [D the] [DegP [Deg MAX] [NP [NP car] [CP to drive]]]]

(4.62) a. A person to pilot the ship is what Jason was looking for.

b. [DP [D a] [DegP [Deg SUFF] [NP [NP person] [CP to pilot the ship]]]]

This analysis of postnominal infinitives can be extended to cases in which superlative morphology is present,

as in (4.63a). There are independent reasons for analyzing superlative -est as a Deg head (see Heim 1999;

Kennedy 1999 and references therein), so the structures in (4.61) and (4.62) model sentence (4.63a) in a

natural way. Unlike the adjectiveless cases, though, the analysis of (4.63a) involves an overt degree head (-

est instead of SUFF/MAX), and also overt movement of the adjective to the Deg position, in which a complex

head easy-est is formed.

(4.63) a. the easiest car to drive

b. [DP [D the] [DegP [Deg -est] [NP [NP [N car]] [AP [A easy] [CP to drive]]]]]

=⇒ [DP [D the] [DegP [Deg [Ai easy] [Deg -est]] [NP [NP [N car]] [AP ti [CP to drive]]]]]

This syntax predicts a very high default position for adjectives that are associated with DP-internal infinitival

clauses, at least when independent grounds exist for positing a DegP layer inside DP. The contrasts in (4.64)

are expected on this analysis, since superlatives and tough-adjectives with infinitives are required to project

a DegP layer above NP and since NP is the structural layer in which attributive adjectives are adjoined.

(4.64) a. the easiest imported car to drive // *the imported easiest car to drive

b. an easy trashy novel to read // *a trashy easy novel to read
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If structures of the kind in (4.64) are syntactically parallel to implicit relative readings of modals in having

the general shape [DP D [DegP . . .]], then we also have an explanation for the locality restriction introduced

in §1.1.3. Specifically, if possible in every possible candidate occupies the same position as easy in (4.63a),

then it follows that no adjective can intervene between Deg and possible (provided we assume that adjectives

can only adjoin to NP or N, as proposed in Chapter 3:§4). This correctly predicts the distribution of implicit

relative readings prenominally in English (see §1.2 for details):13

(4.65) a. Mary interviewed every possible smart candidate. 3implicit relative

b. Mary interviewed every smart possible candidate. 7implicit relative

To summarize so far: I have provided theoretical and empirical motivation that implicit relative readings

of modal adjectives in English contain a reduced relative clause structure with the semantics of a degree

relative; that when an implicit relative adjectives is present in DP, D selects for DegP instead of NP; and

that Deg can be filled by superlative -est, or else a silent operator like MAX or SUFF. These assumptions

account for two defining syntactic properties of implicit relative readings: the determiner restriction—that

only universals license this reading of modal adjectives—and the locality restriction—that an adjective must

be adjacent or nearly adjacent to D in order to have this reading.

4.4 Formalizing the new analysis of implicit relative modals in English

In this section I formalize the amount relative analysis of indirect modal adjectives sketched in the previous

section. I focus on implicit relative readings of the lexical items necessary and possible, the latter of which

we’ve seen has a slightly more restricted distribution than the former (§3.3). I believe that the analysis

presented can be extended to imaginable, conceivable, and any other adjective that can have the relevant

kind of reading.

The presentation proceeds as follows: I first present derivations for the syntax and semantics of implicit

relative readings in every-universals and in superlative DPs. When relevant, points of divergence between

my analyses and those of Romero (2013), Larson (2000a), and Schwarz (2005) are identified. Following this,

we turn to the topic of implicit relative adjectives in plain definite descriptions. Building on the discussion

in §3.3, it is proposed that implicit relative readings are impossible with possible because no element in

the DP the NPs possible contains a universal quantifier in its lexical semantics, and this absence leads to

13 In postnominal position, recall that implicit relative adjectives always scope over prenominal adjectives. This fact can also be
squeezed out of the DegP analysis, a topic we address fully in §4.4.
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an unsatisfiable presupposition (unsatisfiable under a commonsense understanding of what it means for

something to be “possible”). Specifically, the constituent [DP the [AP possible [CPN . . .TO VERB . . .]]

NP[PL]] presupposes that there is a unique element of J∗NPK@ that is verbed in some accessible world.

The corresponding structure with necessary, however, presupposes the existence of a unique element of

J∗NPK@ that is verbed in every accessible world. This aligns with intuitions about what, e.g. I brought the

tools necessary means. The analysis of implicit relative readings in definite descriptions is then applied to

definites containing only (e.g. the only tools possible), a construction that has not been identified or analyzed

in the literature to date. Finally, in §4.4, I argue that the distribution of direct versus indirect readings of

modal adjectives in English follows without further stipulation from the hypotheses advanced in this chapter

and in Chapter 2. In other words, the existence or non-existence of two distinct syntactic domains for

attributive modifiers is logically independent from the question of why direct and indirect readings of modal

adjectives distribute the way that they do in English.

4.4.1 Deriving implicit relative readings in universals

While the emphasis of this analysis is mostly on the syntactic and semantic relationship between D, Deg, AP,

and N, and less so with DP-external processes, for concreteness I assume that the SILENT verb below CPamt

is licensed under identity with the matrix verb.14 I do not assume raising of the object to be necessary for the

resolution of possible’s complement, though quantifier raising (QR), type-raising or something functionally

equivalent will inevitably be required to resolve the type mismatch between the 〈e,〈e, t〉〉-type verb and the

〈〈e, t〉, t〉-type direct object.

I propose the following analysis of indirect (= implicit relative) readings of modal attributive adjectives

in universal nominals, using the item possible in the noun phrase I brought every tool possible as an example.

The structure of the target noun phrase in (4.66) is broken into two parts: the infinitive amount/degree CP

(in b.), and the DP structure above that CP (in a.). The complement of possible is 〈e, t〉-type but contains a

free degree variable d. This variable is bound via abstraction above the modal adjective, yielding 〈d,〈e, t〉〉

as the type for the constituent [AP possible N].

14 This may run into problems in ditransitive sentences, where what is elided is not even a constituent, much less a sole verb.
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(4.66) a. DP

D
every

DegP

NP
tool

Deg′

Deg
MAX

AP1

λd AP0

A
possible

CPamt

b. CPamt

λx
C

FOR

TP

DP
PRO T

TO

VP

BRING d-MANY x

The interpretation of CPamt is the following 〈e, t〉-type expression.

(4.67) JCPamtK = λx[d-many(x)∧bring(x)(PRO)]]

Possible then composes with CPamt, after which the free degree variable is abstracted over. This yields a

〈d,〈e, t〉〉-type expression as the semantics for AP1, precisely the input type for MAX (recall that the presence

of MAX in amount relative clauses is motivated by the arguments of Grosu & Landman (1998)):

(4.68) JAP1K = λd[λx[♦[bring(x)(PRO)∧d-many(x)]]]

The Deg operator MAX then applies to this higher AP. As can be seen from the lexical entry for MAX in

(4.69), adapted and simplified from Grosu & Landman’s (1998), its semantics are quite similar to those of

standardly assumed meanings for superlative -est.

(4.69) JMAXK = λP〈d,〈e,t〉〉[λx[∃d[Pd(x)∧∀y[Pd(y)→ y = x]]]]

Application of the maximalization operation to JAP1K yields

(4.70) JDeg′K = JMAXK(JAP1K) =

λx[∃d[(♦[bring(x)(PRO)∧d-many(x)])∧∀y 6= x[¬(♦[bring(y)(PRO)∧d-many(y)])]]]

Since the meaning of Deg′ has type 〈e, t〉—the same as a noun modulo intensionality—it can compose with

NP via intersective modification (predicate modification), yielding the meaning for DegP shown in (4.71):

(4.71) JDegPK = PM(JDeg′K)(λx1[tool(x)]) =

λx[tool(x)∧∃d[(♦[bring(x)(PRO)∧d-many(x)])∧

∀y 6= x[¬(♦[bring(y)(PRO)∧d-many(y)])]]]
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To finish the DP structure, we integrate every’s standard meaning:

(4.72) JDPK = JeveryK(JDegPK) =

λQ[∀x[[tool(x)∧∃d[(♦[bring(x)(PRO)∧d-many(x)])∧

∀y 6= x[¬(♦[bring(y)(PRO)∧d-many(y)])]]→ [Q(x)]]]]

Zooming out, the matrix subject and verb are incorporated into the structure via something like QR.

(4.73) [TP [DP I] [T′ PST [VP bring [DP every tool MAX

λd possible λx [FOR PRO TO BRING d-MANY x]]]]]

The truth-conditions for I brought every tool possible, then, are the following:

(4.74) ∀x(tool(x)∧∃d[(♦[bring(x)(PRO)∧d-many(x)])∧

∀y 6= x[¬(♦[bring(y)(PRO)∧d-many(y)])]])→ brought(x)(me)

‘For any x, if x is the maximal tool-sum it was possible for me to bring, then I brought x.’

This analysis extends to postnominal implicit relative necessary, as the reader may verify.

A nice consequence of this analysis is that prenominal implicit relative adjectives can be assigned the

same structure—the only difference is that in this case the NP specifier of Deg will appear to the left instead

of to the right of Deg. Because the hierarchical structure is the same, though, so will be the truth-conditions.

(4.75) [DP [D every] [DegP [Deg′ [Deg MAX] [AP1 λd [AP0 [A possible] CPamt ]]] [NP tool] ]]

This analysis derives the locality restriction: assuming the conclusion of Chapter 3:§3 that attributive adjec-

tives can only adjoin to NP or N, any additional adjectives inserted into (4.75) will linearly follow possible.

And there is no appropriate adjunction site for additional adjectives within the Deg′ constituent. In com-

parison to Romero’s (2013) and Schwarz’s (2005) analyses, mine is unique in deriving both the locality

restriction and the fact that postnominal adjectives can receive implicit relative readings in the first place.

4.4.2 Implicit relative readings with superlatives (‘modal superlatives’)

A brief refresher on degree-based semantics: equative and comparative sentences like (4.76) are paired with

structures as below, where the morphemes as and -er are analyzed as heads of the DegP projection.15

15 Mary is labeled as XP here to remain neutral as to whether there is elided material surrounding this DP.
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(4.76) a. John is as tall as Mary.

[TP John [VP is [DegP [Deg′ [Deg as] [AP tall]] [PP [P as] [XP Mary]]]]]

b. John is taller than Mary.

[TP John [VP is [DegP [Deg′ [Deg -er] [AP tall]] [PP [P than] [XP Mary]]]]]

Such structures are interpreted as statements about relations between degrees; here the relevant degrees

would be the respective heights of John and Mary. The following semantics can then be assigned to -er and

as (adapted and simplified from Seuren (1973); Bierwisch (1989); and Heim (2000)).

(4.77) a. J-erK = λD〈d,〈e,t〉〉[λx[λy[∃d[Dd(y)∧¬Dd(x)]]]]

b. J asK = λD〈d,〈e,t〉〉[λx[λy[∀d[Dd(x)→ Dd(y)]]]]

Combination of comparative or equative morphology with a positive-form 〈d,〈e, t〉〉-type adjective yields a

transitive relation on individuals.16

Superlative -est can be analyzed in a similar fashion, but with two crucial differences: first, superlative

adjectives, whether analytic (most expensive) or synthetic (cheapest), should denote intransitive properties

of individuals; and second, the interpretation of a superlative is always relative to some comparison class

of potentially unbounded size (in contrast to comparatives). Because of comparison class relativity, we

introduce an additional 〈e, t〉-type argument place int -est’s semantics, which represents the comparison

class (hence the variable name ‘C’). The following three-place semantics -est is adapted from Heim 1999:2.

(4.78) J-estK = λC〈e,t〉[λD〈d,〈e,t〉〉[λx[∃d[Dd(x)∧∀y[[C(y)∧ y 6= x]→¬Dd(y)]]]]]

As per the discussion above, I assume that in superlative DPs, D selects for a DegP complement, headed

by -est (or most in the case of analytic superlatives). This means that the direct object in John climbed the

highest possible mountain, for example, will have the following structure:

(4.79) [DP [D the] [DegP [Deg′ [Deg -est] [AP [A possible] λx [CPN FOR PRO TO CLIMB x ]]]

λd [NP [AP [A high] d] [NP [N mountain]]]]]

Because the syntax contains the overt degree head -est, no covert MAX operator enters into the derivation as

it does in universals. The compositional semantics for the structure in (4.79) works out to the e-type term in

16 The lexical semantics of equative as intuitively differs from that of -er only in requiring that every degree holding of one
individual argument also holds of the other.
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(4.80). Integrating the rest of the matrix clause (John climbed ), we then get the formula (4.81) (NB: the

notations Pd and d-P are equivalent to P(d)).

(4.80) JDPK = ιx[∃d[(d-high(x)∧mtn(x))∧

∀y[(♦climb(y)(PRO)∧ y 6= x)→¬(d-high(y)∧mtn(y))]]]

‘the unique d-high mountain x such that anything other than x that is possible to climb is either

not a mountain or else is less than d-high’

(4.81) John climbed the highest mountain possible. =⇒ climbed(4.80)(john)

Adopting the kind of constituency I have above creates a difficulty in the derivation of postnominal modal

superlatives. Roughly, if we assume the following syntax, then we are required to assume that -est is

interpreted in the Deg position but is pronounced along with high in its surface position. If linear order

is read left-to-right from the tree, we would predict the high mountain -est possible to be the pronunciation

of the target noun phrase.

(4.82) a. John climbed the highest mountain possible.

b. [DP the [DegP λd [NP [AP [A high]d] [NP [N mountain]]] [Deg′ [Deg -est]

[AP [A possible] λx [CPN FOR PRO TO CLIMB x ]]]]]

I will simply assume that some process applies to (4.82b) and yields the observed linear order of morphemes,

setting aside for future investigation any potential side-effects of this decision. I am not sure if this kind of

assumption has undesirable consequences other than that it is slightly inelegant. Such an ad hoc appeal, I

would say/hope, is on a par with stipulations made in competing theories. In the present analysis, though,

this problem arises only for -est; the analyses of universals and definites are unaffected.

Finally, some remarks are in order regarding the relationship of the above derivations to Romero’s (2013)

quite similar one for the same construction. On this proposal, three-place -est is crucially used, whereas

Romero argues that two-place -est is superior. However, her arguments to this effect are based upon the

assumption that (comparative) superlatives involve a non-standard use of the definite article in which the

is interpreted as an indefinite determiner. On my account, by contrast, I maintain a uniform semantics

for the definite article. As far as I can tell, this patches the problem that would exist for a three-place -

est analysis. My account also interprets -est in (roughly) its base position, requiring no movement-based

scoping mechanism. The comparison class of -est is instead fixed precisely when N is resolved. At the same
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time, I do follow Romero in analyzing [AP possible N] as the overt expression of -est’s comparison class.

The extensions of the degree-based semantics to universals above and to definites below are innovations of

the present work.

4.4.3 Definites: why are possible and necessary different?

Recall the observation from §3 that necessary but not possible can receive an implicit relative reading in

ordinary definite descriptions:

(4.83) a. I brought with me the necessary tools. 3direct, 3implicit relative

b. I brought with me the tools necessary. 7direct, 3implicit relative

(4.84) a. I brought with me the possible tools. 3direct, 7implicit relative

b. *I brought with me the tools possible. (N/A)

Focusing on the unambiguous postnominal construction, I propose that the direct object the tools necessary

of (4.83b) has the syntactic structure in (4.85). The most salient difference between the structure in (4.85)

and the analyses of universals and superlatives is the lack of a DegP layer between D and NP. The motivation

for this omission is semantic in nature, as I will explain at the conclusion of this (sub)section.

(4.85) [DP [D the] [NP1 [NP0 PL [N tools]] [AP [A necessary]

[CPamt λx [ [C FOR] [TP [DP PRO] [ [T TO] [VP BRING d-MANY x] ]]]]]]]

The derivation of the semantics of (4.83b), based upon the structure in (4.85), runs in the following way (for

readability we integrate modal reference via �/♦ instead of ∀w/∃w): the covert CP complement N (=CPamt)

of necessary is an amount relative clause, but because of the lack of a DegP layer in plain definites, no

operator binds the degree variable inside N and so it remains free. N is therefore of type 〈e, t〉 and can serve

as the argument of necessary (assuming a polymorphic semantics parallel to possible’s in (4.32)):

(4.86) JAPK = λx[�[d-many(x)∧bring(x)(PRO)]]

The meaning in (4.86) for the constituent [AP necessary N] is thus also of type 〈e, t〉 and so can compose

via intersection with the NP [NP0 PL [N tools]], yielding yet another property-denoting expression as the

meaning of NP1:

(4.87) JNP1K = λx[∗tools(x)∧�[d-many(x)∧bring(x)(PRO)]]
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Finally, (4.87) serves as the argument to the, resulting in the e-type expression in (4.88a) for the meaning

of the tools necessary. We spell out the corresponding expression with world variables in (4.88b), which is

additionally reduced from type 〈s,e〉 to e via evaluating it at the actual world @.

(4.88) a. JDPK = ιx[∗tools(x)∧�[d-many(x)∧bring(x)(PRO)]]

b. JDPK = ιx[∗tools@(x)∧∀w[@Rw→ d-manyw(x)∧bringw(x)(PRO)]]

It is perhaps easiest to grasp the predicted meaning of the tools necessary when reference to worlds is

encoded quantificationally, as in (4.88b). Suppose for concreteness that the modal flavor of necessary is

teleological, so that I brought the tools necessary means something like “In order to accomplish what I need

to accomplish (say, with tools), there is a set of tools x that I need to bring, and I brought x.” The expression

in (4.88b) can then be paraphrased as “the unique set of tools x such that in every situation w in which I

accomplish what I need to accomplish, x has d-many parts and I brought x in w.”17 This appears to be just

what the target DP intuitively means: if it is necessary to bring a screwdriver and tinfoil, and if I brought

both items, then regardless of what other tools I may or may not have brought, it is true that I brought the

tools necessary. In this case, the sum of the screwdriver and the tinfoil would correspond to x in the previous

paraphrase, i.e. in any alternative situation in which I bring what I need to, I bring at least these two items.

Plugging in the matrix subject and verb, then, the truth conditions of (4.83b) on the teleological reading are

predicted to be those specified in (4.89).

(4.89) J(4.83b)K = brought@(ιx[∗tools@(x)∧∀w[@Rw→ d-manyw(x)∧bringw(x)(PRO)]])(me)

‘I brought with me the unique group of tools x such that it is necessary to bring (at least) x to

achieve what I need to achieve.’

These truth-conditions assert that I brought the set of tools x that are required for achieving what I need to.

I will now show that applying the above analytical strategy to implicit relative possible results in a mean-

ing that has an unsatisfiable (in reasonable circumstances) presupposition. I propose that it is exactly this

semantic deviance that accounts for the judgment that possible does not admit of an implicit relative reading

in definite descriptions (cf. (4.51a), (4.51b)). Assuming the phrase structure in (4.85) applies to possible

and other modal adjectives as well, we generate the structure and truth-conditions for (4.90) in (4.90a) and

17 Note that the d-manyw(x) conjunct is just an artifact of the degree-based analysis of N; as far as I can tell, this conjunct is
harmless so long as we assume that if x has n parts in @, then x has n parts in all alternative worlds/situations in which it exists.
Again, issues of trans-world identity reach beyond the goals of this dissertation.
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(4.90b), respectively. Again, we use quantification over worlds in the object language to represent modal

reference; here possible introduces an existential world-quantifier.

(4.90) */#I brought with me the tools possible.

a. [DP [D the] [NP1 [NP0 PL [N tools]] [AP [A possible]

[CPamt λx [ [C FOR] [TP [DP PRO] [ [T TO] [VP BRING d-MANY x] ]]]]]]]

b. brought@(ιx[∗tools(x)∧∃w[@Rw∧d-many(x)∧bringw(x)(PRO)]])(me)

Consider now what statement (4.90b) says, setting aside x’s numerosity: “I brought the unique set of tools x

such that for some situation in which I accomplish what I need to, I bring x.” The presupposition of (4.90b)

is therefore that there is only a single set of tools that is possible for me to bring. This contradicts the strong

intuition that (4.90) carries with it no such implication. Instead, (4.90) means something like “I brought

with me the unique set of tools x such that for every atomic part xn of x, there is some situation in which

I accomplish what I need to and in which I bring xn.” In other words, what is missing here is a universal

quantifier over subparts of x. The following formula, for example, accurately captures what (4.90) might

mean if it were a grammatical sentence:

(4.91) brought@(ιx[∗tools(x)∧∀y < x[∃w[@Rw∧bringw(y)(PRO)]]])(me)

But because no quantifier akin to ∀y < x is present in any of the lexical items in *the tools possible, the

stronger, implausible presupposition is generated for this noun phrase. A quantificational device over sub-

parts is not required to generate a coherent meaning for I brought the tools necessary, since the truth of this

statement requires that there is a specific set of tools that I bring in every situation of the relevant kind.

Further support for the proposed analysis of possible versus necessary comes from DP-internal only. It

was observed above that possible can receive an implicit relative interpretation in the frames [DP the only

[NP N ]] and [DP the only [NP N]]. For example, there is an implicit relative interpretation of possible

in I brought the only tools possible. Provided a standard, scalar semantics for only, the meaning we derive

for this sentence has no unsatisfiable presuppositions, in contrast to the same sentence with only omitted.

Comparing again (4.90b) with (4.91), it is evident that the presence of a universal quantifier is required to

capture the meaning of the relevant sentence. Only, I suggest, provides a suitable quantifier. The first step

towards showing this is to define a lexical entry for only; the following is a presuppositional version of

Rooth’s (1985) denotation:
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(4.92) JonlyK = λP〈e,t〉[λx : [P(x)].[∀y 6= x[¬P(y)]]]

Assuming the bracketing of the only tools possible is strictly right-branching, then this phrase’s derivation

is parallel to that of the tools possible, differing only in that before NP composes with D, only operates on

NP. This yields the following term:

(4.93) Jthe only tools possibleK

= ιx : [∗tools(x)∧∃w[@Rw∧d-many(x)∧bringw(x)(PRO)]]

.[∀y 6= x[¬[∗tools(y)∧∃w[@Rw∧d-many(y)∧bringw(y)(PRO)]]]]

The DP in (4.93) refers to the unique x such that for any y other than x, if y is a set of tools, then in all

situations w in which I achieve what I need to, either y is smaller than x, or else I do not bring y in w.

Furthermore, this DP presupposes that, i.e. is defined iff, the following condition holds: x is a set of tools

and it is possible to bring x; or equivalently iff x is a set of tools that is brought in some situation in which I

achieve what I need to.

The difference between the felicitous (4.93) and the deviant (4.90b) is now evident: the latter refers to

the unique set x of tools that it is possible to bring, while the former presupposes that x is a set of tools

possible to bring, and refers to the unique such x with the property that no other set of tools as large as x

is possible to bring. The introduction of only therefore shifts what is asserted to be unique: without only,

the presupposition is that there is a unique set of tools possible to bring (an implausible situation). But with

only, the uniqueness condition applies to the asserted component, and the presupposition is weaker, namely

that x is a set of tools possible to bring (and not the set of tools). Once again, we have seen that the presence

of a genuine universal quantifier—in this case provided by only—is required for the licensing of implicit

relative readings of modal adjectives.

To conclude this section, we return to the hypothesized syntactic difference between definite DPs with

implicit relative adjectives on the one hand, and superlative and universal DPs on the other (we leave un-

addressed the syntax of definites containing only). The syntax of plain definites differs from the syntax of

modal superlatives and universals in lacking a DegP layer between D and NP. The semantic motivation for

this hypothesized difference is as follows: if a DegP layer were present in the syntax of plain definites,

then some kind of covert degree operator would have to be present in the Deg position. The possibilities

might include the maximality operator MAX, a minimality operator SUFF, and probably a host of other
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operators proposed in the literature. Introducing such operators into the syntax, however, complicates truth-

conditional representations. Consider the meaning we would derive for the tools MAX necessary if we

assumed that DegP is projected by the MAX operator in simple definites.

(4.94) ιx[∗tool(x)∧∃d[(�(d-many(x)∧bring(x)(PRO)))

∧∀y < x[¬(�(d-many(y)∧bring(y)(PRO)))]]]

‘the unique set of d-many tools x such that x is necessary to bring, and such that for any subpart

y of x, there is a situation in which I achieve what I need to and in which either y is less is than

d-large, or else y is not brought’

While this denotation may not lead to blatant contradictions, it includes conditions that are either seman-

tically vacuous (assuming the size of a set is invariant across worlds) or else involve cross-world binding

configurations (e.g. consider the scopes of ∃d and ∀w). The simpler truth-conditions delivered by the syntax

in (4.85), on the other hand, correspond in a straightforward way to intuitions about what it means for I

brought the tools necessary to be true.

Perhaps the most interesting generalization to be made from this section is that implicit relative readings

of modal adjectives always require the presence of a universal quantifier of some kind. The reasons for

this requirement appear to vary across constructions, but the existence of the requirement seems general.

This perspective allows us to explain the novel observation that necessary but not possible can have an

implicit relative reading in plain definite descriptions. Another important conclusion we have been led to is

that definites can license implicit relative interpretations at all—this fact reveals a deep connection between

the semantics of the implicit relative construction and the semantics of amount relatives; more specifically

the previously mysterious determiner restriction can now be understood as just one instantiation of a more

general determiner restriction that exists for all amount/degree relative clauses.

4.4.4 Deriving the Bolinger distribution without a two-tiered DP

To recap, the direct versus indirect/implicit relative alternation in modal attributive adjectives has syntactic

properties characteristic of other Bolinger contrasts. The basic distribution of readings of possible as an

attributive modifier are summarized in (i)-(ii). Points (iii)-(iv) indicate which interpretations are possible

when possible appears twice in a single DP, the environment in which the syntax-sensitivity of this ambiguity

is most evident.
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(4.95) Prenominally, ambiguous

(i) [DP D possibleIR/∗direct N ]

(4.96) Postnominally, unambiguously implicit relative

(ii) [DP D N possibleIR/∗direct ]

(4.97) When the two readings co-occur, modal always “outscopes” direct

(iii) [DP D possibledirect N possibleIR ] (IR>direct, *direct>IR)

(iv) [DP D possibleIR possibledirect N ], but *[DP D possibledirect possibleIR N ]

In this chapter I have argued that these generalizations can be derived from three basic ingredients: a well-

motivated but simple theory of attributive modification and DP structure (Chapter 2); a concrete understand-

ing of the selectional and semantic properties of possible (§3); and finally, a small handful of independent

facts about the internal syntax and semantics of degree/amount relative clauses. Therefore, the distribution

of direct and indirect readings as schematized in (4.95)-(4.97) does not require, or even strongly suggest,

that two distinct domains of modification in DP matter here (though this kind of split-DP hypothesis is of

course consistent with the analyses I have developed). Let us now see why this is in detail, point by point.

Point (i) states that in prenominal position, possible can receive both the direct and the indirect reading. The

former is achieved by adjoining [AP [A possible]] to the head noun, which can be done at the N-level or at

the NP-level. The derivation of the latter reading is given in the preceding subsections (§4.1-4.3).

Point (ii) states that in postnominal position, possible has only the implicit relative reading. Presumably the

absence of a direct reading is just a special case of English’s general (albeit violable) tendency to disallow

bare adjectival modifiers in post-noun position. While I know of no systematic theory of which adjec-

tives can appear postnominally, the generalization appears to be roughly that the more syntactic structure a

modifier has, the more likely it is to be permissible in post-noun position. For example, it is well known

that whether an adjective takes a complement can affect its grammaticality as a postnominal modifier (see

e.g. Abney 1987):

(4.98) a. the proud father

b. *the father proud

(4.99) a. the father [AP proud of his son]

b. *the [AP proud of his son] father
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When bare adjectives are grammatical postnominally, as in the stars visible, every man blessed, or the issues

identified, they tend to have a certain degree of morphological complexity, or else are participial forms.

Whatever the reason for these tendencies, it appears that bare possible does not make the cut.

On the other hand, I hypothesize that implicit relative possible can appear in the postnominal position

precisely because it is underlyingly the only pronounced element in a genuine (albeit covert) relative clause.

And since relative clauses are uniformly postnominal in English, it follows that implicit relative possible

can appear in this position.

Point (iii): When possible co-occurs pre- and postnominally, the postnominal instance (which is always

indirect given point (ii)) necessarily has “scope” above the prenominal, direct instance in the sense that the

postnominal instance is the surface constituent that takes the noun modified by the prenominal instance as

its semantic argument.18 This generalization can be seen in (4.100), which has has only the a. reading.

(4.100)Mary interviewed every possibledirect candidate possibleindirect.

3indirect>direct: ‘every [potential candidate ] possible to interview’

7direct>indirect: ‘everyone who might be this: a candidate possible to interview’

The DegP analysis of implicit relative readings accounts for this fact via the assumption that D selects for

DegP in this context, and not for NP. In the structure (4.101) for (4.100), the unit consisting of postnominal

possible and MAX takes the entire NP possible candidate as its semantic argument. This is necessarily the

case if prenominal possible can only adjoin to N or NP.

(4.101)Mary interviewed [DP [D every] [DegP [NP possible candidate ]

[Deg′ [Deg MAX] [AP [A possible] [CP . . .]]]]]

A structure like (4.102) would be required to generate the opposite scoping. But again, (4.102) adjoins

possible to DegP, which is not permissible assuming the claims of Chapter 2.

(4.102)*Mary interviewed [DP [D every] [DegP [AP possible] [DegP [NP candidate]

[Deg′ [Deg MAX] [AP [A possible] [CP . . .]]]]]]

A final brief observation about point (iii): something even more general can be stated about the “scope”

of implicit relative adjectives. They appear to scope over all other attributive modifiers. Because implicit

18 I do not consider the possibility of both instances having the implicit relative reading. It is unclear whether this interpretation of
e.g. every possible candidate possible is available, probably due to its difficulty to parse.
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relative adjectives are semantically intersective, this is most clearly shown with non-intersective adjectives,

which generate distinct truth-conditions depending upon their hierarchical relationship to other modifiers.

So consider the adjectives former and alleged, which may apparently scope above or below postnominal

modifiers. For example, (4.103a) may refer to a former student who is located at Ohio State or an alum of

Ohio State. Similarly one may or may not presuppose that the referent of the alleged criminal who murdered

my father murdered my father, depending upon whether alleged adjoins directly to criminal to the exclusion

of the relative clause, or whether it adjoins to the unit consisting of the noun and the relative clause.

(4.103)a. a former student at Ohio State

b. the alleged criminal who murdered my family

With the flexibility of these items’ adjunction sites in mind, consider now how former and alleged interact

scopally with implicit relative possible. The examples in (4.104) are unambiguous. In all cases, implicit rela-

tive possible necessarily scopes above the non-subsective adjective—including prenominal indirect possible

((4.104c)). This is expected on the DegP analysis.

(4.104)a. Mary interviewed every former candidate possible.

“every ex-candidate it was possible to interview”

#“every x such that x used to be a candidate it was possible to interview”

b. Mary interviewed every alleged candidate possible.

“every x such that x was alleged to be a candidate it was possible to interview x”

#“every x such that it is alleged that: x is a candidate it was possible to interview x”

c. Mary interviewed every possible candidate possible.

“every potential candidate it was possible to interview”

#“every x such that x is possibly the following: a cand. it was possible to interview”

Thus, Larson’s (2000a) observation that postnominal possible must scope above prenominal possible ac-

tually has little to do with the lexical item possible, and more to do with the syntactic structure of DPs

containing implicit relative adjectives.

Point (iv) states that if possible is iterated prenominally, direct possible cannot precede implicit relative

possible. This generalization follows from the discussion of point (iii) above. In particular, interpreting

the first possible as direct in the string every possible possible candidate, we would need to adjoin it above
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DegP, which again is not permitted by the set of assumptions from Chapter 2.

To conclude the point-by-point summary of the analysis: implicit relative possible takes very wide scope

inside DP—so wide that if it is prenominal it must (almost) always appear adjacent to the determiner.19 This

means that no modifiers can intervene between the determiner and prenominal implicit relative possible,

including—as a special case—direct possible. And since direct possible is sometimes outscoped by post-

nominal modifiers, it is not surprising that postnominal indirect possible outscopes it, too.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter I have argued that the basic distributional properties of the direct/implicit relative ambiguity in

modal adjectives can be captured by (i) defining a single polymorphic semantics for modal adjectives, which

allows them to compose with constituents of various logical types; and (ii) postulating a silent amount/degree

relative clause complement N for modal adjectives with indirect (implicit relative) interpretations. Existing

approaches to this ambiguity have assumed more exotic formalisms in order to derive the distribution of

readings, such as positing a lexical ambiguity in modal adjectives or placing the burden of explanation on

the existence of two distinct structural tiers for DP-internal modifiers. A problem with the latter approach

is that it stipulates where and when direct and indirect readings will arise, on a language-to-language basis

without appeal to known interpretive properties of noun phrases. In my approach, the lexical semantics and

syntactic subcategorization properties of specific items instead determine when and where such items will

receive which kind of interpretation. I have also introduced some novel facts about implicit relative readings

in English, and shown that the analysis I propose can account for them in a way that previous theories

cannot. This approach, in particular component (ii), derives a puzzling determiner restriction on implicit

relative readings in a motivated and empirically accurate fashion.

19 I say ‘almost’ because the following appears to admit of an implicit relative interpretation: Mary interviewed every single possible
candidate. Explaining why this might be the case is an area of current investigation.
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Chapter 5

Related issues and applications

5.0 Introduction

This chapter discusses a variety of issues peripherally related to the primary subject matter of the disserta-

tion. Each section is more-or-less self-contained. The first section revisits the status of the type-mismatch

repair mechanism introduced in Chapter 4. I show that while somewhat stipulative, the usefulness of TMAP

extends beyond its motivating data (non-restrictive adjectives) in providing a natural analysis of certain kinds

of modified proper names. §1 also provides a more general treatment of modified names, according to which

names are systematically polysemous between referential and what I call “stage-predicate” interpretations. I

tentatively suggest some further applications of this approach, e.g. to modifying numerals (e.g. John’s three

brothers).

The second section is about subtrigging, or licensing by modification. I sketch a discourse-based analysis

of Dayal’s (1995) essential/accidental ambiguity in relative clauses, which is shown to explain a set of

facts about any in positive contexts that Dayal’s semantically-based analysis cannot. Without reaching firm

analytical conclusions, I also introduce some new data about subtrigging with modal adjectives that cannot

be explained by current theories.

Finally, §3 examines scalar-like manner implicatures that are systematically generated by restrictive but

not non-restrictive modifiers in certain contexts. I sketch three ways that this asymmetry can be accounted

for. The first two rely on two basic principles: first, a non-restrictive adjective in a non-definite nominal

generates a universal/generic presupposition (Chapter 3:§3); and second, that the strength of (structural)

alternatives must be computed blindly in the sense of Magri (2009). The final analysis sketch attributes the

difference to an interaction between the semantics of focus and default syntax-prosody correspondences in
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English. The discussion thus has relevance for the theory of modification, for the theory of implicature, and

in the case of the last analysis sketch, for the syntax-phonology interface.

While in none of the discussions here are firm conclusions reached, each makes a specific theoretical

point. §1’s is that there is a diverse family of noun-phrase internal constructions whose composition looks a

lot like non-restrictive modification; §2’s is that discourse coherence relations can replace some of the work

done by purely semantic mechanisms in (at least one) semantics-pragmatics interface puzzle; and finally,

§3’s is that properties of non-restrictive modification can give insight into the theory of implicature and

potentially also into the semantics of syntax-phonology interactions.

The conclusion of this chapter is simple and so will not be granted its own section. In a sentence, I hope

to establish the following: the set of assumptions and principles developed in this dissertation are plausible

from a theoretical perspective, and have a variety of fruitful empirical applications elsewhere in the syntax,

semantics, and pragmatics of English and other languages.

5.1 Composition problems and modified names (and beyond)

Recall from Chapter 4 the close semantic similarity between non-restrictive adjectives and appositive relative

clauses: in many cases, these modifier types convey roughly the same information, and serve as suitable

paraphrases of one another.

(5.1) a. Cigarettes contain harmful carcinogens.

b. Cigarettes contain carcinogens, which are harmful.

(5.2) a. I visit my sick mother.

b. I visit my mother, who is sick.

Non-restrictive adjectival modification and appositive modification are similar not only in the implica-

tions/inferences they generate, but also in a particular combinatory puzzle they pose. This puzzle, which I

will dub the composition problem for non-restrictive modification, is most easily illustrated with appositives.

The composition problem for appositives has two components: under the assumption that an appositive

modifier composed with a host DP forms a syntactic constituent, (i) that constituent has the same categorical

and referential status as the unmodified DP; and (ii) there is a non-cancelable, side-issue entailment that the

property denoted by the modifier holds of the individual denoted by the host DP. The situation is illustrated

in the following example: where underlined content is understood as side-issue, how is it that the meanings
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in (5.3a) and (5.3b) can compose to result in something like (5.3c)?1 In other words, how is it that appositive

content is computed but remains “invisible” to truth-conditional meaning?

(5.3) John, who’s a nice guy, fixed my car for free.

a. JJohnK = john : e

b. Jwho’s a nice guyK = λx[nice-guy@(x)] : 〈e, t〉

c. JJohn, who’s a nice guy,K =[nice-guy@(john)] : t [john] : e

The types of the modifier who’s a nice guy (〈e, t〉) and of the host DP John (e) do not themselves clash, but

composing them via function-argument application results in a t-type term for the meaning of the subject

DP, namely (5.4a). This term subsequently introduces a type-clash at the point when the subject and the

VP/T′ are to be composed, as illustrated in (5.4c).

(5.4) a. FA(5.3a)(5.3b) = nice-guy@(john) : t

b. J[VP fixed my car]K = λx[PAST[fix@(my-car)(x)]] : 〈e, t〉

c. FA((5.4a) : t)((5.4b) : 〈e, t〉) = # (value undefined)

5.1.1 Approaches to the composition problem

The solution for the composition problem that I proposed in Chapter 4 holds that appositives and non-

restrictive adjectives require a common type-mismatch repair mechanism: TMAP, repeated here in (5.5).

The idea is simply that the rough equivalence between pairs like (5.1a) and (5.2a) should be attributed to a

common, underlying interpretive process. One way of formalizing such a black-box process is TMAP:

(5.5) Type mismatch adjustment principle (TMAP):

Where XP is not a clausal syntactic category and α : 〈σ , t〉, β : σ ,

J[XPαβ ]K = λxσ [: α(β )].[β ]

1 The partial-function treatment of the appositive here is purely for the sake of simplicity—I do not mean to claim that appositive
content is presupposed in the technical sense (this expectation may arise from Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) influential partial-
function analysis of presupposition). All that is relevant is that the referential meaning of the subject have type e and that
it introduce a t-type term in addition somehow. Any kind of two-dimensional bifurcation in the semantics can achieve this,
and assertion/presupposition is the most uncontroversial bifurcation of which I am aware. See Potts 2005 and Morzycki 2008
for two-dimensional, “conventional implicature”-based analyses to the composition problem for appositives and non-restrictive
adjectives, respectively. The non-compositional nature of Potts’s (2005) system is identified in Kubota & Uegaki 2009, where a
continuations-based treatment of side-issue content is defined. Barker et al. (2011) advance a more tightly constrained but also
compositional theory of interaction between at-issue and side-issue content (also based on continuations).
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Certain details of (5.5), such as the presupposition-assertion division, are negotiable and not of central

importance. What defines the proposal is the idea that appositives and non-restrictive adjectives combine

semantically with noun (phrases) via a single mechanism. In other words, whatever it is that solves the com-

position problem for appositives, should also solve the composition problem for non-restrictive adjectives.

Within the parameters of contemporary model-theoretic semantics (see Chapter 2), there are few ana-

lytical strategies available for the composition problem (provided that movements and silent syntactic op-

erations are heavily constrained or eliminated altogether). Potential analyses can be grouped into three

classes: (i) those that postulate a novel composition mode with the same status as predicate modification

or function-argument application; (ii) those that hard-code a solution into the lexical semantics of some

particular word/morpheme that appears in the relevant construction; and finally, (iii) those that posit a pho-

netically empty syntactic operator whose meaning guarantees the appropriate separation between asserted

and non-asserted implications. The proposal of Morzycki (2008), as well as my introduction of TMAP,

can be categorized as belonging to class (i). Potts’s (2002) analysis of clausal appositives conforms to

(ii). Something like option (iii) is a natural semantics if one adopts Cinque’s (2010) two-domains theory

of restrictive/non-restrictive adjectives (see Leffel 2011 for a proposal along these lines). Potts’s (2005)

comma-operator analysis of nominal appositives is also an instance of strategy (iii).

Arguments for or against any of these three strategies will most likely take the form of conceptual

or theory-internal considerations, with elegance and generality as relevant factors.2 For example, if one

has a predilection against silent syntax, then option (iii) is untenable. In type-logical frameworks, where

composition rules are heavily constrained, option (i) might seem unattractive. And finally, if one wishes to

avoid positing lexical ambiguities, strategy (ii) would be dispreferred.

What the three strategies have most clearly in common is that each is tailor-made for a specific empirical

problem. Thus in some sense, each can be seen as a “stipulation” without independent evidence. Ultimately,

therefore, the preferred solution should be determined by (among other considerations) which one has the

widest range of applications to phenomena found in natural language. The dialectic here is basically: if we

are to add some stipulative mechanism to the grammar, it should be one that has useful applications in a

maximal number of distinct domains. The goal of this section is to suggest a range of such applications,

starting imminently with modified names and subsequently a handful of other constructions.

2 Note that the pre- versus postnominal facts discussed in Chapter 4 can be seen as evidence for strategy (ii) or (iii) since the
syntactic position of a covert or overt element can be exploited as an explanation for why non-restrictive interpretations are
absent in some configurations. §3 revisits this issue.
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5.1.2 Complex names

Modified names can be thought of as falling into two classes: those in which the modifier is appositive-like

(poor John), and those in which the modifier is (arguably) restrictive on a set of entity-parts that is supplied

by the name (an exhausted John). TMAP affords a very simple analysis of the first variety. The second

variety, I will argue, is analyzed best in terms of an ontologically enriched semantics according to which

names can denote predicates over spatio-temporally anchored individual-stages.

A basic puzzle about modified names is figuring out how it is that a property-denoting modifier can

combine with an individual-denoting name to form either a suitable argument for a determiner (as in (5.6a)-

(5.6c)), or a DP that can serve as an argument to a verb (as in the determinerless examples in (5.6d)).3

(5.6) a. an exhausted John / the exhausted John / exhausted John /

b. The undefeated Chicago Bulls / an undefeated Chicago Bulls squad

c. the America of my dreams / the America that I love

d. seven-foot-four Shaquille O’Neal / ancient Rome

Notice that this puzzle has exactly the same shape as the composition problems discussed above for apposi-

tives and for non-restrictive adjectives. Composing the meanings of John and poor with function-argument

application, for example, yields the incorrect propositional semantics in (5.7a) for poor John. What we

intuitively want is better represented by the expression in (5.7b): poor John refers to John, and introduces

the implication that John is poor (in the sense of pitiable).

(5.7) Poor John has bronchitis again.

3 The remarks made in this section are not meant to apply to cases in which a proper name is literally used as a predicate. What I
have in mind are examples like these:

(i) a. There are three Johns in this class.
b. I’ve never met a John.
c. Every John I’ve met is a real jerk.

There are two main properties that distinguish the uses of names in (i) from the uses in (5.6). First, the names in (5.6) refer to
specific individuals (or spatio-temporal parts thereof), while in (i) John is used as a predicate meaning something like “individual
referred to by the name John.” To be “a John” is to be a person named John, while to be “John” is to be identical to a specific
salient person (whose name is John). Second, the occurrences of John in (i) seem to be genuine common nouns, as is most plainly
seen by the overt nominal morphology. Such morphology is absent from all names in (5.6), indicating that those occurrences
directly refer, much like e.g. pronouns.

In this discussion, I will be exclusively concerned with non-predicational uses of names. In other words, we focus on examples
like (5.6), assuming that the analysis of (i)-type cases is fairly simple: names are systematically polysemous between a referential
usage and a predicational usage equivalent to “person/thing referred to as X .”
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a. 7Jpoor JohnK = FA(λx[poor(x)] : 〈e, t〉)(john : e) = poor(john) : t

b. 3Jpoor JohnK =�(λx[poor(x)] : 〈e, t〉)(john : e) = [poor(john)] : t.[john] : e

For the construction exemplified in (5.7), then, the analytical challenge reduces to simply determining what

composition mode should be filled in for the black box operation � in (5.7b). The adjustment principle

TMAP does exactly the work required. To see this, we simply plug in the translations of poor and John into

schema (5.5) above.

(5.8) TMAP(λx[poor(x)] : 〈e, t〉)(john : e)

= [poor(john)] : t.[john] : e

TMAP delivers just the desired result: poor John is defined iff John is pitiable, and if defined has the same

referential meaning as does the unmodified name John. This straightforward analysis in terms of TMAP

illustrates another application for this novel composition mode. Viewed another way, it illustrates another

construction that has something inherently in common with non-restrictive modification.

The puzzle of complex names does not end with the case in (5.7), unfortunately. In particular, the

analysis in (5.8) does not extend to names with articles: the type of poor John in (5.8) is e, and determiners

take 〈e, t〉-type terms as their first argument. Furthermore, if the translation of a name, say Hans, is a term

of type e, then what kind of semantics should the German noun phrase der Hans ‘the.MASC Hans’ receive?

Assuming the definite article has type 〈〈e, t〉,e〉, by what means can these two phrases compose?4 And it is

not only the definite article that can appear with modified names: we also have phrases like an exhausted

John Smith, which appear with indefinite articles. Finally, whether a modified name occurs with an indefinite

or a definite article appears to have some kind of non-trivial effect on the ultimate interpretation of a DP,

which can be illustrated by the minimal pair in (5.9). This contrast is somewhat paradoxical given that

for any complex name [Mod Name], J[Mod Name]K has the same referent as does the unmodified form

J[Name]K.

(5.9) a. The incredibly tall John Smith will be a basketball star someday.

b. #An incredibly tall John Smith will be a basketball star someday.

The contrast between (5.9a) and (5.9b) suggests the following analytical intuition: (i) the modifier [AP

4 As far as I am aware, there are no languages that optionally allow unmodified (referential) names to appear with an indefinite
article instead of a definite article. A theory of names should account for this fact.
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incredibly tall] denotes an individual-level property; (ii) the VP [VP will be. . .] denotes an individual-level

predicate; (iii) a and the have their ordinary meanings; (iv) John Smith denotes a predicate over spatio-

temporal stages/slices of the individual John Smith; and (v) sentence (5.9b) is odd because it predicates

an individual-level property (future stardom) of a particular John-stage (in which he’s tall).5 In (5.9a), by

contrast, the picks out the maximal sum of John-stages in which John is tall; and since height does not

change over time (idealizing a bit), the incredibly tall John Smith denotes the sum of all John-stages (which

our theory should somehow guarantee is equivalent to the individual John Smith). Thus, the individual-level

VP-property is predicated of the individual John Smith, and we have no individual-level/stage-level clash.

While these suggestions are somewhat unorthodox, similar explanations are seen elsewhere in the gram-

mar. For example Dowty (1979) attributed the contrast between John is tall/John knows French and #John

is being tall/#John is knowing French to the hypothesis that the progressive aspect is incompatible with

individual-level predicates like be tall. Even more importantly, the intuition can be concretely tested by

changing the matrix predicate of (5.9) to a stage-level VP. Since a stage-level property can hold of an in-

dividual (e.g. a person can be tired) as well as of an individual-stage (e.g. the me-slice right now is tired),

the contrast observed in (5.9) should disappear in the context of a stage-level VP. (5.10a) and (5.10b) ap-

pear to verify this prediction, as both are reasonable and felicitous utterances and blocked the shot is not an

exclusively stage-level property.

(5.10) a. The incredibly tall John Smith blocked the game-winning shot.

b. An incredibly tall John Smith blocked the game-winning shot.

The pattern appears to remain the same even when a strongly stage-level modifier like incredibly exhausted

is used in place of tall (as in (5.11) versus (5.12)). This indicates that it must be the distinction between a

and the—and not any property of the modifier—that is responsible for the contrast in examples like (5.9)

and (5.12).

(5.11) a. The incredibly exhausted John Smith collapsed on the couch after work.

b. An incredibly exhausted John Smith collapsed on the couch after work.

(5.12) a. #An incredibly exhausted John Smith works too many hours.

5 Another way to think about the data—one that attributes the deviance of (5.9b) to the content of the modifier—is in terms of
Magri’s (2009) theory of “blind” implicatures: because (5.9b) asserts the existence of some John-stage in which he’s tall, there
is an implicature generated to the effect that not all John-stages are ones in which he’s tall. The deviance would therefore arise
via a conflict between this implicature and the lexical individual-level status of tall. This idea will not be pursued in detail here.
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b. The incredibly exhausted John Smith works too many hours.

Having established that the above intuition explains some tricky facts, we now sketch a formalized version

of the statements (i)-(v) and apply them to the above data.

First, it is necessary to assume a certain kind of polysemy in proper names. In addition to the ordinary

e-type referential semantics, I will assume that a proper name can denote a predicate over spatio-temporal

individual stages/slices (“i-stages”). Ontologically, i-stages need be nothing more than ordinary objects in

De; any Ty2 variable or constant of type e can have an i-stage as its value (for reasons that will become clear).

Thus, for example, a name like John can have either of the following interpretations, where R(t,l)(x)(y) is a

parameterized realization relation that holds of an individual x and a stage y at time t and location l iff y is

the slice of x at t and l (more later).

(5.13) a. JJohn1K = john : e

b. JJohn2K = λx[∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]] : 〈e, t〉

It is important for the theory to guarantee an equivalence between the denotations in (5.13a) and (5.13b),

since both are possible meanings of John and John is in no sense “ambiguous.” To the extent that a formal

distinction between ambiguity and polysemy exists, the proposal is that names are polysemous, not that they

are ambiguous. Thus we guarantee that an equivalence relation ≡ should hold between the two meanings of

John. Making this distinction precise requires formalization of some requisite notions. We begin with the

spatio-temporal extent of an individual, a notion from which the appropriate kind of equivalence relation

can be built:6

(5.14) Definiton: The spatio-temporal extent εx of a physical individual x whose existence is n units of

time long is the set εx = {〈t1, l1〉, . . . ,〈tn, ln〉} where for each i≤ n, li is the location of x at time ti.

In symbols:

εx =df {〈t, l〉|∃y[R(t,l)(x)(y)]} (where y is an i-stage)

Times are ordered by the precedence relation < so that for any t1, t2, t3, < is anti-symmetric (t1 < t2 6⇒

t2 < t1), transitive (t1 < t2 < t3⇒ t1 < t3), irreflexive (ti 6< ti for all i), and dense (t1 < t2⇒ ∃t[t1 < t < t2]).

Furthermore, every temporal extent is upper bounded: there is always a tn such that for all ti with i 6= n,

6 The extent of an individual can be seen as parallel to the notion of an event’s runtime, a construct made crucial use of events-
based semantic frameworks (some examples are Champollion 2010 and Krifka 1989). And runtimes are closely related to the
derivative notion of temporal extent of x, which could be defined here as {t|∃l[〈t, l〉 ∈ εx]}.
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tn 6< ti. And extents of different individuals need not match; i.e. x’s terminal (or initial) point tn need not be

the same as a distinct individual y’s terminal (or initial) point.

Finally, the collection of all i-stages of an individual x, called x’s stage-set, is defined as in (5.15). The

initial target concept of stage-equivalence can then be defined as in (5.16).

(5.15) Definition: The stage-set of an individual x is the set {y|∃〈t, l〉 ∈ εx[R(t,l)(x)(y)]}.

(5.16) Definition: If S is the stage-set of x, then x and S are stage-equivalent, written x≈ S.

(example: x≈ {y|∃〈t, l〉 ∈ εx[R(t,l)(x)(y)]})

With this terminology in mind, the nature of the polysemy posited in (5.13) can be characterized precisely:

names are polysemous between referring to an individual x and referring to (the characteristic function of)

x’s stage-set. And since ≈ is an equivalence relation (this can be proved), the denotation of a name contains

an equal amount of truth-conditional information on each reading.

The four-place predicate R in (5.13b)-(5.16) is a primitive relation inspired by Carlson’s (1977b) realiza-

tion relation between natural kinds and individuals. In fact, we can view Carlson’s treatment of kind-terms

and the present analysis of names as instances of a single, more general analysis: kinds in Carlson’s (1977b)

theory are the individuals of this theory, and individuals in Carlson’s theory are stages here. Carlson’s

(1977b) use of reified natural kinds in natural language ontology has inspired parallel analyses in other do-

mains as well; see Wilkinson 1995 and Zamparelli 1998 on the semantics of the noun kind and Scontras

2014 on amounts, degrees, and their relationship to one another.

With these ingredients in hand, we can compositionally derive interpretations for the contrasting sen-

tences in (5.9). Simplifying (5.9) to the form in (5.17), lexical entries for the relevant items are listed in

(5.17a)-(5.17d). Recall the maximality condition in the definition of ι from Chapter 2:§3.5, which guaran-

tees that ιx[P(x)] denotes the sum of all (relevant) individuals satisfying P.7

(5.17) The/#A tall John will be a star.

a. Determiners: Ja(n)K = λP[λQ[∃x[P@(x)∧Q@(x)]]] JtheK = λP[ιx[P@(x)]]

b. Modifier: JtallK = λx[tall(x)]

c. Name: JJohn2K = λx[∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]] (= (5.13b))

7 For example if I have three dogs in context c—named Sparky, Rags, and Fido—then the dogs will denote a three-part sum-
individual consisting of these dogs: J[DP the dogs]Kc = sparky⊕ rags⊕fido.
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d. Predicate: Jwill be a starK = λx[∃t ′ > @[start ′(x)]]

Beginning with (5.9a), The incredibly tall John Smith will be a basketball star someday, we have

(5.18) PM(JtallK)(JJohn2K) = λx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]]

FA(JtheK)(λx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]])

= ιx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]]

FA(Jwill be a starK)(ιx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]])

= ∃t ′ > @[start ′(ιx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]])]

“At some point in the future, the following individual will be a star: the sum of all tall x such that

x instantiates John at some spatio-temporal point.”

Since being tall is a permanent property, the sum denoted by the tall John will be the sum of all of John’s

i-stages. Again, assuming that the sum of all i-stages of an individual is equivalent to that individual, then

what (5.18) says is that someday, John will be a star. This corresponds to what (5.9a) intuitively means.

So what accounts for the deviance of sentence (5.9b), An incredibly tall John Smith will be a basketball

star someday? Intuitively the reason is that will be a basketball star someday is not the kind of property

that can hold of a temporally and spatially anchored stage; instead it must hold of an individual—whether

qua individual or qua maximal sum of i-stages—with a non-degenerate temporal extent. The derivation in

(5.19) predicates future stardom of a single stage, thus accounting for the deviance of (5.9b) as desired.

(5.19) PM(JtallK)(JJohn2K) = λx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]]

FA(JaK)(λx[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]])

= λQ[∃x[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]∧Q(x)]]

FA(λQ[∃x[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]∧Q(x)]])(Jwill be a starK)

= ∃x[tall(x)∧∃t[∃l[R(t,l)(john)(x)]]∧∃t ′ > @[start ′(x)]]

#“There is a spatio-temporal slice of John in which he is tall, and that slice will be a star.”

To conclude this discussion: allowing names to denote predicates of spatio-temporal individual-stages

explains the effect of determiner choice (indefinite versus definite) on the interpretation of modified proper

names. Names without determiners refer directly to individuals, without mediation of a stage-set.
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5.1.3 Some putative cousins of non-restrictive modification

In this brief discussion I identify a handful of constructions which, on the face of it, resemble or seem

related to non-restrictive modification. For each case, I provide only a short description and in some cases

preliminary suggestions about how the internal composition might work.

Close appositives are noun phrases consisting of two juxtaposed noun phrases. Some examples are

John the doctor, the eagle the bird (not the symbol), and perhaps even archaic proper names like Alexander

The Great. Despite their resemblance to garden variety appositives, close apposition structures differ into-

nationally (no prosodic breaks between the noun phrases), as well as syntactically and semantically: while

appositives can be indefinite (John, a doctor), close appositives cannot (*John a doctor). Exactly what the

relationship is between these two constructions is unclear, but the common thread seems to be that both

involve adjunction of some phrase to a full DP (unlike other modification constructions) whose referential

content is the same as the unmodified DP. Thus, it is likely that the correct analysis of close apposition will

be similar in shape to the correct analysis of ordinary appositives.

A related kind of noun phrase appears in Greek—the polydefinite construction (sometimes referred to

as “determiner spreading”). Polydefinite DPs contain multiple instances of the definite article, with attribu-

tive adjectives appearing to introduce their own articles. Interestingly, attributive adjectives are prenominal

in Greek (shown in (5.20)), but in the polydefinite construction, the adjective can appear postnominally

if accompanied by an additional definite article (shown in (5.21)). Alexiadou (2001:232) states that “pre-

adjective determiner[s] [are] obligatory for post-nominal adjectives,” as illustrated in (5.21).

(5.20) Alexiadou (2001:223)

a. to
the

meghalo
big

spiti
house

‘the big house’

b. *to spiti meghalo

(5.21) Alexiadou (2001:232)

a. to
the

vivlio
book

*(to)
the

kokkino
red

‘the red book’

b. to kokkino to vivlio (Greek)
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The polydefinite construction can potentially tell us much about the nature of modification, as argued

extensively in Alexiadou 2001; Alexiadou et al. 2007; Alexiadou & Wilder 1998; and related contributions.

Further investigation is however beyond the scope of this dissertation. The take-away point is that poldefi-

nites provide a nice domain for testing theories of modification, especially syntactically-oriented ones.

Expressive attributive adjectives like damn in the damn dog were taken by Potts (2005,2007) to involve

a kind of non-restrictive modification. Roughly, Potts argued that the damn dog refers to the dog, but

introduces a side-issue implication to the effect that the speaker has a negative attitude towards something

relating to dog(s) at the time of utterance. Should expressives receive the same treatment as other non-

restrictive adjectives? The answer is unclear, but one interesting difference is that expressive adjectives

appear to be incapable of restricting: not only are they ungrammatical as predicates (*The dog is damn.),

but they do not appear to admit of contrastive uses either: compare (5.22a) with (5.22b).

(5.22) a. Go chase the big dog, not the small one.

b. #Go chase the damn dog, not the good one.

Determining the semantic scope of an expressive modifier is not trivial. An analysis is not attempted here;

the point of this discussion is merely to identify the common core of expressives and other non-restrictive

modifiers.

Finally, attributive quantity modifiers, including numerals and DP-internal many and few, have a

syntax and semantics very much like that of non-restrictive adjectives, and have in fact been argued by Solt

(2009) to involve the same interpretive processes as ordinary non-restrictive modifiers. Consider a sentence

like (5.23a), along with a natural paraphrase of its content.

(5.23) a. John’s three brothers are tall.

b. John’s brothers are tall (there are three of them).

Loosely speaking, the contribution of three is not to restrict the reference of the noun brothers—because

John’s is sufficient to do that—but rather to introduce side-issue information about the cardinality of the full

DP’s referent. These semantics clearly resemble non-restrictive adjectives; cf. my sick mother. The reader

is referred to Solt 2009 for more information about this connection.
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5.2 Subtrigging: modifier position and discourse coherence

In a series of papers, Dayal (1995,1998,2005) analyzed an interaction called “subtrigging,” the clearest

example of which holds between the negative polarity item any and certain types of nominal modifiers.

Subtrigging, or licensing by modification, occurs when an ungrammatical structure is rendered grammatical

by the addition of a modifier, or when an additional reading of a sentence is made available by the addition

of a modifier (LeGrand 1975; Carlson 1981). Here I will argue for the existence of a novel constraint on

subtrigging: the triggering modifier must establish a discourse coherence relation with some salient entailed

proposition (often the one expressed by the sentence in which the modifier occurs). This added constraint

is compatible with Dayal’s situation-parameter theory of subtrigging, but explains some restrictions not

explained by her proposal alone. I also introduce some observations about subtrigging with implicit relative

adjectives, and show why they are difficult for any existing proposal to explain.

5.2.1 Any in positive contexts

Any-subtrigging occurs when a normally ungrammatical any-headed DP is “rescued” by the addition of a

relative clause. Because it is not in the scope of a modal, negation, or the habitual, any is ungrammatical

throughout (5.24). But the relative clauses in (5.25) render these structures grammatical:

(5.24) a. *John talked to any woman.

b. *Any man didn’t eat dinner.

c. *Any woman contributed to the fund.

(5.25) a. John talked to any woman who would listen.

b. Any man who found a fly in his soup didn’t eat dinner.

c. Any woman who heard the news contributed to the fund.

Dayal (1995) observed that not just any modifier licenses any in positive contexts. To see this, observe

first that restrictive/integrated relative clauses are often “ambiguous”8 in an interesting way. For instance

the relative in (5.26) can have either of the indicated interpretations, termed by Dayal as the accidental and

essential readings.

(5.26) Every student who’s taking Mary’s class is writing a paper on polarity items.

8 Scare quotes indicate the unclear status of the opposing readings: do they differ truth-conditionally or merely pragmatically?
Only in the former case could this be considered a genuine ambiguity.
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Accidental: ‘They happened to all write a paper on polarity.’

Essential: ‘In virtue of being in her class they wrote on polarity.’

The putative grammatical difference between the two readings cannot be directly observed with the deter-

miner every, but it can with any. To borrow a scenario from Dayal 1995, suppose professor Mary is teaching

a Field Methods class and a semantics class, and all of the graduate students (and only them) are in both

classes. In the semantics curriculum, writing a paper on polarity items is obligatory. In the Field Methods

curriculum, it is not. In this situation, both of the following sentences are true:

(5.27) a. Every student who’s taking Mary’s semantics class is working on polarity.

b. Every student who’s taking Mary’s F.M. class is working on polarity.

The relative clause in (5.27a) most naturally has the essential reading whereas the relative clause in (5.27b)

most naturally has the accidental reading. Both sentences, though, are grammatical, felicitous, and true. But

now consider a slight modification to (5.27), in which every is replaced with any. There is a strong contrast

in felicity between (5.28a) and (5.28b) when both are evaluated with respect to the above context. This

contrast suggests that only relative clauses with an essential reading can subtrig any (Dayal 1995).

(5.28) a. Any student who’s taking Mary’s semantics class works on polarity items.

b. #Any student who’s taking Mary’s Field Methods class works on polarity items.

There are also structural constraints on subtrigging. Attributive adjectives are apparently unable to

subtrig in the way that relative clauses can (Carlson 1981). Compare:

(5.29) Context: There was a party last night. Mary is cute and recently single, so

a. *Any guy talked to her. / Every guy talked to her.

b. *Any single guy talked to her. / Every single guy talked to her.

c. Any guy who was single talked to her. / Every guy who was single talked to her.

With respect to the licensing of any in positive contexts, more important than the syntactic category of a

modifier appears to be its structural position: it is not only relative clauses that can subtrig, but apparently

also (certain) postnominal PP modifiers, as shown in (5.30) (Carlson 1981).

(5.30) a. The Nazis harassed any man who wore women’s clothing.
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b. The Nazis harassed any man with women’s clothing on.

The point Dayal takes (5.28b) to make can now be made more precise, assuming (5.29) represents a general

pattern: only postnominal modifiers with essential readings subtrig any. In the two subsections that follow,

I explicate Dayal’s (1995) analysis of these distributional facts and present an alternative interpretation of

them.

5.2.2 Ambiguity versus discourse coherence in subtrigging

Dayal (1995) analyzes the accidental/essential distinction as a genuine semantic ambiguity in relative clauses.

She argues that accidental readings correspond to “individual-loaded” relative clauses, while essential read-

ings correspond to “property-loaded” relatives. The formal distinction she draws between these two kinds

of relatives is that individual-loaded ones are semantically simple properties of the form λx[P(x)], while

property-loaded relatives are predicativized nominalized properties of the form ∪(∩λx[P(x)]) (where ∩ is

nominalization and ∪ is predicativization; see Chapter 3:§3.5 for details). While any property P is exten-

sionally equivalent to ∪∩P (Chierchia 1984), Dayal states that the two differ in “mode of presentation.” As I

understand it, the distinction can be understood as a difference in how a statement is verified: to see whether

property P holds of individual x is presumably a simpler process than seeing whether ∪∩P holds of x. The

core of the analysis is then that any requires a property-loaded relative clause in order to be subtrigged

(hence (5.28)), whereas every can combine with both property- and individual-loaded relatives. The two

readings of (5.31) according to this view are the following:

(5.31) Every student in Mary’s class works on polarity.

a. ∀x[[student(x)∧ in-Marys-class(x)]→ w.o.-polarity(x)] (ind-loaded)

b. ∀x[[student(x)∧∪∩ (λ z[in-Marys-class(z)](x))]→ w.o.-polarity(x)] (prop-loaded)

While this analysis succeeds in identifying a crucial difference between every and any—namely that the

latter but not the former requires a property-loaded modifier—notice that it does not address the question of

why essential but not accidental relative clauses are capable of subtrigging any. I propose that the reason has

to do with discourse coherence.

The basic idea that I would like to propose is that there is no semantic difference between the accidental

and essential construals of relative clauses. Instead, one simply may or may not infer an explanatory-type

coherence relation between the content of a matrix clause and of a relative clause contained in it. As
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argued in Chapter 4:§2.2 and also by Rohde et al. (2011), this kind of process occurs in the most natural

interpretations of sentences like John detests the co-workers who are arrogant and rude: there is a relation of

(perhaps) EXPLANATION that holds between the matrix implication “John detests a subset x of arrogant and

rude co-workers” and the relative clause presupposition “there is a subset x of arrogant and rude co-workers

of John.”

Suppose Mary devised six different test forms, to ensure that her students weren’t able to cheat on the

test by looking at their neighbors’ answers. Suppose further that she made an error on the test forms such

that everyone who received version B failed, and everyone else got at least a B+. Finally, assume that neither

Mary nor the students were aware of the error during Mary’s office hours, the time when disgruntled students

get a chance to plead their cases to her. Sentence (5.32a) but not sentence (5.32b) is a natural description of

this situation.

(5.32) a. Mary talked to any student who was angry.

b. #Mary talked to any student who received version B. (# in specified context)

The problem posed by these data is the following: it is in virtue of having been given test form B that some

set of students talked to Mary, just as it is in virtue of being angry that they talked to her. This means that

both relative clauses should admit of essential readings, which on Dayal’s theory implies that both should be

capable of subtrigging any. And yet, we see that only (5.32a) is an acceptable sentence given the contextual

information. What is wrong with (5.32b), intuitively, is that from both Mary’s and the students’ perspective,

having version B is no reason to complain during office hours. In other words, having been given version

B is not the explanation for why a student might have gone to talk to Mary. According to this approach,

the difference between (5.32a) and (5.32b) boils down to the fact that if we infer an explanatory relation

between the implications of each sentence, we get the true statement that anger explains the student-Mary

talking event for (5.32a) (hence its felicity), and the false statement that version B explains the student-Mary

talking event for (5.32b) (hence its incompatibility with the specified context). If this approach has the right

shape, then the difference between every and any can be precisely stated as

(5.33) Subtrigging: For a modifier to subtrig any, a coherence relation must be inferred between the

content of the modifier and the assertion of the sentence in which it occurs.9

9 Note crucially that inferring a coherence relation is not assumed to be a sufficient condition for the availability of subtrigging,
but only a necessary condition.
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This way of stating the restriction on subtrigging also allows us to maintain the more theoretically conserva-

tive position that relative clauses are not genuinely ambiguous. For example, instead of positing forms like

(5.31a) and (5.31b) for the two interpretations of Every student who’s in Mary’s class works on polarity, we

have only a single interpretation—reflecting the intuition that this sentence is semantically unambiguous—

and on top of that, we optionally infer a relation of explanation between “there is a set of students x in

Mary’s class” (existential import presupposition of every) and “all of x works on polarity” (the assertion).

In case one does make this inference, we get Dayal’s property-loaded reading (5.31b); in case on does

not, we get the individual-loaded reading (5.31a). This analysis eliminates the phantom operations ∩ and ∪

from the semantics of relativization, posits no systematic ambiguity in restrictive relatives, and has a certain

intuitive appeal: different “modes of presentation” are pragmatic icing on top of the literal content of an

utterance—just like conversational implicature in general.

5.2.3 A counterexample to the extra-parameter analysis (Dayal 1995,1998)

In this final subsection about subtrigging, I first summarize Dayal’s (1998) theory of the pre- versus post-

nominal contrast in modifiers’ ability to subtrig any. Following that exposition, I introduce a set of obser-

vations that cannot be accounted for on this approach. Without reaching firm conclusions, I suggest some

potentially useful ways in which the data can be thought about.

Dayal (1995,1998) argues that any introduces universal quantifiers over individuals and situations (or

situation-individual pairs), so it in a sense quantifies possible individuals. Her analysis of ungrammatical

positive any-statements is that in, e.g. Mary talked to any student, the matrix predication can only hold of

actual individuals, while the quantifiers introduced by any can take as values any possible individual; Dayal

refers to this situation as a “presuppositional clash.”

Simplifying slightly, Dayal’s (2005:223-224) proposed explanation for the pre- versus postnominal con-

trast in subtrigging is as follows: angry student restricts the quantifiers introduced by any to situation-

individual pairs consisting of situations s containing angry students x, and a sentence like Mary talked to

any angry student asserts that Mary talked to every such x. In other words, Mary talked to any angry student

means that for any relevant possibility involving an angry student x (where x may or may not be an actual in-

dividual), Mary (actually) talked to x; and this statement requires Mary to have actually talked to non-actual

individuals. Student who was angry, on the other hand, restricts any’s domain to situation-individual pairs
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consisting of situations s containing a student, and individuals x that were angry in an actual past situation.10

The crucial difference between relative clauses and attributive adjectives that is responsible for the contrast,

according to Dayal (1995,1998), is that relative clauses introduce a spatio-temporal parameter in a way that

prenominal modifiers do not. For example, the semantics of angry might look something like (5.34a), while

that of who was angry would be more like (5.34b). This explanation is built upon Sadler & Arnold’s (1994)

proposals outlined in Chapter 3:§4.3.

(5.34) a. J[AP angry]K = λ s[λx[angrys(x)]]

b. J[CP who was angry]K = λ s[λx[∃t < s[angryt(x)]]]

The following formulas illustrate the truth-conditional difference crucial to the idea behind Dayal’s theory,

although for clarity these formulas are simplified from those Dayal actually posits.11

(5.35) a. *Mary talked to any angry student.

b. ∀s[∀x[(students(x)∧angrys(x))→∃t ′ < @[talkt ′(x)(mary)]]]

‘for any possible situation-individual pair s-x, if x is an angry student in s, then Mary talked

to x in some actual past situation.’

(5.36) a. Mary talked to any student who was angry.

b. ∀s[∀x[(students(x)∧∃t < @[angryt(x)])→∃t ′ < @[talkt ′(x)(m)]]]

‘for any possible situation-individual pair s-x, if x is a student in s and x is angry in some

actual past situation, then Mary talked to x in some (possibly distinct) actual past situation.’

To repeat, the crux of the analysis is that relative clauses and other postnominal modifiers introduce a

bindable situation variable in a way that attributive adjectives do not; any must bind a situation variable

in its restrictor in order to avoid the presuppositional clash noted above; therefore, only (a subclass of)

postnominal modifiers can license any.
10 In Dayal’s (2005:223) words, “A sentence like [(5.35a)] is unacceptable because there is a clash between the presupposition that

the domain of quantification ranges over possible individuals and a predication that can only apply to actual individuals...Sentence
[(5.36a)], however, avoids this by restricting the domain of quantification to those possible individuals who also fulfill the
property in the relative clause, including the property of being in the temporal slice denoted by the temporal specification of the
relative clause.”

11 From Dayal 1998:454:
(i) a. *Mary talked to any angry student.

∀s[∀x[(students(x)∧angrys(x)∧C(s))→∃s′ > s[talks′(x)(mary)]]]
b. Mary talked to any student who was angry.

∀s[∀x[(students(x)∧C(s)∧∃s′′ > s[PAST(s′′)∧angrys′′(x)])→∃s′ > s[talks′(x)(mary)]]]
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Here I present a counterexample to this conclusion: postnominal but not prenominal implicit relative

adjectives can subtrig any. To see this, first recall that in universal DPs, possible can receive a “direct” or

“implicit relative” reading prenominally, but only the latter postnominally, as illustrated in (5.37). This has

been taken as some to indicate that prenominal possible can have the structure of a reduced relative clause

(which corresponds to the implicit relative reading).

(5.37) a. Mary talked to every possible bachelor.

b. Mary talked to every bachelor possible.

Here is the crucial observation: implicit relative adjectives such as possible and necessary can apparently

subtrig any when occurring in a postnominal position, but not when occurring in a prenominal position.12

The evidence for this generalization comes from contrasts such as the following:

(5.38) Context: Mary is desperate to get married.

a. (?)At the party, Mary talked to any possible bachelor.

b. At the party, Mary talked to any bachelor possible.

(5.39) Context: Mary gets better tips at work if she talks to certain bachelors.

a. *To make rent this month, Mary talked to any necessary bachelor.

b. To make rent this month, Mary talked to any bachelor necessary.

Importantly, the unavailability of subtrigging with prenominal possible or necessary cannot be a confound

of the direct/implicit relative ambiguity from Chapter 4. The postnominal position of necessary in (5.39b)

makes its direct reading unavailable. And (5.39a) is degraded regardless of how necessary is interpreted.

What can the contrasts in (5.38) and (5.39) tell us about the phenomenon of subtrigging? One natural

conclusion to draw is that relative clause structure just can’t be the licensor of any in subtrigging. Here

is why. Assume for the sake of argument that a situation variable is present in all relative clauses, and

that following Dayal (1998), it is the presence of this variable—more precisely, the binding of this variable

by GEN—that licenses any. If this is correct, then the contrast between pre- and postnominal implicit

relative adjectives in ability to subtrig any constitutes strong evidence against the reduced relative analysis

of prenominal indirect possible/necessary. However: we have seen in Chapter 5 extensive arguments that

12 Perhaps marginally for possible, more research and judgments needed.
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all implicit relative readings involve a covert relative clause. Therefore, by contraposition, since prenominal

implicit relative adjectives do contain a covert relative clause, one of two things must be true: the first

possibility is that the kind of relative clause contained in possible or necessary lacks a free situation variable

(hence the deviance of (5.39a)). However, if this were true, then it would follow that (5.39b) should be

ungrammatical for the same reason as is (5.39a), given that the syntactic position of an implicit relative

adjective does not affect its internal structure (namely, absence of a situation variable). This prediction, of

course, contradicts the observed fact that (5.39b) contrasts sharply with (5.39a) in grammaticality. Another

possibility is simply that relative clause structure and/or the presence of a situation variable is completely

orthogonal to the phenomenon of licensing by modification.

If the above argument is correct and relative clause structure is not the licensor of subtrigging, then

what is? If not (reduced) relative clause structure, what is the defining property of postnominal modifiers

in English? According to the conclusions of previous chapters, outer syntactic position cannot be the right

property either. I leave these questions for future research.

5.3 Structural implicatures and non-restrictive modifiers

This section explores theoretical issues relating to the following observation: non-restrictive adjectives fail

to trigger a specific kind of manner implicature in downward-entailing contexts, in contrast to restrictive

modifiers. For example the restrictive modifier harmful in (5.40a) generates the implicature in (5.40b) be-

cause the alternative to (5.40a) Every substance will... is both briefer and logically stronger than (5.40a). The

negation of this alternative, namely (5.40b), is therefore inferred as an implicature by a Gricean principle

of manner/brevity (ignoring Sauerland’s (2004) primary/secondary implicature distinction). But no corre-

sponding implicature is likely to be inferred from an utterance of (5.41a), which contains a non-restrictive

occurrence of harmful.

(5.40) a. Every harmful chemical will be eliminated by this product.

b.  Not every chemical will be eliminated by this product.

(5.41) a. Every harmful toxin will be eliminated by this product.

b. 6 Not every toxin will be eliminated by this product.

Before attempting any explanations of this contrast, we first explicate in some detail why it is interesting

from a theoretical point of view in the first place.
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5.3.1 Scalar implicatures, manner implicatures, and structural alternatives

An utterance of sentence (5.42a) often invites the addressee to infer something like (5.42b).

(5.42) a. John ate some of the beans.

b. John did not eat all of the beans.

This inference is called a scalar implicature, a specific kind of conversational inference that can arise from

sentences containing scalar terms such as numerals (e.g. three), quantifiers (e.g. some), gradable adjectives

(e.g. warm), and certain connectives (e.g. or). Crudely speaking, ¬ψ is a scalar implicature of ϕ if ψ is a (rel-

evant) stronger utterance than ϕ and differs only in what scalar terms it contains. What distinguishes scalar

implicatures from garden variety conversational implicatures is that they require consideration of determi-

nate, fixed sets of alternative utterances (“alternatives”), generated on the basis of entailment-ordered lexical

scales—sometimes called “Horn scales”—such as 〈some, all〉 and 〈warm, hot〉, or 〈one, two, three. . .〉. So

part of the reason that (5.42b) is an implicature of (5.42a) is that 〈some, all〉 is a Horn scale, and therefore

uttering (5.42a) forces the addressee (if relevant) to consider the scalar alternative John ate all of the beans.

A language user then uses a set of Gricean principles (say) to reason about the logical relationship between

the utterance and its alternatives, ultimately reaching conclusions about speaker beliefs based upon what a

speaker chose not to utter.

Importantly for our present discussion, the monotonicity of a scalar term’s environment affects a sen-

tence’s implicatures. Since negation creates a downward-entailing context, (5.43a) is stronger than (5.43b).

Therefore if (5.43b) is uttered, this will usually give rise to the primary implicature that (5.43a) is not

assertable—because if it were then it would have been more informative—and possibly also the stronger

(“secondary”) implicature that (5.43a) is false (which is equivalent to (5.42a)). Put another way: negation

“reverses” the ordering of logical strength between some and all-sentences, as a result of which implicature

patterns are also reversed.

(5.43) a. John didn’t eat some of the beans.

b. John didn’t eat all of the beans.

A similar phenomenon exists in the domain of manner implicatures—inferences made upon the basis

of how and how much information is linguistically encoded. For example, the adjective harmful in (5.44a)

is most naturally interpreted restrictively. Therefore, the alternative utterance (5.44b) is a logically stronger
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assertion than (5.44a) (the former asymmetrically entails the latter given that harmful chemicals form a

proper subset of chemicals). A reasoner might then conclude that if the speaker had believed the more

informative (5.44b), she would have uttered that instead. By contraposition, the reasoner concludes that

the briefer, stronger form (5.44b) is unassertable or false. In other words, an utterance of (5.44a) often

implicates (5.44c).

(5.44) a. Every harmful chemical will be eliminated by this product.

b. Every chemical will be eliminated by this product.

c. Not every chemical will be eliminated by this product.

There are (at least) two ways of understanding this phenomenon theoretically. First, one might attribute

the pattern in (5.44) to a Gricean principle of manner, according to which redundant or extraneous words

should not be used (Simons 2013; Schlenker 2004,2012; Schlenker 2008; a.o.). Such a principle would lead

one to conclude that harmful in (5.44a) is not redundant (i.e. is restrictive), and as a result that (5.44b) is

stronger than (5.44a). There are a variety of ways that this kind of principle could be stated; see Schlenker

2004,2008 and Katzir 2007 for some proposals.

Alternatively, manner implicatures of the variety in (5.44) could be viewed as a special case of scalar

implicatures: just as we have entailment-ordered lexical scales like 〈some, all〉 and 〈warm, hot〉, a modified

noun µ(ν) can be viewed as forming a scale with the noun ν alone.13 Crucially, the ordering 〈[NP ν ], [NP

µ(ν) ]〉 is logical in the exact same way that lexical scales’ orderings are: tall man implies man just like hot

implies warm. And since the complement of every is a downward monotonic environment, the unmodified

form (5.44b) is logically stronger than the modified form (5.44a) in the same way that the some-sentence in

(5.43a) is stronger than its all-alternative in (5.43b).

A theory of the second variety was advanced by Katzir (2007). His proposal—the theory of structural

alternatives—was designed to subsume scalar cases like (5.42) while avoiding the symmetry problem (see

Fox & Katzir 2011 for a clear formulation) as well as modificational cases such as (5.44). The alternatives of

a sentence are determined by the presence of scalar items (as in Horn-scale based approaches; see Sauerland

2004 and references therein) but also by syntactic structure: given a sentence ϕ , sentence ψ is an alternative

13 The main difference between these two kinds of “scales” is that an utterance containing an unmodified noun will not evoke
(infinitely many) alternatives containing modified forms, while an utterance containing a scalar term will always evoke an
alternative containing a distinct scalemate. This difference will be shown to follow from the approach here, namely the theory of
structural alternatives of Katzir (2007).
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to ϕ , written ψ ∈ Alt(ϕ), iff ψ can be obtained from ϕ by a finite series of (i) deletions of constituents,

(ii) contractions (remove tree edge and identify end nodes), and (iii) substitutions of terminal elements

for other elements of the same syntactic category, which are either lexical (in the case of scalar terms) or

are subtrees of ϕ . For example, (5.42b) is an alternative of (5.42a) in virtue of (iii): just substitute the

D all for the D some. And (5.44b) is an alternative to (5.44a) in virtue of deletion and contraction: just

delete the item harmful from (5.44a), identify its mother node with its grandmother node, and then we have

sentence (5.44b). Once alternatives are specified, their relative logical strengths can be reasoned about and

implicatures can be computed on the basis of some algorithm (of which a great many have been proposed;

see Sauerland 2012 for a recent survey).

A better-than relation ≺ can be imposed on a fixed set of alternatives Alt(ϕ) (including the trivial

alternative ϕ itself). For ψ ∈ Alt(ϕ), ψ is at least as good as ϕ , written ψ � ϕ , iff ψ entails ϕ . If ψ � ϕ

but ϕ 6� ψ , then ψ is strictly better than ϕ , written as ψ ≺ ϕ . Equivalently,

(5.45) ψ is better than ϕ , written ψ ≺ ϕ , iff

a. ψ ∈ Alt(ϕ); (ψ is an alternative to ϕ)

b. ψ ⇒ ϕ; and either (ψ entails ϕ)

c. (i) ϕ /∈ Alt(ψ); or (ϕ is not an alternative to ψ)

(ii) ϕ 6⇒ ψ . (ϕ does not entail ψ)

Notice that the definition of ≺ does the same work as would a Gricean principle of manner (brevity), since

relative structural simplicity factors into the definition of Alt and hence ≺.

One question left unaddressed by the theory of structural alternatives is exactly what notion of “en-

tailment” is relevant for the computation of �. Two candidate notions are specified in (5.46) (from Magri

2009).

(5.46) Where JϕK,JψK,C ⊆W and C =
⋂
{p ∈℘(W )| p is mutual belief },

a. ψ logically entails ϕ , written ψ ⇒ ϕ , iff JψK⊆ JϕK.

b. ψ contextually entails ϕ in C, written ψ ⇒C ϕ , iff (JψK∩C)⊆ JϕK.

Magri (2009,2011) argues that (5.46a)—logical entailment—is the notion of entailment relevant for com-

puting scalar implicatures. This is called the “blindness hypothesis” because it says that scalar implicatures

are computed without access (“blind”) to world knowledge. Blindness is crucial in capturing the oddness of
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sentences like #Some Italians come from a warm country: this sentence triggers the blind implicature that

not all Italians come from a warm country, even though world knowledge guarantees that if some Italians

come from a warm country, then all do (and conversely). In other words, the oddness of the sentence follows

if (5.46a) is the relevant notion of entailment, but is unexpected on the context-relativized notion (5.46b).

Because Katzir’s (2007) theory treats both scalar and manner implicatures, there is the additional ques-

tion whether something like blindness also holds for the latter. Here is an argument that strength should

indeed be computed blindly for manner implicatures. Consider the sentences in (5.47), relative to the speci-

fied context:

(5.47) Context: At the party, we are surprised to see that Mary decided to show up. So I say

a. Look, Mary came to the party too!

b. Look, Mary came to the party!

Syntactically, the only difference between (5.47a) and (5.47b) is the presence of too in (5.47a). Semantically,

given the specified contextual information, the two sentences are equivalent (since the speaker is at the party,

the presupposition of too is satisfied). In the given context, uttering (5.47a) would clearly however not give

rise to the implicature that (5.47b) is not assertable (from which a contradiction would immediately follow).

But if entailment is defined in terms of (5.46b), then it follows that (5.47b)≺(5.47a) (because (5.47b) is a

simpler contextually equivalent structural alternative to (5.47a)). Therefore, according to Katzir’s (2007)

theory and a context-sensitive notion of alternative-strength, an utterance of (5.47a) will implicate at least

that (5.47b) is not assertable, and potentially also that it is false. This contradicts the strong intuition that no

such implicature could in principle be generated by (5.47a).

This result can be generalized: whenever too introduces a presupposition that is already mutual belief, a

sentence containing too is predicted to be strictly worse than its too-less counterpart. Viewed another way,

if contextual entailment is used to compute manner implicatures, then any lexical item whose sole function

is to introduce a presupposition (e.g. also, too, even) should always be infelicitous if its presupposition is

known to be true by all conversational participants. This is obviously an undesirable result.

Now suppose the notion of logical entailment (=(5.46a)) is used in (5.45). In this case, (5.47b) is not

predicted to be strictly better than (5.47a). The following sequence of steps shows why:

(5.48) a. .(5.47b) is a structural alternative to (5.47a) (delete too from (5.47a) and contract its branch);
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b. but (5.47b) does not logically entail (5.47a), since there are logically consistent scenarios

(inconsistent with the context) in which Mary came to the party and no one else did.

Hence a context-insensitive definition of entailment predicts that an utterance of (5.47a) will not give rise to

the implicature that (5.47b) is unassertable. This is the desired result, and applies to any purely presupposi-

tional lexical item.14

An interim summary: scalar and manner implicatures can be unified with the theory of structural alter-

natives, and the relative strengths of alternatives should be computed context-insensitively for both varieties.

5.3.2 The puzzle: Manner implicatures of (non-)restrictive modifiers

With a concrete theory of manner and scalar implicatures in hand, let us now revisit the critical data from

(5.40)-(5.41) above:

(5.40) a. Every harmful chemical will be eliminated by this product.

b.  Not every chemical will be eliminated by this product.

(5.41) a. Every harmful toxin will be eliminated by this product.

b. 6 Not every toxin will be eliminated by this product.

What does the theory of structural alternatives with blindness predict about the implicatures of sentences

(5.40a) versus (5.41)? Take case (5.40a) first. Each of the following statements verifies one of the three

conditions in (5.45), thus predicting the observed pattern in (5.40).

(5.49) a. Alt((5.40a)) = {. . . , Every chemical will be eliminated by this product (=df ϕ ′) , . . .}

b. Every chemical is eliminated⇒ Every harmful chemical is eliminated

c. (5.40a) can’t be obtained from ϕ ′ via substitution, deletion, and contraction,

so (5.40a) /∈ Alt(ϕ ′).

14 A slightly stronger point can be made: it is not just logical entailment that is required here, but rather logical entailment relative
to local contexts in the sense of Schlenker 2009 (at each clause should be sufficient). If entailment were computed globally, then
(ia) should be dispreferred to (ib), since (ia) has no global presupposition.

(i) a. John came to the party, and Mary came to the party too.
b. John came to the party, and Mary came to the party.

But if excludability is determined via (5.46a) relative to local contexts, no problem arises. This is because the second clause of
(ia) does have a presupposition—(ib) does not entail (ia) if entailment is defined relative to local contexts. Even though (ib) is a
strictly simpler structural alternative to (ia), the second clause of (ib) does not logically entail the second clause of (ia) viewed in
isolation.
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Jointly, these statements establish that ϕ ′ is better than (5.40a). Therefore, (5.40a) is predicted to have the

implicature that ϕ ′ is unassertable and under the right conditions—which for simplicity we assume obtain—

that ϕ ′ is false. And the denial of ϕ ′ is equivalent to the observed implicature in (5.40b), exactly as desired.

Consider now (5.41), which differs minimally from (5.40) in using the noun toxins; and assume that

toxins’ being harmful is not a logical truth, i.e. that there are logically consistent states in W (but presumably

not in any reasonable C) such that J[NP harmful toxins]K 6= J[NP toxins]K. What does the theory of structural

alternatives plus blindness predict in this case?

(5.50) a. Alt((5.41a)) = {. . . , Every toxin will be eliminated by this product (=df ϕ ′) , . . .}

b. Every toxin is eliminated⇒ Every harmful toxin is eliminated

c. (5.40a) can’t be obtained from ϕ ′ via substitution, deletion, and contraction, so (5.40a) /∈

Alt(ϕ ′).

The conditions of (5.45) are satisfied by the set of statements in (5.50), exactly as they are in the preceding

case of (5.49). In other words, nothing in the theory as defined above blocks the implicature of (5.41b)

from (5.41a). Furthermore, using a notion of contextual entailment for the computation of strength would

then make incorrect predictions for the too-case presented in (5.47) as well as for Magri’s (2009) data cited

above. So under a naive theory of non-restrictive modification, this appears to be a genuine puzzle. In

what remains, I will sketch three possible solutions to this problem. The first solution is based crucially

upon a specific proposal of this dissertation, namely that non-restrictive modification structures generate

presuppositions via TMAP.

5.3.3 Three analysis sketches

There are a number of ways that the undesired inference pattern of (5.41a) (5.41b) could conceivably be

blocked. In this discussion, three possibilities are considered.

Here is one theory: nouns can denote kinds, and adjectives can denote predicates of kinds (see Chap-

ter 3:§5 for motivation and for details of how (5.51) is derived). In non-restrictive modification, TMAP

combines an adjective and a noun to form a constituent that presupposes the adjective property holds of the

noun’s referent, and which has the same referent as the unmodified noun. In other words, the proposals of

Chapters 3 and 4 generate the following semantics as one interpretation of every harmful toxin:

(5.51) J[DP every harmful toxin]K = λP[: harmful(λw[ιx[∗toxinw(x)]])].∀x[toxin@(x)→ P(x)]
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The crucial bit of (5.51) is that via presupposition, it guarantees that the alternative Every toxin will... does

not logically entail Every harmful toxin will..., because the latter has a presupposition that the former lacks.

Hence, as with the too-case, we get the desired blocking.

A second approach, advanced in Leffel 2011, crucially relies on a presuppositional treatment of non-

restrictive adjectives as well. The primary divergence of this theory is that it assumes the two-domains based

syntax of Cinque (2010) for restrictive versus non-restrictive adjectival modification. In this theory, the

presupposition in (5.51) is generated syntactically, via the (postulated) functional head that introduces non-

restrictive direct modifiers. Specifically, this functional item is defined as in (5.52). Composing (5.52) with

simple property-type entries for the noun and the adjective results in the term in (5.53b) as the denotation

for the structure shown in (5.53a).

(5.52) GENNR : λPλQλy : Γx[P(x)][Q(x)].P(y)

(5.53) a. [XP [AP harmful] [X′ [X GENNR] [NP toxin]]]

b. λy: Γx[toxin(x)][harmful(x)].toxin(y)

“the set of y such that y is a toxin (defined iff toxins are generally harmful)”

Because the mechanism by which the implicature is blocked is the same as in the TMAP theory, I will not

comment further upon the difference between these approaches.

The third kind of analysis does not depend upon a grammatical treatment of non-restrictive adjectival

modification. In other words, this analysis assumes that in non-definite nominals at least, non-restrictive

readings of attributive adjectives arise via reasoning about belief states of the speaker (and potentially hearer

as well), and not via genuine presupposition. The advantages of such an approach, were it sufficiently

formalized, would include its parsimony and elegance, though further assumptions would need to be made

if this theory is to capture the too-data in (5.47) above.

Essentially, a pragmatic analysis of the contrast between (5.40) and (5.41) would run as follows. First,

we assign labels to the relevant sentences:

(5.54) ϕ Every harmful chemical will be eliminated by this product.

ϕ ′ Every chemical will be eliminated by this product.

¬ϕ ′ Not every chemical will be eliminated by this product.

(5.55) ψ Every harmful toxin will be eliminated by this product.
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ψ ′ Every toxin will be eliminated by this product.

¬ψ ′ Not every toxin will be eliminated by this product.

The implicature of ¬ϕ ′ from ϕ arises just as it does on the other theories: (i) ϕ ′ is a briefer alternative of ϕ

that entails ϕ; and (ii) ϕ does not entail ϕ ′. Therefore, ϕ has the implicature that ϕ ′ is not assertable, and

under the right conditions this is strengthened to the secondary implicature ¬ϕ ′ (i.e. that ϕ ′ is false).

The divergence of the pragmatic theory comes in the analysis of (5.55). Here are the steps: ψ is uttered,

instead of the briefer ψ ′. The hearer notes that the briefer alternative ψ ′ entails ψ . The hearer then asks

whether the speaker could have meant to implicate ¬ψ ′, concluding that the speaker could not have meant

this, since mutual belief guarantees that ¬ψ ′ contradicts ψ (specifically, mutual belief that all toxins are

harmful).

Alternatively, the hearer may reason that since ψ and ψ ′ are contextually equivalent but the speaker used

the more complex ψ anyway, harmful must contribute some pragmatic effect (e.g. establishing a coherence

relation between toxins are harmful and this product gets rid of toxins). This inference is licensed because

without a non-trivial pragmatic effect, the use of harmful in ψ would violate the maxim of manner (brevity).

Since the utility of harmful is pragmatic, and since the universal harmfulness of toxins is mutually known,

no implicature to the effect of ¬ψ ′ is computed.

5.3.4 A final puzzle: Implicatures of pre- versus postnominal modifiers

I close this chapter by returning to a critical contrast discussed in Chapter 4: in English, postnominal

modifiers—including integrated relative clauses, locative and other PPs, and attributive adjectives when

syntactically available—systematically lack non-restrictive interpretations. What is surprising about this

fact, of course, is that prenominal attributive adjectives easily admit of such interpretations (given the right

conditions of lexical choice, context, etc.). This generalization can be illustrated in a number of more-or-less

equivalent ways. For example, one can intuit that of these three sentences, only (5.56a) could be felicitously

stated in a scenario in which all words are assumed to be unsuitable:

(5.56) a. Every unsuitable word was deleted.

b. Every word unsuitable was deleted.

c. Every word that was unsuitable was deleted.
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Alternatively, one can examine sentences irrespective of context and consider what implications are likely

to arise. For example both (5.57b) and (5.57c) seem to suggest that there is more than one president under

consideration, while (5.57a) does not necessarily imply a multitude of presidents.

(5.57) a. The Texan president will return to Crawford.

b. The president from Texas will return to Crawford.

c. The president who’s from Texas will return to Crawford.

Finally, one can construct minimal pairs such that one sentence feels pragmatically or semantically de-

viant/infelicitous, while the other does not. In evaluating (5.58), world knowledge tells us that all flowers

are colorful, and therefore that any modifier that denotes the property of being colorful will be non-restrictive

with respect to the noun flowers. Thus, the infelicity of (5.58b) when compared to (5.58a) indicates that an

integrated relative clause cannot be felicitously used non-restrictively, while an attributive adjective with

roughly the same descriptive content can.

(5.58) a. In Anna’s garden there are colorful flowers.

b. #In Anna’s garden there are flowers that are colorful.

Regardless of how the contrast between pre- and postnominal modifiers is established, the generalization

that subsumes the cases in (5.56)-(5.58) appears to be something of the following shape (we require that

nouns have non-empty extensions so as to avoid cases involving talk about fictional entities like unicorns):

(5.59) Where ν is a noun with J[N ν]KC 6= /0 and µ is a modifier, an utterance containing the phrase [NP

[N ν] µ] is felicitous only if J[NP [N ν] µ]KC ⊂ J[N ν]KC

The restriction in (5.59) should ideally follow from a principle of manner constraining redundant material,

combined with some kind of explanation of the relevance of pre- versus postnominal position. Schlenker

(2004) proposes the following principle of manner, which applies specifically to definite descriptions.

(5.60) Minimize Restrictors! (Schlenker 2004:7) A noun phrase [DP the µ [N ν]] (where the order of µ

vs. ν is irrelevant) is deviant if µ is redundant, i.e. if both of the following hold:

a. Referential irrelevance: [DP the [N ν]] is grammatical and has the same denotation as [DP the

µ [N ν]]; and

b. Pragmatic irrelevance: µ does not serve another purpose.
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While this principle does suitably constrain a specific kind of redundant material, it does not reflect the kind

of sensitivity to linear order that appears to exist in the distribution of non-restrictive modifiers. So what is

interesting about the data in (5.56)-(5.58) is that they show that a highly intuitively plausible commonsense

principle like (5.60) cannot be fully correct. In particular, the linear order of µ and ν is apparently not

irrelevant. Even more surprising is how relevant linear order is: the pragmatic relevance of Texan in (5.57a)

is apparently enough to license this referentially irrelevant/redundant modifier. By contrast, the postnominal

modifier from Texas in (5.57b) has exactly the same kind of pragmatic relevance, but nevertheless causes

infelicity (under the assumption that from Texas is referentially irrelevant).

A fourth way that the pre- versus postnominal contrast in (non-)restrictiveness can be illustrated is in

terms of manner implicatures of the variety discussed in this section. The inference patterns in (5.61)

contrast, for example, for precisely the same reason that (5.57c) but not (5.57a) implies the existence of

more than one president—which in turn is the same reason that (5.58b) but not (5.58a) is infelicitous, and

so on. The point can be strengthened still: (5.62a) has the expected implicature, but since non-restrictive

interpretations are unavailable for relative clauses, (5.62b) necessarily has a corresponding implicature.

Since this implicature relies upon an intermediate inference that contradicts world knowledge—that there

exist non-harmful toxins—the sentence #Every toxin that is harmful is eliminated is judged as infelicitous.

A theory of modification should explain how and why this intermediate inference arises.

(5.61) a. Every harmful chemical is eliminated.  Not every chemical is eliminated.

b. Every harmful toxin is eliminated. 6 Every toxin is eliminated.

(5.62) a. Every chemical that is harmful is eliminated.  Not every chemical is eliminated.

b. #Every toxin that is harmful is eliminated.  Not every toxin is eliminated.

With this datum in mind, the problem can be stated thus: in English, a postnominal modifier is always

required to be referentially relevant, while a prenominal modifier need not be. This way of thinking about

the paradigm allows us to reduce the original problem to a simpler one. To explain the contrasts in (5.56)-

(5.62), we need only answer the question of why generalization (5.63) holds of English; i.e. why prenominal

modifiers are special in admitting non-restricting interpretations.

(5.63) If J[NP ν]KC 6= /0, then

a. an utterance containing [NP [N ν] µ] in C implies J[NP [N ν] µ]KC ⊂ J[N ν]KC; but
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b. an utterance containing [NP µ [N ν]] in C need not have this implication.

Why should linear order be so important in determining whether non-restrictive modification is possi-

ble/felicitous?

5.3.5 Predictions of the three analyses for the linear order puzzle

The three analyses sketched in §section 5.3.3 make divergent predictions about the pre- versus postnomi-

nal asymmetry. The second theory—the syntactically generated presupposition approach (Leffel 2011)—

actually makes some sense of the pattern. At least in the case of non-definite nominals, non-restrictive

adjectives must appear in a direct modification position, and must furthermore be introduced by the non-

restrictive functional head (5.53a). Because the position of this head is fixed—and because it is immediately

prenominal in English—the unavailability of non-restrictive interpretations postnominally is an immediate

consequence. So despite the somewhat stipulative nature of this analysis (and despite its reliance upon a

syntactic theory that I have argued here is incorrect), it does provide a crisp, straightforward solution to the

problematic data in (5.56)-(5.62).

What about the first theory, according to which non-restrictive adjectives compose via TMAP while

restrictive modifiers do not? This theory also captures the contrast under discussion under the assumption

that TMAP can apply only to prenominal modification structures for syntactic reasons (setting aside appos-

itives). In other words, the arguments in Chapter 3:§3,5 are sufficient to guarantee that only head-adjunction

structures can involve TMAP; and since head-adjunction is only possible for prenominal modifiers in En-

glish (Chapter 3:§5), only prenominal modifiers should in principle be capable of receiving non-restrictive

interpretations. And this result alone is enough to derive the pattern in question.

Because the third, pragmatic theory sketched above is not very precise, it does not make concrete predic-

tions about the puzzle at hand. Here I supplement this approach with some auxiliary assumptions in order

to give it some bite. The resulting theory explains the asymmetry between pre- and postnominal modifiers

in terms of an interaction between the semantics of focus, and default syntax-prosody correspondences in

English. Before presenting the details, I motivate the focus-based approach with some empirical data.

Focusing a modifier evokes alternatives of a certain kind: (5.64a) evokes the alternative in (5.64b), the

idea being that there are both harmful and non-harmful chemicals, and the speaker wants to contrast the

harmful ones with something else.
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(5.64) a. Cigarettes contain [HARMful]F chemicals.

b. Cigarettes contain harmless chemicals.

The classic example in (5.65a) becomes unambiguous if unsuitable is focused, precisely because it evokes

the alternative in (5.65b), suggesting that there do exist suitable words.

(5.65) a. Every [unSUITable]F word was deleted.

b. Every suitable word was deleted.

Now consider an adjective-noun pair in which things in the extension of the noun always have the adjective

property (these modification structures can be used non-restrictively but not restrictively). If the adjective is

focused in this configuration, the result is infelicitous: (5.66) suggests that there are non-harmful carcino-

gens, which contradicts our world knowledge.

(5.66) #Cigarettes contain [HARMful]F carcinogens.

The generalization suggested by (5.66), combined with the assumption that postnominal modifiers are in

some sense “inherently focused” or “inherently contrastive,” jointly provide an explanation for why post-

nominal modifiers cannot be non-restrictive: since they are (noun) phrase-final, they are assigned main stress

in the phrase. This prosodic status is semantically interpreted as focus, and alternatives are therefore evoked.

(5.67) [DP Every word [unsuitable]F] will be deleted. (only restrictive)

Further evidence for the idea that postnominal modifiers are in some sense “inherently focused” comes

from the syntactic distribution of postnominal adjectives in noun phrases containing the focus particle only:

adjectives that are generally prohibited from postnominal position can appear there if only is structurally

above them and inside the noun phrase. This is significant because only typically requires an overtly focused

element in its scope: a contrast between *[DP the [NP N AP]] and [DP the only [NP N AP]] could indicate that

normally ungrammatical APs become acceptable if the focus alternatives they generate are actually operated

on (used) by only or another focus-sensitive particle.

(5.68) a. *the person victorious b. ?the only person victorious

c. *the dog afraid d. ?the only dog afraid

Albeit not entirely clear what (5.68) shows, it is at least suggestive that there is some kind of focus-related
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phenomenon going on here.

With these observations in mind, we now formalize the focus-based theory. First, assume that fo-

cus evokes alternatives in the sense of Rooth (1985,1992). Formally, this means that there is a distinc-

tion between the ordinary and focus-semantic values of each expression. If a sentence α contains an F-

marked (e.g. prosodically) subconstituent β , then “the focus semantic value for [α] is the set of proposi-

tions obtainable from the ordinary semantic value by making a substitution in the position [of β ]” (Rooth

1992:76). For example, the focus value of John saw [Mary]F, written JJohn saw [Mary]FK f , is equal to

{saw(x)(john)|x ∈ De}—the set of propositions of the form “John saw x.” Similarly the focus value of

[John]F saw Mary is {saw(mary)(x)|x ∈ De}, the set of propositions of the form “x saw Mary.”

Following Rooth, we assume that the alternatives evoked by focus must have certain properties: in

the case of John saw [Mary]F, we require that there is a contextually supplied set C of propositions sat-

isfying three constraints: (i) that C ⊆ {saw(x)(john)|x ∈ De}; (ii) that the ordinary value of the sentence

is in C (saw(mary)(john) ∈ C); and finally, that there is a proposition distinct from the assertion in C

(∃ϕ 6= saw(mary)(john)[ϕ ∈C]). In plain English, where Rooth’s (1992) squiggle operator∼ indicates the

position at which focus is interpreted, we assume Rooth’s Focus Interpretation Principle:

(5.69) Focus interpretation principle, set case (Rooth 1992:93): φ ∼C presupposes that C is a subset of

the focus semantic value for φ and contains both the ordinary semantic value of φ and an element

distinct from the ordinary semantic value of φ .

Under the assumption that postnominal adjectives are reduced relatives, then they would have the struc-

ture of full clauses, i.e. CPs. I adopt this assumption here for the sake of argument, showing that it affords

a natural analysis of the puzzle using only existing concepts and constraints. Second, assume that CP (the

clause) is a prosodic domain in which at least one constituent must be F-marked. Third, assume an adapted

version of Chomsky & Halle’s (1968) nuclear stress rule: default prosodic prominence falls on the rightmost

constituent in a prosodic domain. Finally, assume that the phonological feature of being the most prominent

in a domain implies the semantic feature of bearing an F-marker.

With these assumptions in hand, we are in a position to sketch a focus-based analysis of the asymmetry

between pre- and postnominal modifiers with respect to non-restrictive readings. For concreteness, the goal

is to derive the following generalization (where for simplicity modifiers and nouns are assumed to uniformly

have type 〈e, t〉):
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(5.70) Generalizations about English:

a. Postnominal modifiers must restrict noun denotations

If JNK 6= /0, then a nominal [DP D [NP N XP]] implies J[NP N XP]K⊂ J[NP N]K.

b. Prenominal modifiers need not restrict noun denotations

There are felicitous nominals [DP D [NP XP N]] such that

J[NP XP N]K = J[NP N]K 6= /0.

Now consider an occurrence of the NP chemicals that are harmful with default stress. To the extent that

prosodic prominence can be intuited, highest prominence will fall on the stressed syllable of harmful—the

initial one. Therefore the relative clause that are harmful is F-marked via focus projection (see Selkirk

1996), and we have the configuration in (5.71).

(5.71) [NP2 [NP1 [N carcı̀nogens] [CPF that are hármful]] [∼C]]

(where v́ marks main stress and v̀ secondary stress)

By the focus interpretation principle (5.69), the constituent NP2 must satisfy the presuppositions in (5.72).

Assuming these are satisfied, the value of NP2 will simply be that of NP1.

(5.72) JNP2Ko is defined iff for a salient set C,

a. C ⊆ {λx[carcinogen(x)∧P(x)|P ∈ D〈e,t〉};

b. λx[carcinogen(x)∧harmful(x)] ∈C; and

c. ∃ϕ 6= λx[carcinogen(x)∧harmful(x)][ϕ ∈C]

In other words, in order for (5.71) to be felicitous, there must be a non-trivial set of alternatives to (5.71)

that have the same syntactic shape as carcinogens that are harmful. So because the modifier is F-marked,

we generate the presupposition that there are contextually salient properties of the form λx[carcinogen(x)∧

P(x)]. Crucially, the existence of such properties is incompatible with a non-restrictive construal of the

relative clause! Presumably the property λx[carcinogen(x)∧harmless(x)] would be an element of C, and

if so, then an utterance of carcinogens that are harmful will force us to consider this alternative. In other

words, an utterance of carcinogens that are harmful presupposes via focus that there is a set of harmless

carcinogens. This, I propose, is the explanation for generalization (5.70a). Viewed from a different angle:

the oddness of e.g. Cigarettes contain carcinogens that are harmful makes sense because it would be quite
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odd for a speaker to invite an addressee to consider an alternative utterance that refers to a property that is

mutually known to have an empty extension.

Finally, we consider a prenominal variant of (5.71):

(5.73) [NP2 [NP1 [AP harmful] [NF carcinogens]] [∼C]]

In this case, since the noun carcinogens bears default stress in virtue of its phrase-final position, the kind of

alternatives to be considered are not properties of the form λx[carcinogen(x)∧P(x)] but rather properties

of the form λx[P(x)∧harmful(x)]. As a result, the contextually specified set of alternatives C will never

contain the property λx[carcinogen(x)∧harmless(x)], and therefore an utterance of harmful carcinogens

with default prosody will never require that there are non-harmful carcinogens. From this, generalization

(5.70b) follows.

This approach makes many specific predictions, but I will point out only one here: if focus is shifted

to the modifier, non-restrictive readings will no longer be available. In other words, this theory predicts

that modified nouns like [NP harmfulF nouns] are incompatible with a non-restrictive construal of harmful.

The discussion surrounding examples (5.64)-(5.67) should be sufficient to confirm the accuracy of this

prediction.

A final, concluding remark: of the three analytical strategies, the pragmatic account is arguably the most

theoretically conservative, the most intuitive, and also the most elegant. But despite its advantages, it must

be conceded that the proposal runs into serious problems when faced with the considerations of §3.1-3.2, or

when one looks at languages whose prosodic properties are different from those of English. But concerning

cross-linguistic variation, the pragmatic theory also makes very interesting typological predictions, whose

investigation could constitute very strong evidence for or against it (depending on results of said investi-

gation). To mention just one: we might expect the pre- versus postnominal contrast in implicatures to be

reversed in languages that allow both pre- and postnominal modification, but differ from English in having

default phrase-initial stress instead of phrase-final stress.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this dissertation, I have introduced a general syntax and semantics for nominal modification. Like the

influential two-domains model, I argue for a fundamental asymmetry among attributive adjectives, which

can be informally characterized as “inner” versus “outer.” However, unlike most previous approaches, I

locate the interpretive properties associated with each modifier type in the semantics of nouns and noun

phrases. The most important and innovative features of my theory are the following:

• Nouns lexically denote taxonomic sub-kind predicates, expressions of type 〈〈s,e〉, t〉.

• Inflectional morphology on nouns is semantically checked at the lowest NP node, and has two effects:

– it converts the noun’s denotation into an 〈s,〈e, t〉〉-type intensional predicate of individuals; and

– it operates on the mereological structure of the noun’s extension; e.g. singular noun denotations

consist solely of atomic entities, while plurals contain atoms and sums.

• Attributive adjectives, relative clauses, and other non-appositive modifiers are adjoined either to N

(head-adjunction) or to NP (phrasal adjunction). As a result,

– head-adjoined modifiers constrain the type/kind of entity that the noun applies to; while

– phrasally adjoined modifiers constrain the set of individuals that the NP predicate is true of.

• Language-specific parameter settings determine whether

– argument nominals can have category NP, or must have category DP;

– head-adjunction is leftward only, rightward only, or bi-directional; and

– phrasal adjunction is leftward only, rightward only, or bi-directional.

This theory is applied to three Bolinger contrasts; in each case the basic distribution of readings in English

and in Italian as reported in the literature is derived (with minor auxiliary assumptions). Further empirical

patterns are also explained, which I show cannot be accounted for on previous approaches. A fourth topic,
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modified proper names, is also shown to have a natural analysis on my theory of modification.

Chapter 2§5.2: stage-level versus individual-level interpretation of attributive adjectives

Chapter 3§4: restrictive versus non-restrictive interpretations of attributive adjectives

Chapter 4§4: direct versus implicit relative interpretations of certain modal adjectives

Chapter 5§1: proper names containing modifiers, articles, and both

Aside from the empirical patterns the proposal sheds light on, it also makes precise Larson’s intuition that

inner (here, head-adjoined) adjectives often have generic interpretations, as well as Bolinger’s intuition

that inner adjectives are “reference-modifying” while outer adjectives are “referent-modifying.” On my

theory, reference-modification amounts to narrowing kind reference, while referent-modification amounts

to narrowing individual reference.

The ultimate test for the proposals made here is cross-linguistic application: while I have sketched an

account of how the mirror-image distribution of adjective interpretations in English versus Romance should

be analyzed, I have not examined in any detail

• languages in which all nominal modifiers occur prenominally;

• languages in which all nominal modifiers occur postnominally;

• languages in which there is no inflectional morphology on DP-internal elements;

• languages without determiners; or

• the host of semantically independent Bolinger contrasts, as partially catalogued in Cinque 2010:5-36.

The proposals of Chapter 2 can be viewed as a framework for the cross-linguistic analysis of modifica-

tion, which builds on and (I argue) improves the two-domains theories of Larson, Cinque, and others. The

merits of the theory will be determined by the range of languages—and the range of additional Bolinger

contrasts—it can be successfully applied to. Some interesting problems are likely to arise: for example, in

languages without the singular/plural distinction, it may be necessary to posit systematic polysemy in the

lexical semantics of nouns, whereby they can denote subkind predicates or individual predicates. Alterna-

tive strategies might include positing an invisible syntactic layer in which kind-reference is converted to

individual-reference.

In addition to the syntactic and semantic subject matter of this dissertation, I have also argued that

discourse coherence relations play a crucial role in certain aspects of the pragmatics of modification. I find

this conclusion of interest primarily because noun modification is an inherently clause-internal grammatical

process, while coherence relations have for the most part been used as tools for analyzing inter-sentential
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pragmatic phenomena like narrative structure, long-distance anaphora, or ellipsis resolution. The idea that

coherence relations are operative at a sub-sentential level—if true—therefore has potential implications

for both the organization of grammar and for the modularity (or lack thereof) of syntactic, semantic, and

pragmatic processing systems. In particular, this idea predicts that pragmatic processes may be temporally

interleaved with syntactic and semantic ones—a notion that conflicts with traditional idealized views of

language as a system of discrete, independent, and linear combinatory subsystems (i.e. roughly the idea

that sentences are constructed from lexical arrays, which are then shipped off to semantic and phonetic

interpretation, and that the semantic interpretation is then fed to the general-purpose pragmatic reasoning

system to compute implicatures and other conversational inferences). Instead, sub-sentential coherence

effects suggest that pragmatic reasoning might interact with or even guide aspects of syntactic structure

building and semantic interpretation. I have advanced analyses in terms of discourse coherence relations for

the felicity conditions of non-restrictive modification (Chapter 3§2.4); and for the licensing condition that

modifiers must satisfy in order to subtrig any in positive contexts (Chapter 5§2). Finally, the discussion in

Chapter 5§3 suggests that in the domain of manner implicatures, world-knowledge does not factor into the

relative strength of structural alternatives. This along with some assumptions about the prosody-syntax and

prosody-semantics interfaces affords an interesting (albeit tentative) explanation for an asymmetry in the

implicatures of restrictive versus non-restrictive modifiers.

My main hope is that this dissertation’s framework for the study of nominal structure and modification

is applied to a diverse collection of languages. Such studies may well call for adjustments to some of the

basic assumptions I have introduced here, but such adjustments will hopefully improve the generality and

empirical application of the basic theory I have defined in this dissertation.
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